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INTRODUCTION

ated, fomalized^institutions, represent a more recent development by 
highly organized., complex social groups. The transfer of such educa- 
tional systems-for a variety of reasons-from the societies in which 
they developed to other societies has not been unusual. Modem nation
states, having established varying degrees of control over the struc
tures and content of their respective educational systems, have come to 
perceive of these systems as.'potentially effective instruments of na- •‘ 
tional policy.

cre-

%

V

Relation of the Study to a Broader Research Design

lillilSiS
theif extensions in North America and Australia. Since these nations 
are kll spiritual heirs of Athens, Rome, and the Renaissance, it is not

M f I similarity exists among these systems
of education both in general aims and forms of organization,.

in are the educational -'systems,-' described
in the last fifty years by anthropologists and sociologists, of less 
complex social groups. Indeed the method of cultural transmission 
b^thrlS was scarcely recognized as education
by SstabliJhr out to build modem empires
by establishing their rule over scores of Aslan and African socletiL
in the nineteenth century. In that special form of cultural 
Known as colonialism, European educational 
superimposed upon indigenous systems.

contact 
systems thus came to be

rE support of their goyerhments. The missionaries were
to tran!f£ replaced by their governments in an effort
to transform the Indigenous societies through formal education. Until

;

soon

1
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recently, however,'this common phenomenon had not attracted the atten- 
scientists although they occasionally referred to it in 

? acculturation. - Several recent developments have 
changed this situation.. First, the Second World War greatly quickened 
the pace of institutional transfers from the metropoles to their devel
oping colonies. Second, in every colonized society an already accul- 
tur^ted minority developed the desire to replace their European masters 
and sought the support of the masses.in their struggle for Llf-deter 
•lotion, mth r.g,l„ed prtd. co.fldepcf 1„ t.LltLp.t“5,

Independent societies etc determined to find 
their rightful place among the.free nations of the world. Upon their
positive eft generations buE also any
meJj ormSnL H make to the develop-

mankind. Too much is at stake to permit chance to be the only
' influence the course of events in desired
social ?orcif ® intelligent use of his knowledge of physical and

uf ^ l^rge degree, European formal education has molded the mind
emerging nations. These leaders’ now rely 

their Lm the same educational systems to transform
units lut Iff economic, social, political and cultural
units. But effective use of the school as an instrument in the 
piishment of such a ^ , accom-
, „ ^ ‘=3Sk requires sophisticated knowledge of the

of the Instrument" involves: icnowieage

of Knowledge of the philosophy, structure, content, and functions
?imi thr education as they existed at the
time the colonies were founded.

ties metropolitan socie-
ties-such^as missionary groups-which initiated the transfer of 
European educational Institutions.

3) The colonial socio-cultural 
transfer was effected.

and rtl the years of both the socio-cultural
and the quantity and quality of educational 
the colonized societies.

5) A detailed survey of tli^ 
inherited by the

In The identification of the new nations' aspirations expressed
sLkesmerof%u policies by traditional or elected
spokesmen of the new nations.

context in which institutional

context 
opportunities offered to

transferred educational institutions 
new nations at the time of independence.

;

V
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the outcomes of current formal education in
golls ““ * £»r the

. fertu'e the preceding .t.tem.nts conetltute
ette.p":o"::ewe: h eet“t S “rcle'.LT?:nf‘r
unlverelt, he, developed’, ,eri::-<,rr2”"h':e1lJ;,“r:e1e“lL"'’ 
contribute to the growing literature 
study is one of the series.

pursuit of

\

will
on comparative education. This ■

The European colonial, powers have pursued policies similar in
anrtfSe pla™?

igin and of application. The publication-of a representative samole 
of these similarities and differences is an immediate aim of P^ofZor 
Hannahs research designs. As a first step, several pairs of studied

h°" f’ f
of French educational policies for the ex-French African colonies 

n“: tSt.c"c"l Cc;:nj^.'L“’u‘5.‘ crrltd-rL,.

or more

The

Limitations of the Study

TheBollha„oh!c°^! of this study o.yerlaps to some extent that of Jerry 
policy toj^thrCo^g'o.^Hoiive^ "'this sJidy^'tS IShasifuS-'o?'

fonnal .aspects of the French educative 
catfe ideas 1 ~ .*^°"80, that is, to the French effort to communi-.
cate ideas, values, attitudes, and .skills to the Congolese within the

mfv\^ h^ situation-no matter how simply structured the .

Xiorof Le L T u underestlma-'
of the importance of,the Informal aspects of culture contact but

represents an attempt, tb identify the foie of, format eduLtion J^tS
^rspiL^orthe filfPTf as it occurred under colonial rule.
of Jhfjchfof ^ ^ encountered in trying to'measure the impact
tLp task 1, relatively .asl„
soSew Far ■>« mother
society. For our purposes,.we will study the schbol
artiflc"aUty^r;h:%MSi^;;r^“ recognizing -the:;essentlal

f .

X .

;

apart from the

H
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The Congolese school

crc-“5=^^sr,;s';e~ - s'
and practices in the geographic 
national school system*

*

to the French educational policies 
area presently served by the Congolese

The Problei
/7

The problem studied here is related 
processes: to two separate but successive 

.n of formal, European educ.tion.l Instltutlonsl to

«owly'seu!dSlSS^oSfe:t inetltutlone bp the

terms, the processes Involve the transfer of
of F«nrh educational institutions by segments '
of F«nch society to parts of, the Congo basin in the pursuit-of goals 

d n response to needs perceived by those in control oJ the prlcLs- 
d the current use of the transferred institutions by the leaderrS?’

t^r^f SL lZJ":d"“°" transferred instltu-

/

\
Main Generalization

descriptive analyses of those processes' as. they have been 
p rating^in the Congo (Brazzaville) since 1883 should yield evidence 

in support or refutation of the following hypothesis: , evidence

by a Splent"boc?^tr^^ transferred, educational institutions
y a recipient society, is largely determined-insofar as the society's

defined- by S- F.^Nadel In his The Foundations of 
■Social Anthropology (Glencoe: - -  unuacions or
mode of social behavior." Free Press, 1951) as "a standardized 
. . , In'Nadel's concept the purposiveness of

implied in the wprds, "social behavior." Further 
of manv^i^^t?^ institutional alms often requires the development 
ffrS t 4 . "®^®“®"<=s," each of which is sometkes rL

Institution. But such elements are closely'inter
dependent and form a "functional unit" serving-fsome over-all pur. ■ 

if education may be consldeted an institution (with
■ an "eWnL"“''^°'®^ while primary education,-for pxample,;would be

■

pose.
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choices of ends and means are reasoned and, deliberate—by the function..

were

V,.

By "recipient society" we mean those members of society who 
make or influence policy decisions regarding the educational system
detemiSine^^T determined" we make allowance for other * ■

• 'outsidi Se fomarsJSfl^" T ’ acculturative influences
outside the foraal school system, persisting socio-cuLtural attitudes
sideJ^d """" "functions" includes outcomes which mJyJrco;:
tlon^^ M °n the criteria employed by the observer,
tional," "non-functional," or "dysfunctional."

We might point out at this juncture that the 
of the hypothesis is 
irtvolved.

can

as "func-

apparent circularity 
not a logical circularity since a time factor is

Niri, generalization differs significantly from that offered by
charair ' ' I*"*® education, frpjn being a function of national '
charaSter, became itself a factor in moulding it."2 Hans based his
JountJler'ind Tt education in industrialized 
^ndenPnH!^ . requires demonstration. However, in newly

basic generalization of this study
ove^^tar' Follow?nr‘'"5°" t educational system’

^ Following a formulation by Professor Paul R. Hanna^ which
of fo™af''°H fbe communication sciences, the trLsfer
descrSeJ ;hu":“°" (Brazzaville)’can be

cies ^deSded whl^S borough government and missionary agen-
r values, attitudes and skills were appropriate

ScuL bSS 5° “'=■> ».nbUt.d
ricula became the "message" to be communicated, 
ology selected

cur-
Structures and method- 

were those thought most likely to Insure effective

. 2. Nicholas Hans, Comparative Education (London:
Paul, 1930), p.^^t ^

?h! '%"The Transfer of Educational Institutions:
The Ghana Case Study" (unpublished doctoral dlsseftatioj, 
ot Chicago, 1961). ’

Routledge and Kegan• *\

3.

University
;

4. Paul R. Hanna, "Conventional and Unconventional Education in Newly
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communication of the - 
the intentional level. The "input" just described operated atmessage.

II. THROUGHPUT The intended message was modified in the 
of communication since a) the nature and quality of the 
of the educational materials, e.g., school buildings, textbooks, etc., 
may have differed from those in the intended input; b) the persons con 
veying the message may have differed in their understandings'^of what was

Congolese's perception of the message may ■ 
have modified the message's content in unexpected ways. ‘

process 
structures and

thP r process produced changes in Congolese behavior at
S if educational studies output
is characteristically measured by achievement tests, and of course, ^ 
certain levels of achievement are rewarded by promotion to the 
grade or by a certificate or diploma. More recently educational'output 
has been related to national economy. All of these measures largely 
Ignore pupils who do not pass the tests. More important, they ignore 
many other areas of behavior, such as values and attitudes, which are 
nfl "total output" and which are critical elements for adequate
feedback --the effect of past and cur’ent output on future input.

next

Thus, generalizations, values, attitudes, and skills acquired by 
the recipient society as a result of the transfer of an educational 
system become part of the human capital of the changed society, 
nature and quality of this capital largely determines 
ing the present and future orientation of the 
institutions.

and the 
decisions regard- 

transferred educational

Methods and Sources

Since the transfer of educational institutions 
Congo (Brazzaville) had been from France to the

n C ^ ^ ^ continuous process since the arrival in
e Congo of de Brazza and Bishop Augouard in the early 1880's, this 

study must be set in an historical framework, 
education in the Congo is presently available, 
devoted to the reconstruction of the main
place and to their socio-political context. While this part of the 
study may not always conform to the standards of historical writing, 
the description and interpretation of the present Congolese school sys- 
tem rely heavily on modern methods of social science research. The 

approach is definitely comparative in that the problem is 
studied at different stages of development, and the results are pre
sented in such a way as to facilitate further comparative treatment.

, , support or refutation of this thesis
is pursued at three levels: educational policy, educational practice, 
and educational outcome. ’

Since no history of 
much of this study is 

educational events which took

The search for evidence in

*7
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Educational policy (the "intentional input"
institutional transfer over time and aiori'^^’i* I! educational structures and methods thought

are policy statements, legislative and administrative decrees, 
etc. issued by individuals and bodies 
encing institutional decisions.

level) involves both

area 
reports,

responsible for making or influ-

tificaSof^r% "throughput" level) involves the iden- ■
JhfJ r ^ structures and methods actually transferred together with 
their subsequent modificati^, an identification of educatiLl func 
tions actually performed, and a search for instances where the through
IteV r;' correspondence to the in^Si^nl^
k! t supplied by surveys of programs of studies, text
books, descriptions of teaching methods, and examinations of stlt^Scal 
and evaluative reports. The reports studied will be not only those 
prepared by French government officials and missionary representatives 
but also documents reflecting French as well%s Congolese public opinion,

estimated
Educational

outcome (the "output" level) will be
■ qu_antitatlvely on the basis of statistical reports of schools, teachers
qualultlvel^^r’'®^^?'^ diplomas awarded at various school levels and ’ 

through instruments designed to assess the beliefs, values 
of . the present generation of Congolese school children 

Tests and questionnaires adapted to.this study include: 1) a survey of 
tl^ vocational aspirations of sixth and tenth graders, of thTreaslL 
motivating their occupational choices, and of ?he preferrersettC 
(urban or rural) for their chosen occupations; 2) a sociometrir^nvP..

of tribal and religious influences on the voluntary associa—

as revealed by responses to projective tests. The results of the social
cifteJ^a?°ihS Balandier and his

'=^\I"®titut d-Etudes Centrafricannes (Brazzaville) will alsoasso-

educprJnn\^^ author will attempt an evaluation of both the French 
f performance in the Congo and the effectiveness with which

-P of itP inh„-

)
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THE SETTING

• Republic of Congo (Brazza-

L‘^Spr"^ 1-:;-:-““r:.r:;,
Sahtrovr* (February 26, 1885) recofnlzed French
elfUL Tt the "French Congo" in order to differ
entiate it from the Belgian King Leopold II's "Congo Free State" flatpr 
thet"Belglan Congo"). As French expLratioHs were^pursued'eas? anJ* 
north toward the sources of the Congo River's tributaries, the French 
Congous divided in 1903, for administrative purposes, into thr^e
(?iSr «7^^-Congo, and Oubangui) and one military territory
(Tchad). Despite frequent but- relatively minor border changes, it is
(BrJzzavJn ? of Moyen-Congo which became the Republic of Congo
o!t thif ''ill I’® '‘sed through
out this paper to designate this colony. °

a century; 
in 1875, it was con-

The Land

The Congo lies astride the Equator--between the fourth degree of 
north latitude and the fifth degree of south latitude and between the
aJer"342^000^^® longitude east of Greenwich. Its

f u M kilometers, is slightly larger than that of the'
mi?^^ southwest the Congo has a short strip (120

' iJ frL°fhf irregular border separLes-
Central IfrlfarS ^ '=1'^ Cameroon and
Central African Republic. From the northeast comer of the Congo to
a ^int southwest of the Stanley-PooL, the Oubangui and Congo rivers

boundary. The southern side touches two enclaves on the

vau)”:::" dziy
The Congo's relief is best described by first pointing 

of low mountains and plateaus which 
half.

to a complex
, occupy most of its southwestern

north from the Atlantic Ocean, can be summarized as follows:, a narrow 
coastal plain; the Mayoumbe Mountains (1000 to 2500 feet high)* the 
Niari Valley, a savannah region extending, to the sources of the

)

8
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tributaries; the plateaus (Cataracts, 
Baberabe, Bateke), averaging altitudes of 1200 to 1500 feef and the 

portion o£ th, Congo ,Bonin, tho »cuvott. oongouLi,: '''•

. plain lower than '1200 fpet, covered by a network of rivers, 
tarie,s of the Congo River. '►

the’v?® ®"tirely equatorial, varies little in climate throughout
• slightly wider varia-

iich! i f average annual rainfall is 60 to 80
inches and the humidity remains high.

a vast 
all t-ribu-

f r: o i^Ltr:
?he north Thfr^""’ ^ "cuvette congolaise" from the equator to 
the north. Tlie savannah covers the coastal plain, the Niari Valley
oJ thr^SuItor! plateaus, and the ^'cuvette congolaise-south

r
The sight of the luxuriant equatorial forest and of the tall

near

The Natural Resources

The preceding discussion suggested the 
natural resources of the Congo. variety and extent of the

ciar^nJ^f"® than half the land, the forests are rich in commer-
llmbfand a'^lhable for construction add plywood include

lems
suitable

Srst'arejr '‘>'“'''i*’’3)"iJrpojuutrrdmsry'ortSr

;rsrcr„g“!''.:grg ■>'
value of-exports. up some sixty per cent of the total

;

"cuvette." Some plants, such as the
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raphia type palm free, "pounga," and urena, are gathered for their 
fibers. Wild rubber, obtained from lianas or trees, although once 
the chief export of the Congo,-is rarely gathered at the present time.

In^spite^of the generally poor quality of the soils, the Congo'
The local staple food, manioc.produces an impressive variety of crops. '_________ __ mauj-uv.

is grown almost everywhere'. Bananas also repres^t an“important contri
bution to the diet of the population. ' 
complement to the basic diet: 
beans, onions, and red

A few other crops bring a welcome 
peanuts, sweet potatoes, yams, corn, ■ 

Around European population-centers, 
a variety of vegetables, citrus fruits, and pineapples afe grown for 
the local market. ,

peppers.

Cash crops include peanuts, coffee, cocoa, sugar cane, bananas, 
tobacco, and oil palm products. Since the cultivation of these plants 
is still at the experimental stage, their present total value is small. 
However, they already account for a sizable share of the "country's 
exports.

IThe prevalence of the tsetse fly used to rule out the possibility 
of introducing cattle and horses to the Congo'. Since World War II, 
great efforts have been made- to eradicate this pest. Too, acclimatized 
animals require special health care and often need fodder not previously 
available in the Congo. All of these matters demand a level of tech
nical knowledge very few Congolese possess at this time. However, the 
herds are steadily growing; pigs, goats and sheep are also increasing 
in number, ^ •

None of Africa's famed mining regions lie within the„ , - - - Congo terri-
tory. However, in the mountainous region formed by the southern portion 
of the plateaus, the local population was exploiting deposits of copper, 
zinc, lead and iron long before the arrival of Europeans. French and

worked those same deposits, particularly in the 
Mindouli area, for over fifty years. For various,reasons, such as 
quantity and quality of deposits, costs of operation and transportation, 
or the state of the world markets for these metals, 
reached high levels. production has never

, . ^ present, the Congo's mining activities are
chiefly confined to the exploitation of minor deposits of lead and zinc 
in the M'Fouatl area. The recent recognition of deposits of phosphates 
and rock salt in the MayoumbI region and on the coastal plain may 
justify rather large-scale exploitation. soon

exported in small quantities. However, known oil and natural gas re
serves are very small. Water resources may constitute the largest 
source of potential power. One hydrqelectric power plant is already 
in operation on the Djoul River five miles from Brazzaville. M^re 
important perhaps, the Congo possesses a dam site, the Sounda Gorge 
on the Kouilou River, which promises to produce electric 
prices comparable to those in Canada and Norway.

power at 
The Kouilou project
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would supply enough power to make possible Tthe development of
electrochemical industrial complex in the

■ sr‘‘’
investments in industrial plants wfll be available in orLr to 

create sufficient demand for

a vast

operat-

pqwer.

Industrial development in the Congo is embryonic . 
concerned with the primary processing of raw materials, 
and peanut o41 mills, for example, 
areas

and is mostly •
. Palm, palmetto,

, are operating in crop-producing
.A modem sugar refinery in the Niari Valley fills most of the 

refined sugar needs. The staple fo^d, manioc, is still processed by 
hand. Although most of the Congo's(^timber is still exported as logs 
there are a few sawmills, and veneers and plywood are made in Pointe- 
Noire. Lead and zinc ores are exported after very little treatment.

and industry of a secondary character exists in Brazzaville ,
and PSinte-Noire: a brewery, a soft drink bottling plant, a modem 
cigarette factory, scores of small furniture factories 
and a fish , soap factories.

cannery.

to this fact. Between the Pool and the Atlantic coast, a railroad and
of“po?ntrN The site

a selected as the western terminal of the Congo-Ocean '
Railroad, and a modem port was created there 
and goods-traffic moving in^nd 
Congo basin.

to handle the passenger
out of the northern portion of the 

i, j federal government, Brazzaville is a post,
telegraph and telephone center; it has one of the best international 
airports and the second most powerful radio station in tropical Africa.

By contrast, the motor-road network is still embryonic, consisting 

cheapest means of penetration into the "cuvette congolalse."

■ ...To' provide the reader with

- '
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The People . *.

According co che moat.recent demographic investigation, 
population of the Rep^iblic of the Congo is about 820,000^ 
tion density of about 2,4 inhabitants 
mile).

the total 
or a-popula-

TV,.. 1 ... square kilometer (.386 square
tion denJitv unevenly distributed. Popula
tion density gradually increases from a low of le<;<! t-han ^

1.-jh, north.„. . Ughlf’: L thf"'
metropolitan Brazzaville area. From there to the west, it decJeasL
TSo^LS°Af i kilometer. As in most extensive
of tropical Africa, the population of the Congo is made up of different
rSbo’t^ "ill attempt to givr
a short description of these ethnic groups and to draw
of their cultural characteristics.

areas

a summary picture

If the term race is understood 
of the human species, only 
the Congo:

as referring to the great divisions 
, „ races form the Indigenous population of
the Pygmoid and the Negroid. ^

two

^It is very difficult to say how many Pygmies live in the Congo.

. the approximate locations of the pygmy tribL 2 l' L T
not moje than 10,000 Pygmies liJirtkTcoZi '

Most authors do 
ethnic

■tr*

tion and social organiza-
? have no fixed residence. Being hunters and gatherers thev

d«d frof°''^^\‘^"anty to one hun
dred from one hunting area to another. The Pygmies tend to attach tbL
rSiltionshir'T Negro farmers with whom they establish a symbiotic 

■ h^M^r their language, exchanging the productrof their
hunting and gathering for domestic tools and hunting

weapons.
of most o??he Cof^7J ^ P ®°1® inhabitants
or most of the ConWbasin, For various reasons, particularly because
they were not orgaSlTzed for warfare and their ecoiogicaraSLtior
no °::sisfL' population density, tL Pyg^iefcoSS
torv b ! ^®P®ated waves of Bantu Negroes who invaded their
tory beginning about two thousand terri-

Today, the last survivingyears ago.

"Enqutte D^mographique 1960-61-R^sultats Provlsol-es.(Brazza1.,

'f™ Ethno-dimographique de I'Afrique Equatoriale
reprinted from Bulletin Instithit 

pp Nouvelle S^rie, BrazzI^Ue, No. 11,
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irth/norJrSfneighbors- way of life, 
in trie north of the Congo, some groups have accentpH j
and the Administration. In the'Oiiesso area (Northern Congo); sme have 

attend the .ohoolL“'"

t

even accepted work as laborers 
their children and

All the rest of the indigenous ethnic 
Bantu-speaking population of tropical Africa, 
cultural unity. Murdock^ conjectures that this 
tribes which began to spread from 
border about two thousand 
tion,

groups belong to the great 
But there ends their 
area is occupied by 

a point near the Cameroon-Nigerla 
- years ago. Murdock believes that this mlera-

peatest in history, was accomplished in successive
be Bantr\ut \ thus all

^ clearly differentiated and fall into three
main ethnic groups, subdivided into more than seventy tribes.

, dr. . country reside the Equatorial Bantu.

^ong Bantu tribes -. mJJrllLeal deLenrjrevaJleri^nerfurir"'

Bantu tribes number about 125-,000 altogether.

The Northwestern Bantu (southern' cluster)^ are represented in th^ 
ongo y t e Batike group and its several subgroups. The Bateke 

the plateaus to which they have given their nL. 
in number.

In the north of the
They are , 
area 
from

occupy 
They are over 150,000

The Bateke 
French in 1879. were the first Congolese to come into contact with the 

, , Loosely organized as a kingdom (Anzico)', the Batek5

from the north at the beginning of the nineteenth century. They iLt

ing ui fvL'cS rpS:i“Si:g.fsL%o'sr
strategic Pool^area.

3. George Peter Murdock, Africa, 
(New York: Mrr,-=« mi. _ ■ Peoples and Their Culture Hi.st-»r-v

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1959), ^pp. 271-274.
)

4. Ibid.. p. 27. 

Ibid.. p. 275.5.
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most thoroughly studied of all the Congo peoples. the •

an excellent, detailed ethnographic monograph

The Kongo group is believed to form at least 45% of the 
population of the Congo, although they 
This would indicate that the Kongo 
820,000 Congolese.

Marcel Soret provides 
on this group.7

total
area.occupy only 15% of its 

accounts for about 400,000 of the

Socio-Cultural Background. As noted earlier, the tribes of
and sorri^^'^ attracted equal degrees of attention from historians
is thrKonP^‘''^^f received the most attention
IS the Kongo. As early as the sixteenth century, many travelers and
pe^Jor^reoLtr'^f^f/?^ the modem colonial
period, reports of administrative and missionary action were chieflv
Wlna\ubH\“J 19arFati:r J
S.r B^Undief^ I Ba-Kongo; more recently, in the
tioL to ^''f^°‘^hers have made significant contribu-

^ knowledge of the Kongo. No such body of litera
ture exists concerning the other groups. - J-itera

descriLfJn«*’^f^""^?® century. Doctor CureauB gave detailed
thrS^O^r r r customs,-but not on a tribe-by-tribe basis. In

q ’ ruel, in his classic. La France Equatoriale Afri. .
made extensive use of Cureau's writFogs as supplements to his 

OTO personal knowledge of the area. Thus, on the basis of the writings 
an Wing, Cureau, Bruel, Balandier, and Soret, it is possible to

i' .

Languages. Vernacular languages in the Congo are all Bantu, one.

6. Ibid.

7. Marcel Soret, Les. Kongo Nord-Occ-identaux (Paris- 
taires de France, 1959). - - - - - -

.y
Presses Universi-

; 8. Adolphe Cureau, Les Societes Primitives 
(Paris: de I'Afrique Equatorial

' Armand Colin, 1912).

U France Equatoriale Afrir.air.» (Paris: Larose,

:s::5
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of the
f subfamily of the Negritic stock, 10

But each of the various tribes has its own "language" or dialect which 
resembles its neighbor-s and is more or less unLrStandIble 
of other tribes, 'None oX these various dialects has 
cantly’beyond the particular tribal

.. The geographical isolation of the various Congolese tribes which 
• ^ diversification of languages was not absolute,
frequent contacts were Indeed established between tribes. To facilitate 

contacts in general, vehicular languages were devel€^d ^hich 
hLf^of^th’^ larger areas. Thus, Monokotuba is understood in th^'^them 
half of the Congo, from Brazzaville to Polnte-Nolre; Llngala is s^en 
from Brazzaville to the northeast, Monokotuba and Lingafa ari sSll-

MC tribe, but made up of linguis
tic elements borrowed from local languages. mguis

Social structure.

to members 
spread signifi- 

group to which it belongs.

and

j<! - - Tu— u Identification of ethnic groups or subgroups
® observation of certain "similarities in the lan- 

or ! ^ customs, etc., of a group of individuals. Such groups
wLhi^^en% necessarily exist as social or political units

Jrlb^ I f r limits. This is often also true at
no Vlli, or^emSeror U di "CMef1 ,

of Ss biJthiliL ^1 °“tside

at thS marriage is traditionally endogamous
level of the tribe. Marriage becomes exogamous in the small 

groMplngs called "clan," "subclan," or "extended family." The latter

existence nowadays. The extended family is made up of all the Individ
?"? “'■‘"S «c,8„lzed a. .L chS!

Among the Kongo and the Tek^, where the matrllineal rule of kinship
of^tL old*^^t headman (Nkazi) is the representative of the oldest woman 
of the oldest generation, usually her brother or her maternal uncle 
Among the northern tribes, the headman is,
-  of the family group*

there is

in principle, the oldestman

nn-.^ constitutes a social, economic and juridical
mailindividual is largely absorbed. ’'The headman

oversees all transactions (including marriages),, and administers justice. He is the one closest to the^
Accord?n!V n /o^^^ce of the vital powers of the family,

cording to Balandler,12 the maintenance of the "fundamenial link

10. Murdock, o£. cit p. 15.

Soret, o£. cit., p. 72.

12. Georges Balandier, Sociologie Actuelle de I'Afrloue

• f;

11.

Noire-Dynamique
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land-property-lineage under an effective family head- is mainly
Ko"8°'s remarkable stability as a social gLup 

subjected to the strains of the -colonial situation." ^ ^

for f Sotiated outside the extended family, and calls
KoLo^« ® bride-price to the woman's maternL uncle (in
Kongo and Teke groups); residence is virilocal (i.e., the couple lives

children belong to the wife's family which they join before adolescence. Kin groups are defied a?tL ?^o 
aslc coordinates: blood and seniority. "Ego" is first related to 

his mother, to his sisters and to his father^s otLr w ves lu tLse 
are "mothers" The kinship class next in important Is th^ uncle 
nephew relationship. Then come the brothers, sisters, and cousins
t'i atL: if: ft^e Lngofof; '
Ihl efnfa^Lr transmit part of his blood to his child, an
.embers of the f-Lf ^^^ttLToff® f.SJLf

indi» Cults, and-Mapic. in attempting to describe a society's
of iSif f f is faced with the difficult problem
of locating a cultural baseline, since most societies if nor nvi -u
llll “ =“» POl't^irtL"
conL" »lth*thJ''p r hav. bean In
hfff With the Portuguese since the fifteenth century, and for two

philL^phf ^ *^"80 song which he believes well expresses the Kongo

hlm^ wf f f” frecurrent needs to be satisfied.
Hfhsf f ® Invisible sovereign master, unapproachable.
df Jf ‘'i® away one day through
ifnstff^ everywhere, taking, inexorably, yofff o^f®
gainst this sovereign Nzambi there is no recourf; one cfnf

exists another power superior to men, that of the manes, that is 
or aflff f‘'°“f ^ the clan. This power is generally favorable,’ 
pravfs “^de so through sacrifices^ibatlfs and
ffffi' f the ancestors remain decldedlynWii^ one can use 
the fetishes, which Nzambi has given to men in ordf tcf neutralize

Above

;

jes Changements Sociaux en Afrlque Central (Paris: 
versltalres de France, .1955), p., 396.- - -

Pre'sses, Uni-

f
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evil action. The magical rites of tlie fetishers have indeed an
thi;reL™on°Sza:b""i ° ^ -ry-

The Kongo believed in Nzambi before the arrival of the first 
missionaries. But was their conception of this Supreme ^eJng tSe same ' 
before Christian influence? No one is -certain in ® „ v
plays for the Kongo the two main functions which -Malinowsky^lttriLLs
to tho -pt™.t««l: the oxpl.„„oty 'fonttlon o„4 tho vtlldSt^ 
tion’ function ,is cle,arly shown in the above quota!
!i!!n "validating" function: NzambJ ha!
given laws and he sanctions them; their violation is a ,sin against 
Nzambi and such a sin .is punished by him. 14 For instance SSbi com
^Tt lfT help-neighbors, to avoid ince^!!
ut if Nzambi punishes, he never rewards.. When the good die, they""'

' IT villages of the ance^ors; the lad are denied
entrance into these villages and are condemn|d to wander as ghosts.
But th,e ancestors themselves, not Nzambi, separate the good from the

tion

etc.-

f
Although this concept of the Supreme Being 

is scarcely justified in saying that the Kongo 
characteristic often attributed 

. This has prompted Ziegle 
better describes the Congolese.

is rather vague, 1-5 one 
are simple animlsts, a

^16° pagan Afri-
to suggest that the term "pahthelst"

Cans

Nzambi remains a distant Providence whose direct inter 
vention rarely affects the daily life of the Congolese. S th! sl^^ts 
f ancestors are very much present, since these hold the key's to th! 
"treasure chest"..to the objects of man-s desires: good hlaUrf^r
Srr'fn!!!t longevity, prosperity, and fertility. There-

appeased. .Jhis is the fundamental cult of the Congolese.

Properly treated, the spirits of the 
benevolent. ancestors are generally 

ancestors and those of rival clansBut the spirits of bad

Ba-Kongo, Sociologie. Religion et 
(2nd ed.; Brukelles: Descl6e de Brouwer, 1959)

“ Soclologu.,’. BlbUothJgu.

14. Ibid., p. 302.

p. 301. First

15
* regarding Nzambi-s attributes the Kongo

likely to answer: "Nzambi is Nzambi." ®
;

are

16. Henri Ziegle, Afrique Equatorial Fran>^a<Q» (Paris- 
Berger-Levrault, 1952), p. 82. - -

Editions

t.
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are to be feared: 
tunes TKo M "ndokl,r' responsible for all misfor- 

cmse,„e„t social disruption, it is natural that this Lpa«“f‘th? 

thoi have a„phasiasd this aJp'LroTtJrco^oSLrr:^:?^;;!^!'

Ancestor worship can do without a clergy, but it rea,Hr«c -n . 
w^J^L^^of the =o~icatinff with til “'I'^i^es -mter-

municatinff with the dead and learning the ^ 
These are the "fetishers" or "nganga nkisiT^

: presumably 
n^be

ancestors. '
masters of a fetish (nkisi), that is, of an artificial oblect
L'^us'd vlL'so%c.°"''“l fajL“ V .’’«‘=»ls. ihould „o^,ba '

.o.ao„a, htln^l^nS-th^

uaed"aLlnst"'*^^^^'^^"'^ action of an enemy. Sorcery la deliberately
punish bi:iyTaT’ K?ff:o^‘Lr‘:^;:rrs:;;“etSh^“ '
ful and respected members of the are power-

community.r
conj::: :hL'ie:frh'

statistics^ converted the remaining 85%.
to ChrJstL percentage of Congolese population
ChrJatir majority of cases,

\ practices are not substituted for traditional
religion but are only added to it. t-auj-uionai
is often called "Nganga Nzambi." 
the Congolese, especially when the 
of anxiety among the population is

In fact, 
converted

A Christian priest, for example. 
Fetishes retain their power over 
situation is such that the level 
raised.

i!j^.chological and Personality Characteristics and Culmrsl 
^ansinissioji. It anthropologists have extensivky studied African
SirrecenS T started applying

personality.. " . at, the present time no generalization concerning
tf a generalization [is] bouL
valSrnlS ® practical and theoretical

17. Marcel Soret. Dlmographle et Problgmes Urbaina
Pgto, Baconga, Uoiisle ^Brazzaville- - - - -
calnes, MSmolre No. 7, 1954).

18. S. Bieshuvel, Report of the CSA Meeting of

; en A.E.F 
Institut d'Etudes Centrafri-

Poto-• 9

(Memorandum.)

Specialists on the
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influencerbfthf ’'h® educational system in the French Congo was

arid .

At the^ - age of twelve or fifteen, the,faculties of our native
bLfmH understanding’
infant^? v® ’retreats and settles' down in his primitive

moment on, he will not improve beyondhim ^“evL^'h®progress of his first yLrs had taLn 
him. Even he who has received a European education will retain 
only its varnish, a purely external appearance which covers up 
the intimate web of his simple soul without transforming i"2§

was alii^id^b siting, at'a time when French
was alerted by the investigative mission of 
had an Influence on the

public opinion
.h.pl„s .£ „.uv. Jl‘r“

An individual born in a small isolated village receives no 
dSerof'^hrinl tradition tb his ancestors;
an^^mo?^^ TJ opportunity to develop his intellectual
and emotional faculties. Reduced to his own Lperlence he
.T r "if P^l-lti- KcesTeiphoub

but,

them. It Is impossible 
on races accustomed for

• . . [we] should not ask too much of 
to suddenly impose intensive work

Cureau, 0£. c^.

Quoted by Bruel, ibid., p. 174.

FeHelen Challaye, »Le Congo Francais," 
Serie 7, Cahler 12 (1906), pp. 26-27.

19.

;
20.

21.
Cahiers de la Quinzaine.
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centuries to doing nothing; it would be absurd to impose immediatelv 
people!2f®® obligations required of civilized

Jhe opinions just reported have been accepted as fact until comnara 
txvely recently Only very recently have sociL scientists attLS 
to investigate the personality of the black African resulting from the 
nature of his culture. Soret, for instance, has very lltUe to o?f« 
beyond^the statemerft that: -xhe education of childSn is cLriefout 
mostly through Imitation of elders.-.23 gut he also attributes to the
Kongo group:

• . . a highly developed tendency to imitate, a fertile imagina- 
tion often.revealed in theatrical or musical works, through^real

Whites, etc., which bear, in addition, 
of observation and an above-

and
the mark of 

average gift,for satire.24
a great sense

^t may be useful to report here the 
conducted in Leopoldville
group.25

conclusions of a study recently 

gelations (particularly the child-mother relationship) in the

LI-
^ous areas, learning how to walk, acquiring sanitary and other 
-Wits. Knapen is not inclined to call this attitude "Lglleent " 
but rather "protective, permissive, and realistic."26- At fifst ’the

life. From the time of weaning, the child learns to live with siblings

\

22. Ibid.. p. 32.

Marcel Soret, Les Kongo Nord-Occidentaux (Paris: 
taires de Franw, 1959), p. lOlI- - - -

Ibid

23.
_ Presses Universi-

24. p. 90.• 9

25.
Systems Educatif et Deyeiopgement de la Peraottnalitg (Tn,,,,,..,. 
Editions E. Neuwelearts, 1962),; - - - - - - -

Ibid

.;

26. \ . .
P- 190,• *
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«n5 i! ^ r responsibilities which they must accept
into St°Ufe" h' -‘’--beS
attitudpj .nH wif f ^ trie
attitudes and skills he needs to play his role.

be miTtllZ that this type of child training should
■ ?4f? f conscious application of educative techniques spe-
bi s.™ L°a pefonallty, bat sLald
oe seen as a strictly functional adaptation of the child to life in his
aenirar?*"* conclusion, Knapen hypothesizes that because of the 
general direction of the Kongo educative

not

system:

. . . one of the most fundamental tendencies of 
development in the personality

ci(^ as much as possible with service to the community.27

In the absence of comparable studies 
certainty that In the Congo, there is no 
Hvino .-i, c yt^ hypothesis can be applied to the cultural groups 
living norp of |^e Congo River, much less to the non-Kongo tribes

features reported by social scieSL ^ 
from widely sepa/ated areas of the Bantu world tLd 
validity of the following generalizations:

the P®“°helity is prevalent in Africa, although
this “iff cpinionfi vary as to the effects of acculturation in

to support the

: 2) The individual's early childhood period is marked by comnlete
security (symbiosis of mother and child). complete

3) Child-rearing practices differ from 
with weaning sometimes 
Again, 
allty de

/
/

the second year onward, 
2 traumatic, sometimes a gradual experience, 

effects of such practices
4.

on person-

MViPwe^ Ancestor worship is a common feature in African societies.
of m^n an^thfLeJ^‘'°"^^"“®'^ influence of the ancestors in the lives 
iLluencr f placate them, probably have a most powerful
influence on the development of the self."28

;
27. Ibid p. 194.• >

28. Bleshuvel, 0£. cit p. 2.• f

; 4"-
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largely by the traditional roles 'the individuals
, appear" 

seem to be determined 
are expected to play.V-

in . Congolese child grows up
generally permissive environment which exerts relatively little

bbbl.ve.ent. Ih. .duc.tlv. IStuLL";.
which he is submitted are functional in nature, but vSry Informal 
Integration into the social unit for the welfare of the groups the 
main function of the traditional educational "system." AlthLeh exnerts 
disagree in their assessment of.the true consequences of this "systL " 
its discussion at this point should serve to .show the sharp discLtlnu
the methods of European-type formal education
the pre-school orientation of the Congolese child. and

N



COLONIZATION

The' Congo's Middle-Aces: 1500-1830

psnetMt^d inL^rlnd

S5i‘“ avv"““-"“ ™i?S'i;s‘"

s sl-SiSS: srEH s-triLlf‘?h: «u““d '““8°' 8Pl»"8Pd bo'Sngo
Salvador ’ probably was at some pe^d a vassal state of San

stave. traders who came into contact with It Tnriaoa oi j
Slav^t^Sng lottT\l f that peJ^od.''^ ®

slave trad! On t^^ ; not appear to have suffered much from the

The positive contribution of 
during this four hundred the Europeans (mainly Portuguese) 

year period ig very limited. Their direct

^ L“"'LSri5lfrT!T§f^^^ Presses Universi-

/ '

23
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action was largely confined to the coasts, 
left some traces of religious teachings 
world crops including manioc and

However-, missipnary activity 
and, m&re important; perhaps 

corn crops were introduced.
, new

The First Explorations; 1850-1880 - N

■ tn powers had agreed, around 1820, "to put an end
' the French Navy patrolled the west

Th establ^hed a few posts to serve as supply bases
Thus,- the French Admiral - Bouet-Willaumez signed tv-eaties with^tw^I^-t 
can -kings Denis and Louis, on the coast of Gab^n! "Lre i^dS 
having seized a slave ship at sea, he brought the slaves b^ set^tLm 
free and founded the cityof Libreville. The French Navy - slL^n^ent 
was to enforce the slave trade l^an. But soon Navy offices, tSSsts

and SfjfS; L'ihe"
Most of the expeditions used the course of the river. Oeooue which

^ the continent! Pierre ’

avorgnan de Brazza, an Italian nobleman who had just joined the Naw 
intareatad 1„ £l„dl,g out hot tho l„g. ...tof;! wSoh

on Equatorial Africa were evacuated to the sea. He was determined to 
explore the sources of the Ogooue in order to determine whether the 
answer to the riddle could be found there. wtiether the

In 187-5» at his insistent request, de Brazza was given 10 000

Hnlh ^ Ogooue, marched on east to a water divide, and went
down^the course of another river flowing east, the Alima, 
of the Congo River. Hostile tribes soon forced him 
to return to Libreville, 
fully to interest French

a tributary
„ , , „ snd his companions
Back in-France, in 1878, he tried unsuccess- ’ 

e .r . opinion in his discoveries. But Stanley also
Con^r claimed that he had followed the course of^he
Congo all the way to the Atlantic Ocean, thus completing one 0?%^; 
first cross-ings of Africa from east to west by a Lrdpean.
wL oSg! " explorationSuddenly,

The French Equatorial Empire Takes Shape: 1880-1900

De Brazza knew then that the Congo 
of the Ogooue-Alima rivers, 
short distance.

River could bd reached by way 
route which required portage only 
difficulty obtaining the French 
a second expedition.

a
over aHe had little 

ment's approval, and support for 
Gabon early in 1880 and 
Senegalese soldiers and

govem-
„ . . , He arrived in
set out on his mission, accompanied by a few 
scores of native porters. From here on, the
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events are so numerous that they cannot be described at.length here ^ j

June, 1880: De Brazza founds Franceville near the source of theQgooue. -
■T^

September, 1880:
Makoko, the Bateke "king.

October, 1880: De Brazza and the Makoko sign a treaty granting - 
concession on the right shores of the Stanley-Pool, bf-

BrazLvnie "" """ loLtion of

De Brazza reaches the Congo River and
a-II

meets the

Brazza returns to the coast from Franceville by wav of
® the OgoLe. ^

French Navy occupies Loango. ■ “

1882

The

France ratifies the treaty signed by de Brazza:
and the 7^Makoko.

West appointed Commissioner of the Government in 
stJtioL alonfn mission: 1) to create posts and 
on I the Alima; 2) to confirm French rights 
had bJei ® Senegalese Sergeant Malimine 
north 2 represent France; 3) to explore the country to the

. 1884: De Brazza brings back the ratified i 
his companion, de Chavannes, founds Brazzaville.

1885:

treaty to the Makoko;

=o^o .u European powers sign the historic Act of Berlin which
sets the ground rules for the colonial game in this part of Africa.

1885-1900:
"scientific" and Germany, and Britain stage numerous
hJartJf ifrica? military expeditions from all directions toward the

territorial objectives
The bulk 

was diverted to the pursuit of
:

2. Pierre Gamache, Geographie 
Frangaise (Paris: —-----------et Histoi're de L'Afrique~EquatorlalP.

Fernand Nathan, 1949). ^-------- ----------
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occupledr"""" Sangha-.River, the northern Congo is

.r““ :r:i.
i: S“ •

SuJHn-Sbl ruL'?he’F“lS'‘" “
i-=r.»=^ <- 1 iveiy iinic the French possessions on the Mediter-

THAT.riini'daring European explorers, adventurers, soldiers patriots

Eb

an.. bj
^a«ce »„ld res.l„ pteatlg. .pd grandapr by copguLlbg 
empire. Discreetly encouraged,by Bismarck, 
her largest empire in history:
Africa.

a new colonial 
France set out to acquire 

Indo-China, North, West and Equatorial

»lbh bb. MaLbo'c™. “iL'tuoS ‘l^atbi;

::ppti-r;pL?:n;bab;3'::-- p£:;r“:r; "d„
Our trade will find there rubber, 
ivory, precious metals and woods; resin, wax, oil seeds, furs. 

Industry will find outletsour
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for its products, and at the 
banks of this same time the inhabitants on the 

■incomparable'river will be born to civilization.3

‘"^e treaty in November, 1882; de Brazza was 
appointed Commissioner in West Africa in Februarv 1 j
a subsidy of 1,275,000 francs paid out by varLu^ministriL Tli X
istry of Public,instruction was made chief sponsor SorJe; 
size the-peaceful -character of the West Africa 

■ Jules Ferry, the then Prime Minister, had.just 
portfolio, and was thus in a better position

to "empha-
Mission.f’4 In fg^t,
held this ministry's 

to control the Mission.

nnwa.! precautions did not really deceive the rival European
\ It was pp t that Leopold II of Belgium, encouraged by 

Bi^arck and under the cover of the scientific and humanitarian 
SnaSo™ I"J®^3tionaie Africaine," was trying to acquire an African 
kingdom. Portugal, supported by Britain, was claiming rights 
Congo area, and so was Spain.' Bismarck ^aw a wonderful 
influence events in the direction of his 
rival powers to,settle their differences 
(1884).

"Asso-

over the 
opportunity to 

policies, and he invited the 
at the Berlin Conference

as a result of
thrcon^o°"%r^ t i®P°^tant event in the history of
colonization " beginning of a new era in the history of

confi™J\r"r'''"'^ Portugal from acquiring a huge part of Africa and 
confirmed her in a secondary role as a colonial power.

and pLUi «ade obsolete the economic privileges of powers like Britain
’respective colonies by creating a free trade zone 

in the Conventional Basin of the Congo

3) It explicitly made the colonial 
welfare.of native populations, 
and to I 
organizations.

a '

powers responsible for the 
enjoining them to eradicate slave trade, 

encourage and support the activities of scientific and ralssionaly

4) For the first time,
t, co„cer;SL”Jr5hf.od:utfe:

colonial action.
non-

and the effects of

F^’rnand Rougefs
bS? p? L' Francais (Paris: Emile Larose,

4. Ibid pp. 55-56.• J
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provisions of the Act of Berlin should have all

remained for a long time somewhat dubious in Frens^f eyes: 
fit well within the economic and cultural assimiiationist theme, which 
.with some slight-variations, has characterized French colonial policy.’

it could not

Another provision had a more immediate effect 
1885, the heart of the African continent 
The colonial

on the Congo, In 
still largely a blank map.

using encircling movements, each nation trying to confine the others 
to the coastal areas where they were established. Thus, for the next 
fifteen years, the Congo was not only deprived of financial and tech- 
nical help, but had to contribute heavily to the support of several 
French "missions” to the Nile and

was

to Lake Chad.

he warned the French that no colonization would succeed unless the 
rights and privileges of the natives were scrupulously respected. As 
early as 1886, de Brazza proposed the construction of a railroad from 
the coast to Brazzaville because he realized that otherwise the burden 
of transportation would literally fall on the shoulders of thousands 
of native porters, but by that time, de Brazza was already engulfed by 

u Government was
F^SnS f expeditions, often against hostile
French public opinion, it felt it could not afford heavier financial 
sacrifices for the economic and social development 'of the Congo.
Plainly, France had bitten off more than she could chew. After years 
o^controversy, and against .the stubborn opposition of de Brazza and 

s friends, the State abdicated and sold out the Congo to "Chartered
concessionary regime approved in 1898 became effective

^9 companies obtained concessions 
90/„ of the French Congo.^ over more than

5. Felicien Challaye, "Le Congo Francais," 
SSrie 7, Cahler 12 (1906), p. 48.

Cahiers de la Quinzaine.
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Consolidation and Organization: 1900-1919

... was one of exploration and expansion, this
one from 1900 to 1919 is characterized by a particular form of
aboL^"?h^^ administrative organization of the colony. As noted”^'
siblutffor '^-king direct finLcial respon-
sibility for the administration or the development of the Congo. Llo

were expected -to pay their own way-; thLefore, private cipital
earirec™r^‘"' ® propaganda Lmpaign and the
early economic success of the Congo Free State much priva^ Loital
on::s:Ls'^or:;on^\}°^^V‘^^^®^^^ paSentr:gLnst
orgooL ilorrT companies, by receipts from custom duties
on goods imported and exported by the same companies, and by head taxes
Burthfsri^^ natives who were then entering into a moneta^ economy.
But these Incomes never succeeded in covering the operating expenses of
of'ecoioSfanfioJrrrr’ contributing to the development •
pfy thHeficits! Therefore, the Metropole had to

was

'The concessionary, regime was an over-all failure. Most of the 
investors were speculators attracted by-promises of quick returas. 
wealth of the Congo had been grossly exaggerated;
proverL”i""f^”/7 '^®“"“"^' <=°ncessions selected on a map
^Srlthii . Jr companies went baSk-

rerLre^^-worfrpu^rir-op-ror^^^

The
tropical luxuriance

were
ment infUo^.H k " aroused by tales of inhuman treat-sSL ihf r the natives of the Congo Free
thf ^tiSrlrrJ demanded a full-scale investigation into
SeveS cStJ^sfoJ r incurred the
riirrcr r missionaries. De Brazza, who had been summa-
meit JonJ Govern
ment in April, 1905, and was assigned to investigate the situation
bef^JJ traveling down the Congo River, and he died’
of ^he off^r? and make his report. However, one
assesLrt ^

deval^-r^ I companies had contributed to the
millir Sncfl combined capital exceeded sixty
Shiri 1 f f ^ increased France's share of the Congo imports
wt^ch went from ,one-third in 1900 to three-fifths in 1906. 3) The'^

their activities and part of their profits supported the local budget.

On the negative side: 
threat to international

1) The companies' existence represented a 
their monopolistic privilegespeace: were

6. Ibid., pp, 50-62.

)
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challenged by Bricish traders who claimed that they constituted a
S^ir acti^itf" Berlin Agreements.. 2) From an economic standpoLt. 
their activities represented the'worst form of exploitation: draining
S Thrc^''^ existing wealth without regard for future production^

) The companies must be criticized most severely from the ooint of 
view of native policy. As de Brazza had foreseen, tSe ToLlnlTs

allowed them to pay very low salaries and to sell'^their im- 
IXI ‘=he real price-sometimes up fo 50oJ of
Thi r Naturally, the natives were not attracted by such conditions 
The companies, then, tried to obtain the right to introduce Jorce^
firs^’ frie elevating value of work, compulsory at

, ree later. The Government neve^ranted this right but it iq

be judged according to the Imomt in^Sef“"Srcollected!*^^

1

cated by the Government. This was never done. InsteL Gove^fJ

as

Becentralizat^o"\^1LTbe":f^^1t^'f^n°^?L^;^^ .
t^rrJi:;;, Sad?’ - miUtfrf
from Brazzaville... where ^e; chief"f£"iLr:L%rSr:^p\“:?n°t1d"i“°"

iilltsisif
• -^dre Gide, Voyage au Congo (Paris;

9. G. Froment-Guieyesse,
’ 1948), p. 138.

8
6allimard, 1930).

Editions de 1'Empire Francais,Brazza (Paris;
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Parirw^v ^r\° / % territories. All power delegated from 
r ‘=^® Governor General. In the words of the

addressing the Lieutenant Governors:
"I govern; you administer."11^ 1 - Goyemor General was-assisted by a

' latef T a7 ’ ^ Cabinet, the Chiefs of the different Bureaus, and,
later, by an Advisory Council. The Lieutenant Governors obeyed direc- 

the Government General, were responsible for drawing up the

sS“SlisiEi:i|s=r£
izatior'ne^^^ by changing degrees of central-
2d th2 lotting the struggle between the asslmilationist
and the associationist policies of France toward her colonies.12 In 

thirties, Georges Bruel summed up the history of administrative 
organization in the Afrique Equatoriale Francaise:

Since 1883, one can 
and dickered see that the Metropole has hesitated, groped,

cessive changes, have considerably hampered and delayed the 
accomplishments of France, because the archives, the regulations, 
have been constantly disrupted to the great detriment of adminis
trative operation and of progress.13

The year, 1910, could have marked the beginning of progress. But 
barely a year later, Afrique Equatoriale Francaise played for France • 
the classic role of a pawn on the colonial chessboard. For some time, 
political chaos in Morocco had been a threat to French Algeria. France

10. Challaye, c^., p. 82.

Henri Ziegle, Afrique Equatoriale Frangaise (Paris: 
Berger-Levrault, 1952), p. 174.

11.
Editions

12. Virginia Thompson and Richard Adloff, The Emerging States of 
Equatorial Africa (Stanford: French

Stanford University Press, 1960),
p. 25.

13. Georges Bruel, La France Equatoriale Africaine (Paris: 
1935), p. 436. Larose,
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decided to eliminate the threat by establishing a Protectorate over the
als^^H opposition of Spain, Britain and Germany who
also had plans for Morocco. .By 1911 France had reached 
Spain and Britain, But still had agreement with

. to deal with Germany which was thr'eat-
' of cLr^ the dispute. On the other hand, Germany, in her colony

of Cameroon, wanted direct access to Lake Chad and to the Congo River 
In exchange for "freedom of action" in Mo^cco,' France transferred to* 
Germany ^ome 300,000 square kilometers of A.E.F. territory mostly in 

. Chad ubanehI-SH.rl, but also ta the MlddU Congo. Th«., OatLii;
obtained land on botn sides of the Sangha River from the Cameroon to 
the Congo River. This last concession did not actually represent a 
very great economic loss, but the psychological effects of the 
action were undoubtedly enormous* trans-

Ironically, it was during this period that
a loan of 171 million francs for railroad _
technical studies were being made of the best 
out and work on the project was postponed.

■ ^

an eighteen months- campaign, British, French and Belgian 
forces were victorious over the Germans 'in the Cameroon. The colony 

^ ""I Britain. The Treaty of Versailles ratified
these arrangements by which the parts of Afrique Equatoriale Francaise 
territory ceded to Germany in 1911 were returned to France.

France granted A.E.F. 
construction. While more 

route. World War I broke

Between the Wars: 1919-1940

th. Afrique Equatoriale Francaise during
ll'TfTicT °Bu?'morf^^°’'^\^" to^jiucJL^teSSinrtfbLSir^Mj part

all coSnJal drawing up France's first over.
LhMc f ”• • • intellectual,
political and social improvements were intimately linked to material 
achievements."14 By that time, the French theory of colonLr

rejected the idea of assimilation as an 
defiir thJ adopted the motto "association." Difficult to

policy represented a compromise between assimilation and 
r f through indirect rule; it recognized an initial inequality 

i partners, but resolutely sought to elevate the less 
developed members to a point where an association of 
could become possible.

relation-

truly equal members

14. Albert Sarraut, La Mlse 
Payot, 1923), p. ,83. .en Valeur des Colonies Francaises (Paris:
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Based on the policy of association, 
plan was devised

1) Create the means of 
and railways, etc.

SarrauE's colonial development '
on the fpllowing strategy:

access to cencers of productlon--build roads

2) Equip ports.

and rational exploitation.

food habits, medical assistance;
— coopera-

areas.

through irrigation, mechanization,

4) Above all, improve hygiene,_ _ _ _ _

tforof "in the interested anrconfid^t
tion of the populations.15

Within this grand design, Afrique Equatoriale 
"colonial Cinderella," occupied a very minor position, 
nomic needs were concerned with the 
strategy: 
etc.

Francaise, always the 
A.E.F.'s eco-

very first steps of the development 
access, that is, railroads, ports, 
on the construction of the Congo- 

^ fourteen years this long delayed under-
lize finJnfiaf^ construction of the port of Pointe-Noire, was to monopo
lize financial and human resources. Completion required the exnenditLe 
of several times the funds originally earmarked. ?he humarco^rwas

thousands of laborers were more or less forced to work 
° conditions. The inadequacy of

quantity and quality even prompted an unsucceLful at
tempt at using indentured workers from the Far East. But fo^A E F

^-go-Oc^an with its two terminals; PoJnte No?;^^ 
azzaville, constituted a great step forward, although it did 

resenp an ideal solution for Chad and Ubanghi-Shari. \t least it 
greatly benefited Middle Congo on whose territory all the construction

creation of the means of 
^ At last, work started in 1920 

Ocean Railroad.

not rep-

From 1935 to 1940, efforts 
General Reste, to move on to the 
opment.

were made, particularly by Governor 
next step in economic and social devel- 

Agriculture and education received Reste's closest attention

From World War II to Independence 1940-1960

When France capitulated to the Germans in 1939, Governor General 
Boisson put the colony under the,authority of Vichy. Soon the French

15. Ibid., pp, 343-344,
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Congo for the second time in history, was to be saved for France by a 
black Frenchman. «Felix Ebpue, a native of French Guiana, had received 
a French education, had chosen to make a career in colonial admin!tstr-

of Govei:oror;hL! i::"'
August 26 of that year, he transferred his loyalty to the Free France
iftS^IrLf Two days
tit 5°suit, and so did Ubanghi-Shari. When reluc-

° ^ joined^the other three territories, all Afriq&e Equatoriale

The newly completed part of the "Federal Artery" made a sienificant

Congo's rudimentary economic equipment did not enable it to take full 
advantage of the opportunity, nor was this activity wholly beneficial
of exDloirt^^' '"uneconomical and anti-social" form 
sfa!e 16 "" gathering of wild rubber, was resumed on a large

However, the

arr 1944^ l)t ‘^^“ons of the Brazzaville Conference (Febru-
^ u May, 1944, some of Ebou^'s ideas

influenced the drafters of France's post-war Constitution.

was 
An intel-

even

£: LIE"—
ndition. In formulating his new policy, he clearly stated his goal:

We shall strive to develop [in the native]- the 
o^ dignity and of his responsibility and moral progress and to 
make him materially richer; but we shall accomplish this within 
the framework of his native institutions.17

identifvi'l^r^ T "chefferles" by
identifying the true chiefs, giving them legal powers, and turning

sense of his

16. Zieglg, o£. cit., p. 105.

17. Felix Eboue, La Nouvelle Politioue Indigene 
riale Francaise (Paris _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ pour I'Afrlque Equato- •

Office Francals d'Editions, 1945)^ p., 12.
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European atoinistrators into teachers of local chiefs. For the

bourgeoisie organized around soon constitute a native
new democratic institutions.

At that time,,Eboue.u 1 . ® sounded revolutionary, in fact, they
logical implications of the associationist principlL 

stated long before but still not effectively applied. For his was no 
African nationalist doctrine. Eboug's ultimate aim 
institutions evolve in an orderly fashion toward 
the basis of which French African 
equality wjth France and her other 
to the limits of political evolution, 
adopted as a basic principle that:

The aims of France-s civilizing mission in the colonies are 
incompatible with the idea of autonomy, with all possibility of 
evolution outside the French Empire bloc; the eventual establish
ment, even in the remote future, of self 
colonies is to be rejected.18

}fere no

was to see native 
an undefined level on 

societies could associate in true 
territories. No doubt was left 

The Brazzaville Conference
as

-governments [sic] in the

Second World War marked a social and
of t“e ^ourtTpre'Tp Africans.- The new political institutions
of the Fourth French Republic, the National Assembly, the Grand Council
tLwL r the Assembly of the French Union to which Overseas

j Invited to send elected representatives, as well as
^semblies and the Grand Council of the A.E.F. helped 

tlntlL political consciousness of the Africans, and, although Snin-

less 1„years.

shin ^°JJ®™®"tous Change also took place in the economic relation- •

as colonies were required to
dr«L a ten-^ear development plan was
draTO up and the French Government undertook to finance investments 
in the public sector through FIDES, the "Pond d-Investissement pour le
™ Social." From 1947 to 1958, FIDES spent
some thirty million dollars in the Congo alone.19 Funds were invested

, 18. Georps Hardy, Histoir,e Sociale de la Colon^..;p^-^nn 
(Paris: Larose7TL935), p. 235. ----------------

"L'A.E.F. Economique et Sociale" (Paris- 
p. 91.

Franqaise

19.
Editions "Alain, 1959),
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investment- made within the framework of the ten-year plan. ^

Such a sudden influx of development capital brought 
of wealth and prosperity to the Federation, 
its advantageous position, received more than its shared 
ever, building activity had sharply declined, 
returned to its "normal" stagnation, where it

the appearance 
and the Congo, because of

By 1952, how- 
and the country's economy 
still remains.

PolitSL^"instl^°M° long-needed economic assistance, new

first ten years—1946-1956—Africans and Europeans elected separate 
r.pras.nt.tlves, PoUMcal p.„l„, .t branches or^tro-
politan parties, presented candidates to both colleges, and a high 
degree of harmony prevailed among African and European represent^ives 
in the Congo. One reason for this lack of racial antagonism was the 
ize^inJl politics.20 xhe French had real-

not become a
colonle de peuplement" (settlement colony), but would remain a "colonie 
reSenJ^e^J (colony of cadres). Most of the Europeans in the Congo 

K character of their presence, and preferred to
couiL^L Influencing their African

was officially sanctioned by the "Loi-
Cadre" (framework law) of 1956.

For the

The Territorial Assembly was not a mere advisory body, 
real power, especially in financial : 
reject, or approve the budgets submitted 
governor."21

It held
it could "... amend,

[it] by [its] territorial
It was also obligatorily consulted on a number of matters.

matters:

and'^mor^ ^nff^nge, and a ^arge^aSemb^^memLrsh?J! ^ihufH^engJhJned 

France, having committed herself to the Kouilou Dam project, the Congo

20. Thompson and A,|loff, o£. cit 

21. Ibid., p. 38.

p. 41..• 9
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'N

Fr^nrh^^ Cent for autonomy within the framework of the future
SBhi? H r' the Assembly proclaimed the
tS Go,!^ 28, 1958) an autonomous member-
the Community, and on August 15, 1960, independence state of

was proclaimed. '

parli^entary apprenticeship 
ine lessons were well received ciin^-o 

shprt transition period fromWow colonial status to the full exercise

foJ thfoo^r^feducated and trained deliberaLly 
rPcM,! ‘^'i^rently occupy. This apparent contradiction will

The last fourteen years had served 
for Congolese leaders.

%>■■



THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

V.
In the Congo, the -development of formal ^cation and'economic 

Sr Tm! economic area to large concessionary compa-

er World War II when FIDES brought in relatively large investments.

the mis^S!r,-Jr field of education, France abdicated in favor of 
in fhP M r f ^ contrasted with the course of education
the ^ I c introduction of French rule in
the Congo, the French State- took the first effective stens
^r^hfjsSo^f ^?r^ education of the nation,
in the 1880-s, French public education became free (1881), comnulsorv

various laws tended to prevent the Church from exercising influence and’

tSfaSitr" refponsrbtrjo?
colonial ra” ^ School laws, and also the champion of France

renaissance, was none other than Jules Ferry, the 
subsidized missionary action in the Congo! 
both explain and foreshadow : 
sions and the Administration.

's
same man who

Such basic contradictions 
many subsequent conflicts between the Mis-

The Educational Monopoly of the Catholic
Missions; 1883-1905 - - - - - - - -

French played absolutely no direct role in Congolese
see^s almost i " educational

rf/ However, culture contact
established in 1883, and the mere 
had educative

policy
was effectively

presence of Frenchmen in the Congo
^ u u . . consequences. Education, defined as a process of chLge
in behavior in individuals and groups in a contact situation, is a nec-

culture contact. When such contact occurs within 
the context of a "colonial situation,"! the dominant

group Inevitably

1. SoIlol«L‘”fJ°"n‘ 1'“;“!=' Sl'-stlon." s.e Georges BaUndl.r, 
^clolojle ^tuelle de I'Afrlque Spire (Paris: Presses Onlversl- 
taires oe France, 1955), p. 33.----------- universi-

38
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attempts to change the dominated^ group in a particular direction. In
TnoUc • the colonial power in this case, develops
a policy in order to answer the question of what to do with the nativL 
Educational policy is obviously one component of native policy, and a' '
can be aS^id^r- former. But educational policy

^ I indeed IS, more than an aspect of the whole if it cLls for
tuJn institution such as the school which in^

5 ^ ^ problems at a particular period of its history-
and 2) factors pertaining to the colonized societies. ^

purpose

conce^?°S "°^®ider the French
concept of mission civilisatrice." Students of French colonial policy
often use the tern as do the French themselves. The question of whethL 
it is what Balandier calls "pseudo-justifications"3 for colonial action 
is^immaterial here so long as the colonialists believe in their mission 
fdeep oLTl undoubtedly do. This sense of mission ha^ itf so^r"

pride in the values and achievements of French culture-a pride
rbelLfjrSr^d superiority. If one adds to this
sten °f human brotherhood, there is only one logical
step to the hmanitarian duty which dictates the bringing of the bless 
ings of ^ench civilization to wretched savages. Such fhmaniLriSr'

AfriL France to Equatorial
Ton original aim of France's native policy in the
ongo, and thanks to men like Savorgnan de Brazza and his companions

wIT^'b achieved. But few would argue that this Lm alone
would have sustained France's action in the Congo. National rivalries 
among the great European powers, scientific curiosity, and the lure of 
economic gains undoubtedly rank high among the motives in support of ^

toward Itrto.naS™!' ”” P-ll-y
cer-

Savorgnan de Brazza, the idealist, 
little in the Congo without the 
community.

soon realized that he could do 
material support of the French business 

In undertaking to interest businessmen in his venture he

for 'onPPUlh’s dissertation, "French Educational Stratesies
St‘a“?o;dt™r.1^F“i,6“!‘' Develop„e„t..

3. Balandier, 0£. cl^., p. 33.
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T L meetings of French chambers of commerce.
His efforts brought him tons of goods, at little or no cost which he used 
......currency.. i„ his exploreclou... * used ch. fclllsr erg»e„ts
his talks to businessmen: the Congo could supply valuable raw materials 
and civilized natives would constitute a vast outlet for French manufac

Insisted on how these developments
wa^^^^^^M r V recognized from the start that the Congo
was unsuitable fo.r European settlement, he saw in rational-economic
popu a??oL'. ' "" """ improvement of the native

thp I- ’ f ^ the time being, must above all tend toward
f ® natives into laborers, producers and con- 

sumers, later, the Europeans will come to assume the role of inter- ■

. And further:

Even apart from humanitarian considerations, the protection 
of the natives seems to be, in this case, the surest way to save 
the goose that lays the golden egg,^

assimilation has been closely associated with the 
aims of French colonial policy. As pointed out by Roberts,5 the idea 
pplies not only to native policy in the social and cultural fields,
acMo political, and legal aspects of colonial
action. Thus, overseas territories are likened to the metropolitan 
homeland and treated accordingly. In the fields of trade, for instance
mon 1 T tiniform, and the Metropole can establish a trade ’
monopoly in her colonies; politically, colonies are considered as 
distant provinces" forming an integral part of the same country;

andiS’cS^ u"'* criminal codes apply to both the Metropole
and the colonies. But the term "assimilation" has .two different

is a static one: colonies are
in ^hls ILIT Metropole. Applied to the Congo in 1885, assimiUFion 
in this sense was not only an "optical illusion" but insanity. And 
It was adopted as a policy by France. In the economic field, the
th^Act^'ol f liberalism of the time and fo the terms of
the Act of Berlin. As far as the other French socio-cultural 
tlons are concerned, Jules Ferry clearly stated the position: 
laws cannot be transplanted heedlessly; they do not possess the magic

mean-

institu-
"French

delivered by de Brazza on January 21, 1886, at the Cirque
Minions d^nF G. Froment-Guieyesse, Brazza (Paris:
Editions de 1'Empire Fran9ais,, 1948), - - -p. 111.

5. Stephen Roberts, History of French Colonial 
(London: Policy: 1870-1925

P. S. King and Son, Ltd., 1929).
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power to Frenchify the shores where they are Imported; social environ 
ments resist, defend themselves. . . ...6 environ-

policy of a^lmlUtloo In the Congo,' but this Is lindcrst,nd:blo’’only 

weaker societies conform to its own socio-cultural pattertis Th^i Hop:«“S„ft= Ttr;-'*''? -=0.^:*“:^
K colonizer and the colonized. Assimilation, as

practiced by the French in the Congo from the 1880's to this day, is 
based on a double act of faith: "It means that we believe in both the 
value and the possibility of assimilation."7 As far as the French
irthrDossibniJ’'^%^‘'‘' f requires no demonstration here.
test in^the^ci^^^ °m however, was put to the severest
test in the Congo. Most Europeans who-visited the Congo before ihe turn
Ls f thf^a^ir^' the bLSLS.™
ness of the native populations. Nevertheless, policy statements regard
ing the possibility and need for assimilation are not rare,
de Brazza again: "... the populations [of the Congo arel rathL orimi
tr^In^L^the^f^ "°H pliable if one knows ho^

handle them firmly and without weakness, but with limitless Datience."«

_ _ _ _  sense. ‘
may be the inevitable

are
Faith

resnoSiblSt^i rb France's abdication of her direct'
the Cnn.^5 TK ® economic, social, and cultural development of
the Congo? The reason is basically financial: practical sLns toward
vasJ^™^nJ°" ^ assimilation required the expenditure of

rices at the time. She was engaged in other colonial 
and elsewhere in Africa, in areas where need 
often greater than in the Congo, 
the sense or

ventures in Asia 
was as great and attraction 

But above all, one must realize that 
not exist in development so widely felt nowadays did
Tor the?? lart r T nineteenth century. The British,

Ss“‘:Uu°o"f‘Lffpl5 "> ^away European imperialism.

So, if Jules Perry could declare that: ". . . the matter boils 
SlUcri*"?® need to cultivate the man in the native, to legitimize 
French intervention through the improvement of all local living

6. Georges Hardy, Histoire Sociale de 
Larose, 1953), p". 145. - - - - - -

Rene Maunler, Sociology of Colonies (London 
Paul, 1949), p7 167.

Quoted by Froment-Guieyesse, 0£. cit

la Colonisation Frangalse (Paris:

7.
Routledge and Kegan

8.
p. 111.• f
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education law was adopted in France in 1882.

Article 1: In the primary schools of Gabon, teaching will be carried 
out exclusively in the French language.
No less than half the school time will be devoted 
study of the French language. to the

Article 2: Anyone who wishes to open a school, or a children's home, 
must request authorization from the Commandant.

Article 3: Primary schools for boys are directed by men.
Primary schools for girls, mixed schools, and children's 
homes are directed by

A primary school certificate is hereby set up: this 
certificate is granted after a public examination for 
which children can sit 
age of eleven.
Commandant.il

women.

Article 4:

as soon as they have reached the 
The examining jury is appointed by the

It must be noted that this decree did, not establish any public
It merely set the legal basis on which the State could trans

fer part of its responsibility to individuals and groups who wished 
o engage in the educational enterprise. But the decree did state
adLr^H of educational policy to which France consistently
adhered throughout the period of French colonial control in the Congo: 

• . . teaching will be carried out exclusively in the- French IanS:;;'s bailed to Lt up L e^boraS
mechanism for inspection and control, it gave the State a strong
SfsT r f deciding what the schools were to teach by giving
the State full control over examinations. ^ ®

school'.

9. Hardy, o£. cit.

10. Froment-Guieyesse, 'o£. cit.

A copy of the original printing of the document 
the ex-Ministry of Overseas France,

11.
is available at

Paris.
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The 1883 decree remained In force until 1911 when public education 
was formally organized in Afrique Equatoriale Francaise! The stric^^
SndlubJ^Hl f regarding the use of the French language
undoubtedly, helped discourage American Protestant missionariL from ■ 
pursuing their work in Gabon. They were soon largely replaced by the 
Protestant "Mission Evangelique de Paris." ^

thP different. The right of-France to impose
. the 1883 decree was seriously challenged by the Act of Berlin ^
by the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye (IQIQ') ’
states:

revised 
Article 11 specifically

signatory powers] will protect and encourage without 
distinction of nationality or cult the religious, 
or philanthropic institutions and undertakings, , 
organized by the subjects of the other signatory powers and 
of the other member-states of the Leagues of Nations which will 
adopt the present convention, tending to lead the natives Tof 
the Conventional Basin] on the road to progress and clvill- 
zation. • « ,

scientific, 
created and

Freedom of conscience and freedom to practice any religion are 
expressly guaranteed to all subjects of the signatory powers. . .

establish themselves there in order 

France, therefore, could

opportunity to 
to pursue religious work.

, . , . discriminatory measures against
missionaries, much less bar missionary work altL 

gether. Hence, the apparently illogical course adopted by this most
o? FrSiL'Sa'JhoJr'^f fird Republic: encouraging the establishment 
to in the Congo as the most economical way

T civilization. But this was a make-
shlft solution reluctantly accepted by individual officials over the
moral^ explains the precarious character of the

support, when granted, as well as the countless 
French missionaries' way during the period of 

uneasy association between Church and State in the Congo, 
quoted below amply support this Sources

assertion.

Jules Ferry, for one, did not hesitate to give 10,000 francs to 
young Father Augouard, in 1884, out of secret funds.12 As Father 
Augouard reported later, Jules Ferry granted the 
knew that it was subsidy because he 

a sound investment, bringing the natives closer to
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France by teaching them the French language.13 From 1885 to 1900 a

an Congo budget. In 
an official letter (dated January 11) to Bishop Carrie of Pointe-Noire 
( oango), de Brazza, then Commissioner General, stated:

fran.I ^ ^ granting you for the year 1888 a subsidy of 2000
• SiTil Jd7°'' tf/r" °f Saint Jos'eph of Jnzolo

imilar action will be taken for any new foundation of this
where your efforts will be utilized 
native children.1^

At the same time, the Ministry of Foreign 
Father Augouard 7500 francs for the 
region north of Brazzaville, 
meet the needs.

type
for the purpose of educating

Affairs was granting 
establishment of schools in the 

This, of course, Wao very inaaequ 
, , , , , P®*^her Augouard, in a letter dated February 14,

20 Minister of Foreign Affairs for the grant, reqLsted
bj’the locaridminls^%^®“^'' attached a recommendation written 
Dy the local administrator in support of the request.
satisfaction for the results obtained by 
trator added:

After expressing 
the missionaries, the adminls-

missionaries in the area under my Juris-
iil I deference to authority and to the
highest degree respectful of our institutions.13

Here, the administrator's, reference to the state-clergy controversy is
atScks ^"leouJL^^' anti-clerical
attacks. Augouard's request was transmitted to the Ministry of the
Na^ and Colonies, which passed it on to Monsieur de Bra^ iL
years later, the records still showed no action taken.

State^'Jn supported financially by the
Estate in various other ways, particularly by the grant of a limiLd
n^ber of free ship passages to and from the Congf.l6 But they 
not successful in their many requests for customs duty exemptiL. 
missionary, in a letter to de Brazza (June 18, 1884), remarked that

Two

were
One

16. 1919, addressed to
of thi 1 JL Colonies. A copy of the letter Is In the Archives 
of the Archdiocese of Brazzaville.

® collection of "Documents et T^noignages" 
made available to the author by Bishop Fauret, Pointe-Noirl ^
Archives, ex-Ministry of Overseas France^ Gabon-Congo File.

14.

15.

16. Ibid.
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incident will not only reveal de Brazza's 
attitude, toward the missionaries, but will illustrate one of the deeper 
R?«-hn ° ^ secularists to the methods of the missionarLs.
bishop Augouard had requested government help toward the purchase of 
a second steam-powered rlverboat. De Brazza turned down the request

ZL^.7%, “55)°'*““ ‘

This new steamboat is specially destined for use in the 
interior for the purpose of purchasing slaves, a system 

methodically applied by the missionaries. The Administration 
cannot lend its support to an enterprise apparently so lofty but 
whose very principle is questionable. The purchase of children 
whom the missionaries obtain from their owners and take away at 
once cannot resemble a liberation in the eyes of the natives as 
well as in those of the children themselves. Their simple minds 
only see in it a change of masters and not a change in condition, 
itie tact that the humanitarian purpose escapes their understand
ing and that they see in such transactions a slave trade carried 
out under the sponsorship of French authority present difficulties 
which call for reservations. Indeed, it. prevents the populations 
with whom we come into contact from grasping the fertile concept 
of human liberty which it is our duty to communicate to them as 
a seed for future moral rehabilitation.18

The French Catholic missionaries retained their 
fields of education until 1905 with monopoly in the

^ , one exception: de Brazza's
cessful attempt at using the services of Moslem Algerians as teachers 
in the Sangha River area. Always a diplomat and a pacifist, de Brazza • 
had conceived this plan as a peaceful way to conquer the Islamlzed 
populations of the northern regions. He did succeed in bringing four 
teachers and their families, but two of them soon went back to Algeria 
one was drowned when de Brazza's riverboat capsized, and the fourth ’ 
one s fate is unreported. Besides, de Brazza had lost the government's 
support for his venture: military expeditions were organized and de 
azza himself was recalled. Bishop Augouard, naturally, fought the 

scheme vigorously on two grounds: the patriotic and the religious. 
Politically, de Brazza was mistaken, Augouard claimed, in thinking that 
Moslem teachers would work in the true interests of France; religiously, 
Islam was to be fought, not encouraged.

unsuc-

17. Ibid.

18. Ibid.
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o.t”H..':.T;s‘:s 'rrr;:; ;f .1:“:; Lt“""
tr2r®CathoU °H violate basic Catholic doc
trine, Catholic education policy is expected to vary somewhat according
to the conditions which prevail wherever basic policy is anolied anH ^

•“horLy cLcewS
. Congo, Catholic educational work In the

1 j j aspect of the missionary enter
th Immediate control of a single religious order
slL Saint-Esprit" (Fathers of the Holy Ghost). Catholic mis-
E^n^lt rf policies will therefore be those of the Mp|re du Saint-
Bishi ’ general, and, in particular, those of two men: A. Carrie 
Bishop of Loango (Pointe-Noire), and P. Augouard, Bishop of BraszaSue.

bv C«rr!'!°"!^ correspondence, official and semi-official reports written

‘VV?-
.. Irrs‘“L\;5!“r-L
publication to have his Imprimatur and ordered 
followed closely in all the schools of

The "Coutumier" quotes the directives 
Order, Father Lieberman:

that its suggestions be
his diocese.

set by the Founder of the

In uncivilized countries, they [the missionaries] will adapt them-

of their intelligence. They will not be content with the teaching 
of divine law, but they will also teach them how to live in soci- 

®‘=‘=°*^dance with human decency. They will carefully avoid 
S as they are not contrary to Divine
lifi The^^ Pu^ose of making them conform to a European way of

®®®^ perfect them in their way of life 
and their ordinary habits. ^

They will also teach them what might 
them material welfare, being very careful contribute to bring 

in this area not to

the brochure is kept in the Archives of the Diocese 
of Pointe-Noire. It was made available 
kindness of His Grace, Bishop J. Fauret. to the writer through the
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give them knowledge of things which might harm 
destroy the simple ways in which - 
them.20

Similarities and differences already appear between the aims of 
rench educational policy and those of the Catholic missions: assimila 

tion Is.a common denominator. Both the French colonialists and the 
missions sharply restrict this principle to religious and Lral arLs 
of behavior. Both,the French colonialists and the missions take for
of^thelr intelll”^’'‘^”®^K populations and the low level

their souls or 
•n one must strive to maintain

In accordance with the preceding directives, 
the aims of Catholic mission education the "Coutumler" sets

in the Congo:

The aim ... is to give to all children 
truly adapted to African society and 
of the country.

The present needs of African 
those of any society which rests 
and hard work.

a Christian education 
appropriate to the resources

society in the French Congo 
on solid bases, that is, education

are

tlan ^SaJhoir ^e firmly and fundamentally Chris-
Apostolic, and Roman, for this is the only one

E^tJon 1 unshakable, basic principles of Lcletles.
Education, elementary at first, will gradually embrace all

notionf^ knowledge, then will extend if possible, to useful
notions and to those enjoyed by civilized men. It will be pri-

as that the present resources of Congo society
as such, are almost nil, not because of a lack of agriculturaror inLs

because of the inactivity of its inhabitants.

^ part of the time
instStlon? essential element of education and

But a theme always 
ments must be African in substancethe Mission's educational 

^ as well as in outward
recurs: accomplish- 

appearance

20. Father Lieberman, quoted in "Coutumier 
(Loango: de 1'Oeuvre des Enfants"

Imprlmerie de la Mission, 1890).
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(". . . oeuvre africaine et pour le fond-et pour la fofine'-), 
due consideration had to be given to,three factors:

1) The level of civilization of the

Therefore,

populations:

even fear that they will never reach that level. One must not ^ 
seek to bring them up at once to the height of our civilization.
. . .But, little by little, we must develop their still 
intelligence, fortify their weak and wavering will.

In general, the Intellectual potential of these peoples is 
below that of the civilized peoples, and, naturally, it must be 
so. Therefore our European intellectual training is generally 
too high and too difficult for the Blacks. ^

They need an education which will develop their intellectual 
powers without straining them ... too much Lowledge to acquire 

the intellectual faculties of the Black, drive him 
Jrlde! ^ or to death, or, finally, fill him with intolerable

savage

2) The local customs:

and to^brllrt^L'ourjual^L'sT'Lt'norourdSecff!""”'
Its pL°d^c7:iiJ\:;eVbf t-ami^LtSHn; jr
never be the White race, hence housing, clothing, goods"and train

ing cannot be the same. The qualities and the defects of the 
Blacks are not the same as those of the Whites.
Whites and the Blacks must not be led in the 
given the same education.

Therefore the 
same manner, nor

3) The products and the resources of the country:

nil
f one may be permitted to Improve their condition it should not ^ 

be chanpd in such a way that the resources of their country will 
not satisfy their food, clothing, and housing needs.

aspects of J ? ® conflict between the economic
intPnSL f colonial aims in the Congo and the aims the missions
intended to pursue through education: the Congolese were considered as 
prospective buyers of French manufactured goods by colonial interests,
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while the missionaries sought to keep the Coneolese awav fr-r,™ 
distJ* undoubtedly accounts for some of the mutual^^
tirP^^Lf; missions
the French businessmen established in the colony. On the other hand ■ 
no official French policy statement has been found that LnSemL tSf’
offjSarPren h ”h '^here is no eviden^thlt

icial French educational policy was ever deliberately oriented tnT.T=,-d
the^transformation of the Congolese into buy^' of French ^LSfactrrrr

and

Such were the aims of education in the 
of Loango which covered the whole southwest 
the Atlantic Ocean to

schools of the Vicariate 
, portion of the Congo, from

A , , ^ miles west of Brazzaville. In 1890 Fathei-
Brazzaville to Lngui)

with, residence in Brazzaville. He and Bishop Carrie had very diff™t
policies and practices also differed markedly 

L ^ educator;21 Bishop Augouard
the ^ P^®y the same roles, but in him the French
the empire-builder and the administrator tended to take precedence, 

ly deserves the title of co-founder of the Congo colony: he made a
fl«J s2Li°i returned in 1883 to establish the
piln. country (at Linzolo, 27 kilometers southwest of the
Fool), and he spent forty-four years of his life in the Congo

patriot,22

He

Bishop Augouard did not issue educational directives to ms 
rnms Th Carrie's "Coutumier." The specific

tio^ IrSi f officials. Although these facts are an indica-
I^counf of h? ‘^hey tend to present an unbalanced
inrof FrfnS " with regard to Congolese education: the spread-
•i^n t inHuence and language seems to assume at least as much
Msh^T® religious conversion. This is explained by the fact that
Bishop Augouard was constantly defending the Missions 
justifying their very existence 
port for their schools.

position--indeed, 
or requesting moral and financial sup-

On one of the first of such 
1888, to the Minister of occasions, in his letter of February 14 

Foreign Affairs, Augouard declared: "We work

21. The writer is deeply Indebted 
of Polnte-Noire for details to Father Delcourt of the Diocese 

n 1 .V. concerning the life of Bishop Carrie,
loon! biography of Bishop Carrie is to be published

22. His German colleagues accused, him of being a Frenchman first and
Documents in the Archives of the Archdiocese of 

Brazzaville support this point.
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for civilization and for France. . . 
official, dated July 16, 1890,23 he Again, in a letter to the 

repeated:
same

I hope the Government of the Republic will help us in these French 
and humanitarian enterprises, as it has done in the past through 
the intermediary of the Department of Foreign Affairs, for we are 

^ struggle against British, German, and Belgian Influ- 
ence which seeks to become dominant in the Congo.

arguments were not used merely to obtain subsidies from

Augouard strongly'LfluLLd^She SS^ntitJorirLtfvfpoUcy

patriotic sentiments which to some extent Insoired 
be we'L hfn^d fundamental agreement exisJ^d"

. . the education of the native 
beginning [-'reprise par la base"], we must teach him onrmust be re-oriented from the

fatherly kindness.rnmmmmrSuse - "Gentleman," h; will
of the WhitL^he will necesJarily^rjo^ to live as the equal
thief.25 necessarily become an exploiter and a

23. Letters in the Archives 
Paris:

Hardy, o£. c^., p. 152.

Typewritten copy of the 
diocese of Brazzaville.

of the ex-Mlnlstry of Overseas France,Gabon-Congo File.
24.

25.
original in the Archives of the Arch-
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thi 7 assimilative,' although he set a sharp limit^L
were orglSzL I®""®® ^he schools under his authority
were organized in a way closely similar to those of the diocese of ^

■ neSfd' Catholic mission schools of this
period administered? What subjects were taught? By whom? With how
much success? Bishop Carrie's "Coutumier" will provide 
answers. f j-ub some of the

Early Catholic Mission Schools
rTTu- - 7;- - Operation. A) SchooT^Organiza-
Bishop Carrie considered the social hierarchy of the time as

rfcirf Providence and, consequently, proceeded to devise
nrr H 7 prepare Congolese chil^dren to occupy their
L^e^Llel-flr^thrc^^n-go? ^

resourSr if th7 general, the exploitation of natural
Con^7^! u ^“P°^‘=snt source of material wealth, most of the
Congolese youth were destined to become farmers. Education for better
of c77j 7r ^7*^ husbandry was therefore to be the primary concern
gious"J:s\^ru7t';:^!" -P --rde^ -in’"

Next in importance, the arts and trades were thought to be most 
orthe ^rkers!'^ for the physical and moral health

In addition to preparing Africans for the 
Indicated above, missionaries 
ing and cultivating vocations 
was

occupational areas
were particularly responsible for detect- 
to the religious life, as this concern 
-j success of evangelization. Considered 

were those of priests (secular and regular), 
nuns, catechists and teachers.

most directly related to the 
as religious vocations 
brothers and

It should be noted that 
occupations of intermediate skill, such as 

These were Indeed supplied, but 
training system.

no provision was made for 
clerks, interpreters, managers, etc. 
only as by-products of the elite

educational r Mf ® preceding occupational hierarchy, appropria
(SeoloeJcil created: at Loango, a Higher Seminary
for i College), Lower Seminary (Secondary School), a Noviciate
for native brothers, a Normal School for catechists and teachers. f
prinJi^g^anrii ^ few shops for carpentry, woodworking,

which mSai provided only for those trades
Shar "®®ded in their building and expansion program.

lage centers of some Importance were also endowed with a
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n™b„ of ..rural aoho.la.. aar.bliahad „uhl„ a„ ,L. ,“ro2dSg aaoh 
mission center and put under the direct care of native catechises or
^iee^weeh . training was provided at all centers in
ion with the cultivation of gardens and orchards which also served 

as sources of food and income for the missions.
connec-

The occupational hierarchy was one of the two basic classification
eSii^orth school system. The other was the
origin of the pupils. At the top of the scale stood the white children 
»ho war. .d.lrf,d by axcaptiou. aluaa fha orgauia.tlon „.a prL“ly

K 1 Africans. White children were to be kept apart if ?heir 
number became large enough. Next came the mulattoes--mostly illegiti 
be?^ required to pay fees, if possible,
believed to have a more "delicate constitution," and consequently
cL^Lassigned to lighter 
chores in the gardens or orchards in view of their future
managers of trading stations, head servants, etc. 
future social positions, the mulattoes 
as possible from the Africans and 
they were destined to 
Africans.

These were 
were

occupation: 
Because of their 

were to be separated as much 
taught the white man's manners since 

P^n 11 closer to the white man than to the black
fU u “"ally* their education was to be pursued a little further 
than that of the Africans: they were to learn how to read^wrlS and 
perform accurately the four arithmetic ’operations.

Africans were to constitute numerically the most imoor-

bb.y -r? b- 0.77 L7rjr:.rp”“f“ ;p7J:rbbrss;;'.
to thoc. education and work schedule were to be similar
fathers' ?fbS^ '=®«ding flower gardens, attending the

a way to introduce them to the'white 
ners and customs. In no case were they to be treated 
dren, particularly not as slaves.

1) The

Since

sections.

man's man-
as common chil-

, 2) The free children, the most
cuLnfThe^"^® subcategories, were destined to form the "middle
siowL tf III ITI """" introduced

vorai-Jo school routine so as not to discourage them. Religious
their educlM^ '^“l^ivated among them with particular care. Once
Jn !;JhrXt?!^°vnr to be married and established

. " Villages. Slave girls redeemed and educated by the
Durch°^ source of wives. The girls' original
3) Thr^^"" T husbands to the mission!

redeemed by the missions were to be considered as free
ieri Jo mission had special rights and duties,
were to be as numerous as finances would allow. They were preferably 

between the ages of eight and twelve. They had to be watched 
of JlJth escapes, and a reward in the form of a few piepes
f cloth and/or a gallon of palm wine was offered to those who bright

They
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them back in
escape. They were to remain at the mission 

married (from the .pool of freed slave girls) and established 1. ..Ch,lstl,„ viu.g.s.s They „e„ to be ta'gK . L.“e.

formal school system, two extracurricular 
organizations were created: 1) The Society of Saint Isidore, a work
fields or I It h in the
ields or in the shops enabled them to earn their food and-fodging plus

of Tndlv^H P'l ^ where gifts, cash rewards , prLeLs
sfcMinl dr be deposited for future use in
settling down after departure from the mission. The fund also had an 
educative value which was not overlooked.

louoS. -ill t.
see to it that the established order was respected.

B) FinancialP ^ mission school finances were to be
separated from those of the mission as such. The means of support con-

to ^ agricultural resources existed; no child was
eLt^d "parasites" were to be tol
erated; everyone was to live off local products; and Divine Providence 
was to make up for the deficits,

resources:

thp training: The relevant principles were borrowed from
the Catechism and from the civic code. The following vices were to

Africans were added: ". . . the white man's superiority, when he

,, ^he necessity of work. "27
hl^’np^ hh‘ Black, selfish by nature, must be trained to work for 
his neighbor, for his family, for society . . . , and particularly for 
the support of the Church and its Clergy."28 ^

D) Intellectual training: 
to be developed "... for some

rec-

The intelligence of the children had 
among them will certainly be capable

26. "Coutumler," o£. c^., p. 45,

27. Ibid., p. 46.

28. Ibid., p. 48.
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secondary school studies, and they will be encouraged in 
clerg^"^ required by the task of recruiting a native

In pneral, all the useful knowledge which the Africans 
of absorbing was to be included in the school 
believed that they could not, and should 
taught in Europe, 
method’s.

were capable
program. But it was 

iiot, learn everything that 
Therefore, adaptation was necessary in programs and 

HH 1 first, reading, writing, and arithmetic, then grammar,

was mandatory at the Normal School level. vernacular;

was

At the Lower Seminary level, the program included four years of 
Latin, selected from the works of Christian authors and from those of 
pagan authors in carefully expurgated versions. This was followed bv

philosophy. During the last tLee 
years, geometry, physics and chemistry could be added if 
useful. considered

pCL^'rorjutie
Methods were to be of the "practical" types, that is, oriented 

toward the practical aspects of knowledge. The methods prescribed 
those developed in France by the Christian Brethren, modified to suit 
t^e nature of the work and the difference in climate and people. 
Finally, the "Coutumier" emphasized the need for continuity in methods 
in spite of changes in staff: ". . . in each Mission, one system, one 
teaching method." All children were expected to attend the primary

secondary section or for 
e Society of Saint Isidore. As a rule they were to remain until the 

age of 15 or 16.

were

E) Teaching staff: As noted above, a European missionary was in 
charge of central mission schools. But this responsibility was only 
part of his duties. As much as possible his teaching burden was shared 
by native catechists and teachers previously trained at the missions. 
The teachers were even classified into three categories according to 
the subjects they were able to teach: 1) reading and writing; 2) the 
first subjects plus grammar and arithmetic; 3) the four first subjects, 
plus history and geography. In the "satellite" rural schools, 
chists were able to teach little more than the catechism (by rote) and 
he rudiments of the French or the vernacular languages.

cate-

The missions' school 
the ideal one. system as described in the "Coutumier" 

It most probably never existed in reality.
was

The numerous
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categories and sections just described 
in order to 
low for

^ cc. . , required a large number of pupils

obtained in the Brazzaville

remained 
in 1892, there 

sec-
same situation

area.

1886 brought to the Co'ngo in

gins eaucatlon were sometimes unexpected and, to say the least 
dUappolntine: Ch. girl, £r.„„tly „„t to work ta^tir
t eJ°“k; -

w\T:ir::r-o:—
education of girls,30

, very 
servants

The mission-
success, 

missions' enthusiasm for the

G) General results:=£s.rs.:;.r“;r“^^^^
taow’^roSuitrdld oof lnotro..„t, of
Known reliability did not even exist at the time. It is thereforp
in estimati'^^^rk*^*'^ following data have no more than indicative value 
Jongo ® •*”‘™ oducation In

attained

contpf!!pH°"^^ Statistics available for this period

therrwI,“”tot‘a;
nere was a total of 12 schools attended by 705 pupils (555

are

boys and

29. From an interview with Father Delcourt.

De Witte, o£. pit., quoting Bishop Augouard's 1920 
Sacred Congregation of the Propaganda,

"Situation de 1'Enseignement Prlmarie 
able from the Archives of the 
Gabon-Congo file.

30.
report to the

Rome.

31.
en 1898," statistics avail- 

ex-Ministry of Overseas France,
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150 girls) The staff consisted of 11 European missionaries, four 
Congolese (men), and six French nuns. , Not included in the official 
statistics were perhaps a score of "rural schools" with 15 to 20 puoils 
in irregular ^tendance'^at each school.32 These did not qualify as 
primary schools and did not receive any government subsidies. Thev 
were outposts served by catechists who taught religion first, but 
managed to teach a little French.

diocese of Loango (Pointe-Nolre) administered stations in what is today 
ortuguese Cabinda, and stretched east as far as Linzolo, 27 kilometers 

from Brazzaville. The diocese of the Upper Congo covered 
stretching from Brazzaville to Banghi and beyond.
Central African Republic.

an area
in what is today's

scrutiny and cross-checkihg of available documents can give an indica-
magnitude lnvolved:33 igSS, 2 schools, 60 

® total of 205 boys and one girls'
school with 45 girls; 1894: 7 boys' schools with 750 boys and 2 girls
schools with 120 girls; 1899: ten boys' schools and two girls' schools 
with a total of 1000 students; 1904: 1200 to 1500 students, 
these figures do not include the "rural schools." Again,

Regarding the nature of these schools little_ _ _ _ . , is known. However, in
reports to government officials, both Bishop Carrie and Bishop Augouard 
make frequent claims regarding the role mission schools 
training of native played in the

manpower:

. . we have always sought to“train our pupils in agricul- 
turaKand trades skills useful to the country. Thus, we have 
supplied to the colony printers, book-binders, masons, carpenters, 
tailors, shoe-repairmen, gardeners.

In addition, our schools have produced a rather large number 
ot young men who have entered careers in education, administra
tion, commerce, industry, etc.34

etc.

32. From an interview with Father Delcourt.

Figures reported here are based mainly on a report sent by Bishop 
Uarrie to the Administrator of Loango, December 12, 1899. The 
report is to be found in "Documents et Temolgnages," a collection 
kept in the Archives of the Diocese of

Ibid.

33.

Pointe-Noire.

34.
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On numerous occasions. Bishop Carrie 
the pupils lacked repeated his complaints that
S1lnnr.r^ rh u > that their parents were unwilling to
support the schools, and that civil authorities failed to give tL

moral support. He contended that word from the Govern- 

effect.^ ^ ^ education to have a lasting

Finally, a fair and well-informed judgment of the

F<uSt:u:,:f
mission of 1905. 
the Congo:

educational 
was expressed by

nVlllllTls^ZZut' investigative
was to appraise education in

nothing to improve the intellectual and

This meritorious effort is altogether insufficient for the whole 
of the ‘^onntpr. Missionary action does not present the same 
dangers in the Congo as in countries of- ancient civilization 
o^thpr Indo-China): here the natives have no religions 

. of their own, and they are too intellectually inferior
develop any fanaticism; their so-called conversion does not dis
tinguish nor set them apart from the non-converted natives, 
btate, it seems to me. finds no interests whatsoever in brutally 
suppressing the mission, not even in slyly undermining their

PJ^aising the missions for undertaking 
educational work neglected by the State, one must recognize that
few insufficient in quantity (too few scLols, too
few pupils) and in quality--except in a few cases.35

ever to

The

This indictment of the French Government 
the missions adequately 
from 1883 to 1905.

and reserved accolade to 
up the history of education in the Congosums

The Incubation Period 1905-1937

with JL pH been shown that the Metropole was not satisfied
Ca^hoUc being provided exclusively by the Roman

missions. In return for permission to teach and for financial
3 the riEh^of ? ^ the least the Administration expected
Iratlo^ / inspection. During the preceding period the Adminis-
tration claimed and exercised this right at irregular intervals. But

Felicien Challaye, "Le Congo Francais," 
S€rie 7, Cahier 12 (1906), p. 93.

35.
Cahiers de la Quinzaine.
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this was, and has remained to this day, a major source of friction 
between the missions and the Government, Bishop Augouard, for Instance

to government inspection, although he could 
Instead, he pointed to the fact t^t 

while the government paid only a small fraction of the cost of school
tErmisslo fgd triple the amount of subsidy from
the missions in customs duties.36 He even talked of refusing the sub

scho«f= opposition to the government Inspection of

Sooner or later, France hadTn lonn r. directly Involved in Congolese
. . 1900, Pierre Foncln, Inspector General of Public Instruc

h. thought F„„ce huh tf pL;
Uur U Ml? r f oarllest document of Its
Kind, it will be summarized here:

education.

rgo-r., adoption of the basic principle that education is the
d-^tat-'). the appointment of 

of Education in the Ministry of Colonies 
in each colony.

con-
a Director 

and of an Education Officer

ibasls^of'^m^f,???^"^?®"'' °5 top-level personnel by the Minister on the 
basis of qualifications similar to those required for service in France 
supplemented by studies at the Colonial School in Paris; local 
would appoint the middle and lower level personnel. governors

3) A financial organization putting the responsibility on each 
colony to foresee an annual budget supplemented by a contribution from

36. The mission imported food and cloth for direct use or as "currency" 
in buying local products. In either case, they claimed that this 
entitled them to spqcial customs privileges. The Administration 
always refused on the grounds that this would have constituted 
preferential treatment" (not allowed by the Act of Berlin) and 

unfair competition for local French merchants who 
to customs.

See text of

were subjected

37.
a speech entitled "Le Patriotisme de Mg. Augouard" and 

Kept in the Archives of the Archbishopric of Brazzaville.
38. Pierre Foncln, "De 1'Enselgnement aux Colonies, I'Annee Coloniale" 

(Paris: Librairle Charles Tallandier, 1900).
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the Metropole, which would serve to "reaffirm the rights of the State 
o“ in ^h/ch»be.

4) The secularization of education, already underway, was to be 
Howevr^^'^ since the French settlers themselves were entitled to it.
Zs Zl’tTH I ^ Z T education, missionary h^J^
of Gallieni?s39 fo?w subject Foncin recommended the-adoption

policy, a) compulsory teaching of French in all

^ H %% i) courteous
but diligent and effective supervision of all schools.

and adoption of the following educational structures, programs
fZZZ J"'- "to speak eve?^d?y
French, through practice, nothing more." Hence, create everywhlre^
b)^t£^mosr?ntin’i' adults, run by native "moniteurs";
arlS^Mf natives could be taught reading, writing,
tional pH ’ ® trade (therefore elementary and voca-
(FrenJht'^r^ schools" run by European
i " European-type eLcation"

very small elite" destined to "predetermined posts."

In conclusion Foncin declared:

same snr^colonial education must conform to the 
s^e spirit: clear, generous, practical, and national; that it 
must be regulated by a central organization and by local ones in
misreniov 5 education administrators
must enjoy, under the supervision of the Governor and the Min-
7-f measure of autonomy commensurate with their
responsibility*

recommendation, public education was formally 

barter of Education in the French colonies."41
were

39.

Foncin, 0£. clt.40.

41. Dldirnr°Jr‘'°'"H "^'®"=®i8"®“®«t dans la Communaute," in Encyclo- 
del> education en France (Paris: Institut PlLgo-

?L\ldLlf 19Lrpf486!' Dictionnaires et d-Ency-
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to the Congo on his last mission (1905),
‘'° the possibility of secularlzi4

oolnt the Lr^f difficult to determine whether, at this
P^^'tisans of secularization only intended to discontinue

If/ support, such as it was, of the mission schools; to
add a public school system to the mission schools; or to ban the latter 
entirely and to replace them by -official" secular schools. Regarding 
a .possible ban. Bishop Augouard intended to fight the attempf, armed
S T f 'u® ^«8^^ding the replacement

^ quickly pointed out that in his estimation
the Colony would have to spend half a million francs a year in his 
diocese alone in order to provide the educational services which his 
mission pro^^ded at an annual cost to the government of 5950 francs

Nevertheless, in 1904, Governor Gentil appointed a commission to

lit ®^"Sui and at Liranga (not inspected once in
of other, severely criticizing the rest

mission schools. At the second meeting'. Father J. Rgmy, Bishop 
Augouard's assistant in charge of the mission schools and member of 
the Governor's commission, presented an Important educational policy

n '=hat the main preoccupation of education .for the moment
Sh ll ‘ 1" the moral level of the natives,
IcuL I? if cwfr^ f generations more receptive toward civilizing 
dffffa' f '"’"^^^tized an educational strategy which would aim at pro- 
slvf craftsmen and a few clerks and interpreters for the exclu
sive benefit of the colonial administration, while the rest of the

42. Baron de Witte, o£. c^., p. 334. 

Ibid., p. 333.43.

44. Father Delcourt (interview). 

Father J. Remy,45.
1= P4 1 ^ "Considerations Generales sur 1'Establissement et
la Rgglementation de 1'Instruction Publique dans le Congo Fran-
fifir 11?^®”''^“®" Archives of the Archdiocese of
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population was ignored by both the 
natives , , government and the few educated

mistake. Father Rimy offered concrete 
proposals similar to those made just before by Inspector General Foncin

' “ £rii.
F^eSh '^he Flag, but he will tell you that he is
French . . , the idea of Fatherland will grow in his heart before 
It can be expressed in words. uetore

At that time, the Catholic missions were operating some fifteen

chools run by native ^moniteurs" and visited periodically by FrLch
nitiorortM* obviously trying to gain ofacial
nition of this type of school for which the
on the grounds that they 
trination.

recog.
missions received no subsidy

trators in i^oL^^^^^'t^^f^"^''®“S8est2-’ThatloI)ernmen^°aL^nJs!’

’'®=°™»endations had little effect on the develop- 
ment of public education in the Congo, his last remark apparently stirred
£LL established an evening class in
Brazzaville, appointed a French "functionnaire" to take cLrge of it
lltiirTucl'V r'i compensation folTu^
hann^npH '? ?Qnf !!! beginning of public education in the Congo. This
at L^^Lo t • "'"r «=hool was opened
oLou^r who^ connection with the opening of this school, Father 
Derouet, who subsequently became Bishop of Loango, reports that the

ex-seminarian to tL charjS of it,
mission Thei^ competition with the
placi>7 ’ Administration appointed a local prisoner in his

a natitrSl^ T elemental, the Minister for Colonies, i

.r ^ statement, one of the first in which the policy of 
association" was mentioned. Intended for immediate appUcatiL in

issued

A6. Father Delcourt (interview).

47. Father Derouet, Memorial de Loango. 
p. 99, Vol. V (Private Record, 1912),
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their development . . . without ever shocking them ... as far 
as the laws of civilization will allow. . . .49

had insisted that the concessionary companies establish, each in their
‘=he companies, own inter-

i^Jhis di f company took practical steps
in this direction. In any case, whatever action Cllmentel hoped that*^
a^ flrsrii^th”°'' that public schools be established,
w , the most backward areas, where their development was to fol-
irwrit^ penetration. "Instruction in these schools,"
he wrote, "[would] be mostly vocational and technical," with an Important
he sJid^^^"^^^^ French language. Addressing the local governors,

-i

iiiliilliilp-
thorough knowledge of French, such an institution could offer them 
useful knowledge in the fields of industry and commerce and some 
idea of the geography and political organization of their country.50

As for the 
Minister left 
resources.

ways and means of establishing such institutions, the 
no doubt that each colony was expected to liely on its 

As he saw it:

First of all, as our authority penetrates deeper in various 
regions, tax revenues will rise. The general development of

own

M. Cllmentel, Bulletin Officlel du Ministere 
Ministry of Colonies, 1906). - - - - - - - - -

48.
des Colonies (Paris:

49. Ibid.

50. Ibid.
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civilization will bring about an increase in economic activity 
and an increase in tax revenues.51 ^

In the Congo, over thirty years passed before this 
to be realized. prediction began '

Introduction of. Protestant Missions: 
invitation implied in the Act of Berlin, 
bound, sooner or later,
Congo.

1909. In view of the 
some Protestant missions 

to try and pursue evangelical action in the

open
were

Swedish missionary, a member of the Covenant 
Church Mission arrived in the Belgian Congo to cooperate with the
eelJr®? Mission. Five years later, the first Swedish Evan-

Mission was established south of the Congo River. It took this 
toJvgroup more than twenty years to move into French Congo terri-
thl mor T ^ certainly include
CathoHr open^resistance of the Administration and of ?he
atholic missions. The following facts will support this assertion.

SwLHh Colony." He mentioned that British and
established in the Belgian Congo had requested 

fJI^S r. '“’'T Possibilities of establishing missions in 
such rIl^!^The Lieutenant-Governor remarked that 
anfnntJJf activity came on the heels of ". . . dangerous commercial 

activity," but that he was bound by the Act of Berlin to
flvo^ina^misT®^ "Nothing prevents me from

"Tssions which operate under the French flag.," He appealed
sionics Pf’^io‘^isn>. and suggested chat the latter send mis-

naries to establish posts at precisely the places in which the Prot
estants were interested. Finally, he hinted at the possibility that

51. Ibid.

52. I am indebted to the Reverend Jaspart Kimpolo, President of the 
Evanpllcal Church, and to the Reverend Manne Lundgren, 

President of the ex-Swedlsh Evangelical Mission. Most of the 
information relative to Protestant missions in the Congo and 
reported here is based on verbal communications and unpublished 
material supplied me by these two Protestant leaders.

53. In "Documents et Temoignages," 0£. cit.
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In his reply (August 10)>, Bishop Derouet 
answered "our most ardent wishes,"54 but 
lutely necessary" in view of the 
France.

stated that the appeal 
that financial help was "abso- 

recent religious developments in 
Finally, in a letter dated November 15, 1907, the Lleutenanf 

^vemor expressed his regrets .that Commissioner General cLtU 
not grant any funds, and promised his moral 
the work of the Catholic missions 
to our national Interests."56

sou Id
support, since he saw in 

. . a moral counterbalance useful

course, not only reveal some aspects of the 
Church-State relations in the Congo, but they suggest how the oersonal
comMn^thelr'^eff represented the Church or the StaL, could
poU^r efforts, or work at cross-purposes, regardless of official

Protestant missions did succeed in gaining a
the Ad i their presence presented a problem for both
sSL For'r developments wiU
arJIs cluld S hf ^‘^“‘^^“^^’/hough, the arrival of Swedish mission
aries could only be an encouraging development.

a Education in the Congo. Pastor Manne Lundgren,
Cnn! T y®«ts of Protestant missionary work in the
Congo, describes in this way the aims of'Protestant education:

. ®v.ng.Uc.l Church .s

2) Training of missionary personnel 
condition for educating the is considered as an essential

masses.

CO education of the masses, as a humanitarian undertaking, is
ch;LM::^waV:riii^!^ ^ '

4) Protestant education aims at communicating strong personal

54. Ibid.

A reference to the law separating Church and State (1905) and 
the confiscation of Church property worth an estimated half a 
billion francs.

55.

56. "Documents et TSmoignages," o£. c^.
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convictions.

of the

Pastor Lundgren emphatically denies that 
Mission ever pursued political aims 
Mission's policy in this 
local government, 
policy.

the Swedish Evangelical 
in the Congo and describes the 

respect as one of strict loyalty toward the 
H T,; u records show no evidence of departure from this
However, Bishop Augouard, as a Roman Catholic priest and

t’ of
S.L.. S r H. constantly r.fent.d to thorn
Swedes, a phrase whose ambiguity well described the role he thought
GeSan ''t "Lutheran" implied both Protestant anf
German. In his 1919 report to the Minister for Colonies, he w^^e:

a

as "Lutheran

tl«'wprf°’'® Lutherans, whose German
If LZTr their-disposal enormous sums
to ?raJce Ther^l ^ ® influence certainly not favorable ■

tlon ?or;ho soc”nd tl.:."'"

The local administration, on the other hand, did not 
such charges ve^ seriously. In principle, the anti-clerical
pfoSLirS tended to make them more favorable to

^ than to Catholic religious action. Indeed, as long as the
genSrJlirLnra language, the Administ^tion
frieJ iiL h i relations with them. Later, the Catholic mission-
t«tLr that they had cause to complain that the Adminis
tration preferred the Protestant school system over the Catholic one

seem to take
position

Evan.>lf^^^i Education. As mentioned above, the Swedish
Jr “r ?" "'f established in the Belgian Congo, among

Srr r °° u^g^nization and teaching procedures developed in the 
Belgian Congo were also adopted in the French territory. Since the 
Belgian authorities allowed teaching in the vernacular, the Protestant 
missionaries were first concerned with learning local languages.

As

57.
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early as 1888,^ a Swedish missionary-linguist. Nils Westlind, prepared
‘ »l>lch ths Mission prlntod on ths spot „ltt . Ltd
press. This made possible the application of 
principle: a Christian must be able to read the Bible 
Kongo version of the Bible was available as early as 1905. 
in Ki-Kongo language became the basic 
action in the Belgian Congo.

a well-known Protestant 
Thus, a Ki- 

Teaching 
tool of Protestant evangelical

faced territory, however, the Protestants wereIf It necessity, not only of learning French themselves, but
sfandli^F® h teaching methodology in accordance with the long
standing French school regulation regarding the use of the French Ian- ^
to^fJr^tf^ r °^/"®truction. But this regulation did not apply 
to strictly religious instruction which the Swedish Evangelical MlssiL 
continued to provide in Ki-Kongo dialect. Also, the Protestants rJtl! 
ized from the start that the training of native religious instructors

Africans.-59 gome vocational training was also provided, particularly 
in woodworking and in masonry. ^

Hardly anything is known regarding the number of 
or the exact level of instruction 
mission schools.

schools and pupils 
existing in the early Protestant 

-11 obvious that more than religious instruction
■ rSttSrri f prevented these
itttatipn ^ ^ recognized as -schools- by the local Admin-

In spite of its careful political neutrality, 
the mere presence of the Swedish Evangelical Mission 
versive" element in the French Congo: 
who were not actively engaged in 
and culture, 
were not

it can be stated that 
introduced a "sub

group of Europeans
spreading French Influence, language. 

This was bound to attract those among the Congolese who 
rh.iroH ^aPPy with French rule. And the Protestant
hurch, less centralized and authoritarian, provided the Congolese 

with an opportunity to escape from the rigid control of both French 
Administration and Catholic authority. i^rencn
of the Ki-Kongo dialect both in its 
strated some respect for at least 
culture.

here was a

Finally, the Protestants 
spoken and written forms demon- 

one important element of African
ical -natiLfL!?^ ^hat, subsequently, religious and polit-

use

rri . Education Organized: 1911. Until 1907 not a single
(French; lay teacher was employed full-time in a French Congo public

58. Pastor Manne Lundgren (interview).

Nils Westlind, as quoted by Pastor Lundgren in the 
interview.

'll

59.
course of an
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. school.^0 During that year, the first public school 
Libreville, Gabon, 
for the natives

r'

T _ ,,, was created in
In Brazzaville, a decree (August 15, 1902) created 

r. , , agricultural apprenticeship "school" attached to the
Experimental Garden ("Jardl'n d-essai"), and a second decrerSanua^ 20 ■

1905) created a vocational school for African natives. However, n^sub 
sequent report indicates that pupils were actually trained in either of 
these two "schools." There is no evidence either^hat the Circu^rof 
September 15, 1907, calling for the training of native teachers',
JhrAr? efforts, however, demonstrate once more
to' tS vocatlon.1

The creation of the "Gouvemement Gln^ral de I'Afrique Equatoriale 
Fran9alse," the French Equatorial African federation (January^l5 1910) 
brought about a reorganization of the general administrat^Je^ser^icIs ’

^ A organizing public Jd^-
A.E.F. Although this decree was not implemented until more

constituted the legal foundation of the Congo 
school system for the following 26 years. ®

This decree will be quoted at length here: '

Title I. Article 1: 
of three levels: 
vocational.

Public education provided in A.E.F. 
elementary primary, higher primary,61

consists
and

Article 2:. -^^^"‘cntary Primary Education. Elementary primary

reading, writing, elementary arithmetic, and practical letslTs^^ 
on hygiene and agriculture. In the urban schools, 

teaching is done by the Director and includes the same program.

Article 3:

I

system, short lessons on the contemporary history of France, the 
French colonies, and particularly the A.E.F. colonies', short 
lessons on geography and natural sciences applied to'agriculture 
and hygiene; and lessons on the use of common medicines.

J
I
»'>V

I
60. Gouvemement Gingral de I'Afrique Equatoriale Francaise. "Hls- 

orique et Organisation G^ntrale de 1'Enseignement'en A.E.F." 
vraris: Agence Economique de 1*A.E.F.,

I
ri

1931), p. 16. e
i61. The first and second levels Iprepart in France, was usld only to design^reducation

preparatory for university, 
persisted until This fundamental distinction has 

very recently in French education. i
!

1
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Article 4: Vocational Education. This type of instruction 
is given to children having completed their higher primary education

Department of Public WorS. ' St L ” 
metS-wLkLS" carpenters, woodworkers, blacksmiths and

Title II contains four articles which 
each, type and level of schools-; assign responsibility for

„. . urban schools were to be directed hv
s^n^^^^h^t^'"'''' Director. (Five of these were fore
seen the two in the Congo were in Brazzaville and in Loango.) District 
schools were put under the responsibility.of the District Officer; they 
o^SS^ ^^eiitually be turned into urban schools. Vocational schools (only 
one in the Congo--at Brazzaville) were to be directed by a technician ^
( agent technique") designated by the Lieutena^-Governor.

^ allowed the eventual addition of special girls' sections
to the urban schools, under the responsibility of female teacher! tSS 
girls program of studies was to be the same as the boys', plus lessons 
on laundry, Ironing, sewing, cooking, and general housework!

flnH t^he school system under the responsibility

staff°!n‘'Jh Status of the
staff in the schools of the A.E.F.
features: 1) teachers

teaching
It included two interesting

metropolitan teachers; 2rcandiS:tL''Srto'h"TdTr:Lrc\"Jze':s\ip.63

It was ". . a step toward the diffusion of the French language and 
of instruction."65 Its failure in practice was attributed to the 
natives' limited intellectual potential and to the lack of teachers.66

62. TOin;^iprn t:
Ibid.

A decree dated March, 1913, did create a school inspectorate 
. . . which never functioned" ("Historlque et Organisation 

Gdnerale," o£. c^., p. 15).

Ibid.. p. 16.

63.

64.

65.

66. Ibid.
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3 “ “• --
ment (for both the schools . ea
factor did

- personnel recrult-
and the general administration), but this 

not oper-ate during the whole 1911-1925 period.

Mission Education Regulated
Songo“7^-\“"®“P^"^ Pri!ate^(mLion)'!iucatiorir'thr^''

One may surmise that this decree issued Surinf S languages.

ErTrregulations which would deal the Swedish Mission 
hard blow, although they would also

mate-

a particularly 
inconvenience the Catholic missions.

thi., Ho,!?®”® Bishop Augouard had a significant role to play in
a special report^B ELho^l’ Be detected between

special report Bishop Augouard wrote to the French Minister of
Colonies (at the latter-s request) and the regulations Scf
some^fifteen months later. This important document deserves appeared

treatment

life to thp^r Bishop Augouard had already given over forty years of his 
life to the Congo. His opinion carried considerable weieht in official 
circles. On this occasion, he took advantage of the MinfsL^s 
tion to express his opinion on a wide range^of su^ec^l flUXlT-
Of thfcoJ opinion, the main reasons for the falluL’

of the colonial enterprise in the Congo- H lack nf funae o^ i i r
"follow-up., in ideas ^pas de suite Sfns les JSl^s")- sftL m .

^ and bad examples; 4j administrative instability at tL highest^lLel^^^^
to bu^ndTs'^lid'* someJfm::\i : n
to build a solid colonial structure. He reminded the Minister that
France could not evade her duties in the fields of health and education
thfmJsSons fulfilled almost exclusively bj ’

the missions. He recognized that the task was staggering arid as in
h^waJ^ed: government of the missions, cooperation.

But

Th. threat faces the Belgian and the French 
The Colony, while paying homage to its valiant Allies, 
against the encroachment to which it might

Congo today, 
must guard

soon fall victim.

67. Ibid., p. 9.

68. Bishop Augouard, 
September 16, 1919.

"Letter to the Minister of Colonies," Paris, 
■ ^ ^ A copy of this letter is to be found
Archives of the Archdiocese of Brazzaville. in the
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Having gotten rid of the German peril, 
domination of the British and the 
of trade and

it must not fall under the 
Americans who, under the guise 

are beginning to invade the Congo.even of religion,

thp Bishop Augouard answered the familiar objection that
the Act of Berlin prevented France from discriminating against
to iitT "r"": "Besides,., he asserted, ..diplomats flS^s Lnd 
to interpret embarrassing, texts to their advantage,.. ^

any
ways

The role of the sch'ool in 
was re-emphasized, 
area

Tu f spreading French influence in the Congo
ine tact that the missions played a kev rolp in i-h-ie^ 

was demonstrated by the financial support the Adminis-rltiL 
given them since the time of Jules Ferrv. But k

important place in Congolese education. The two or three years of

definiL^iL!s^^®Af.°^ secondary education, Bishop Augouard held

vears^of ^vn progress, and my forty-two
rnfrt f °nly confirmed my opinion. . . . This
detect ind It will be useful sometimes to
detect and to cultivate elite youths who will become useful
lof tirJjL r- it is preferable
tuL T . education the Blacks summarily and not to
turn them into degree holders, of whom we already have too 
in France. Later we shall consider the possibility of giving 
them an education which they are presently incapable of digefting.

educati'S°" f importance to vocational
sacrlLc^: consented to make some

beginning it would npt have had to bring trained
InBtrr ftom Senegal and the British colonies.
Instead, the missions had been abandoned to their own meager resources

occasions by administrative obstruction, 
^riculture, he thought, was the Colony's greatest wealth.
1C also provided the opportunity 
of work.'.

very 
type of educa-

in Senegal, he wrote:

many

Developing 
to communicate to the Congolese ..love

Unfortunately, work,, particularly work 
dishonorable and reserved for women and slaves.on the land, is considered 

A total social
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•Then followed an impressive list of 
since their arrival. crops the missions had introduced

rof thfSthn?r' cooperation
b°f :^:ep?:;°“d •i^L^sjte^sf ^
2fl Governor General
^8, 1920 seems to have followed Bishop Augouard' 
respects, as the following excdrpts will show:

Article 1: 
within the A.E.F.
General. . . .

on the part 
recommendations would

Augagneur on December 
s advice in many

No school for natives
territory wtthoot eutL^lzLr^l^ftt“^.^Sr-

Article 2: The authorization request for the opening of a 
may be submitted either by an individual nr in rK

m„=r f' application to open a school by foreigners
must be made in person by the applicant, signed in 
of a representative of the Lieutenant 
and by the teachers of the school.

hnlH P’^ivate primary schools, French teachers will

school

presence 
-Governor, by the Director,

69. Journal Officiel de 1.A.E.F., January 1, 1921,
p. 37.

70. Reference is made to the French laws 
under which act. j establishing the conditions
law HPT1^ H fu association could be formed. Article 14 of the 1901ss::“=#isss
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will be judged by the Governor General.

In all schools opened in the name of an individual 
teaching staff will be commu- 

icated forthwith to the administrative authorities. No new teacher 
or .moniteur|- will be posted in a school unless previousiHuth^r 
ized, even if his assignment was approved before for anotLr school.

Article 9:

• Article 10: No school will be authorized unless instruction 
is ® Teaching of any other language
immLiate cto^inglf^tL'LS;" entail

Article 11: Textbooks used for instruction in any subiect 
must receive prior authorization from the Administration.

Article 12: ■
regular pupils of the schools.

Pupils older than fourteen cannot be regarded as

representatives of the Governor General 
the Lieutenant Governor have free entry'in the schools. . .

c Lieutenant Governor designates
of the highest possible rank for Inspection

and

civil servants
of schools.

oievi? f French authorities, but the new regulations did not aim to 
prevent future development of non-French mission schools; they only tried 

make sure that any such development would serve the interests of 
hirr* l^oth the Catholic and the Protestant missions
But bevonftMs^t’' instruction to the masses in local dialects.

T instruction, the Catholic missionaries who,
except in rare cases, were also French, justified their use of the French 
language. The Swedish missionaries, however, in accordance with the 
system they applied in the ex-Belgian Congo,'relied simply brLc^l
of Srh‘ themselves had only a limited knowledge
of French, and their catechists and "moniteurs" in most cases had Lhe

1920 regulations left the Protestants without 
m!?il 192^^^; textbooks, and familiar teaching methods. It was not 
t^tLc^Lh^l n""®® Protestant "moniteurs" were officially authorized

new regulations also discriminated against the Protestant 
missions by insisting on possibly higher academic qualifications than

71 . Rev. Manne Lundgren, interview, Brazzaville (March, 1962).
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signed on the same day as the first:

Article 1: Subsidies from the general budget of the A.E.F. 
and from local budgets may be granted to schools opened ift the 
name of a Frenchman in accordance with the 
20th of December, 1920. regulations of the

Article 2: 
be determined in.each 
in Council. . . .

The form and the amount of these subsidies will 
case by a decree of the Governor General

Ten days later, a sum of 30,000 francs in subsidies 
to Bishop Augouard. was granted

subsequent effects these regulations may have had on the 
coL^inL°^ instruction in the private schools, one of their immediate

® instruction and schooling. Thus, in remote places, 
along with catechism taught in the vernacular, thousands of Congolese 

received some instruction in French language, arithmetic, hygiene,
Whnl^ "bonus" could no longer be offered unless the
whole course of Instruction was also brought up to official standards, 

development in view of the missions' limited resources.

etc.

a rare

General Stagnation: 
regulated, some efforts 
formally organized in 1911.

1925-1936. While mission education was being 
were made to put in operation the school system 

. According to the official brochure "His-

sLuctlon ^ language; the frankly utilitarian trend in primary in! 
structlon, since the schools were expected to produce the ttained

private industry needed; an intensification 
192^Inr?9^S^^‘'?“ recruitment (21 teachers were appointed between 
trL^^nf in the organization, official status, and

man-

. a School Inspection Service to

certificate (1927), and a school-leaving 
a "moniteur" diploma (1926 and 1929); and the

72. 0£. c^., pp. 17-18.
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strengthening of vocational and agricultural 
of apprenticeship contracts (1926 and 1928).

programs through the use

prescSLfbrtirjgirregSltLns! 'L^^e^eftLlavorfMrM^ed"^”'"
"Historique ..." points out their shortcomings. The village schools 
were used as a selection device for identification of the 
students. Thus., children twelve years old and over 
in spite of their theoretical right to education:

more promising 
were not a-dmitted

. . . imperative budgetary reasons-and the indifference of the 
great majority of our subjects make it impossible to multiply our 
schools and even make such an expansion correspond to no real 
need.

Selectivity was a necessary consequence of limited educational 
opportunity. A large number of children aged eight to eleven were 
admitted to the first grade. After only a year, most of these children 
were returned to their families, and the authorities hoped that the 
children would retain some knowledge of French, that reintegration in 
their old environment would still be easy, and that these children would 
be better disposed toward the French. The others, particularly the

allowed to remain at school for two or three years, pro
vided their progress justified it. At this point, the survivors were ' 
learning writing, reading, arithmetic, hygiene,, and the metric system. 
They were ready to go on to one of^the regional schools. Here, the 
Circular of May 8, 1925, sounds a warning:

sons

■ ® serious matter, in a country of farmers, to take
a child away from his natural calling, the land, and those who 
do it must accept responsibility for it.

In admitting children to school, in teaching them principles 
and ideas which alienate them from their native environment, 
teachers have assumed the moral obligation to act toward their 
disciples as good fathers ["bons peres de famille"] and to guaran
tee them new means of subsistence consistent with their outlook.74

Regional schools were first set^ ^ up in the capital of each colony,
then in centers of secondary Importance. Pupils admitted to these 
schools, mostly boarders, were already literate. In three years, the 
vn Primary School at Brazza-

f employment
in the Administration or in the private sector of the 
had received further instruction in French economy. They 

grammar and composition,

73. Ibid., p. 23.

74. Ibid., p. 26.
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in physical and natural sciences 
A.E*F,5 France, and her colonies*

primary school (in Brazzaville) was not yet

course was nof supposed to train students for specific vocations: 
program w.as basically a ecmtinuation at a higher level of the 
ot the-village and regional schools.

, and in the history and geography of

its 
programs

Gove™ i May 8, 1925, Circular called on the Lieutenant-
Of K1- ' ‘u private education follow the patternsbf ed schools.'' It added that ". . . private school pupils will
fin^h regional and higher public schools as long as they ful
fill the conditions required of the public school pupils?"75 This -
In"Sficr/®“ the private school pupils' admission as candidates 
in official examinations, provided powerful incentives for private
p^Uc •-* 1—1= of sPPdUs to those of

pro-

\

encouraged to abandon teaching

hll t"r-Y"r

of native children." Some texts prepared especially for French African 
schools were also used, and a start Ls made^n preparing textbooks f"
^^fch^rs" ^ Moniteurs" was put^n^he Lnds 0? "^!^^

ttfpfro'h;j“?io:^“p““,„--- -- .“.nr^hL.
teaching "moniteurs," male nurses, etc.). ’
administrative sections 
these alms.

Manual, agricultural, and 
were added to certain schools in accordance 

u "®‘=®Se of development of [thel
it was believed that vocational education 
nical schools.

with
natives,"

should not be given in tech-
^ Regular French employees of the Public Works Department

were appointed to teach vocational courses.

75. Ibid.
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In accordance with stated policy, pupils 
section of the Brazzaville regional school 
posts.

a plane, a rasp, a jack-plane^ a saw, 
stick—a total value of 200 francs.76

trained in the trades 
were placed in suitable 

a set of tools consisting of 
a hammer, pincers, and

The woodworkers even received
a meter

The economio development of A.E.F. 
adoption of modem- methods of cultivation, 
of regional schools 
methods.
while the others

was believed to depend on the 
The agricultural sections 

- new agricultural
to become agricultural "moniteurs,"

. were expected to serve as models at the villase level
cronrT"'^”’'^^ ‘=’'®ated near each school where food
crop.s^ European and local, would be grown. This was the case in
Brazzaville. The Boko School, in addition, emphasized husbaLry.

were set up to train Africans in 
The best students were

The administrative sections of the Brazzaville 
schools produced 31 clerks, typists, male nurses, 
postal clerks during the 1929-30 school 
for A*E.Fp77

and Pointe-Noire 
"moniteurs," and 

year out of a total of 104

f financial resources allocated to' public education
from 1924 to 1930 increased by 3807 they represented a meL l!jfof 
the total general and local budgets.78 jable 1 will give a better idea 
of the stage of development of public education at this time.

TABLE 1

PUBLIC EDUCATION IN THE MIDDLE CONGO: 1929-30

Enrollment 
(All male)

Kind of School Number Classes Teachers "Moniteurs"

Urban & 
Vocational

Village Schools
Vocational

Sections

3 13 8 8 567
17 25 L 24 959

1 1 0 2 27

Total 23 42 9 34 1553

iTTu Organisation G^nlrale de 1-Enseignement en
A.E.t. IParis: Agence Economique de I'A.E.F., 1931), p. 28.

76.- Ibid 55.‘ j .?• 77. Ibid., pp. 62-63.
78. Ibid., p. 72.
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1 f Catholic mission schools had

ment. Although it often points-out the serious shortcomings of tL Conso 
school system up to 1930,-it is generally favorable trS^Wn^^rSf 
and very optimistic regarding the immediate future. mistration

this optimism justified? Another official 
question in unequivocal terms:

To say the truth, up until the end of 1936, education has 
deve oped very slowly in A.E.F.: 67 schools, 130 classes^ 7000^9
pupils, for a total school-age population of 500,000 children
oorMoTr^’ S""" - conside^Me
portion in order to give a true picture of education-
schools were so mediocre that the children attending them were
30o5 S aSoJ'' t completely. One cannot estimate that more than 
3000 to 4000 pupils were profiting from their school experience.80

Mr. Davesne also suggested the 
of the schools:

The niv Receiving no guidance in their daily
ine May 8, 1925, Circular had neglected 
schedules, methods and staff

identJi^tf! directives, teachers could not always
in nfi pupils' needs nor adapt their methods. Frequent chLges
enteJprJsr “ " i”P°^=ible the continuity so necessary to a long-term

To what extent 
publication answers this

was

pro- 
many village

causes of the mediocre condition

task.
to spell out specific programs, 

responsibilities.

3) School Inspection ■ 
majority of the schools had 
ment.

was practically non-existent. The great
been inspected since their establish- 
own devices*

never
Teachers were left to their

Many of them often

79. These figures do not include those 
schools. students attending mission

80. A_. Davesne, '-Nos Ecoles," Bulletin de 1'Enseignement Hb itA, p v 
(Brazzaville: Imprimerie Otticielle, 1938), Introduction. ' * * /
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spent most of their time at other 
administrative work, etc. occupations--postal, police,

some ^ ''-moniteurs" were selected hapha'zardly•
some were fomer house-boys, cooks, or soldiers who happeLd to kLw 
how to read and write. Few of them had1 ^ , - - - - -  ever received any sort of
fesslonal training. European teachers, freshly arrived from France 
were put in charge of schools without special preparation or guiaance.

pro-

5) The school buildings were inadequate: many were too small or 
improperly ventilated In some villages, the school was rZoXlhll
Katf ^eachf School furniture was in a deplorable
state. Teaching material was lacking.

As a result:

present, A.E.F. does not have a single [African] "insti- 
tuteur but only "moniteurs," not a single African doctor, no 
veterinarian, no midwife, no agricultural officer, no qualified 
craftsmen. Businessmen and industrialists must recruit their

and 'the Camerouns and'their fitters and 
cOLOiL 0? and from the British

The f^0st"0;0h°00h“r“r’^ educational development occurred, however. 
dpOrf f J school, planned in 1911, was actually created by a
SOOrtO February 23, 1935. Shortly there-
kfOOOd 0 the school took his name, -Ecole EdOuard-
Renard. Since it only started in this period (7 candidates were
emitted in 1936 and 40 in 193782) was reorganized, together with 
the whole school system, by the January, 1937, decree, the^etails of 
Its organization will be discussed in the next chapter,'

Germany by France in exchange for'a‘free

to 1935, Colonial Minister Sarraut's development plans promised 
a very substantial increase in educational activities, but during these 

. fifteen years the colony's resources were monopolized for a single

years

81. Ibid.
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tselftook^ Congo-Oclan Railroad. The construction
'complete at the cost of 15,000 to 18.000 

lives ,out of a total of some 120,000 workers) 'and 231 million gold 
francs, or many times the original estimates.83 Completion o? thl

llllZ.T '*“"•‘"15 “ sta8U-.ind.d
vernor General Antonetti, who gave it top priority at the expense of 

all other matters, ■ Education was one of the main victims. Financial

thinSriod-^t be°r'^^ at .the.root of most educational problems during 
his period, it best explains education's "mise en soimeil" which Gov ^ 
emor Eboug so bitterly criticized a few years lat...

The Reorganization of Public Education: 1937-19'40

frnn. M T arrival in 1936, Governor General Reste, freed
from the railroad construction burden, recognized that educational 
development was one of his main tasks. He apparently agreed with the 
imnor^^ educational policy, since he did not make any

duced by previous administrations, also met with his approval! He was
annorrH’ making the system work. For this purpose, he
appointed a hand-picked, young, competent French educator, L.^Davesne
s'Lnfrd - A.e:f ! a p!o?e::

appointed Director of Education, given full Lspon-
do hifiob^'' financial support needed to
hv H 8ministrative centralization had just been carried further
by abolishing territorial budgets. In addition, the governor genial 
?ror f responsibility for the administration of Middle Congo.
From a federal point of view, such centralization may have been prS-

the lieutenant-governors of the other three territories became 
^d^nlstrative delegates, "84 but Middle Congo undoubtedly gained 

from It since Brazzaville became the seat of a growing number !f LSeral 
1 1 1 educational developments at the

Consoler
f “’’‘’‘“f P»«Icul.rly i„ budgetary allocations and iS the 

operation of post-elementary education.

mature:

institutions.

The inadequacy of the teaching personnel, 
was quickly identified by Reste and Davesne 
failure of the A.E.F. school

in number and quality, 
as the main reason for the 

system at the operational level. In a

83. SKrLrS": »£ grench
Stanford University Press, 1960),p, 142.

84. Ibid., p. 27,
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circular addressed to the territorial 
plans to supply "educated and

1) Increasing the t'eacher 
to 70 a year.

2) Upgrading teachers in service by

85 u.
he announced hisgovernors, 

competent native teachers" by:

output of the Edouard-Renard School

means of:

a) training centers- , , workshops, operating for three to
four weeks during the vacations (Polnte-Noire and Brazza- 
Vilie were the centers for Middle Congo);

b) organization of school districts ("secteurs scolaires")
ToH teachers responsible for the supervision
and guidance of native teachers within large regions;

c) publication of 
seignement");

an educational journal ("Bulletin de I'En-

d) adoption of f "’^“tation" system under which village school

e) introduction of textbooks adapted 
designed to guide native teachers

to the country and 
step by step.

They were to be expanded 
This decree did not 

structures theoretically transferred 
out in greater detail and became the 

school system. In the last twenty- 
modified, but not replaced this 
Therefore, its main articles

These were only preliminary Instructions, 
and formalized in the decree of January 
fundamentally alter the educational 
to A.E.F. in 1911, but spelled them 
new legal framework of the A.E.F. l- 
five years, hundreds of decrees have 
decree in the Congo (Brazzaville), 
reported at length in Appendix II.

2, 1937.

are

effectively supported by

until education be neglected as it was

effort bin Administration, Intent on its
effort, had few resources to spare for education.

■X

war

If Reste and Davesne were determined to develop public education 
they seem to have had a low opinion of private educatLn.in A.E.F

85. Circular No. 77, October 20, 
0£. cU., pp. 46-49. 1936, reprinted in "Nos Ecoles,"
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Several non-official documents support this asser^^nn == =>, n i,

slightly modified the eicisting regulations concerning privLe education:

The privileged position of the French Catholic missions was 
hallenged by a renewed official commitment to the agreements of the 

Saint-Germain-en-Laye (1919) which revised the Act of BeS (fLfJ
afy Jfoips .°f--tionality could be made among missioh-

2) General education was to be given in French 
the use of native languages 
home economics whereas such 
religious instruction.

as before. However,
was authorized for vocational education or 
usage had previously been restricted to

I <^hairman was the Secretary General (of the colonial 
atolnistration) or his representative; its members:
Education, one public school director. the Director of 

and one private school director.

administrative level, however, the attitude of the 
officials was obviously much less favorable 
action, the effectiveness of which 
its influence was recognized, attention 
to make it operate in directions 
action, 
assertion.

new
to the missions* educative 

was regarded as low, and whenever
- -  was brought to the necessity

consonant with those of official 
"neutral" French source will support this

lien, contentd ■

were providing education to thousands of Africans at a much lower cost
‘*•" ~p™.oh.nL

youthful Inspector of Education" for his "brutal Interventions 
nevertheless had met with the 
Ities.

A quotation from a

" which
HP w^«Kpa t-;, - u the high colonial author-
He wished these authorities had tried to ". . . temper the

fkind of^fasr^^^”r^°^H undoubtedly explained by

Any impartial observer ; 
in Equatorial Africa have mademust agree that the Catholic missions 

it a rule to work hand in hand

86. Reference is made to the Decree of January 31, 1938 sienpH hv 
Iwf'^Sned Republic; the Decree no. 787 of March 6,

ii "Hvr'^oJirr; "'f. *" E,u.torl.la (March
15, 1937). Quoted in "Documents et TSmoignages," op. cit.

87.
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with the authorities and to add their efforts to those of the civil 
servants and of the settlers in order to introduce in this land
time®”w?l^^^‘^ savagery the elements of avilization which, in 
time, will allow our subjects to raise themselves to our level

u®” no longer understand the ostracism which threatens 
one of the best elements for the pronagation of the great and 
generous ideas- of civilizing France.88

ino perhaps, but more comprehensive document concern-
yrltleniTthTZZ Catholic mission of Pointe-Noire.89
written in the form of answers to twelve broad questions, it was to
D.'£"Le"o£ Co-.l.slo„ £o, th.

Response to a specific question regarding the relations 
the missions and the Administration 
ment states that up to 1936, relations 
left alone, 
administrators

between
in the field of education, the docu-

T ..u . . " 8ood since the missions were
Later, the situation remained unchanged as far as the local 

fV, u ' concerned, but Governor Reste and Director Davesne
^^ere thought to have declared "open war" on the Catholic missions 
... for the good of the natives, but in fact, by pij 

But the same authorities seemed 
estant missions.

. pure sectarianism." 
to be very sympathetic toward the Prot-

How to solve these difficulties? The missions wantedbe left 
alone, or better, hoped that a system called "proportionneU^ scolaire" 
would be adopted. This system, adopted by Belgiu^, proJJded fo^Jh^
tlTiToTlZ sctoS of Jhe
oasis ot the number of students in attendance, 
the whole population of A.E.F. 
not afford to do without the 
(Barely 4% of the school 
existing schools.)

Certainly, as long as 
was illiterate, the Administration could 

cooperation of all those willing to help, 
-age population was said to find places in the

of J ® diocese of Pointe-Noire alone, over 10,000 children
fef ft in Catholic "biish schools." None of
fons and f "schools" under the official regula-
f fo’«r a ! missions did not have the funds required to bring them 
p to standards. These schools were important, however, not only

they made possible the spectacular development of mission education 
when funds became available. But, during this period, the cTtelhists 
in charge of "bush school" operation were incapable of teaching even 
elementary subjects. Indeed, the demand for teachers and clerL better

88. Ibid.

89. "Documentation Scolaire," January, 1939,
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educated than the catechists was so great that an improvement of the 
latter s education was self-defeating: none remained catechists if thev
were rewarding occupations. (Catechists
were paid 25 to 30 francs per month; mission "moniteurs," 150 to 200
francs per month; public school "moniteurs," 300 to 900 francs 
month*) per

The ^ financial burden for the missions to bear.
The children, or their parents, contributed almost nothing in cash form.
oJ produced by them
This 193rrenoi ^ T t Produce. brought in a little cash.
This 1939 report estimated that each pupil cost the mission 289.65
francs per year. The state subsidy amounted to 7.50 francs per pupil 
on the average. On the other hand, a public school pupil coL the 
OJ.O.OU francs per year!

schoorsvstSm°^^^n®r'^^®’'^r important element of the mission
school system. In fact, these were the only secondary schools
fseminL post-war period. Bishop Derouet founded

Mayoumba (near Pointe-Noire) in 1897, Bishop Augouard 
ounded his seminary at M’Bamou (near Brazzaville) in 1913. (A theo- 
loglcal college serving all A.E.F. Catholic missions was established
llshid^^t\^^^H seminary was first estab-

' Itl t Cabinda) until 1938, a total of 168 students enteted
DrLSr““^f 28 reached the theological college, and 15 became
i^Je™! of the influence of the seminary cannot be measured

of these 15 graduates alone. Those who abandoned their studies 
somewhere along the way were nonetheless among the mostly highly edu-
o^elsSre^^^’ positions in the AdministLtion

® brothers had also been trained by the Pointe-
Noire mission. Twenty-two of them left the order, some because they

■ to "moniteurs" and "believed that they were too clever
Brothers.," Efforts to train nuns had always failed. New

SJrlf WP ^ ® "* written, and four young
girls were starting on a training course. ^

The report tried to evaluate the 
educative action:

state

acces-

results of the Catholic missions'

In principle, many village chiefs and others ask for a 
school (not always spontaneously!) thinking that it is sufficient 
to enter such an establishment in order to become educated over

in fs incapable

In summary, the situation has hardly changed in the last 50 
ysars* • •
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found^'J? thought to be more pro
round It the pupils were boarders, because: THair r.iin-iioT c*.ineviJ- b^’'^’ ® depressing ItLsphLe and in
inevitably close contact with undesirable elements." This situation

ing schools built some distance from village and urban

From the point of view of French influence
centers.

It is possible, even probable, that our pupils love France 
because at school we present France in her trSe light, by word ’ 
.„d But to say that -this lova la so ptofLj tLrthay
Story? ® ® ^"°ther

For our natives, in general, France is the 
sends them "Whites." country which
pay taaaa. tastthot hhrL:at:."::‘‘:*L"haS^“Jpo^?:

f ftT.‘iJr:a^t‘‘;a,la
that these Whites are It so happens
Por^„a..»=» French; if they were British, German, or
Portuguese it would, in practice, he all the saihe to the natives.

n teaching staff was of two types and evaluated accordingly:
fL ? •’tit received no special tLLing
tLlr'tS. f P-i-ty level. Further, they could'^not devote aU
eir time to teaching. 2) the natives, who left much to be desired,

money." Better qualified teachers, if 
available, would not accept work for the salaries the mission could

Up to 1939, the mission schools of the diocese of Polnte-Noire
exllnatr candidate to the primary school certificate
examination (sixth grade). Just the same, mission school alumni were

Atoinistration, the Railroad, the banks, the commercial 
Servlce^^^ Office, the Health Service, and the Public Works

nVL. however, their clinics received free medical sup-
o. :: recognized by the State. For want of
statistics regarding the practical results of the Protestant schools.

90. According to the Journal Officiel de IrA.K.F. 
1937, there were 40 Protestant mission 
pupils in attendance.

_ _ _ _  for December 1,
schools in A.E.F. with 2356
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Claimed that they n. . . traln[ed] Protestants, above all 
fanatical catechists, more dedicated than ours, and better paid, too!"

Regarding public education, tfre report quoted the Governor Gener 
al s speech to the Government Council (December, 1938) which gave the 
following school statistics: ®

Elementary, education: four-sch'ools for Europeans with 163
® schools for natives with 152 classes and

yUo8 pupils;

Higher primary education:

Vocational education:

Secondary education:
Brazzaville;

Personnel:

one school in Brazzaville; 

one school in Brazzaville' 

the two lower grades, for Europeans, in

one Director of Education and 57 Z 
males and females; 126 native "monlteurs," 
moniteurs," and 14 "master-workmen"

European teachers,
' seven "assistant-

;

After detailed descriptions of the public schools 
Noire area, the report concluded: ".
Sibitl, recently built.

of the Pointe- 
one at. . only one school, the 

measures up to the government plan."

Rapid Growth in the Post-War Era: 1946-1958

It has already been shown that Governor General Felix Eboue 
intended to make education the keystone of his 
education was assigned a definite task: 
which A.E.F. so badly needed.

native policy. To formal 
to train the native cadres 

The instrument, Eboue wrote, "is in our

91. Special schools were set up for European (French) children, 
was made necessary by the adaptation of 
for Congolese children.

This
programs in schools meant

. . .

their studies in France.
course

pursue
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’■ hands j all the French schools of the Colony."92 gboue's educational 
policy was based on four principles: 1) .iappropriatereLa^io^ ^ 
(agriculture and trades) to the greater number; 2) careful selection 
iL in/T / education;-3) close cooperation of com^Srcr
R^aid Scb ''l education; 4) continuation of the Edo^ard-
Renard School, then the creation of a higher primary school in each
sfnJ^ “ ® principle, a special class for chiefs
soils *

•P ensification of the government's line of action, except in one 
Important respect: the anti-mission attitude of Governor ‘ 
and his Director of Education was implicitly rejected by the 
ment's new willingness to accept help from the missions 
dous task of implementing educational development plans 
long had existed chiefly ^

General Reste
govem- 

In the tremen- 
which for too

on paper. This new attitude had great conse 
quences at a time when larger funds were about to become available.
SotLr r government allowed the missions-
Protestant as well as Catholic--to maintain their position as dlsnensers 
of roughly half the education available to the Congolese.

administration, the process of institutional
orPolitic^f^Af?^ Before 1937, the Bureau

assisted the Governor in administering and super-
schlol atoinLr education. Reste brought in professional
school administrators and created an Education Department (Service de
L This administrative structure may have been sufficient
litl I development of education in quL-
ad^L^^? r u centralization in general
fSd” characterized the period beginning in 1936 "justi-
A E^F ? appointment of a single Director of Education for all four 
A.E.F. territories.93 Since education in A.E.F. was strictly "primary "

F^L2^°b"r P’^^aah primary school cadre.
("Srdre ^ various levels of education
a virtual reached a point where each operated as

J establlJhml each having its own aims, methods,
^tc. Primary school teachers and adminis

trators, for instance, received their general and professional education

In

92. Felix Eboue, La Nouvelle Politique Indigene 
Equatoriale Francaise (Paris _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ pour I'Afrique

Office Francais d'Edltions, 1945),
p. 42.

93. In the French school system, a "Direction" is an administrative 
division responsible for one of the main levels of education such 
as primary, secondary, etc., while a "Servi," headed by a "Chef." 
IS a minor division such as School Health, Scholarships.
Inspector General holds the top administrative 
school system.

etc. An 
post in the French
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in establishments which had little or nothing to do with "secondary.- 
or "higher education." Hence, for a primary school educator ("un 
situa^lL^ ‘^Thi^ responsible for a secondary school was an anomalous
of Reste's Director
of Education was directly responsible for the newly created secondary

On July 28, 1941, the top levels of A.E.F. school administration were
tio^fr oli' • Governor .General retained full control over educ'a-
tional policy, methods, programs, etc., but h« „== now assisted by an

, , , ® High Education Council (Haut Conseil de l-En-
seignement) at the federal level, and each of•the four Lieutenant- 
Goveraors (Chefs de Territoires) was assisted by a Director of Education 
(Chef du Service de 1-Enseignement) and by an Education Council. This 
organization was, essentially, a replica of the school administration 
KInch "S f Had existed in France since Napoleon's creation of the 
f!! ^ r 1 ® transfer to A.E.F. promised, and in more or
ess subtle ways facilitated, the transfer of many other French Insti-

fET'h H ^ following the war. Up to that time,
administered by French officials whose powers resembled 

those of metropolitan "prefets." Higher and middle cadres were French- 
some Africans occupied a few minor'administrative positions. Eboul 
and his successor, Bayardelle, believed the time had come to give Afri- 
cans more responsible administrative positions and to introduL repre- 

democratic institutions.95 As a first step, reforms ^ 
needed in order to decentralize the administration. Eboul-s creation
men?s General and of separate territorial Education Depart-
ments was in keeping with this policy. The re-establishment of 
territorial budgets, in 1946, completed the decentralization

Inspector General and

were

separate 
program.

ciple of African access to positions of greater responsibility in local

L tu dedication to the ideal of universal education in order to 
widen the base of the education pyramid And to allow better selection 

with the education of boys and girls assuming equal impor
tance, 2) exclusive use of the French language in the schools.96 in 
practice, it meant, above all, the necessity to train higher level 
manpower through educational institutions not previously accessible 
to Africans. A secondary level course had been created shortly before

94. Journal Officlel de I'A.E.F.. 1941, p. 

Thompson and Adloff, o£. c^., p. 28. 

96. Hardy, o£. cU., p. 236.

510.

95.
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the war.97

"sf r" a reU-tively rapid., development of this
By 1945 23 professors taught 150 secondary school students
naturally, were French students. Such a course 
ville and in Pointe-Noire during the 
sidered as

course.
These,

as existed in Brazza- 
. , war, therefore, could not be con

Its organization and programs were identical fo ^]^rtO£l ^

as a

AfricaL^^''?^=r!^J® meant for

.p.cu^. 98
In .cco,d.„c. .1th Article I of the decree, the "Br.v.t^^^ref^oide^
education." BurJorLsDonde baccalaureates of Lcondary
mihn of d ^“""^fspondence was not assured, even though the chairt?L f ^ metropolitan higher eduL^
ion. These educational opportunities were available to onlv a few 

^rlcens fro. 1945 o„. Accessibility on . larger s„le 
ondary education for Africans could not become 
tion of the new "lyc^e" of Brazzaville.

sec-
a fact until the comple-

nost Ji successors undertook to develop the
post-elementary school system introduced before the war:

1) Decree No. 203 of January 20, 1944, established "colleaas
f They ^e r^plicls of

Ecole Superieure de Brazzaville" created a decade earlier anH

"Ecoirdes"cadres candidates to the
Ecole des Cadres Superieurs Indigenes Edouard-Renard." They offered

three years wLfdevoted
college^^ thrfourth^vi*'^°“J classical languages as in the lycges and
teacSJ-tla^nLf 9fdistributed among six sections: 
acner training,administrative and commercial, mining, public works.

97. Article 33 of Decree No.

Journal Officiel (French Republic), 

The sons of chiefs

6 of January 2, 1937 (see Appendix II). 

1945, p. 931.

p-dAgogy pfAcbi::" ^iSh'g"

98.

99.
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Un.„co,sa£„, o.„«<i.tes co„.d b. .sslg„bdTo^„\"S“::“::i?Lt'!'

year included

2) The creation of the territorial "colleges modemes" 
necessary, the upgrading of the Edouard-Renard 
. This was accomplished by the decree 

creating the "Ecole des Cadres Superieurs

made pos- 
School of”

of February 20, 1946, 
de Brazzaville."

sible, and 
Brazzaville.

terriSjiffSnf the best graduates of the
"colllges modernes," having completed a first course of 

studies, a general education on a level comparable to that of th«
second

veteri-

territori^rS'^ff!^ were selected among the graduating students of the 
territorial "colllges modernes." The list of admitted candidater
General orthrSL^^ Inspector General and approved by the Governor 
Dro^pr^oH ^ ^ Students' examination results and of the
projected personnel requirements of each territory As In t-ho e

of fo L Ls L
hieW lev^^^" Superieurs"
Higher level manpower needs.

was

fill

syste^ ?n"tL”r" expansion of the school
JcuteTv felt the shortage of African teachers was
acutely felt. The teacher-training facilities of the Ecole des Cadres

recognized to be insufficient. To soL thS 

special schLr''^ r from Brazzaville and set up as a
B^azzailUe tS the Pool region, some 100 miles from
rltTt l°tation was not too far from the Congo-Oc^an Rail-

Abgbsf? ”•" no. 2099 «£
> » s a federal institution. Its student body, like

100. Journal Officlel de I'A.E.F 1947, p. 1107.• >
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modernes," and eventually, among the fourth ye4r students of the^lyc^es 
a nerlid^^rt-h^ A.g.F. The'course of studies was distributed Ler 
?heoJv included general education courses, the
theory and practice of teaching, and a short internship period. The 
local public school was attached to the Normal School 
demonstration school. to serve as

r.../ H selected to attend the Mouyoundzi Normal School
c^otWnf ^ f scholarship which included transportation, full board,

federal budget. In return, the scholars had to sign a pledge that 
they would follow the full three-year course of studies and^that they 
would serve as teachers for a period of ten years after theirgradu;.
tirrni^^r^ "u carried the obligation to reimburse

--the colony for the amount of the scholarship under conditions
Governor General. In principle, the graduates 

assigned posts in the territory of their origin.
set in 
were

Technical education naturally received the attention of Eboul and 
his successors. The January, 1937, decree had already established the 
basic structures An official circular (July 11, 1945), signefby the

Education, spelled out in greater details the
the curriculum of sections and schools 

aesignea to offer technical education:

an introduction to manual trades. It was understood that once the
ticnbi''^i would accomplish one year of appren-
ticeshlp in order to perfect their knowledge and develop their aptitudes

schnn^c Schools. Set up in the main centers of the colony, these
Jhe ainrr^ the third year the best produLs of
S tra^r^^nrS their four-year course was designed
to train skilled workers and technicians who had received an elementary

Primary school leaving certificate was not required for
sSoo!^s"dipSma! completed the course^celved the

3) Vocational Schools.
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ical aspects of the various trades, 
such a

More
and to the theoret-

school cacooin, to the „.,hs of t;:''iL'i:a:”«o:;°“

The same Circular, offered, a rationale for this type of technical- 
JcJoo "intellectual weakness- of sL eleme^^irf 
hencf th^ prevented them from profiting from academic studies;
orientpj r of parallel apprenticeship sections directly 
oriented toward the practice of a trade. ^

^r coltot.1 School of Slbltl (Congo), and a v.oatfon.l onrsLklng 
atolsslon (also after C.E.P.) to the Vocational School of Bcaazavllle 
cL the trade schools in case of failure at the Brazzaville
thoL 2) The apprenticeship sections would take in
of tLlJ 1 elementary schooling, had reached the limits
if fhfJiuf! These pupils were destined to remain
in the villages and render services in the improvement of village life

was

By the time World War II ended, the main elements of the French 
cfferLr odlfrJT «y®tems had been transferred to the
ffp ff the eflffcf T' conditions. The

lofq u " higher education, was still missing. On May 30
1945, however. General de Gaulle signed a decreelOl authorizing colonial 
governors^ grant scholarships enabling students to pursue Stit sttf 
les in theSletropole or in North Africa. In principlt, nt distifctSf 
was made between native African applicants and Frenth students those 
parents were posted in the colonies. ncs.wnose

to whffh f embryonic secondary courses
1 n admitted, the post-elementary education then

offered in the Congo had a definitely "terminal" character, ttat L it
ptfef ^""meleffth^Tf semi-skilled man-
no 1" j length of training, four or seven years (in the case of thp
obttl^ corresponded to the time required tf
obtain the B.E.P.C. ("Brevet d>Etudes du Premier Cycle") or attain the

tft tu^ specialized courses, the general level of education 
reached by the students did not allow them to 
level of education move up easily to a higher 

nor to more prestigeous occupations or professions.

101. Journal Officiel (French Republic), 1945, p. 503.
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'But even these limited opportunities 
reality, 
from the
level of paper organization. To a limited extentl02 school structures
If One essential step remained to be taken
if the educational development plans of the early 1940's were not to 
have the same fate as-that of the 1911. 1920 and 1937 niano. a 
physical facilities and .sufficient personnel’had to be provided^ lid - 
both required.expenditures of funds not locally available, 
investment funds from outside sources were absolutely necessary, 
is precisely the reason why, for the first time in history, post-war 
France devised a large-scale development plan applicable to French 
overseas territories and provided the money needed to implement them 
through the -Fonds d.investlssement pour le D^eveloppemen? E^LmlJue 
et Social"--commonly known as FIDES. ^

Massive
This

FIDES (1947-1958^. French post-war reconstruc- 
on was undertaken along the lines of the Monnet Plan for Modernization 

and Equipment. Within the framework of the French Union, the Plan 
extended to include the development of the Overseas 
inally, a ten-year plan was drawn 
finance it. 
ten 
1950.

was
Territories. Orig- 

“P the FIDES fund was created to

which to base the plans were lacking. Also, work on approved proiects
ordfv.r''® ^ chiefly because A.E^F.'s loS degree
cLn^n "absorption capacity." Policy
SrflL A contributed to the slow start. For Instance, by
J a A Ia A ■: ten-year plan into operation, Paris
had decided instead.on a series of four-year pLns. All JhirmaJes
sibirt^ somewhat incoherent: it is seldom pos-
ible to separate the amounts approved and those actually spent in^a

IZT responsibilities of the Metropolitan, the Fed-
princlnle governments also adds to the confusion. In
Llf iL flnScL''rB construction costs, while the other

through loans whose interests were to be borne by the
tr^i na^d'o t f (maintenance, personnel, etc.) wLe
to be paid out of local current budgets.

Out of the 51 billion CFA francs^O^ approved in 1948 for the

102.
III for A.E.F. school statistics for the 

1939, 1943, and 1946.

Thompson and Adloff, o£. cit.,

The CFA (Colonies Francaises d'Afrique) franc

years 1935,

103.
p. 109.

104.
was created in
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ippl'isililiill:
budgets with sharply rising maintenance costs without corresponding 
rises in tax revenues.

Attention to th ? and education,
of r ^ statement contained in the preamble

institution of the Fourth French Republic: "... equal access 
i instruction, vocLional training!"Lj "" 

Cure. Accordingly, the ten-year plan (for Middle Congo) aimed at
universal education within this period. 107 out of th^ -?n ni, i 
to be opened in 1948, 25 were to^e in viHagrscLoJ ^

.ll.c.«d 32 .lUlOd CFA or 12.5 porLor of th. toLl Ldg«?
Fede^^r^ " 1948-not including 11 million granted by

J private education. But Territorial Chief Foumeau
nearly a billipn CFA francs would be required 

Middle Congo's educational goals.108 
be found without the help of FIDES, '

the

to reach
Such a large sum could simply not

It will be recalled that FIDES credits 
maintenance and operation of facilities 
the Plkn.

were not used for the
„ , created in implementation of

totarhudri^ expenditures expressed as percentages of
total budgets, should make this point clear.

r,r,e^ Educational expenditures had been rising in the Congo before the 
post-war period. The ratios listed tend to minimize this fact since

1945. Its value was set at two Metropolitan francs 
present value is 0.02 NF

Thompson and Adloff, 0£. cit.,

in 1948. Its 
or approximately four cents (U.S.).

105.
p. 110.

106. Quoted in Enseignement Outre-Mer.
rale de 1'Enseignement et de la Jeunas.g dl!
d'Outre-Mer (Paris: „ .. ,- - - - - - - - - -- - - -  de la France

bocigtg Parlsienne d'Iraprimerie, 1950),p. 33.

107. M. Foumeau (Chief, Middle Congo Territory), 
at the opening of the Second Annual Session of 
Council, August 18, 1948 (Brazzaville 
1948), p. 10.

Ibid.

in a speech delivered 
- the Representative 

Imprlmerie Officielle,

108.
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TABLE 2

SCHOOL PERSONNEL SUPPLY EXPENDITURES AS A'PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 
BUDGET MIDDLE CONGO AND A.E.F.--1925-1957

A.E.F.
Government;
General

A.E.F.
Government
General

Middle
Congo’

Middle
Congo

Year
Year

1925a 4.6% _ a 1941 2.0%1926 4.6 1942 3.71927 3.6 1943 2.81928 2.8 1944 3.21929 3.1 1945 3.961930 2.9 1946 4.21931 3.3 19476 6.6 1.21932 2.8 1948 12.9 1.91933 3.0 1949 9.3 1.91934
1935t'

2.2 1950 
■ 195ld

10.3 2.1
1.6 10.7-

13.0
1.2f1936 1.3 1952 1.31937 1.3 1953 14.2 1.21938 1.4 1954 13.8 1.51939 1.2 1955 14.8 1.21940 1.3 19568

1957h
18.9 1.9
26.2

I'Afrique Equatoriale Francaise. Vol. I 
(Brazzayliie: Haut Commissiariat de I'Afrique Equatoriale Fran-

^ education expenditures
in the A.E.F. general budget for the years 1925-1935.

‘"‘'‘8'“ existed duxlng th.

Ib^., p. 191. General and territorial budgets were resumed in 
1947. Percentages based on budget forecasts for the 
Ibid., Vol. II, Table D, 1-8. 
expenditures.

Ibid., Vol. I, p. 191. 
years 1945-50.

-Ibid., Vol. II, Table D, 1-6. 
expenditures.

appear

b.

c.

years 1945-1950.d.
Percentage based on actual

e.
Percentages based on budget forecasts for

f.
Percentages based on actual

Inselgnement Outre-Mer. No. 8, December, 1956, Table IX, p8.
p. 36.

h. Ibid •j No. 10, December, 1958.

responsibility for the cost of elementary education 
turned over to each territory in 1947.
(4.2 to 1.2) in the general budget.

was
This explains the decrease
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r'* educational expenditures tend to vary together, 
the other hand, quotations of actual amounts spent educational 
purposes may be misleading unless corrections Le made Jo olfserihe 
changing value of the monet;ary unit 'from year to year. 
y expenditures can be shown in another
to 1946, for instance, the ratios of educational 
personnel and supplies.) to total budget increased 
Yet, educational expenditures incj^eased 70%. 
in ratio is explained by the fact that 
by 57%.

On

But the rise 
way. From 1945 

expenditures (for 
from 3.9% to 4.2%. 

The small 0.3% Increase 
the total budget Increased

Tables 3 and 4 summarize FIDES 
ment in A.E.F. and in the Congo. contribution to educational develop-

TABLE 3

CONTRIBUTION OF FIDES TO EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
IN A.E.F. 1947-1955

Year CFA Francs
1947-48 7,600,000a

1948-49 12,200,000

1949-50 . . 90,000,000

196,700,000b

153,700,000

1950-51

1951-52

1952-53 304,900,000

100,900,000=

201,200,000

Annuaire Statistlque de I'Afrigue Eouato- 
rlale, op. cit 
p. 213.

b. Ibid

a1953^54

1954-55

Vol. I, Table XXVIII,• 9

Vol. II, Table III B, p. D 1-20.

Ibid., Table III C, p. D 1-21.

NOTE: Figures by territory not available before

• 9

c.
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r'
TABLE 4

CONTRIBUTION OF FIDES TO EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
- IN THE Middle Congo 

July 1, 1955-June 30, 1958 
(in millions"of CFA francs)

Percentage 
by Type 

of SchoolPublic Education Private Education Total

Primary
Education 185.4 239.31 58.8 424.71

Secondary
Education 144.0 74.0 30.2 218.0

Higher
Education None None ■ None None

Technical
Education 53.6 25.6 11.0 79.2

Total 383.0 338.91 100 721.91

Source: Enseignement Outre-Mer. 
pp. 50-517"^ - - - -

(December, 1950) states that for all the terri 
tvnernf^^r ^“"ds were to be allocated to the various

Sicii:i2!srL?p:puiL^:T^’

0£. c^. , No. 10, December, 1958,
-<5'

of F^r^Lef f-<^ilities came into existence as a result

territories were expected to pay interefts on 
Jhffarr^h ^ revenues failed to rise sufficiently, due to
icL which wa ® development funds had been invesLd in proj-
Ton pubUc Salti quick returns: means of commLica-
ion, public health, and education. In July, 1953, France increased
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her share to 75%, and by 1956, she had assumed 
ot the Plan's total expenditures.

Such a combination of relatively massive French investment and 
greatly increased local effort produced dramatic 
in A.E.F., and particularly in the Congo, 
tics showing the progressive increase from 
demonstrate this point. Unfortunately,, 
regard to the development of education 
territories before 1950. 
helpful indications.

responsibility for 90% 
without prospects of reimbursement.109

educational growth 
Detailed enrollment statis- 
1945-46 until 1953-54 would 

records are incomplete with 
in each of the four A.E.F. 

Nevertheless, the following figures give

TABLE 5

EVOLUTION OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 
IN A.E.F. AND IN THE CONGOa 

1946-1954

1945-46 1950-51 1953-54

Middle
Congo

Middle
Congo

Middle
Congo

A.E.F. A.E.F. A.E.F.

Boys 31,062 78,448 35,900 111,289 49,252

Girls 3,088 15,068 7,251 24,011 10,080

Total 34,150 93,516 43,151 135,300 59,332

School
Attendance
Ratiob 4% 10.8% 34.3% 20.3% 57.0%

a. Includes public and private schools at air levels.

potential school enrollment is esti- 
obta? d population. School attendance ratios

Source: Enseignement Outre-Mer, np.
1956, pp. 16-17. - - - - - - - - -  ’

b.

are

Bulletin, No. 8, December,

109. Thompson and Adloff, o£. c^., p. 114.
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Before World War II,' 
in educational de’velopment.

the Congo was leading the rest of the federation 
,, ^ " Roughly one-third of total A.E.F. school

built'orL'"^^ appears in Table 5 that the Congo
srhnni \ advantage until more than 43 per cent of A.E.F. ®
school children were enrolled in Congolese schools. Many factors con
enJe'^of^ / situation. The Congo benefited greatly from the 
ence of the Federal Government in the Brazzaville area: Federal educa-

?hL areff and J:echnical) were created and developed'
in that area before spreading to the other territories. Strictly ^ 
Congolese efforts deserve much of the credit for seizing and retaining 

leading position: funds allocated to education have‘been consistently
fatirr f °ther A,E,F. territory. Liberal all-^
if chemselves, have produced such results

effective use had not existed. The Congo shared 
with advantage of having numerous missionary establishments

African personnel eager to put available funds to 
imediate use. Governor Eboue and his .- - - -
of the Representative Councils, had the good sense to recognize the ’ 

existing mission organizations. Beginning in 1943, 
of the increasing amounts the educational efforts
for the Durnoq^* credits were extended to the missions
nnrr!5 P«^P°se of school construction. Although FIDES credits sup- 
stiJu^riL^f the costs of private school construction, they coL 
stituted seed money" placed in very fertile soil. Table 6 will show 
the post-war growth of mission education in A.E.F. and indLlJe its 
Importance in relation to total growth. Although before 1950, statis-

f It ^ available, it can be assumed that at least
half of the A.E.F. mission schools

pres-

Liberal allo-

were located in the Congo.

evaluated influenced their inclusion in statistical reports.
number of Catholic mission schools from 1938-39'

1° ’understandable. On the other hand, the dramatic
increase (from 192 to 453) in the total number of mission schools during
effort^but al suggests not only an increased educational
effort but also a certain relaxation of standards; Indeed, in their
Satl^?^th°%‘'° facilities quantitatively, the Adminis
tration, the Representative Councils, and the missions paid less atten-
warthoughrf^'f ^nality. As a result, by 1953, educational growth 
drJve to So™ have become disorderly.-y This led to the Administration's 
arive to "normalize" the school situation

were
The,drop

in A.E.F.
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TABLE 6

EVOLUTION OF MISSION EDUCATION IN A.E. 
1939-1952

F.a

1938-39 1945-46 1948-49 1951-52

Catholic Missions

Number of Schools 110 85 135Enrollment 8,909 11,210 19,581

Protestant Missions

Number of Schools 41 47 57Enrollment 2,771 4,232 5,722

Total

Number of Schools 151 132 453^192Enrollment 11,680 15,442 25,584 50,380

a. All levels and types of education.

b. Primary school level only; more than half

0£. cit., Table IVa-b.

were located in the Congo.

,, , ,- - - - - - - - - - - - -  - Francaise.
££• £!£•. P- 71; for 1951-52 period,

For
Vol. II,

. "Ng.rmalization of Education": 1953. In 1953, a most imoortant
Srrit'oriJf " letter 110 sent to the ChieL oT
Territories by the Governor General of A.E.F. Not only did it outline
restpt^r development of education in A.E.f!, but it also
actJo^ JndLeftf glided French educative
srhnni* ^Iso allows the observer to see beyond the
school statistics reported in the ^preceding section.

110.

Brazzaville* ^
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The letter first considers the 
for the school year 1951-52:
2,164 classes in A..E,F. 
a fourfold Increase

primary school enrollment figures 
108,144 pupils in 863, schools comprising 

s public and,_private primary schools, that is,

Of p„pus
characterized as "abnormal" by the Governor General;

Preparatory classes.1 and IT 
Elementary classes I and II: 
Middle classes I and II:

76,275 pupils (73%) 
20,497 pupils (19%) 
9,148 pupils (8%)

beginners' classes allowing the greatest 

and therefore reforms were necessary on the following grounds:

thrn.ih Ji ^^hool must have a lasting influence on the pupils, and 
through them, on the community. . To attain this objective, primary 
education is designed to communicate a certain body of knowledge, over 
a period of five or six years, with methods appropriate for children 
of a certain age level. The length of the course and the choice of

determined not only by the sum of knowledge 
transmitted, but also by the*developmental stage of the child 

and by^his emotional and social needs. Therefore, a school system 
which deprives the majority of the pupils of a complete cycle of studies 
IS inadequate, even dangerous.

2) A child leaving school at eight or nine years of age has not 
firmly acquired the basic literacy skills; he is only prepared to start 
learning them-. More important, the new modes of behavior which his 
pliable personality has begun to learn are bound to be lost 
the child returns to his as soon as

^ , previous environment. The idea that such a
child can change his social environment or influence its evolution is

I?® 'Villas® school, especially a truncated one, has a 
very limited influence on the adult community, 
performed by "basic education" programs and methods.

This function is better

4) Middle level classes must be multiplied and strengthened if 
they are to allow a good selection, in terms of quantity and quality, 
of secondary school pupils destined to become the economic and social 
cadres of Africa without which no rapid evolution is possible.

5) Three-grade village schools
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eight-year program designed to correct the
III tlL I c^cumstances, the following structural distribution
was thought to constitute a minimum goal:

Preparatory classes I and II: 
Elementary classes I and II: 
Middle classes I and II:

70,000 pupils 
48,000 pupils 
46,000 pupils

■s.

thftff grades), and, above all,
tII ™ Jr® qualified teachers as the number of new classes,
ae majority of primary school teachers, public as well as private.
It holding a primary school certificate only.*^ These were
thought "wronglyn to be fit to teach in the 
were totally inadequate at a higher level, 
ing most of the primary school .teachers 
tion.

preparatory grades; they 
On the other hand, recruit-

teacherfwiur T and besJSelr^hrrrwerrnrJ ma^y'^JJ^nch
crorMrofhJJrn A.E.F.111 Training, on the spot, teachers
capable of handling any primary level class was the only alternative

in A believed that teacher preparation
derfd! ^ adopted in France only a
sional "baccalaureat" plus one year of profes-
sional training leading to the "CertificSt d'Aptitude ProfessLnnelles

which allowed its holder to bear the title 
El.V„£.lr... (B.E.) or th^ 

as JufH? u (B.E.P.C.) level was considered
la although, with added professional training, its holder

could only become an "instituteur-adjoint."112 of the two "brevets,"
of%fu5Tes Although it required the same length
in J ^ primary), it differed from the B.E.pTc.
in two important respects: 1) its curriculum contained more mathemat- 
ics, geography, and history; 2) it did not call for the study of modern 
languages, and thus excluded the possibility of its holder trying to

111.

Ten-Year Plan, only 22 had been filled 
General in succession 
They themselves failed

teachers the Mouyoundzl Normal School 
training. Creation of this school had been applauded by the 
Africans who thought it would lead to the C.A.P.E. It was
LjolntsJ"^ "Instituteurs-

the 1946
by 1949. Three Inspectors 

went to France on recruiting missions, 
to return.

112.
was
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pursue his studies toward the "baccalaureat."i^wardT "‘r? primary schLr^eLhe^^a^d^ince

suplrieurs-^"^ granted the title of "moniteurs

In accordance with these plans, the creation of a number of "Normal 
Courses was envisaged. The establishments would offer all five 
of the course, not only the fifth, professional, 
tion was thought to be necessary since teachers 
over a long period in a suitable atmosphere.

years 
This organiza-year.

needed to be "formed"

proposed to the territorial governors, was based on the assumption that
be cirbir educational opportunities could, Ld should,

fnn f in beginners- classes kept at 70,000 for
”8 eight years. In fact, only five years later (1956-57)

course.'^"" had increased by more than 55%, and the distribution S 
courses appeared thus: ^

Preparatory classes: 
Elementary classes: 
Middle classes:

108,913 (64%) 
41,036 (25%) 
18,891 (11%)

advanced and its
ofSnv ifl f "normal," the task

i. s ofh«
Gove mo r Genera 1' s 
was

than
The Congo Governor's reaction to the 

,,, proposal clearly showed how unrealistic the scheme 
. His replyJ-J-J will now be summarized.

11 on which the "normalization" plan was based were
afLct J^e Co but its Implementation would
affect the Congo most since half the A.E.F. school population was
the^locirh school expenditures already absorbing 25 per cent of
tiJnlrn S'" ® (Including subsidies to private education), any addi- 
t^nal burden would endanger the precarious budget balance. The Gov- 

- emor agreed that while the plan was being implemented , no new schools

113.

SS™«o“rBrS3ue!'’'''‘" m'
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‘=1'^ development of girls-eSecJ^r* frr over which the "normalization" could be
effected would have to be extended over much more than eight years 
Any prediction was risky, t-ied as it'was to the increaeffn the fLn 
cial resources of the territory; therefore 
than establish the plan could do no more

an order of priority.

The supply of quali£ied teachers was a determining factor in rVio 
rate of vertical development of the Congo school^el No^tJe cur 
rent production of the Federal Normal School of Mouyoundzi wL aporoxi' 
mate y ten "instituteurs-adjoints" and 55 "moniteurs supl^ie^rsT 

PJ^oposed "normal courses" could Increase the supply (in 
coS^be 00^5"" \ additional elementary and middle clasLI which 
doui?pH f limited to 15. This number could be
in oJtohf lisf P^°vided the proposed "normal courses" opened
classes' ^On th *h for the opening of over 400
period would have'^fbelxL^Sertr?^i^nplementation

Governor Rouys' calculations also assumed that very few beginners 
classes would be opened in the next feW years. On throth^r land hi 
tit "°‘'/'°'^®ider the possibility that the missions might contribute^o
cu!t i? lufdl ^'d he foresee how dJffl!
cult it would be to stop the school pyramid from growing at the basp
In fact, the Administration soon reaUzed that it^h^ Ss? itself i^ 
the role of the "Sorcerer's Apprentice."

, v^^^sus Missions. On the eve of World War II, the Catholic
missions of the Polnte-Noire Vicariate alone had some 530 "IcotesJ^

schools," in which some 10,000 boys and girls of 
These^'a®h religious instruction in native languages. 114

the. up to official ataudards was bayoud the financial moans of tha mid- 
c.K f .7 if however, when subsidies to private education were
shaJ^of^fi^^ increased,115 the missions could afford to divert a larger 
™ I revenues to the "upgrading" of these "schools." T^s

Dublir Administration's reneVed effort to spread
Lioi launched an all-out competition between the two
?he Idmi i groups (Catholic and Protestant) on the one hand, and
the Administration on the other hand. The key to the groups' strategy 
lay in Article 5,_of the January 2, 1937, decree which statL thatruf^

sions.

114. "Documentation Scolaire" (Bishop Fauret), op. cit.

Territorial governments supported primary level schools; 
Federal Government, the secondary; and FIDES,

115.
the

school construction.
116. Nos Ecoles. o£. c^., p. 5.
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It [the village school] may only be established, by decision of 
to^i^kn^ General, in villages which can, in a radius of four
of school age! " ^0 pupils

villaaL^^r''^!^^ populated country like the Congo, hundreds of small 
villaps did not contain many more than 60 children of school aee 
herefore, the first group, Catholic, Protestant, or "public " who 

succeeded in setting up a recognized school in a villagfLuId lu^omat

i"' Thus, each group was 
irresistibly tempted to spread its resources thin and wide, reWing

consolidate early gains. In this "race" the 
of significant advantage over the Administration because
tL i ! contacts in hundreds of villages too small to justify
the establisjmient of an administrative post. This advantage ^ ^
pounded by the inevitable laxity of official school inspecfion left 
to overworked directors of "secteurs scolaires." left

was com-

Now the Governor General's "normalization" initiative with its 
mphasis on vertical development and on improvement of standards takes

1 fJ! suspicion among SLt!a!!ve
mission schools' phenomenal growth was not quite 

1 ^ 1953, the Congo Administration ordered a special

1 T A‘l”i"i®trator-in-Chlef of Overseas France and a
lfadSti!n°°th designated to carry out the assignment,
n addition, the inspection team was expected to

. . .propose any appropriate measures regarding matters of 
coordination and normalization 
education budget and subsidies as well as determination of public 

to private education.

^ an anti-missions reputation. The report of the inspection 
the publir!S"“! A suspicions: 'it barely mentioned
scLSls ^ indictment of the mission

In its introduction, the 
inspectors caw it: report clearly states the problem as the

117. "Coordination de 1'Enseignement du premier degre au Moyen-Congo-- 
Aper^u des conclusions de la mission d'Inspection." Typewritten 
document dated 4/11/53, RB/DW. Copy of document obtained through 
the courtesy of Bishop Fauret, Pointe-Noire.
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The irregularities reported here ^

which has its repercussions on public finances-call^for°?ear 
praisals. This question must be asked: "Does the Middle CoLo 
where school attendance is relatively advanced nh^a^r. f ’
education qualitative results commensurate with its efforts?"^

Concerning the nonobservance

to support their conclusions.

regu-
to a very lim-

went out to find factual evidence 
They found plenty.

S;V::.s.,":rx;:.:5 “S 2"
schools and operated 
In certain

to regular

to brjhe^p3nclp“ral«*^f ”’h eduction did not fee.

«ief on*thrmf'h’’'d“'^.r''°°' ^dmlnlstctlon euthorlzetion.
Afrirar. One hand, religious instruction was known to be given in

recru^ted^® of pupil recruitment, pupils were not always

a dSeSnt LJt^ ""ft - Public school or a school of
u^' ^ pupils were recruited who had lone since

Lglnners^ cl'sLs^^^h^™^*^’ boys were found in
work but ther^rh 1 maintenance and construction
uIaI ^ scholastic value was doubtful. In general, the aee
pose5;v"b"L;l3"'""‘^^%"- ^ 32 pupils fup-
posedly below 13 years of age, only 11 were found to be of tLt age
or below, one girl was more than 15, and some boys were 18 to 20 years
foun6 tIIZ 16 years of a/e tile
civil’servant<5^^^h^ request of their fiances, minor
civil servants, who wanted them to learn the French language before
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S£|S;ip:™SL?:SrLi
it also affected the number'of class repeaters.

6 of the January 2nd, 1937, decree which 
forbade admission after the first fifteen days of the school

as primary 
classes at

statistics. 
This practice was in

year.

Private education trained its-teafchers in five centers with 302 
pupils distributed in three classes. Although these centers 
Sorco^d schools,-, they did not Llong to that category,
trhold candidates for admission were not even required
to hold the primary school certificate and when graduates had approxl- 

certifies..a lav.l! Pabllc school co.LJr 
trained either at Mouyoundzi (37 students from the Congo, in three 
classes) or at Boko (54 students from the Congo, in twfcla^seo! 
was no reason why private education could not closely follow this model 
In addition to these 302 teacher-training students, prlvLredu^Ition 

previous year, 147 "moniteurs-in-training" in full 
arge of classes. Their use had been authorized by Circular

was eraS°d ^ temporal^ wartime measure,
rtime no conditions and was valid for only one year at
of K number of authorizations to exceed 1/lOth?furs inT^^f f personnel. At the time of inspection, -mLt
stafrof'tJf" teaching
Jhffntfrfst fJ'" d 'tillage schools, they constituted

f taught without proper supervision. Finallv
authorizations had been requested nor issued during this last school 

year, but the -monlteurs- were still in service.

were

were

There

No. 6
Authorization

were ""‘I "hose which existed
kept-often in improvised record books. Beginning and

enrollment fJgi^Lr
to daily JeirJr" given, they did not correspond

Ignature and a date--no evaluation, no advice on the 
management of the class. Teachers, European and African, were trans 
ferred without the Administration being notified--in violation of 
decree NO. 787 of March 6, 1938. Schoo^ attendance cerUficaLe were

rLei rehfirM! r admitted to aeSriafeereLre certificates indicated thatrhn the school age limit. The textbooks used in public
lisriL^'^’'® ^ private schools, but their complete
list was not always kept in the archives. Some schools, howevL used

iSclfn^f

proper

When i^ the classrooms.When they were, simple reference to a book page was often made
Mrica^d^r^®‘^^^^^r replaced by religious instruction' 
^rican dlalect--in violation of Article 3 of the 
decree.

In most
given in

January 31, 1938,
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timetable for classes was rarely followed. 
, regular 30 hours of weekly classroom Instruction became 

15 minutes in
The

^ , 52 hours and
lAiK ^ a certain Sixth grade: French, 14 hours Instead of seven-
iS instead of 3% h'ours; 3 3/4 hours of history and’

instead of 1%; no moral instruction; no music; no manual^work-

certiScJj! (STp^^ou^ ten pupils obtained their primary school
certltlcate (C.E.P.) out of an enrollment of 32. A rapid survey of
other schools showed an average rate of repeaters of 43 5 
a rate of 53.5 per cent for the beginners' class, 
rate had to be added the losses occurring during the school year.

estimated to be about 14 per cent, in spite of yLr-round

the ® attrition was said to be
scLol children had to walk in order to reach their

per cent, with 
To this "dropout"

These

In conclusion, the inspectors,stated:

We express the hope that primary education will 
degree of effectiveness proportionate 
ness

sbon reach a

unquestionably responsible. it is

In the eyes of the inspectors, then, the problem 
the "unexpected" growth of private education 
numerous breaches of the official regulations, 
still in force, and they carried sanctions, 
tions and solve the problem.

was rather simple 
was made possible through 

These regulations 
Therefore, apply the

were
sanc-

Edu.J? inspectors' report was read to the members of the Territorial 
r November 7, 1953, session. It produced an

imediate reaction on the part of private education spokesmen, partlcu- 
from bSo vice-president of the Catholic Parents Association and 
fdnr especially responsible for Catholic mission

® CSovernor General, 118 Bishop
Fauret protested the manner in which the inspection was made and chal-^ 
lenged the va idity of most of its conclusions. He made no claim thL 
suBlesLrS°r et^^iotly abiding by all official regulations, but
thf nublL^^J outdated and unsuitable. Besides,
the public schools, largely overlooked by the inspectors, were probably

118.
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just as guilty.T , . ^ this argument was not likely to carry much weight
. Indeed, by local administration logic, if the public sch^^ls were no

buJ they required more funds in order to improve,
but if the private schools we^re found lacking, ^
to be withdrawn until these schools government subsidies had

could measure up.

The report's repeated mention of the "unexpected" development of
Particular attention of Bishop Fauret. 

The Catholic missions were obviously proud of their achievements. Their 
Presented like this in the March 28, 1953, issue of "La Semaine 

de 1 A.E.F.," a publication of the Catholic Church.

A comparison of enrollments and budget allocations 
private Congo schools showed the following figures: for public and

TABLE 7

COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS AND BUDGETS FOR CONGO
1950-53

SCHOOLS

Public cost 
(in millions 

of CFA francs)
Enrollment
(lOOO's)

Year

Public 17.7 58.3 1950-51

Private 23.6 45.3 1950-51

Public 22.2 87.9 1951-52

Private 28.0 62.3 1951-52

Public 24.0 128.0 1952-53

Private 32.3 70.0 1952-53

Thus, between 1950 and 1953, public school enrollment increased by 
J5.4 per cent and private school enrollment, by 36.8 per cent—a very 
comparable development. But while private education was intensifying 
4 ^ government subsidies were proportionately reduced. Includ
ing 1953 budget figures (public schools: 187,714,000 CFA francs: pri
vate education: 68,000.000 CFA francs), public education expenditures

education subsidies
Increased by 26.7 per cent.
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It seems that this is precisely what public education 
, found unacceptable, namely, that private education should 
ing position in spite of financial handicaps.
French civil

supporters 
retain a lead-

. It is probable that few 
u servants, if any,, would have objected to the existence of 

mission schools in the Congo if these had 
parison to public Schools.

remained unimportant in, com-

In this

ous clashes.
was

was anxious to avoid seri-
io that effect, he issued a letter to the territorial 

goveraors warning them against a too rigid implementation of the 
regulations contained in the decree No. 3.477/IGE of October 30 1953
and the Circular of November 23, 1953. The governors were reminded ’ 
that the essential aim of the regulations 
of the quality of private education and its 
public education.

new

was to ensure precise control 
- close cooperation with

The atmosphere generated by this controversy was hardly conducive 
to closer cooperation. At least, the events of 1953 led to another 
reorganization of education in A.E.F. This was done by the decree

adaptations to local conditions; and the reorganization of technical 
education oriented toward the needs of the territories. Finally, the 
scheme dividing the territories into "secteurs scolalres-' was i^roved 
by the creation of primary school inspection districts, 
responsibility of a professional primary school inspector.

each under the

The discussion of a subsequent report will give an idea of the 
effectiveness of this reorganization.

Toward Completion of Institutional Transfer:
Administration's determination ;
"normalize" the Congolese school 
ceding section.

1954-1957._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  The
to coordinate all efforts in order to 
system was made evident in the pre- 

pl^n to curb horizontal educational development 
in tavor of vertical development was obviously unrealistic, but it 
showed in a striking way the effects of uncontrolled growth and tended 
to channel efforts in new directions. The missions, after protesting 
against criticism, found themselves in basic agreement with the official

119. ^nuaire Statistique de I'Afrique Equatorlale Francaise (1951-
bj, 0£. c^., p. BV-3. (The decree Itself cannot be found in 

the Congo Archives.)
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point^bf view or felt compelled to accept it rather than 
s.upport of public funds. ' 
the advantages in harmonious 
1957 annual

- - renounce the
Those connected with public schools also saw

ST-.. s “

TABLE 8

MIDDLE CONGO PRIMARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 
1953-1957

A.E.F.
1956-57

1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 1956-57

Public 25,244 24,345 25,770 29,789 90,702

Private 31,439 32,785 33,774 37,821 78,138

Total 56,683 57,130 59,544 67,610 168,840

TABLE 9

MIDDLE CONGO PRIMARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENT BY COURSES 
1953-1957

Courses Schools 1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 1956-57

Preparatory 
I & II

Public
Private

16,106
20,780

15,433
21,738

15,739
21,841

18,072
23,382

Elementary 
I & II

Public
Private

6,472
7,850

6,183
8,049

6,853
8,576

7,789
10,346

Middle 
I & II

Public
Private

2,666
2,809

2,729
2,998

3,178
3,357

3,928
4,093

120. Inspection Academique de Moyen-Congo, 
de 1'Enseignement "Rapport sur la situation 

au Moyen-Congo au ler Janvier 1957 et son
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TABLE 10

AVERAGE NUMBER OF PUPILS PER CLASSROOM 
IN MIDDLE CONGO PRIMA'RY SCHOOLS 

1951-1957

Schools 195U52 1952-53 195.3-54 • 1954-55 1955-56 1956-57

Public 62 60 56.3 53.2 53.3 59.2

Private 38.5 40 47.8 48.9 49.0 54.3

Average 46.0 50 52.0 50.6 50.8 56.3

These statistics provide ample evidence that private education did

greater than the previous year's. Table 9 indicates that much of this ^

elementary and the middle course levels. In 
tact, total enrollment in both private and public schools was held down 
J during the first three years following the "normali
zation" decree. Figures for 1956-57 showed a marked incrLse over the

ting that the adjustment period was over and that 
apid development of Congolese education was resumed. Table 10 shows 

another example of how private education followed public education's 
lead: much of its^increased enrollment was managed through steady in
creases in the number of pupils per classroom. Indeed, the number of 
private schools actually dropped from 268 to 254 during the 1953-54
iJtraiior^'ll.fJ' effort, fully supported by the Admin
istration, also involved closing down some schools while opening others

places. This system of compensation was still
? beginning of the 1956-57 school year: private education

W preparatory, five elementary, and three middle classes
tarv and"ten^^5A^^^f^°" preparatory classes, 17 elemen
tary, and ten middle, for a net gain of 20 classes,
number of new public school classes or precisely the 

opened during that year.122

evolution au cours de I'annee 1956," RB/BR/13/2/57. (Only a
carbon copy of this typewritten document was made available to 
the writer.)

Statistics found in121.
to the above report.annexes

122. Ibid.
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Finally, another measure contributed to the improvement of the situation 
.in the preparatory classes. Circular No. 395 of April 26, 1956 forbadeper.-
ers moved directly up to the elementary course at the Ld of tL

Thus, many of.thd areas of friction between public and private 
menrrridr^ eliminated. One major question still remained: govern- 
ficLlfh Jr r regularly but were still considered insuf-
Jhfh This matter was not settled until
the Congo became independent, that is, when the Congolese Government 
took over responsibility for most of the cost of private education.

not move

year.

In-service teachers was pursued
rr tJ f°^/he qualitative improvement of primary educa-

r ^ teacher-training institution; the
twJ^sfr Raymond-Paillet, at Dolisle, which had already graduated
two successive groups of Minstltuteurs-adjointsand one group of

Normal School of Mouyoundzi assigned to the Congo. The "moniteurs" 
approximate level of general education: 6th gLde) wereTiron y 

in the beginnersr classes, but efforts were made to improve their Lvel 
of general education and their professional

instance, 224 "moniteurs" attended special courses orga- 
addltiJn (Brazzaville, Pointe-Noire, Fort Rousset). In
rn.JJj '“°niteurs" were encouraged to take correspondence
parcojrpr''^^® offered by the "Centre National d'Enseignement

w spondance (Paris), in preparation for the B.E.P.C. 
the baccalaureate examinations.

as an

In the long vacationskill.

or even

One of the main justifications for the emphasis on the vertical

room for improvement. A temporary solution was found 
n the creation of "7th grade" classes as a sort of preparatory class 
for amission into the secondary.123 m 1955.56, three such classes 
Ron«^ °P®«tion, one each in Pointe-Noire, Brazzaville, and Fort-
OctobeJ’ JS56 admitted in secondary in
October, 1956. Similar classes were opened at Dolisie and
in all cases, European teachers were placed in charge.

Djambala.

123. In France, pupils are generally admitted in the secondary after 
five years in the primary; French African 
given six years of primary education.

pupils were regularly
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The large post-war Increase in European population in the Conpo coveted with the lapl„e»tatl.„ of th.'pUoLLd ““oj tL do^S-' 
ment of primary schools following metropolitan ^
the three main urban ^ '^ , , programs of studies in

po,„to-N«i„, „d ors'o'^hoois
^laJses^Jrthf criticism: 1) the existence of kindergarten *
classes, 2) the maintenance of a lower number of pupils per clasLoom- 
and 3) the provision of a school bus service. The AtoInJsLatior
locarSd ? the kindergarten classes and encouraging the
local Red Cross to operate a nursery school, by increasing eLollment 
per classroom, and by letting private enterprise handle transportation.

The problem of placement of Congolese educated youths continued 
to preoccupy responsible French educators. Following pasLgrof ^ 
Loi-Cadre, placement of primary certificate holders still^presented
certifLatr^ relatively small proportion of pupils passed the
, ® examinations and a still smaller proportion was admitted
to multiplv^th’ enrollment in the middle courses promised
to multiply these problems. Already the 1953 economic
rJ?o™. ™ ^ time when the school "normalization"
refoms were forcing many youths out of school before they could obtain 
" iJtMn f certificates. Thus, educators realiLd that

t t framework of formal education, all efforts must be
Tot\TnuTlZli%" Prepare them

recession had

Apprenticeship Sections were thought to be 
. V ° their task. They admitted only primary certificate holders

Er“T'
sible for the placement of apprentices. ; 
successful in Pointe-Nolre and in Dolisie. 
section was closed down when it 
to local needs.

were also respon- 
In 1956, they had been fully 
. But in Boko, a similar 

turned out that it did not correspond

In rural^ "Manual Sections" offered two years of vocational
training in a broader range of skills. They were aimed at producine
requlred^^"v?n‘^®"T ® technical taskf

village level. However, the main responsibility of rural 
schools was not to train craftsmen, but farmers. The Director or 
Education remarked that little had been done so far in this area and
cJl^urarSerr^*"® i" October, 1957, new AgrJ-
mpir '"P cooperation of the Depart-
ent of Agriculture. The sections were to admit middle course pupils 

with or without the primary school certificate, and to provide ^aini^g 
techniques adapted to local conditions. The first 

sections were to be set up in the vicinity of agricultural stations
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and ‘in areas where the " 
. were being developed. paysannats" (modern agricultural settlements)

industrial development prospects of the Pointe-Noire area, 
tied to the building of the Kouilou Dam, were also given consideration 
by the education officials. It was thought that the existing 
tional schools of Brazzaville and Pointe-Noire could be expanded and 
supplemented by "F P.A." centers in order to face the Increased demand 
for specialists and technicians. But no hasty transformation 
take place until industrial development was assured: 
be more dangerous than giving at this time too great 
technical education in the absence of

voca-

was to 
"Nothing would

an expansion to 
employment opportunities."

Only secondary education in a narrow sense was discussed by the 
Director of Education in his 1957 report. In this respect, the Congo 
was more advanced than any of the other A.E.F. territories in that It

"lycee" (Savorgnan de Brazza, in Brazzaville) and a terri
torial "College Classique et Modeme" (Victor Augagneur, in Pointe- 
Noire). In October, 1957, the latter was to have eight classes dis
tributed over six grades--one grade short of the complete "long" 
secondary cycle.

Reference 
in France. was also made to the few Congolese students currently 

Those who were in French institutions of higher learning 
were placed under the responsibility of the Federal authorities, 
this left some thirty scholarship holders 
hical studies in France, 
isfactory, since few students 
France.

But
pursuing secondary or tech- 
was described as very unsat- 

ever obtained their baccalaureate in 
Some had been repatriated and admitted in newly established 

Congolese secondary schools in order to Improve their chances of 
pieting their secondary education. The rapid development of local 
secondary schools was seen as the best solution to the problems 
created by immature African students who had reached France with 
or without the authorization and support of local governments.

Their situation

com-

Finally, full credit was given to the contribution of FIDES to 
the construction and equipment of school facilities. In addition to 
the construction of the "College" at Pointe-Noire, the improvement of 

e Normal Schools at Dolisie and Mouyoundzi, and the equipment of the 
Vocational School at Brazzaville, a total of 178 public primary classes 
were built or repaired from 1953 to 1957 at a cost of 67 million CFA 

figure did not include the building improvements accom
plished with local funds, nor the FIDES funds allocated at federal 
level to private schools (a total of 128 million CFA francs for A.E.F. 
private primary schools from 1953 to 1957). For the immediate future, 
various new constructions and improvements were planned, particularly

for the repair of 100 primary classrooms, and for 
the addition of 150 new classes.

The Implementation of such a "realistic" program was expected to 
produce, ^ ^ ^ of ^ iMi. the following results:
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"Public-secondary education: 1700 students (Including Federal 
lycee and Normal School enrollments).

Technical education (various levels)

Manual and Agricultural Sections:

Public primary education:

500 to 600 students, 

about 1500 pupils.

u ’45,000 pupils, for a total of
about 80,000 pupils Including private primary school pupils.

These figures were thought to lie close 
schooling of the Congo in the 
of penetration."

:

to the . . optimal 
present state of the demography and means

Following this discussion of the educational 
during the school ioq<: c-7 .V situation and policy
ldS7 1956-57, the examination results of the July,

--ut.tiv. ..output- li

table 11

MIDDLE CONGO EDUCATION EXAMINATION RESULTS 
LOCAL PRIMARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE (C.E.P.) 

JULY 1957

No. of Candidates Passed Percentage Percentage 
_ _ _  of Candi

dates over 
Total 6th Grade 

Enrollment

Passed
over

Candi
dates

Boys Girls Total Boys Girls

Public 877 90 967 384 35 419 42 43

Private 955 122 1,075 348 41 389 62 36

Others 565 52 615 133 14 147 24

Total 2,397 264 2,657 865 90 955 36

Source: Ministry of Education, Brazzaville, "School Statistics on 
January 1st, 1958," p. 56. (Mimeographed.) «oistics on

In addition, private education presented 102 
the "moniteurs" examination, 
mltted.

boys and 18 girls to
Public eduction no lo^g^'t^nerLcUeS.
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i=r:|fS2-£“;;SB=S-i“E,
d.Etudes du Premier Cycle" (B.E^.P.C.) and for the "Brevet EleWalre"

TABLE 12 •

CONGO EXAMINATION RESULTS FIRST SECONDARY CYCLE (B.E.P.C.) 
(PUBLIC AND PRIVATE)

JULY 1957

i

Europeans Africans Total

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

Number of Candidates

Pointe-Noire 11 6 68 3 79 9

Dolisie 0 0 25 0 25 0

Brazzaville 29 30 176 2 205 32

Total 40 36 269 5 309 41

Number of Passes

Pointe-Noire 7 7 19 0 26 7

Dolisie 0 0 3 0 3 0

Brazzaville 8 9 40 0 48 9

Total 15 16 62 0 77 16

Source: Ministry of Education, Brazzaville, "School Statistics on
B.E.
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’Transfer of ControI

S: iLrrt.T
executive power fell in the hands of democratically 

elected Congolese. But this was by no means the first time Congolese 
leaders were in a position to influence domestic policy, 
framework of the-French Union of 1946 some" Congolese representatives 
had held positions in "deliberative bodies" at the Territorial Federal

(Territorial and Federal) that Congolese representatives had their best 
opportunity to influence policy. The powers of the Territorial Assem!
s^rlLlv Equatorial Africa were at first
F^eich Lf \ 7’ execution being the exclusive domain of appointed
French officials. Assemblymen and Councillors, for instance, could not 
propose programs of action, but had considerable influence in the shar
Jn?iri95r^Af?fian Programs through their financial control,
until 1956, African and European representatives were elected by sena- 
rate colleges, giving the European minority a relatively large reprL 
sentation. Criticized on these grounds, the double college,\owever 
had at least two great advantages. First, the presence of iiifluential
ad^us^JL att^d*"^^^' undoubtedly helped the appointed executive 
adjust its attitudes to the new conditions. Second, within the reore-
Ud European and African interests could have
lareeJv to ^ effectiveness. Thanks
Jheir If^La^ r nmembers- assumption of the role of mentors of 
lat^L prevailed while the
Lltec^^rS^e " apprenticeship in parliamentary behavior

Within the

educational matters, French post-war policy met with the 
general approval of the African elite. Apart from the declared goal 
of universal education, promised access to secondary and higher educa- 
tion was enthusiastically received. But if basic agreement existed
areis l^the 17 developed in two important
in tL dJio^ ^ 7 educational development and 2) its orientation 
system confomity with the metropolitan school

a representatives consistently pressed at Territorial
lUu!t levels for speed and uniformity. This position was clearly
dlsc„^^r parliamentary debates when educational matters came undL
discussion. Two examples will be given here.

to responsibility for primary education had been turned over
to the territories, and its administration and budget submitted to the 

Territorial Assemblies. Secondary'education Ic^L 
JnfsSLJtt!HT%r“^^"®'^ the responsibility of the Government General,

thfcounJ?^' ’ 7 ^7 meeting of the Grand Council,
the councillors were Invited to approve minor modifications
posed decree regarding the granting of scholarships. to a pro- 

The modifications
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and FpH» r . f the composition of the Territorial
and Federal commissions responsible for these matters. But it gavrthe 
councillors an opportunity to express their views not onlv "

F I f 1. ’ "““‘Hots »«• not Intllned to discuss th.
jsoondsS :ct‘t”^otr-^irr ’.d*”:;.;;

“t\:—.‘L—
mufrbr.rJ''! ’'v problem, the largest possible number of students

and returned to train the school cadres, 
this will only be possible "when educational programs in A.E.F. and the
Gabon^°a^ Td M°nsieur Evouna, a Grand Councillor from
fomed expressed by the Grand Council Commission
formed to study this proposed decree:

But

That a cricular be sent to territorial 
them not to block systematically the 
students to the Metropole.

That appropriate measures be taken to ensure that 
student is sent back to A.E.F.

Finally, the Commission reiterates 
the school programs in A.E.F.
Metropole.

Congolese representative. Monsieur Tchichelle, who later became 
3ou?d ^ nnd Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republlfo? C^
would rather have had the Administration concentrate on applying exist-’

of f Superieurs" came under particular criticism. "

°5 III f7 I bringing their students up to the level
tlon af of 19Sr baccalaureate, no metropolitan institu-
tion, as of 1950, had yet accepted their graduates at that level 
Again, the standardization of programs and diplomas, at all levels 
was seen as the only solution to the problem. ’

governors, requesting 
sending of scholarship

no scholarship 
except for very good reasons.

the often expressed wish that 
be standardized with those of the

The 
In spite 
courses

In the course of the
°PP°^bunity to express their views regarding 

e role of private education, particularly that of the Catholic mis-
Sorulor\L^eIf'°""’ the Catholic missions- spokesman anffcL^d 
Councillor himself, presented a five-year school development plan for

same session, another matter provided the

Debats du Gran Conseil de I'Afrique Equatoriale 
Session Ordinaire, 24 avril 1950" (Brazzaville: 
Offlcielle, 1950), p. 114.

124.
Fran^aise,
Imprimerie
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which the Church was seeking financial assistance from FIDES. The 
Administration had just accepted the principle of such an assistance 
and the detailed plan was being submitted^to the Grand Council prior’

FIDES^ ^JorSffr request to' the Administration and to
cS year 1950-51 alone, a sum of 204.5 million

T ce’^sidered for A.E.F. Catholic education, of which 131 5 
million francs were to be spent in the two Congolese dioceses.

part in European and African representatives who took
f sharply divided. The European Councillor from

^sslstlhe'mJSr be useS to
missions in their educational efforts, made two important

thfShoJlc ^ basis of the submitted plan, he estimaLd that 
the Catholic missions themselves intended to spend about 100 million
FIDES contribution? ? buildings and equipment (half the
tJ-DES contribution), plus an equal amount for operating'costs
who wfiff ‘^be missions were able to carry such a burden, and wondered 
who would be called upon to assume responsibility for part of the added 
operating costs. 2) He insisted that Territorial ^ or ttie added
suited first, since the territories 
pay part of the new schools'

He

Assemblies be con- 
would eventually be called upon to 

operating expenses.

th. bo the first objection. Father Le Comte admitted that
fsefoifnioMe operating the schools was indeed
Lre ff But, he contended, building costs tended to rise 
threffSaL f bosts. Besides, under existing conditions.

^^“"bed programs such as ours, one can 
f ^''^"bing to an education system which I would call denoml- 

?ffwf rf considerable sums. What we want is a public educa
tion which produces free men in the spirit of the Republic.

This introduction of the French State-Church controversy in the 
discussion brought immediate protests from many of the AfriSL cofcil- 
lors, some two-thirds of whom were mission-eduLted. 
keep this controversy out of Africa 
of Councillor Tchichelle:

of o *'"°\bhat the peoples of A.E.F. favor the multiplicity 
of schools, whether denominational or lay; in their view education

V

Their desire to 
made quite plain, in the wordswas

125. Ibid., p. 120.
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is education, whether public or private.

ute ago roads, bridges, all that is fine, but as long as there 
is nobody in a position to appreciate the importance 
usefulness of these things, they will be useless, 
supporting this effort whose sole aim is' the 
education.

and the 
I insist on 

development of

Council's approval.

Territorial Assembly was given another oppor-

to III m3; f The matter under consideration, proposed modifications 
to the manner in which already approved total subsidies to private edu-

presented to the Assemblymen by the 
^Inistration as a clear-cut choice between the provision of educa
tional opportunities to more Congolese girls and a salary increase to 
Congolese teachers of the Catholic missions. Bishop Bernard, of the 
Brazzaville diocese, had included 19 European missionaries in his 
application for subsidies. The Administration, with the approval of
erJ ^ salaries of only ten of those teach
ers. A substantial part of the total grant for the year, 1955,
lldlllt African Catholic teachers' pay. Bishop Bernard
protested that most of the nine European teachers left out of the sub-

staff girls' schools and that unless a sum of 1,736,500 
f r? granted for their pay the mission's plan for the develop

ment of girls education would be seriously jeopardized. The Adminis-^ 
tration claimed to be unable to add this sum to the already approved 
total grant and proposed that Bishop Bernard be allowed to take the
sum out of the 13,868,250 francs already earmarked by the Assembly for 
increases in African teachers' ^aseraory tor

was to

pay.

The Assemblymen's first reaction 
to find some 
funds.

was to urge the Administration 
way to pay those nine teachers out of general or reserve 

Upon the Administration's insistence that no such solution could 
be envisaged, the Assemblymen were faced with two equally unpleasant

Administration's proposal and thus run 
the risk of being accused of neglecting the education of girls or accept

126. Assemblle Territorial du Moyen-Congo: ' 
de la Seance du 10 mai, 1955, pp. 42-69.Provesverbal Provisoire 

(Mimeographed.)
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interests of one of the most vocal groups 

CO leagues. Encouraged by the.mlssion authorities, they haJ come L

Administration was entitled to '-verify- the uses to which the funds
the Um^tf^tJ^ ^ allocation of funds within
the limits of the total grant was left to mission authorities.

subsidy, however, had been made in two parts, one of some 
(^"‘ses 250 r"'"® operating expenses and a special one
AH^; ? ; ^ African teachers! Now, the
of^Jhir?e!J°" argued, paying nine European girls' school teachers out 

s last amount, as the Administration proposed, did not mean a 
reduction in African teachers' pay but a slight reduction in the
nft^ speciousness of this
not escape the Congolese Assemblymen who 
operation would be

were

amount
argument did

saw that the net result of the
The Assemblymen as the missions probaM^hopedt^Sr^t'tS^^ 
the Government increase the total mission subsidy, 
the Assemblymen, as the Administration perhaps hoped,

missions could do without the additional funds.
5 ''he education of African girls and had provided

from niihl^ T ° extent for many years without special help
achoortP^ "he Assemblymen reasoned, these girls'
school teachers were already in the Congo and would be 
girls' schools whether

pay. 
to have 

When this failed, 
suggested that 

The mis-

^ ^ put to work in
or not the Government helped pay their salaries.

to thP li certain that this Involved question had to be brought 
h«d Assembly in the first place. Bishop Bemfrd
The A^f ® issue as a way to get larger Lbsidies.
to taS^thP ''espond favorably, decided

J hurt the AssemblymL, but hesi-
indicated'^th®^ without the Assembly's approval. The Assemblymen clearly 
African J hoth education for girls -and high^ pay for

question was "solved" by a, majority%doptimn of
wuld^JSe'hlfirJtt proposal, provided that Bishop Bernard
rrio A a®" "hat the African teachers' pay "would
^over « ’result of his use of the 1,736,500 francs to
in the term®*'^"® teachers." The ambiguity contained

ALemMvmen T. T hut the resolution Satisfied
the Assembl^en who could then assure their constituents that they had
not compromised on either the principle of girls' education nor higher

funds but allowed them to pay European teachers out of funds 
earmarked for African teachers 
about

more
previously

o ..=A e® "he net result did not bring
a reduction in the previous salary of their African teachers.
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Finally, the Administration could 
funds for not be blamed for allowing the use of 

purposes not approved by the Assembly.

had two mam preoccupations: 1) the provision of more educational
facilities through the expenditure of ever larger funds from any sources 
available (public or private), and 2) the development of school^ 
and standards equivalent, rather, identical, to those of France.

'"f" granted autonomy, its school system was one of the 
most highly developed in Africa, and except for minor adaptations it

system-minus the'apex oVtH
pyramid. The first step was even taken toward the introduction of 
igher education: the 1959 Federal budget, prepared before the 

autonomous republics were born, included a new item entitled "
deutique." This meant that funds were appropriated for the nu 
ot creating
education.127

programs 
By the

four 
prope-

^ , purpose
a post-secondary level class in preparation for higher

With the proclamation of autonomy, on November 28, 1958, the 
Congolese leaders received executive as well as deliberative powers 
to govern the Congo. The institutions they inherited were introduced

® during the post-war years.
Now these leaders had the power to adopt, adapt, or reject the insti-
th! following school statistics covering
tne last full school year under French administration (1957-58) will 
give an idea of the nature and importance of the school 
left behind in the Congo. system France

On January 1, 1959, it was estimated that 72 per cent of the 
school-age population of the Congo was actually attending school.128

Rates exceeding 100 per cent were found because the school-age popula
tion was grossly underestimated. Following UNESCO practice, the 
school-age population was assumed to be equal to 15 per^ cent of the 
estimated total population, an obviously too low proportion. A 20

reality. This would have
produced an average school attendance rate of about 50 per cent with

have shown the
Congo less favorably in comparisons with other African 
using the accepted 15 per cent base. territories

rule, the Congo education budget

128. Enselgnement Outre-Mer. 0£. cU., p. 25.
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TABLE 14

CONGO SCHOOL ENROLLMENT, JANUARY 1, 1958 ‘ 
NUMBER OF PRIMARY. SCHOOLS AND CLASSROOMS

• Public 
CN=187) . .

Private 
• (N=295)

Total
(N=482)

Types of Schools

Regional Schools 62 59 121

Village Schools 121 221 342

Girls' Schools 4 15 19

Number of Classrooms 544 726 1,270

TABLE 15

TEACHER-TRAINING ENROLLMENT, JANUARY 1, 1958 
(FIVE-YEAR POST-PRIMARY PROGRAM)

Total of Four 
General Education 

Classes
Professional 

Training Class
Total

Institutions

Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total

Public
Dolisie
Mouyoundzi

Total

113 16 13
46 0

159 29 129 59 188

Private 
Chamlnade 
Javouhey 
N'Gouedi

68 10 8
11

85 8

Total 172 18 163 27 200

Source: Ministry of Education, Brazzaville, p. 42.
In addition, the Catholic missions 

110 boys and 14 girls to be "moniteurs 
system had no "moniteur-training"

NOTE:
were training (two-year course) 

"and "monitrices." The public
program.
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TABLE 16

NUMBER OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PUPILS, JANUARY 1, 1958

Public^ Private^ Total

Grades

Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total '

Sixierae 254 92 346 138 41 179 392 133 525

Cinquieme

- "V
Quatrieme

166 54 220 84 33 117 250 87 337

120 54 174 72 17 89 192 71 263
Troisilme 71 46 122 57 13 70 133 59 192

Seconds 29 21 50 33 0 33 62 21 83

Premiere 26 24 50 10 0 10 36 24 60

Terminales: 
Philosophy 
Science 
Mathematics

3 2 5 9 0 9 38 7 458 4 12 0 0 0 8 4 1217 1 18 0 0 0 17 1 18

Total 673 274 947“^ 394 103 497 1067 378 1445

a. Pointe-Noire; Brazzaville.

b. Brazzaville (2)} M'Bamou (Sem.).

c. Out of the 673 boys enrolled in public secondary schools, 202 
European and out of 274 girls, 231 were Europeans, 
for private education

Source:

were
Comparable figures

are not available.

Ministry of Education, Brazzaville, p. 44.
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TABLE 17

TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, JANUARY 1, 1958

Ecole Professlonnelle (Brazzaville) Boys Girls Total

1. Industrial section 113 113

2. "Moniteurs polyvalents" section 8 8

3. Conunercial section 
First cycle 
Second cycle

82 27 109
12 5 17

Total 213 32 247

Public Private Total

Total enrollment in Apprenticeship 
Sections (all boys):

In "manual" sections attached to 
regional schools (all boys):

In homemaking classes (all girls):

142 60 202

248 164 412

423none 423

Total 390 647 1037

Source: Ministry of Education, Brazzaville, p. 47. '

school system Inherited by the Congo nation
best population, the Congo was perhaps the
best educationally endowed of Africa's emerging nations. ^



EVALUATION OF COLONIAL POLICY AND PRACTICE

of ? of this section-is to review'brief ly the main aspects
tLn " policy and practice in the Congo over a period of more
than three-quarters of a century and to submit critical judgments in 
terms of the effectiveness of stated policy and reported prStice.

adopted as an analytic tool
mmoh!? f’M earlier, of Professor Paul R. Hanna. 1 In this
Model of National Investment in Education," education-formal or
if f essentially as a process of communication consisting
of input, a message" and its "source," reaching "receivers" through ^ 
various "channels" and "processes" ("THROUGHPUT") and producing certain 
ch„g.s "OUTPUT.) in th. beh.vlon o, thn n.n.lvirs, Ll„S 
of its high adaptability to different situations, this model is adopted 
in the present analysis. Its use wiM enable us to see some similaf 
Ities and crucial differences that are produced when an educative 
message (that is, generalizations, values, and skills) finds its 
in an Indigenous culture and its formulation source

in transferred Institutions.

of functionality will be used to evaluate the effects of 
the French educative message transferred to the Congo. Educational pol- 
cy and practice, then, will be judged "functional" or "dysfunctional" 

according to their objective consequences, that is, whether the objec
tive "output" corresponds to the aims of the "input."

Finally, the analysis will allow the writer 
. circularity of the educative to illustrate the

n 4 . process over a period of time: the "out-
receivers' changed modes of behavior, contributes 

to the formulation of a modified "input." This phase of the analysis 
should be particularly useful in evaluating educational developments
disLrtatLn"^^^^"^^”^ submitting the conclusions of this

French Educational Policy in the Coneo
from 1883 to 1905 - - - - - - -

The French government's Involvement in Congo education during this 
period was limited to vague statements of intent and to half-hearted

1

tion, ed. Clarence Hunnicutt (Syracuse" University: 
cation, 1962), p. 2.

School of Edu-

. 127
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support of missionary action—provided this action 
the,government's basic policy, that is, 
guage of instruction and 
and influence.

was consistent with 
the use of French as the lan- 

means for spreading French civilization 
Because of the provisions of the 1885 

even this cardinal rule could hardly be sanctioned by law.
"naJurfnT encouragement to missionaries who would
anfStic i f policies congruent with French cultural
bflnHf Even this minimum effort'was approved only by a

u o politicians in Paris and administrators in the Congo.

as a
Act of Berlin,

■ All France

General policy conflicts which might have developed between 
Savorgnan de Brasza and the French business interests^egafr^human
fomffd M remained academic, sinfe public
formal education was not provided. ^

government tried only
the CoLo no"fff" --age

o the Congo populations. It never attempted to translate its basic
policy into specific programs of studies, thus stopping short of
carrying out the "input" phase of formal education in fhe Congo.

The Catholic Missions' Educational
Monopoly; 1883-1905 '

thp Catholic missionaries' action was to convert

over the primary aimor to defeat its pieceaencepurposes.

The source of the CatholicHi,oi ..u ... - - missionaries' educative message was a
Church "d religious and moral teachings of the Roman Catholic 
in CoLf^ civilization. In addition, the missionaries found

golese culture some elements worth preserving. Those elements
^hflf^ curriculum developed by ’
itseTfwoff ^ assumed that Congol'ese society
5uL„ar:lL~ those o„lt„„l .len,e„ts i„ the tra-

beginning, one of the Catholic missionaries' chief 
nof f ^ French-Catholic educative message to the
Do^f Jr receptive capabilities of the Congolese
pylation. Adaptation, in this situation, implies selective adoption 
brouvhf f cultural elements present in the two cultures being
t^ff if on the practical assmpfion
Sowfffffrr of independent and interchangeable partf
not h^ ^ little this assumption corresponds to facts, one should 
not be surprised that adaptation attempts so often produce unexpected 
and, too frequently, undeslred effects.
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the clthoTiTillT''"" f truths and moral standards constituted
the Catholic missionaries first set of criteria in deciding what their
Congolese pupils should learn; their second set of criteria was bSseJ
oZlrl presumed limited ability^ to learn and probable
opportunities to use what they could learn as means of imprLing their 
social and economic conditions. According to the first set of LiL^ 
ria, the Congolese were automatically granted a status of equality with 
the whole family of man But the.second set of criteria clVAy lnl 
fblH? ^ ’relationship of cause and effect between inferior learning
hand^ economic opportunities on the one
hand, and adaptation of formal educational
"Congolese conditions" on the other hand.
SeMrl occasions by
the early Catholic missionaries. Their words and actions consistent
with this position lie at the root of the Congolese's deep distrust for 
any fom of "adaptation to African conditions." Adaptation and infer!- 
ority have become intimately associated in the minds of the Congolese 
and will probably remain so until adaptation is rather seen as "an 
African solution to an African problem,’f

The message resulting from the Catholic missionaries' many-sided 
adaptation policy may not have been very clear. Apart from the con
flicts between the missionaries' teaching and the example of the French 
traders and administrators, internal contradictions undoubtedly existed 
in the missionaries' formal educative message. For Instance, if the 
French priests were able to resolve for themselves the conflicts result
ing from the combination of Judeo-Christian beliefs and ethics with the 
French scientific and industrial civilization, it is far from certain 
that their Congolese pupils were able at once to accomplish such

structure and content to 
This questionable relatlon-

a feat.

The early Catholic missionaries' blueprint for educational organi
zation in the Congo—as described in Bishop Carrie's "Coutumler"--ls 
consistent with stated policy, 
truly put into operation.

In practice, these plans
, . . , The quantitative development of schools

which the plans' operation required did not take place until after the 
Second World War. By that time, the "Coutumier's" rigid hierarchy of 
educational structures and programs was still much less consistent with 
the Congolese political, social, and economic realities, 
end of the nineteenth

were never

• Even at the
1^1. ^ century, these proposed structures and programs,

although different in many respects from the French model, were not too 
well adapted to the Congolese situation. Although "free" Congolese 
children were reluctant to accept integration with mission-purchased 
slave children, Congolese society was much less stratified than the 
missionaries believed. The chiefs' sons, for instance, never enjoyed 
in the Congo a position similar to that of the chiefs' sons in Moslem 
North Africa. The persistent interest of both the missionaries and 
the French colonial administrators in Congolese chiefs' sons may thus 
have been a bad second-hand adaptation of an adapted solution. Further
more, Bishop Carrie's plans for careful guidance of mission-educated 
Congolese to specific social and professional positions had very little 
chance of success: what children wanted above all was a chance to learn
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/•*
"white man's ways "-to acquire the white man's magical powers. 1, 
matter^what a Congolese child learned at the mission, he became a

‘^iffs’^entiated only from the non-educated,

of the missionaries; hence, the missionaries' heavy emphasis on reli
gious instruction and cautious attitude toward rapid expansion of 
general and vocational education facilities.

. observation, it is true that many factors

cially dependent on a small subsidy from Rome, voluntary contributions 
Catholics, and the profits of gardens and orchards oper

ated by some mission stations. These sources of income determined^to 
a arge depee the direction of the missions' educative action. Funds
funL fLf tL" 11° priority to religious action;
Sdfpt TK 5"^ missions' expenditure
udget. The need for strict economy reduced quantitative educational 

development and influenced the types of education the missions could 
provide. Due to the lack of enthusiasm Congolese parents had for educa- 
tion and to the extreme irregularity of the "free" pupils' attendance, 
early Catholic missionaries relied heavily on "redeLL" slave boys and 
girls as a more stable_source of pupils. If the slaves' purchase price 
was low, the cost of food, clothing, and shelter for those boys and

relatively high. Hence, each pupil had to contribute to the 
financial welfare of the missions by working in the mission fields and 

^ surprise that- F^licien Challaye considered that
the Catholic missions were less interested in training pupils for 
trade than in obtaining skilled manpower for the benefit of the 
missions«

a

tional education , _ _ voca-

disappointing for the missions, their pupils and the Colony reaped 
some benefits. ^
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French Educational Policy and Practice during
the Incubation Period: 1905-1937 - - -

Stagnation best describes this long period if one is interested in 
the quantitative development of Congolese education. However, the same 
aaencie ""Jh T statements issued by the three formal education
thrL::' cltLLTSs^lo^s™*^’ Evangeucal Mission. and

One of the best proofs of the French Government's lack of interest 
Church is perhaps the fact that the Catholic

Cnn! companies' scandals attracted French public attention to the
Snue’t . expected that the French Government could not con-

educational responsibilities in the Congo. Indeed, 
Jlr cffJ ? statements were issued at that time, one by Inspec
tor General Foncin, and the other by the Minister for Colonies. 
Clementel. Although these statements applied to the whole French 
Empire, they contained references to the Congo.

Foncin, in pressing the French Government to 
orimarll'' J i ? c°l°nial education, may have been motivated

provide the children of French colonists 
law free public education to which they were entitled by

1 J preoccupation undoubtedly played an important role in eduL- 
tional development in the French colonies: it prompted the establish- 
nonul^M ® Colonies of metropole-type schools from which indigenous
Drin^loler ^^^w of France's non-discriminatory
noi ? ??’ because of its small French population, did
not benefit from this situation until the later 1940's 
Foncin devoted a substantial part of his 
native education.

In any event, 
report to the problems of

, , Graphically, the school system he recommended would
have produced a rather low pyramid with a very narrow apex and wide 
ase. a very small elite trained in European-type schools for pre- 
detemined posts, a number of low level administrative, auxiliaries 
raftsmen, and, at the base, the masses, barely introduced 

language and civilization.
and

to the French

colonlf. regular school administration in the
colonies and called for metropolitan financial contributions to support 
it. Furthermore, the public school system should not replace the 
missions' school system, but serve as its model.
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thP opinion existed at that time in France and in
the colonies regarding policy toward missionaries. The extreme anti 
adoD^ef^ favored extending to the colonies the anti-Church laws being 
adopted in France. The moderates', however, were inclined to accent ^
co'^LTSr^r'' " Challaye.s-that Church action i^^L
colonies did not present the same "dangers'- as in France. In any
noH^’ discrimination
policies in the Conventional Basin of the Congo. Bishop Augouard,
noweii^ appeal above France to the fignatory

The best indication of the French Government's limited freedom of 
action with regard to mission operations in the Congo is the fjjf^hat

potential threat to France's cultural 
and political influence that the Swedish missionaries represented the
con?LsJonfthem land

rights

Minister elemental's instructions to colonial governors endorsed
Srsr CllmeUtlfl^r‘'H"'%’'T°^®^® important points.
First, Cl€mentel Introduced the concept of "association" as France's
new native policy, but he made it clear that this policy coJlTnTt yet
oarid 1° the Congolese were not yet culturally prL
pared to play the role of France's "associate." From official sources 
Cl^LnS?’ ®^®Ptatlon was clearly linked to inferior status. Second, ’ 
rivenu^a educational development entirely dependent on local
irirrfor m practically no f^^IdF
iLapd ®'>‘^‘=etional purposes with little prospect for improvement, 
source’orr^ concessionary companies, the local administration's chief 
ource of tax revenues, were in deep financial difficulties themselves

n 1911 the French Government came one step further into Congolese 
a formal decree, at last, created a public school system- 

The system incorporated most of the policy principles already 
"adan^ d,i transfer to Africa of the French school system in an
vo^M 1 T’ ® teaching of the French language, and "middle" and
M^c“^icLr"'J°” French-recognized needs of thf
Black Africans. However, the creation of a public school system in the
was®w^^hd indirect consequence: public financial support
was withdrawn from mission schools. At this point reappears a parallel
onmp%^ ff'T between French Government economic and educational devel- 
devo?^ the Congo. France had relinquished her econqmic

responsibilities to concessionary companies, but when the
tUlLTar the French Government ffhiled
to provide an adequate substitute for the companies' development

education:
on paper, 
reviewed:
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token financial support. When little more than
the mission schools, an adequate'public withdrawn from
» .lt.„«lve, but th. Fttuih Gove™e„t £taK"w*pJ:;i"rtSf

means to operate.

The victorious end of the'First Worl rf Wav .-u 
League of Nations brought to France a creation of thehut ".isslon clvlUs.tflct“ rs ue-Uttud Lr, “‘“S "
Congolese education was concatned, this new detaSlnlho 
duce drastic chanees HnTTtf.tto.- ..i! determination, did not pro-subsidies to SssL'scSswIs^' Withdrawal of govemmLt

=trtioT£T~
non.tallgl.us Insttuctlo^! XerS^t^ a„°f
denied financial assistance ® i Protestant missions, if
£ot.al education ag.‘:i'“!'’pr«ri“ s^l" 
to ensure conformance with regulations.

organization with'the financial

as

French

as
was organized

duced until 1937!^^Even^Mlnister*^Lr°Col'^°!^ intro-

o:ir^pi-I
and re-emphasizing that,". . . effort shoild L educational policy
above all a full develooment of ? directed toward ensuring
education. "2 '‘®'^®l0P'“cnt of primary, technical and vocational

tcJoor^LiJLa^in” f^X“o:;:;L'd"nt';t
PubUc ifstJtutJons^LSr^jus? J^owM^^Fie
State must first establish theiJ ffori f f territory; the
^ not create a public sch^o^! legal foundations. The 1911 decree
legally possible for a system to^L^cre^Sd^ ^Thl\^U 
to carry out stated policy were still to ho’f
to materialize it is because the win I’® found. If the means failed 
seriously lacking Th! ! . “ fl"^l analysis,
before the First World War^is"a^s ° territory to Germany
ment.s lack of positive interest Jftb r'
.ls=o„bl„u.cloo^o£ govoiil'r“pptfo%‘=;Soo'scL"L““d Suuie

and

means

2. Quoted by George H. Kimble 
Century Fund, I960), Volume In Tropical Africa (New York- 

II, p. 110.
Twentieth
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WlO-1520 <l.„de Congo odocotlon 's

rh. f during the period 1920-1937 were hardly greater
than during the preceding decade. The phrase "la mise en !
l..ndoig„„.„to „.o fdost appllod to thot portoj? Iri^pl^nJat edo-

to ref The Government made unmistakable its intention

in directions favorable to French Interests. But how well were the
ptt oTs-5oTlof«‘-t%"o“

poou ‘:d^p|ir.“oLir! £o?“.io.
tion improved markedly from that date until 1936 Tn fai-r ^
coottol of ptl„.to od„o.tion „os t»
establishment and staffing of mission schools and sanction of certifi 
cates awarded to the mission schools' products. Government officLls 
could not be certain of what happened in between to mi^iff schools’ 
p pils, particularly to those (the vast majority) who failed to reach 
the primary school certificate level. Nevertheless, private education 
for affected by government regulations. Protestant schools
mfLf develop in accordance with the French ^ ’

as ti whiiT Catholic schools. One can only speculate
"deJy d^f^rre^nt SSs “ Protestant schools had developed along

was

In summary, public school practice in the 
1937 deserves M. Davesne's sharp criticisms: 
absence of teaching aids, 
school inspection, 
ment regulations.

Congo between 1905 and 
inadequate buildings,

uneducated and untrained teachers, ineffective 
and lack of specific curriculum and school manage- 

nuDils r^.ro^,H P The quantitative results were a maximum of 4,000 
(1937) frbItwLfT French Equatorial Africa
nor; single H school-age population;

African doctor, veterinarian, midwife, agricultural 
officer, nor qualified craftsman was produced. Before World War II 
formal education in the Congo was incapable of filing Se veS limited

' 5" French policy of limiting educatlonol facilities to
probable employment opportunities is a failure. For other reasons
hfvr limited than this policy would
eduLr ’ although the policy may have offered handy 
education was being neglected. ^ excuses while
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The Catholic missions pursued a 
organization, structure, and 
this period.

policy regarding educational aims, 
Programs that remained unchanged during

though, forcing Su'c mfss'^S'jrsL'trtJSir'^ritLrirr^la- 
tion to public schools and to Protestant mission schools.

ron^ I \ ? Catholic Church, being represented in the
Congo by French missionaries, had every desire to cooperate to the full
est possible extent with the French Government 
the Congo's social and cultural problems.

and

in a concerted attack on
concrete proposals submitted by Father Rimy^^esLblerirclLeirthoL

which Father Rimy called "civilization centers"--if pursued by the
trItJoi" the moral and financial support of the Adminis
tration, would have virtually guaranteed to the Catholic missions a 
dominant position in the field of education.. The missions, because

operation and because of the mission- 
aries willingness to work in extremely difficult "bush" conditions

throughout the Congo ’
sinnrrr’f /T technical and vocational education, GoJemment
ecoSomir f "Missions' action would have offered the quickest and most 
economical way to solve the problems of skilled manpower needs. For
beL“doJiran have meant being paid to do only what they had
been doing all along in a haphazard and Incidental manner.

fK appears that if the French Government had had the
the Congolese population uppermost in mind, it would have taken full 
advantage of the Catholic missions' willingness to cooperate.
the of "the interests of
the Congolese population." The French Government believed that Catholic 
education was "miseducation." '-dcnoLic

interests of

But, in

the r counteracting the influence of Protestant missions,
the French Government and the Catholic missions found further grounds
rel.r^rrf • oPPOSltion to Protestant missions was no^
related to Protestantism itself, but to the fact that Protestantism
SfoJt, wef ’represented by non-French missionaries, and feeble 

! r u I’’ feet, no strong
ProteLInr Government either to prevent the Swedish
?wfofficLr latter's activities.

attitude can.no doubt be explained by the Protestant
a smairn/r"f -iecision to use missionaries originating from
of f country and by those missionaries' careful avoidance
rfoeaiiStr f^e Congo. The Catholic missionaries

f ^ the Swedish
Evangelical Mission and German Lutheranism. These efforts having
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generally failed, the Catholic missions chose another alternative- 
to^spread their action horizontally and to gain footholds- over the 
widest possible territory before the task was made more difficult by 
the presence of Protestant missionaries. This policy only re-emphaLzed 
the previously established priority attributed by the Catholic missions 
to the more purely religious aspects of their work at the expense of 
Dlnrof H education. The colonial admlnlstratlL's drop-
sihLL IddZ it was, of the Catholic mission
schools added one more reason for keeping formal education's 
to a minimum* costs down

Catholic, mission educational policies after World War I were 
closely similar to those actually adopted by the French Government,
SsLr exception: o-fficial regulations and inspection of
mission schools in return for government subsidies. The cLrch natu- 
rally preferred subsidies without controls but could not realistically 
harrell^pf’" satisfaction on this point. Official school inspection 

r ! "®c®sssry condition and a source of friction between 
the Church and the French authorities. As a matter of principle, the 

hardly be challenged by the Church, but the Catholic 
missionaries had good reasons to be suspicious of the true motives of
LvoSL inspection. Since tL F^nfh
Evolution, the French civil service as a whole had not been particu-
wars Church. During the period between the^^world
wafcar^r irregular Inspection of mission schools
as carried out mostly by non-educators, who seemed more prone than

coloJ tJeif political or personal convictions
tor^dS schools. What professional educa-

K inspection were products of the French
No^l Schools, many of which were well-known centers of anti-clerlcal-
tlnl dJ" official inspection of mission schools remained
sporadic and perfunctory until 1937,

durlno^Jj^^Jonfeducational policy, then, remained unchanged

srliir
Between 1905 and 1920 and then regained some vitality. But the phrase
almost^” sommeil de 1'enselgnement" can apply to the Catholic mlLions 
almost as well as to the colonial administration.

Converting the Congolese

tional and direct than for the Catholic missions: an llliter^r 
Protestant is considered by Profestant leaders to be a contradiction

iJ”r is important Protestant principle.
However, it does not matter what language a Protestant individual cL

was,
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£§:?,S=£==HiKL.
to learr. a European language. Since the early Protestant 
established on the left bank of the Congo RivL (or^^^gLr ^rito": 
had already translated the Bible into Ki-Kongo, this language als^^ 
spoken by some Kongo tribes on the French side of the Congo\iver 
was used almost exclusively by the Swedish missionaries as long as the 
French authorities allowed them to do so, that is, until 1921.

more

From 1909 until 1921, the formal education offered by the Protes
o^Catholi°"^'^''•‘'^^ something different from either public
absSt ?rim rB education. The French language and culture wLe
absent from the curriculum; deliberate or incidental training of the

colonial administration and SdJng was 
Sc! Z action was at first limited to those Congo
lese tribes who spoke Ki-Kongo or some closely related dialect The
..rly Prot.«.„t school., che„, developed l«o . closed sjst™ deSLced 
to the literacy needs of the Protestant converts and to the missionary 
manpower needs of the Protestant missions themselves: catechists ^ 
ZSS: teachers, carpenters, and masons. Of the Protestant mission 
schools products, only the craftsmen could find a place outside the 
missions. This situation undoubtedly discouraged mLy young Congolese 
from seeking education and training in Protestant institutions Jh! 
experience of the Catholic missions which painstakingly trained many 
Congolese only to see them leave the missions for moOe^ucOaOive Zloy- 
ment was not repeated to the same degree in the case of the ProtestLt^ 
miss ons. Combined with the Protestant missionaries- insistZO On "
?iOi OhlZZ!® 1° ® Catholic missionaries- insistence on quan-

relative absence of non-religious motives for becoming Protes-
of ths*c“8ou'ss “eb «llelo„s stshdsvds

The Swedish Evangelical Mission-s sincerity of purpose in formal 
education was put to a most severe test by the 1920 decLe regulating
Suild Zi! h Protestant missionaries Ld to
rebuild their school system from its foundations, to learn the French
nZtS language to their native -monit4urs," to adopt

n! choice in the matter: their continued operation
tolLIZZ could not have bLn long

the French authorities. Already in 1917, a decree stipu?
"moniteurs- had to be French subjects, an obvious^ 

tS! r! between the Kongo tribes on both sides of
bSlS!fof!!^\^ missionary action among these tribes,

! existing close ethnic relationships and disregarding polit
ical boundaries, was encouraging the development of a politically*^ 
dangerous group of tribes using the same native language (being put 
into written form) and holding the same set of Christian beliefs! 
this was not an intended result of Protestant missionary But

action since
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the Swedish missionaries readily accepted the necessity for cooperating 
with-.the French authorities toward the goal of progressive assimilation 
of the Congolese through the transmission of the French language and 
culture. By 1926, the Protestant missions were ready to resume their 
formal educative action, this time in conformance with the 
emment's policies. French Gov-

French Policy and Practice in Congolese
Education from 1937 to 1940

This period marks the beginning of the French Government 
tive and direct involvement in Congolese formal education. Before 1937 
in spite of brave policy statements and detailed educational schemes. ’ 
the French Government chiefly relied on time, and on the missions- 
assistance, to perform the educative task in the Congo. But from 1937 
on, two developments appear as unmistakable signs that the French 
authorities were at last ready to assume their responsibilities. These 
signs were: the "professionalization" of the Congolese public school 
system and Increased budgetary allocations necessary to carry out the 
new plans.

's effec-

burden which construction of the Congo-Ocean 
Railroad had put on his recent predecessors. Governor General Reste 
could turn to education as one of his major tasks. Reste was in basic 
agreement with the general aims of education formulated during the past 
quarter of a century, but realized if these aims were to be pursued 
effectively, an adequate organization supplied with the necessary funds
of EdL^Lr" therefore to create a Department
of Education, staffed with competent professional educators given the 
task of reorganizing education in French Equatorial Africa.

It was to be expected that this "professionalization" of the school 
system would bring about an intensification of the institutional trans
fer process from France to Equatorial Africa. Indeed the educational

actually transferred to Equatorial Africa, 
he widely held view that formal education in French-speaking African 

territories was and is a "carbon copy" of the French school fystem is 
strongly supported oy superficial observation of educational structures. 
In reality, it can be demonstrated that the 1937 reorganization of edu-

constitutes the French Government's most 
^ French education to African conditions. To

assertion, one must look beyond structures to the 
iHnctions the structures were expected to perform.

The 1937 decree created in Brazzaville 
school" which an "academic secondary 

was an exact replica of the metropolitan "lycees." In
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France, tSe function of this type of school was to lead the eUte of 
French youth to higher education and to positions of leadership in French 
life. Now French colonial policy in Africa before World War II did not 
foresee the possibility of admitting Black Africans to high positions 
of leadership before many years, even generations, to come. What func-

supposed to perform in Brazzaville 
then. Simply, to fill the secondary school needs of the children of the 

and civil .servants whose numbef was expected to increase 
rapidly following the improvement of communications 
Africa. ni., 1 »c . , , , French Equatorial

Black Africans, although not barred from admission to this 
school, were not expected to enroll. Strictly speaking, this 
"adaptation to local conditions." It should be noted that, as before 
adaptation" is closely associated with "Inferior status." ’

was an

The 1937 decree set up a Higher Primary Education structure- 
"Enselgnement Primaire Sup^rieur." In France, for over one hundred 
years, this type of school could be found in small provincial towns.
Its function was to provide further education to capable elementary
dJd°lt®r 8®°g^aphic, sociological, or economic reasons,
did not have the desire or the opportunity to pursue their studies at 
the university level. This type of school practically closed the'door 
to higher education, but otherwise constituted the most flexible post- 
elementary school structure in France. As it developed up to 1937, it 
perfomed the function of adding a complement of general education, 
providing vocational training for subordinate posts in the "tertiary" 
sector of the economy (that is, administration, commerce, and IndusLy), 

candidates for primary teacher-training schools. In June, 
1937, this type of school was integrated in the French secondary school 
system. It later gave birth to the present "Collgges Modemes." It 
appears, then, that the Higher Primary School established in Brazzaville, 
and later in each of the territorial capitals of French Equatorial 
Africa, was functionally adapted to local needs as perceived by the 
French colonial authorities. ^

"Technical" education was also organized after the French model. 
Two levels with different structures and functions were clearly dis-

other public and private agencies would make 
in this area.

It was expected that 
important contributions

Likewise, agricultural education--at a specialized level-- 
the responsibility of the Department of Agriculture in accordance 

with French metropolitan practice. But a departure from the French 
model, at least in emphasis, was revealed in the particular care with 
which manual work and general agricultural education was made an inte
gral part of Congolese education at all levels. As a part of the school 
curriculum, manual and agricultural education was supposed to benefit 
all students, no matter what their particular calling might be. In 
addition, it-was expected to Identify pupils with special aptitudes 

agriculture. The latter was given special emphasis 
through the institution of "Agricultural School Days." Finally,

was
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African Handicraft Sections, 
handicraft techniques, set up to improve and preserve native 

represented a direct adaptive measure.

The 1937 professionalization of Equatorial African education was 
a result of che French Government-s renewed commitment to supply ade
quate formal education. It was also an expression of confidence Jn ^he 
Government s ability to perform the task. As in 1911, this confidence 
induced the French Government and-the French colonial administrators 
for^ f ® marginal position in the field of
fxi?tLcf^^r?q^ft I mentioned private education's
existence. A 1938 decree stated the Government's position with regard 
to missions They were to be treated in strict conformLL wJth S

^ ^ organizations expected to concen
trate on their evangelizing task. In other words, the 1938 decreeasse'rLrL su
tSr(LeLb?% privileged treatment to
he (French) Catholic missions in the Congo. Obviously, the profes

sional educators, in the best tradition of French public eduction 
IL"e education""'" P-o-inent role the missions had assumed in Congo-

hnH increased budgetary allocations (the education
budget almost doubled in three years), tangible results were still 
meager on the eve of World War II. 
barely had time to take 
situation.

Of course, the new structures had 
root before World War II upheavals altered the 

It would not be fair to evaluate the effects of the 1937

the Congo in 1937 have remained basically unchanged up to this date.

The Catholic missionsj opposed in principle to the struc-
Congolese education during the period 

Wdlately preceding the Second World War. The functions assigned to 
these structures also met with the Catholic missions' approval, although 
OffiLir® them to adopt a frankly skeptical attltud!.
ffoniLt?oi of rh P’^^'^tice toward the missions, however, represented 
sion^w ? f missions which the Catholic mls-
a^F^eichmo they still saw themselves
as Frenchmen dedicated to the service of God ar^ Fatherland. On patri
otic grounds, they believed that they were entitled to preferential 
treatment in a French-administered African territoryj on religious 
grounds, after over fifty years of missionary action in the cLgo, they
the Catho^^^°^^^^ ‘Claims on the argument traditionally used by

e Catholic in France: the Catholic parents' right to have their chil 
dfe„ attend C.fhollc schools. Ihos, the p.trlotl? s„d trroUgLs
tifvinrr^ r® Catholic missionaries in jus-
ii all-out opposition to the French Government's new position
in thefvi5ongo. One can only speculate as to what the probable course of 
events would have been if the War had not brought a cL^lete change in 
official policy regarding the role of the missions in Congolese eLcation.
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According to the Catholic'missionaries it would seem that the 
off^c al attitude in favor of the Protestant missions Z TaTptlT 
chiefly as a means of annoying the CathoFic missions. In fac? the 
new professional educators were genuinely li^pressed by the standards 
theT^ Protestant missions had managed to maintain. At
to ti. s'ijf Pttnrt tol„„i.i p„uoy, th. recognitfon .t last g««of 
to tne Swedish missionaries was a testimony to their strict adheren,... 
to the rules of political neutrality and to the success of their efforts
Tf thfpr^nc'h teaching

new

French Policy and Practice in Congolese
Education since World War II

»sta ?o“i“::^/:“s.:!irp*";:tr:a” tSf
ui?n SSrwere®'^ir‘'^°”^^ developments in the Congo from World 5ar II'

j tfLp-r-jLLV”:
o.» poutS s““Msta:;: ?s^?t:ftit:‘r?:Lf”Sp”,'Kt;^:i
social, and economic life of the Congo would be creatL in Inc^easine ’

Congolese themselves would have access to many^of 
obvlo Congolese school system in operation in 1940 Ls
nerpoUcy” Th^fou'^'^^ Performance of functions demanded by the 

r . f°llowing sections will review briefly how eduLtion 
used instrumentally in pursuit of new native policy goals.was

French official policy, as formulated by Felix Eboue and his
RenubJJr'dfd in the Constitution of the Fourth French
Republic, d^ ^ aim at preparing the Africans for self-government
folloi^r sovereignty. On the other hand, the policy
followed until 1940 was considered outdated and even contrary to the 
best interests of both the Metropole and the colonial populatioL A 
solution was sought which would allow the Africans to retain i

dLree <^0 accept a
gree of acculturation which would enable them to play a positive role

version of the French Empire. If these two aiL werl t^L 
oretically compatible, the adopted solutions 
In order to give back to the non-acculturated Congolese 
for their own culture, a form of indirect rule 
chiefs were to be Identified and ^ 
to exercise these powers under the 
administrators.

some pride

were not very successful.
a sense of pride 

was devised. Traditional 
given administrative powers. They were

supervision and guidance of French
of j ® misunderstanding of the role

in traditional Congolese society. Their two main func- 
tions, judge and teacher, had already been assumed by Frenchmen and
thrih^f ? ^°''80l®se. The new functions the Administration 
the chiefs to perform were essentially modem ones, 
gradual evolution of the Congolese society

wanted
connected with the 

toward European patterns.
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It was -assumed that the traditional chiefs would retain their authority
Sa^^on^LS - T ^ performed. In fact, the more the AdminiL
tration tried i.o increase the chiefs' prestige and powers', the less
effective authority they had ovet; their people. Indeed, for those func
tions which the -Administration wanted performed French col<,nial servants 

Congolese were better suited. , The latter type of Congo- 
Dlafn attention, after the War. The Administration made it
plain that these were the models to be,imitated by granting them the 
status of "notables revolu^s." They were those who Ld "e^^lJed f^om a 
primitive state" and had adopted, 
of living of the Europeans.

The school system was frankly aimed at producing "^volu4," Black 
Africans who could assist the Europeans in tL task of "civnizing"

countrymen. But sharp limits were set to-the level at which the 
evolues were to play their role: important decision-making positions 

were still to be held by Frenchmen. Therefore, during the firL ten 
years following the end of the Second World War,, the Congolese skilled 
manpower requirements-as set by the French Govemment-dld not differ 
in nature, but only in quantity, from those of the pre-war period. 
Consequently, the pre-war educational structures and functions-were 
retained after the War. This explains why Governor General Ebou^ and 
his successors only continued and intensified the educative effort set
differir/^"^ 1930's. However, post-war educational policy
differed in one important respect: the cooperation of the missions 
actively sought, welcomed, and supported by the local 
Even the Protestant missions began 
1943.

to various degrees, the values and ways

was
administration, 

to receive government subsidies in

system, 
effect.

to expand the school 
post-war period had the same 
^ were about to suffer the' 

to be followed by more statements and few

relatively massive investment funds became 
countries social and economic transformation of dependent

The uncertainties'of the immediate 
Once more, fine statements of intent 

same fate as previous 
practical results.

ones:

spiralling movements, the economic and social infrastructures had to 
be created with the help of outside funds. In the late 1940's, the

receiving such funds through the "Fonds d' Investissement 
pour le Developpement Economique et Social" (FIDES), and the rapid 
growth of the Congolese school system was the result.
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education, FIDES-financed plans aimed at universal

the rest as well as for the operating costs of completed projects.
Local revenues were not large enough to match FIDES funds in attemptine 
o insure equal access for children and adults to instruction,

vocational training and. culture," Furth-ermdre, since more than three- 
fifths of FIDES funds were to be allocated to the country's economic 
Infrastructure, i.e., not likely to contribute directly and early to 
increasing public revenues, and almost one-fourth was going to public 
health and education which .resulted in increasing the public financial 
burden, FIDES ' educational targets were totally unrealistic. But this 
scheme should be judged by its accomplishments, not only by its optimis
tic objectives. In this respect, FIDES direct and indirect effects on 
school expenditure and expansion are primarily responsible for the rapid

Congolese school system. More important, per
haps, FIDES funds were the tangible proof that the French Government 

, at last, determined to take the practical 
the long period of educational

The French Government

Like

was
steps required to end

stagnation.

svstem A . . I efforts to "normalize" the Congolese school
system (1955) did not stem from a desire to change policy, but rather 
from the realization that the educational structures which had devel- 
oped--for lack of adequate control--were not performing the functions 
policy had assigned to them. It was believed that the bulk of the 
primary school population had a school career too short to enable edu
cation to reach its two main assigned purposes: to have lasting accul- 
turative effects and to supply candidates for further studies in suffi
cient numbers. In other words, the actual school structures were found 
non-functional. The adequacy of the planned structures was not ques- 
tioned in the least; it was assumed that a "normal" (that is, European- 
like) grade distribution and more effective teaching would ensure proper 
transmission and reception of the educative message. The results, even 
at the structural level at which the reforms were applied, were not too 
encouraging. Arresting expansion at the bottom of the school 
during an eight-year period pyramid

, , ^ contrary to the French-stated aim of
universal education and contrary to the expectations of the Congolese 
people and their emerging leaders. The attempt also ignored the fierce 
competit on which had developed between the three main groups providing 
omal education in the Congo: the public school authorities and the 

Catholic and the Protestant missions. Nevertheless, the reforms man
aged to attain some degree of "normalization." Four or five years

effect, the percentage of Equatorial African 
pupils enrolled in the two top primary grades had gone from eight up 
to eleven per cent of the total primary school enrollment. If, as a 
result of the Administration's drive to "normalize" grade distribution 
ewer pupils dropped out of school voluntarily, thousands of others 

were forced out of school ("descolaris^s") before 
cycles of studies.

was

completing the primary
The problems created by these pupils sent out
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a certificate IS, to a certain,degree, alienated from the socio-cultural 
group in which he was bom, but given only a marginal position (at best) 
in the modern group into which he. thought he was being invited. ^

evaluation of Congolese formal education 
marginal products for the sake of the few

served

No
can ignore the fate of these 
"successful" ones.

The French Government 's previous efforts to adapt Congolese school 
programs to local conditions had led to the creation of local examina
tions and certificates, the so-called ^native certificates."
Congolese school — Although

schools following metropolitan programs in the main urban centers, that 
is, where French children were concentrated. At the secondary level,

Congolese secohdary schools followed
orFrenJh majority of their enrollment made up
of French children. The existence of a double school system in the ^

othf° that one system was inferior to the
other, but the Congolese, especially the educated

"native" system was definitely inferior. The metropolitan 
secondary, to higher education in France, and to

fJd nmnamd "native" system had a terminal character
and prepared subordinate cadres. In spite of the French officials- 
insistence that both systems were of equal quality, "native certifi- 

^ not accepted by metropolitan institutions of higher leam-
^^e^'Sing Congolese leaders needed no stronger evidence that 

no??tlJ r inferiority. As these leaders gained increasing
political powers during the last years of the colonial regime, it is 
not surprising that they pressed harder than ever for a so-called "har 
monization" of Congolese and metropolitan school

ones, were bound to

programs.

French officials realize that many Congolese would 
soon be making decisions at a higher level than before, even if the 
possibility that the Congo would soon gain international sovereignty 
still seemed remote. These new conditions imposed new functions on

functions which required a school system 
^ education opportunities. Since France was the logical 

place for such opportunities, only two alternatives were open to
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ardently desired by Congolese leaders and

system

system
one, and it was

students.

However, the French Government 
local conditions 
Brazzaville a

_ 's persistent desire to adapt to 
,,r> -finally manifested by-the-decision to create in

unlv<.r.^^• Studies,” which, unlike metropolitan
universities, could be designed to perform locally required fuLtions 
This was done with a large measure of success by setting up a new type
a -ioMtraditional French higher education and 
a social promotion” section which provided higher education 
nities to "native certificate” holders.

was

opportu-

The post-war period saw no drastic change in the educational 
comif rh missions established in the Congo. The missions wel-
comed the French Government's decision to speed up its educational 

H recognize and encourage the missions' contributions to
ouLk r. r Protestant missions
quick to take full advantage of the
by significant, if small, 
cation

were
new official attitude demonstrated

. For the Swedish Evang^Tcal Sss?on!\hJJ'’was f dep^rtuLlrom 

a previous attitude of careful avoidance of official entanglements.
^ education was the primary

tharmiH^ authorities realLed
at militant French public educators dedicated to the idea of "neutral” 

education and equally militant Catholic priests pursuing an anti- 
Protestant policy would soon make strictly private Protestant efforts
Thrsiedi^h J abundant funds were becoming available.
shLe of ^ Mission therefore claimed and obtain^ its fair
share of school support funds.. But if an intensified educational effort 
automatically resulted in somewhat reduced standards of quality, such 
standards remained one of the primary preoccupations of the P^otes^ant

d^ive to So™ U mission at the time of the Administration's
Shooic education in the Congo. Perhaps the Protestant
sewS consideired as a
serious threat to public education by the official
even if this was the 
tion mission was

inspectors. But
case their being officially ignored by the inspec-

onpr.^,•o» ^ to the Swedish Evangelists who
operating in a delicate situation, that is, 
and French-ruled territory.

were
in a predominantly Catholic

It is very difficult to evaluate the role 
in the post-war expansion of education 
that much larger

of the Catholic missions 
It can ie assertedin the Congo.

of education. In terms
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ipiiiliiii
More immediately important, thousands of mission-educated Congolese were 
able to play a direct intermediary role in the rapid modernization of 
the Congo. Thus it can be asserted fhat,Catholi-c missionary and edu- 
cative action in the Congo constitutes a major link in the cumulative 
chain of factors which have caused this poorest of the four French 
quatorial territories to seize and retain a leading position in the 

socio-cultural evolution of middle Africa. Particularly, the Church 
played a vital role in providing academic training, through seminaries 
Sd f? ^ Congo's political leaders at a time when public schools
id not offer such training to Congolese students. From the Catholic 

missions standpoint, the political orientation of mission-educated 
Clerics and seminarians was perhaps an unexpected and probably an
nollL-r? missionary-action. Nevertheless, it served the
political aspirations of the emerging Congolese nation.

In general, it can be stated that the Catholic missions, 
as the Protestant missions, have been 
changes in the political.
The missions

as well
responsive to the rapid post-war 

social, and economic situation of the Congo, 
were quick to take full advantage of increased government 

Jhe?r private education, and in order to qualify for such support 
their educational policy was made to coincide in a large measure with 
the policy adopted by the Government. To be sure, the mission schools 
operation up to 1953 was often at variance with the official regula
tions. For this situation, the Administration's neglect of its super- 
visory role is very much to blame. Left largely to their own deviLs, 
the missions took advantage of their relative freedom to adapt often 
outdated official regulations to the requirements of the task at hand.
articularly as far as the Catholic missions were concerned, such 
adaptations-or breaches of the official regulations-were perhaps 
unavoidable^consequences of their consistently followed policy of 
spreading their educative effort in order to reach the largest possible 
number of Congolese children. Thus government subsidies helped launch 
the spectacular horizontal expansion of the Catholic school system, 
albeit perhaps indirectly, by enabling the Catholic missions to allocate 
a larger proportion of their private funds to the conversion of "cate- 
chlsm schools" into primary schools. Nonetheless this expansion dis-

the evaluate the long-range consequences of
the Catholic authorities' choice of this expansionist option, 
choice is probably functional, if one remembers that the Church's 
primary objective was to convert the Congolese 
religion. Two or three

The

masses to the Catholic
o ecA 4 years of Intensive religious instruction

considered sufficient to turn Congolese children was
into full-fledged
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Catholic converts-, since continued. missionary action could keep
attendance^"^If^^f^ convictions through church instead of school

suggest that its educational value is still mLe doubtS^^^ThLret-^’'^^ 

ically, at least, it should be possible to communicate a given set 
of ideas and skills to young children in a specially designed two-

studies and-to accomplish this with a reasonable 
degree of understanding -and retention. But primary education in the 
Congo was not designed to accomplish such a task: the primary cycle 
was of six years' duration and although a very small minority of the 
pupils completed the cycle, all were taught as if they were going to
tuted^^h primary cycles of studies

ft r 7 basic information, skills, and attitudlnal changes" 
which the Congolese children required, it is obvious that the effLts 
of private primary education were very superficial and short-lasting. 
Actually, much depended on the environment which absorbed the children 
after their short school careers. As the French realized, these chil- 
dren were more likely to be re-assimilated by their social environment 
than to be capable of constituting progressive elements in their 
environment.

Catholic missions in the Congo, it must be 
recalled that the shortcoming of their schools also characterized 
Protestant and the public schools. Since the Church accomplished the

demands of the changing political, social, and economic realities of
'"7" attitude was partly prompted by the desire to 

retain the benefits of Government subsidies. It is the Church's privl- 
Rational interest through education, even when the 

national interest is defined in terms not perfectly agreeable to the
position Jn^t^ ®°"'^^bions allowed the Church to retain her influential 
position in the Congo both before and after independence.
Church.



DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT SCHOOL SYSTEM

Considering that French-is the of-ficlal language of the 
Republic of Congo,, and that an education of French character has ^ 
become the instrument of the cultural, political, economic, and 
social development of the Congolese people ...

Conscious of the special ties which unite the two nations 
[France and the Congo] in the Community and in the moral and 
spiritual family of the French-speaking peoples . . .1

.h / f Cultural Cooperation Agreement, signed o 
15 Congo won its independence from France (August 
15, 1960), is mot mere official rhetoric. Rather it is the expression

three-quarters of a century of a colLial 
relationship which ended in^ ^ , , peace, harmony, and cooperation. One might
say that such close cooperation was made absolutely necessary by the 
failure of the colonial regime to bring the Congo up to 
development at which it could enjoy more self-sufficiency, 
the Congo had a real choice of alternatives 
de Gaulle's September, 1958, 
of Guinea has demonstrated, 
through their elected

a stage of 
In fact,

at the time of General 
referendum as the decision of the Republic 
If the Congolese people, directly and 

- ^ representatives, chose to remain in the French
amlly of nations, it is because they saw in continued cooperation

IlrLd^r?!^ development in general directions
already followed since the end of World War II.

tance. A few family quarrels erupted during the two years which 
separated autonomy and Independence, but the Congo's relations with 
France and the rest of the world were not affected by these events, 
there was a large degree of agreement among Congolese leaders regarding 
the roads the new nation should travel during the years ahead; tL dis

putes centered around the man or group of men who were to guide the nation.

de la Republique Franqalse, "Communaute-Accord 
de Cooperation Culturelle," Special issue No. 60-277S (November, 
lyoo;, p. 50. ^
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Continuity in Educational Aims and Policy

The emerging Congolese leaders did 
aims of education in the Congo, 
herited institutions.

not feel the need to change the 
Education was itself one of the in- 

1*^3 adoption was a natural consequence of the
Us^furth^^ J f economic, social, and political institutions;
Its further development along previously established 
also considered principles was
, ^ as-a necessary condition'for-the nation's

within the framework of these same institutions, 
regarding educational problems 
educational facilities to

progress
A sense of urgency

was felt only in the need to provide 
,,, people, at all levels. This was an

intensification, not a redirection, of educative action.

since then modified in details, continued to form the legal foundation
stri^tures°°c existing instrument with its

J functions was borrowed virtually intact and 
assigned a double mission: gradual provision of formal education to 
the whole school-age population of the Congo and the training of admin
istrative and technical cadres in sufficient 
of the country. number to fill the needs

Particular objectives were assigned to each level and type of 
hr. fU r These were stated by the education authorities in a report 
to the Congolese Planning Commission at the beginning of 1960.2
education.

EjOiension of primary education to the whole school 
was .to be accomplished within two or three decades, 
of primary education 
remaining unquestioned.

-age population 
The general aims

were not restated, the previously accepted ones

Secondary educationand hiphai- ir. T- - - - -  assigned the task of preparing the middle
and higher level manpower needed to Africanize the country's cadres,
that is, to replace expatriates, to take care of attrition lir the ranks

holders) and 300 to 350 "brevet^s" ("brevet elementaire" or "brevet 
d etudes du premier cycle" holders) would be needed each year for the 
next few years. It must be noted, however, that secondary education 

not expected to provide specialized training/but only to 
lay the foundations for middle or higher level administrative and^ 
technical careers.

Archives of the Ministry ot National Education, Brazzaville. i^j-uj-scry
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Technical- education ("enseignement _
admitting students after primary education 
a secondary course of studies

UD cadres in technical "colleges,"
up to the technical baccalaureate level; ®

(^’ouvriers-quaiifils) in vocational 
sections, usually attached to other types of schools;

in home economics

technique"), in general 
or after parts.or all of 

, was expected to train directly:

3) Family aids and housewives
centers.

tion of a type of basic vocational educa
tion imediately following primary education was to be encouraged in
o^to Snv'orth f primary school leavers who did Lt go

post-primary institutions. This train- 
ing was to concentrate on trades, woodworking, masonry, etc 
and in large village centers and 
rural areas.

in urban
on modern agricultural techniques in

• 9

educate, planned during the last months of the
ber 3 1955? of’tr% creation (Decem-
TeLL’r!? / Brazzaville Center of Higher Administrative and
s5pl?We!"? 5laler"’'5 Administratives et Techniques
minister th^r/J I the responsibility of a French cabinet

tSrbeneat oflirf ^ institution established in Brazzaville
Africa ^°nr republics of the ex-French Equatorial
Africa. Its aim was to provide a supplement of general education and

Africans who were about to
perfon^el waa by middle and higher level French
Jnstituti;ns o/highlrieLn^nV' ' n.etropolitan

n°ted in connection with this educational plan that the 
mulation of its aims, the determination of the required structures

r“ rsolT ? assistants former responsible officials turned advi-
5 with the approval'of the Congolese

tiL 5oinfis'T ? final decisf^i!
debatfiSLi fon fI National Assembly
G^ve™!^^ f a® ^nbmission by the executive branch of the
SpubUrof reorganizing education in the
Republic of Congo.J The full text of the law is translated below:^

3« Journal des Debats de 1'Assembles 
September za, 1961 Session.

~^neil des Lois, Session Extraordinaire, September 20-28, 1961. 
Mimeographed brochure issued by the National Assembly, Brazzaville.
PP• i-0# *

Nationals du Congo. Report of the 
Brazzaville: Impremerie Officielle.
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■ LAW 44/61

TITLE I

General Provisions

™u;.r L"L?rr;4L:r‘f rJ.‘u^e
^TICLE 2 Providing education is

must provide each child with
a duty of the Nation. This education

.. .ooiai
general level of culture. ®

ARTICLE 4 School attendance is

Exceptionally, education 
conditions which will be

ARTICI^ Education is free. During the period of compulsory school
ing, school supplies are also provided free of charge.

^TICLE 6 Formal school is complemented by 
activities.

compulsory between the ages of 6 and 16.

may be given in the family under 
stipulated by a decree.

extra and post-curricular

TITLE II

.Higher Council on Education and School Commissions

ARTICLE 7 In addition to the
Oa»ca oa SL'

/^members of the National Assembly,
/—representatives of the Ministry of National Education 
--representatives of Public Education,
--representatives of Private Education,
--representatives of parents' associations.

This Council is presided over by the Minister of Education 
or his deputy.

on Education must be consulted in matters 
of programs, time schedules, and regulation of school 
examinations.

ARTICLE 8 The Higher Council
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Within the limits of budgetary resources, it decides on: 
the opening of primary and complementary levels -(post- 
primary, secondary, first cycle) levels in 
recognized needs.

It is also consulted about the 
establishmeri'ts, 
schools.

In every "prefecture" is instituted a school Commission made 
up in the manner described in Article 7. This'Commission 
is presided over by the "Prefet."

Any proposal for the opening of a primary or a complementary 
school is submitted, first, to the decision of the Higher 
Council on Education, then, to the advice of the School 
Commission.

accordance with

opening of other school 
particularly secondary and technical

ARTICLE 9

TITLE III

Categories of Private Education Establishments

ARTICLE 10 There are three categories of private schools: assimilated 
establishments, subsidized establishments, free establish
ments.

Whenever it decides to i 
Council classifies it in

open a private school, the Higher 
- one of the above categories.

, , category are the private primary
and complementary education establishments 
at the date the present law is enacted.

ARTICLE 11 Classified in the first
in existence

The other types of private establishments existing at the 
date the present law is enacted shall be classified 
Higher Council within three months of

ARTICLE 12 The assimilated establishments are obligated to provide 
instruction in exact conformance with that of public 
llshments of the same nature, and according to identical 
schedules. They are to submit to the pedagogical, sanitary, 
financial, and administrative control and to the inspection 
of the Ministry of National Education under the same condi- 
tions as similar public establishments.
The teaching staff of the above-mentioned establishments 
Shall be made up exclusively of teachers having the 
of "functionnaires" or contractuels^ of the State

by the
its constitution.

estab-

status
These

5. A person under contract, that is.
a member of the civil service.not
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/■’

teachers are appointed following the proposal of the 
in charge of education in the person

AS .»ch .s POSS..U. s.,ss
InJtltutlm?'*''"’ PrsfAsslonal tt.lnlng i„ a p,fvate

Promotion and disciplinary rules concerning this staff 
subordinated to the same general conditions 
ceming staff of the

i*- are
as those con-

same nature in public education. 
However, they have an equalizing board, a promotion com
mission, and a disciplinary council of their own.

Similarly, the public education staff 
commission.

shall have its own

Assimilated establishments receive allowances 
to the cost of school supplies.

^TICLE 13 Private education establishments ' 
granted a contract assuring them of 
in return for adherence 
ified in the contract.

corresponding

of the second category 
an annual State Subsidy 

to study plans and programs spec-

are

ARTICLE 14 Establishments of the third, . , category may not receive any
subsidies from the State, from local collectivities, or 
from public or semi-public bodies.

Theyare nevertheless subject to the control of the State. 
This control is concerned with the hygienic arrangement of 
premises and with the provision of education in accordance 
with morality, the law, and the constitution.

TITLE IV

Neutrality of Education

Instruction in public and private establishments 
first and second categories is respectful of all philosoph-of the

These establishments must accept all pupils. Irrespective 
of origin, race or belief.

In public or assimilated establishments, religious instruc
tion can only be given outside regular school hours.
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TITLE V

Miscellaneous Provisions

ARTICLE 16 Public education has, e , at its disposal an agency for informa
tion and for educational research; it also has 
health services. social and

Assimilated establishments can, at their request, avail 
themselves of these services free of charge.

ARTICLE 17 Decrees of the Council of Ministers 
details of application of the

Breaches of the provisions of the present law, and of the 
decrees issued in application of the law, may be sanctioned 
by lowering the status of establishments, the cancellation 
of the subsidy contract without 
down of the establishment.

shall determine the
present law.

compensation, or the closing

These sanctions are^ ^ applied by decree of the Council of 
Ministers, after consultation with the Higher Council on 
Education.

—i"to effect on October 1st, 
1961, shall be applied as a Law of the State.

Brazzaville, September 28th, 1961

The President of the Republic 
Head of the Government

(Signed) Abbe Fulbert Youlou

legislative proposal was being prepared, its provisions ' 
vllle"“^JeS teachers (public and private) in Brazza-

proposed that the compulsory school attendance 
period be set between the ages of 6 and 18 instead of 6 and 16 (Article 
4, first paragraph). The concern here stemmed from the fact that many

6. Journal des Debata. 0£. cJ^ p. 2.• »
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dH£ : :^tF; f— L'^c“:;rr

. • yield to 
_ _ 1 were

be u8ed"Jn^ir«^h«^^ concerned Article 12. Identical textbooks should 
dLldfd th ®°“® members thought. The Committee, again,
be Jree Jo finfshould

Finally, Article 15 originally stated that ". 
neutral." This was modified to read ". 
sophlcal and religious doctrines."

. . [instruction] is 
. . is respectful of all philo-

The Committee, therefore, changed very little of the original text
rise hi" unanimously, minus one absLnJioJ!

aonroved Then, the Secretary moved that the text of law be
SsJion Jh ^ without a vote on each Article. After some dis-
cussion, the move was also adopted, with only two abstentions.

interventions, in the Committee as well as in the
cJJsiderltrJr ^ mentioned in the text under
onsideratlon. An Assemblyman proposed that the secondary school
JStPd eliminated in order to allow pupils to be
jJlmJJ^^rh average obtained during the last
L “ ^ year.7 Some Assemblymen positively approved of the
e"are" 1^'::®“^ against -it. The Minister o? ESScation Jwif 

tiol u Hkr-In IT ® the^secondary school entrance examine-
warstiu irllnl i ffT®/ * hi® department

trying to find place for over 200 pupils who had paLed the
fJlt circumstances, the Government

facilities made
prom-

expanded secondary schoolas soon as 
a new procedure feasible.

£r”nuhH^^’ adopted a similar admission procedure

s-lfsIlMiiiilsi.
document found in the Archives of the Ministry of National EduL- 
Cion, Brazzaville.)
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One''last remark was made regarding private education's personnel 
An Assemblyman reported that in some private schools, teach

ers with the rank of "instituteurs" were sometimes, forced to work under 
simple "moniteurs n He also reported that some private school teacL^' 
promotions were affected by the frequency of their attendance to reli
gious ceremonies. These remarks were made for the record and did not 
give rise to any discussion. However, they reveal areas of serious 
friction between the mission authorities and their
staff: the missions' disciplinary control and its consequences on the 
appointment, promotion, and dismissal of Congolese teachers in their
noUtl^ indicate the strength of the private school teachers'
political influence and their success in making their voices heard in 
Government circles.

policies.

Congolese school

ance with salary scales applied to public school teachers. Having won 
this most important battle, private school teachers turned to their 
next objective, that is, to gain the largest possible measure of freedom 
from Church control. Now, Article 12, paragraphs 3 and 4, provided for 
separate private and public disciplinary councils. This became a con
troversial issue to be resolved a few months later by a decree of appli
cation of the Law—in close agreement with the teachers' point of vlL.8 
The relevant provisions of this decree are summarized below.

^ of the decree of application created a Commission to deal 
With the personnel problems of "assimilated" schools. It was to serve 
as a promotion commission and as a disciplinary council. It was made 
up of the Minister of National Education (chairman), five elected rep- 
tlvrorJr%?^<f^Q category under consideration, the representa-
thrchLf^ f Oi«=tor of Primary Education, ,
the Chief of the Personnel Department of the Ministry of Education, and
two representatives of private education (presumably one Catholic and 
one Protestant).

Article 6 stipulated that when the Commission acted 
nary council, It could only recommend sanctions 
the Head of Government who held the disciplinary

As of the end of June, 1962, this decree was one of only three 
Issued in application of the September 28, 1961, Law. When the Law 
was adopted by the National Assembly, it was highly praised by Congolese 
officials as representing the best compromise between a public takeover

as a dlscipli- 
to be decided upon by 
powers.

8. Decree No. 62-143 of May 16, 1962. (Mimeographed document available 
at the Ministry of National Education, Brazzaville.)
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and complete separation of the private and the

^th' Nation. As such, the solution was received
th^fu??^”^^^’ J by mission authorities. But
the full implications of the Law will clearly appear only as other
decrees of application'are Issued to define It in operational terms.
On such occasions, certain provisions may be reinforced, 
nullified, as in the case of Article 12. or practically

Further evidence that Congolese educational policy since Indenend 
.nee ,ho«, . high of contloolty „lth pro-iL.poL.“ p^UoTlf 
offered in a report by the Minister of Education:9

Of cou„L":: “[pfjj™:

on secondary and technical education. ^

- o\^fs^fPlop.
mentM^orthe^^r^’f/®"^’ emphasis on the "vertical develop-’

“f/be educational system, that is, expansion of secondary and 
higher education. The Immediate consequence of this policy was the 
Gover^ent.s decision to open at least one "Cours Comp^lmeLIire ^ 
or "GolUp d'Enselgnement General" (C.E.G.) m each sub-prefecture.
stud!!!t'^ October, 1959, by the opening of five "colleges" with 400 
students in eleven classes, this project was pursued vigorously and
enef® ?n\96r6ri5^^ ®‘*'^‘^^bional development since independ-
TftZT particular school s^ruct^L
lnrre!f« ®°^“blon to many pressing problems connected with the rapid 
tltlTi ^‘'bool graduates. Now that the initial steps Le
taken in the creation of these "colle'ges," the Government.s emphasis 
is expected to bear on the expansion of the "lyc^e-type" seconLry

the expansion of the two existing
centfra and b creation of four more, two in secortdary urbL
centers and two for girls only in Brazzaville and Pointe-Noire. In 
the near future, secondary schools should absorb "... about eight 

primary school population, which constitutes a normal

school.

9.
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In comparison, technical education was 
but expansion was foreseen, particularly in 
development projects in the Kouilou

developing very slowly, 
connection with.industrial

area.

Although higher education is still outside the competence of the 
f Education it preoccupies Congolese leaders and 

directly involves the Minister of Education. In 1961-62, 175 Congolese
P„„ch of . higher leirilhg Ih^

Congo s expanding secondary schools and the country's need fo5 profes- 
sional level cadres would soon raise this number cLsiderabfy! " 
other hand, the Congo, for years to come, cannot supply the students 
nor the fends to keep . full-fledged university In opeL“on 
French-proposed solution, i.e., higher education facilities 
all four equatorial African republics,
Congo, particularly since Brazzaville

On the

The
serving 

was readily accepted by the 
was their most logical location.

when were faced with the following problems
when the four equatorial republics were born:

Africanize a large number of professional level 
posts previously kept out of the African's reach;

2) The insufficient number of candidates academically prepared 
to receive high level training of the traditional type!

nn-a necessity to make optimal use of existing facilities in
order to obtain rapid results at a manageable cost.

Africf w^ ^ education and in
Telhnin,irc% I creation of the "Centre d-Etudes Administratives et 
Techniques Supgrieures" (C.E.A.T.S.) in Brazzaville. The Center re-

servants whose academic back-
Meher normally have denied them admission to
higher education institutions. Its program was aimed 
these students' academic background while 
competence.

in = located in Brazzaville for the same reasons that,
° Institutions were invariably located there-

iorr«Jt position, more abundant local supply of students
of FederarDhvsical^ffclHM^^°”°/°^ European personnel, availability

fhg 0.„80 .rtth ln.tit„Uo°„: 'bninl'ng'"'"'
rtal '■‘'I' contJlbLloJs

at strengthening 
improving their "technical"

if

rate,
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more advanced economic development,
than a half million--and eccentric geographic position), 
for the establishment of affiliated institutes 
republics.

etc., but small population--less
Plans called 

in each of the other

But by October, 1961, the Center, reorganized under the name of

ot almost a dozen professional schools and institutes, all located in 
Brazzaville, except one, the "Institut d'Etudes Agronomiques " at 
Wokambo Central Africa Republic. This was too much for the Gabonese 
who withdrew all their students from the Center. In no uncertain terms, 
the Gabonese Minister of Education served notice to his colleagues that 
unless Gabon received its share of higher education facilities it would 
withdraw from the scheme.10 As a result, the establishment of the 
Fondation de 1'Enseignement Sup^rieur d'Afrique" was decided. This 
"Fondation," administered by a board composed of the four Ministers of 
Education of the Equatorial Republics and of French^ representatives,
acts as a coordinating body for highly decentralized higher education 
structures. Each republic is to have in its territory some professional 
schools to which other republics will send their students, 
stood that full-fledged universities in each republic will 
these professional schools as soon as a sufficient number of students 
make it possible.

It is under
grow around

ce "Fondation," in its various Institutes and Schools,
offers higher education in four, areas: Law, Literature, Science, and 
Medicine, at three levels: 1) traditional higher education given in 
strict conformance with French standards; 2) special preparation for 
atoisslon to traditional higher education without the normally required 
baccalaurgat"; 3) education for "promotion soclale," that is, prepara

tion for careers at the subprofessional level, for B.E.P.C. holders.

The opening of higher education facilities in Brazzaville should 
have ended the practice of sending the graduates of Congolese secondary 
schools to France for further education. Since France was paying the 
costs of both the Brazzaville Center and the metropolitan scholarships, 
she could not be expected to support Congolese students in overcrowded 
French universities while offering some of the same programs to half- 
empty classes in the Congo. Yet, in October, 1961, some of the fresh 
Congolese "bachellers" succeeded in obtaining scholarships for studies 
in France. The situation was becoming Intolerable, and the Congolese 
Government decided to correct it. On June 27, 1962, decree No. 192 
announced the Government's decision to keep at home all the students

10. La Semaine Africaine, No. 499, 22-29 mars, 1962, "L'harmonisation 
de 1'Enseignement en Afrlque Equatoriale," statement of M. Ekoh, 
Minister of National Education of Gabon, March 14, 1962.
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who could "‘receive appropriate training in local lnstltutions.il The 
decree further provided for the setting up of a special committee 
responsible for estimating highly trained manpower requirements, and, 
through judicious scholarship award'decisions; orienting Congolese stu
dents in appropriate fields of study. The Committee, composed of key 
ministers, apparently holds the authority and competence needed to 
carry out such an important assignment. As of mid-1962, however it 
was still too early to make any prediction Tregdrding its effectiveness.

Finally, the Minister's statement mentioned4 - ..t. o points which
indicate the Congo's desire to improve its contacts with the world
outside France and the Community. English language instruction is to 
receive priority as a modern language in Congolese schools.12 Also 
half a dozen French-speaking Canadian teachers were expected to join 
the Congolese secondary school teaching staff in October, 1962, as 
part of Canadaforeign aid program.

School Administration

Formal organization of education in the Congo expectedly follows 
the French pattern. Of course, there are many differences. Higher 
education, for instance, is not yet organized on a strictly Congolese 
basis. Neither is scientific research. Besides, educational admlnls- 
tration has been so repeatedly reorganized in France recently that it 
is difficult to keep up with it. But its general pattern, being a part 
of France's civil administration, retains its typical character, easily 
recognizable in its transferred location in the Congo.

S

The Congolese school system readily appears to be governed by two 
superimposed bodies. One, which may be called "political," is the Min
ister's Cabinet; the other, administrative and technical, and subordi
nated to the first, is the "Inspection Acadlmlque."13 The first body

11. "Message from Minister Grandzion," Congo Information. Bulletin 
Quotidien d'Information (Brazzaville: Agence Congolaise d'Informa
tion, 4 julllet, 1962).

12. During the summer of 1962, Congolese trainees, some of them pro
spective English teachers, were preparing to leave for the United 
States under an A.I.D. program.

13. There is no adequate translation for "Inspection Acad^mique." 
"Inspection" means more than Inspection; in fact, it covers most 
atoinistrative functions. "Acadimique" refers to the i-c&lnistra- 
tive divisions of Napoleon's Imperial University. Thus, for 
administrative purposes, each one of the four A.E.F. territories 
was likened to an "academie" having at its head a school adminis
trator of the rank of "Inspecteur d'AcadSmie." (No "Recteur" was
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£i?1"Trv'v“Fthe National Assembly and of the Cabinet, is responsible to these two 
bodies, and to the people, for the whole operation of the school system. 
He advises the Government and the Assembly on matters of general policy 
prepares new legislation, submits.budgets. . He-has full power to Lforce 
the Government's decisions in educational matters. But his purely tech-

carried out through tL "iLpec- 
Director of Education, a career educLor 

holding the rank of "Inspecteur d'Acadeniie."

for the operation of the schools. He is the Minister's main source of 
professional advice regarding the organization of the schools, their 
staff, programs, methods, buildings, etc. As inspector, he must verify 
that schools are being operated in accordance with official regulation^ 
and must report on the performance of the teaching and administrative 
staff. He exercises his powers directly in the area of academic and 
technical secondary education, through directors in the case of primary 
complementary," and teacher-training schools, and through heads of 
departments ("chefs de services") dealing with 
supplies, examinations, etc.

.-u Director of Primary Education, a professional educator holding
the rank of "Inspecteur Primaire," is responsible for the operation of 
all primary schools in the country. He is assisted in his task by a 
number of primary school inspectors, one in each of the twelve Congolese 
prefectures and in some of the sub-prefectures. The prefectural inspec- 

^ administrators in their respective prefectures,
but they have no authority over post-primary institutions located within

"lycees" are directly supervised by the Director 
of Education, and the Teacher-Training Schools and the "Collies d'En- 
seignement General" (or "Cours Complementaires") are supervised by their 
own special Director and an "Inspecteur Primaire," whose offices are 
located in Brazzaville.

matters of personnel.

u;As of mid-1962 
National Education had been drawn

0 formal organization chart of the Ministry of 
- up. The writer was told that its 

preparation had been ordered for some time, but the delays were not 
explained. Possibly the need for it was not urgently felt, since the 
organization was familiar enough to those concerned. However, its 
absence may be interpreted as a sign that a rapidly changing informal

necessary, since higher education, , , was not organized.) After
independence, the terms were retained for lack of better ones.
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An organizational chart might tend to arrest a strongly desired 
evolution*

On the basis of various documents, personal interviews, and direct

of that chart and the following remarks should clarify 
discussion. ^

rep-
IV. Examination 
the preceding

1) The nature and functions of the Higher Council 
the Disciplinary Council, and the Prefectural 
been discussed.

on Education,
School Boards have already 

It should be emphasized that these bodies hold no 
executive powers. Their Influence on school operation may fall short 
of or exceed the limits assigned to them by offidial regulations. '

2) Higher education is under French academic, financial, and 
a^inlstrative responsibility. The Ministers of Education of the four 
republics sit on the Board of Directors, and each chairs it in turn.

3) The Director and the Chief of the Minister' 
have little official ^ , s Office ("Cabinet")

power of their own, but their actual power may be 
great, depending on the personalities involved. These two posts exist 
in all Congolese ministries, and at least one of the two is at the

a .French technical adviser ("conseiller technique"). 
As of 1962, the Director of Cabinet of the
Frenchman, while the Chief was a young Congolese, 
by virtue of his personality, experience, 
to exercise great power.
Istry of Education.

Ministry of Education jf^as a 
The former gentleman, 

and skill was in a position 
Indeed, he was the key official in the Min-

F^r^’ "Inspecteur d'AcadImie," he was the highest-ranking
French civil servant among all the French administrators and teachers o 
employed by the Ministry of National Education. As such, it was his 
responsibility to supervise their work and report on Sr pe^'r^aJce 

also ^ F^^ance. As Director of Congolese Education, he
cJv?i Til r framework of the Congolese
ivil service, and thus became a target of forces pressing for African!

zatlon. But his replacement by a Congolese is particularly difficult 
in the circumstances: no Congolese is qualified to hold the rank of
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ipppgi?:s??gyi
rank. Nevertheless, Africanization forces are likely to prevail. The 
solution may be a complex two-headed directorship with one Congolese 
retaining oyer-all responsibility while one French technical adviser 
exercises direct control over French technical assistance 
only. personnel

^ The Director of Teacher-Training schools and "Colleges d'En-
^ is in a somewhat similar position

^^^i=®"i^ntion. He supervises the work of many French school 
I teachers whose careers depend on proper annual inspection 

reports to their superiors in France. In this case, however, the
"Inspecteur Primalre" and most French 

birth of "instituteurs." Now, immediately following the
birth of the autonomous Republic of the Congo (November, 1958), a group 

Congolese "Instituteurs-adjoints" was sent to Saint-Cloud, near^ 
Paris, where they went through an accelerated primary school inspection

iLc % strictly speaking, it could be argued thL
these Congolese "Inspecteurs Primaires" are not quite up to metropolitan 
standards, any one of them could theoretically fill the post in ques-

ance of a French technical adviser.

administrator-teacher problems are involved, 
deyelop between the Director of Primary Education and 

other politically influential prefectural inspectors. This is to be 
expected because the position offers 
motion.

attractive

administrative departments, two are still 
French: the person in charge of Finances and Supplies and the person 
in charge of Educational Library and Research. The functions of the

^ bookkeeper. The latter has veryA w t "library" and "resLrch."
avlirhl f reference materials for teacLrs is presently
of Academique," and very few teachers know
of its existence or care to use it. Besides, as presently organized,
function Brazzaville area. The "research"
tlofanH / ? department is rather concerned with curriculum evalua
tion and development, but its means in staff and funds are totally
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JofjSrnMhfr this department Is responsible

ical problems, clarified points of school legislation, and offered a 
correspondence course. The program's audience was obviously limited 
and the response to the correspondence course almost nil.

w^n I!*® of Personnel, Examinations, and Scholarships
will be discussed at length later. P

9) As indicated in the preceding policy discussions, 
of private "assimilated" education is the situation

|||ps=:liSI;Pi£
level, but the French priests who filled these posts before independence

assistants." In accordance with Chu^Qh 
tiln P ! retains ultimate responsibility for Catholic educa-
d^oc£s^ Z""® further advanced in the Africanization
process, since the Evangelical Church of the Congo has been granted
ConPo^P^ from her Swedish Mission parent. The Church PresidLt is a 
thP nir c ^ Swedish former President has stayed on as have
reir^r ®slonaries and teachers. In fact, the new official
regulations regarding "assimilated" education are much too recent to 
allow valid judgments as to their actual operation.

to a certain extent in two 
sonnel and examinations.

areas of educational administration: 
This point will be examined later.

per-

the Ministry of National Education. v, ana

School Finances

in PdSp^f ‘^he proportion of financial resources invested
in education in the Congo is very high, although the exact amount of

14. Eduquer-Instfuire.
^ , Minist^re de 1'Education Nation-

IBrochure.) As of mld-1962, only No. 1 in the series had
Brazzaville:

ale.
appeared.
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this investment is impossible to determine. Annual school expenditures 
come-, from many different sources, each using different accounting and 
reporting methods; some expenditures are not reported at all. The 
Ministry of National Education's annual budget includes chiefly person
nel and materiel expenditures for primary, secondary, and technical 
education in public schools, and since 1961, in "assimilated" schools. 
Prior to that date, public subsidies covered only a varying percentage 
of the cost of private education.'s personnel and supply costs. But 
even now, this personnel item does not include the salaries and travel
ing expenses of the French teachers and administrators paid directly 
by F.A.C. ("Fonds d'Aide et de Cooperation").15 Capital investment in 
school construction, furniture, and staff housing comes almost entirely 
from sources outside the Congo. F.A.C., and recently, F.E.D.O.M. 
("Fonds Europeen pour le Developpement Outre Mer"), the European Eco
nomic Community's financial aid agency, bear most of these costs for 
public education and part of the costs for private education. In the 
case of the latter, mission organizations contribute large but unre
ported sums, mostly from foreign sources. The cost of higher education 
is, also absent from Congolese budget figures. This is true of local 
facilities and of scholarships in France. The European Community and 
the United Nations (Special Fund) have recently joined France in sup
porting these costs.

Nevertheless, since the personnel item in the Congolese education 
budget represents a fairly regular type of expenditure, it might be 
useful to compare it with the total national budget over a number of 
years as an indication of the Congo's educational effort. It must be 
noted, however, that the national budget itself includes different 
groups of items from year to year. For example, the 1962 budget in
cludes the cost of supporting the Congolese Army. Prior to that date, 
such expenditures were borne directly by France and did not appear 
either in the Congolese budget or in the technical aid accounts. Of 
course, France granted a special subsidy to the Congo in order to com
pensate for the newly added burden. Although this may be considered 
as only a shift in accounting procedures, it affects the total budget 
figures and tends to decrease the relative importance of other expendi
ture items.

With these cautionary notes in mind, it is now possible to examine 
the following budgetary statistics.

Although paid by France through F.A.C., French technical assistance 
personnel pay personal income tax to the Congolese Treasury.

15.
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TABLE 18

REPUBLIC OF CONGO NATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL CURRENT 
(IN MILLIONS OF'CFA FRANCS)a

EXPENDITURES

1960 1961 1962

1. National Budget (total)

a) Personnel
b) Materiel

4,465 5,598 7,232

2,233 2,481
1,042

3,368
1,194695

2. Education

a) Personnel
b) Materiel
c) Scholarships

608 764 897
121 175 192
107 113 138

Percentage: cost of education 
personnel to "national" personnel 
costs (2a to la) 27.27. 30.87o 26.67.

245 CFA francs equal one U.S. dollar.a.

Source: U.S. Embassy (Brazzaville), Unclassified memo.

The Republic of Congo is normally expected to pay for current 
e^enditures out of local revenues. Thus its forecast budget is nearly 
always balanced, but deficits occur regularly. So far, the French 
Treasupr has erased the deficits through special subsidies. But it is 
in capital Investment and in technical assistance that French financial 
contributions are most substantial. In 1961, foreign aid to the Congo 
totalled almost four and a half billion CFA francs, some two-thirds of 
it from French sources 16 and most of the rest from Common Market 
sources. Foreign aid in education has been particularly substantial. 
The Congo's three-year school development plans called for capital 
Investments of some one billion four hundred million CFA francs. half

16. Excluding contributions to the Congolese Army, to the traveling 
expenses of Congolese politicians, to coffee and cocoa price 
stabilization funds, to Air Afrique, and to research foundations. 
In addition, France spends an estimated one billion CFA francs 
a year in the Congo for her own military Installations.
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of them for primary school development. Both F.A.C. and F.E.D.O M 
authorities were reluctant to grant such relatively large sums for* 
primapr education, but readily agreed to the Congolese requests for

trlbutlons) financed the following Investments in 1961:^'

On the national budget:

Construction of:

1.

34 primary school classrooms;
36 staff apartments;
22 C.E.G. classrooms;
15 staff apartments for C.E.G. teachers; 

buildings and cost of alterations.Purchase of:

2. On F.A.C. budget:

Construction of: 40 primary school classrooms;
9 C.E.G. classrooms.

(e addition, the following constructions were to be undertaken
(funds already approved)

1. On national budget:

2. On F.A.C. budget:

funds not yet allocated

Construction of 112 primary school classrooms: 
42 urban and 70 rural

3. On F.E.D.O.M. budget:

Extension of the "lycee" of Brazzaville:

Cost: 80 million CFA francs

158 million

Building (permanent type construction) of 12 "colleges 
d'Enseignement General": 386 million

Building of "Ecole Normale Superieure":250 million

17. "Situation de 1'Enselgnement au ler Janvier 1962," the Minister of 
Education's annual report. Annex II. (Mimeographed.)

18. Ibid.

19. Part of the "Fondation de 1'Enselgnement Superleur 
Centrale," benefitting the four republics. en Afrlque
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It shbuld be.noted at once that in spite of the comparatively great 
financial sacrifices the Congo is making for the support of its schools. 

^ it could not maintain this level of current educational expenditures 
without foreign aid. Local resources, currently applied to primary 
school expansion would be more than absorbed by the cost of foreign 
teachers and technicians which will be required for many years at the 
post-primary level, and no expansion at any level would be possible.
The availability to a nation of foreign assi.stance funds can be con
sidered as a sign of tha.t nation's ability to attract such funds. In 
this sense, they are "national resources." The preceding discussion 
has shown that the Congo is allocating a large share of its national 
resources, local and foreign, to education. These allocations 
may not be justified, according to the educational 
are paying for.

/i

may or 
outcomes that they

Before judgment is passed on this question, it is nec
essary to discuss further how instruction actually occurs in Congolese 
schools and what are its quantitative and qualitative outcomes.

Curriculum

Over the years, various policy statements have referred 
need to adapt school programs to African conditions. Programs of 
studies were actually developed which paid attention to "local condi
tions." Unfortunately, the absence of documents makes it impossible 
to judge the exact nature and extent of the effected adaptations beyond 
somewhat superficial changes in structures and general program orienta
tion. In the Congo, a few days before the Addis Ababa UNESCO/ECA 
Conference of African States on the Development of Education in Africa 
at which a strong plea was made for adaptation,20 a new primary school 
curriculum was issued by decree.21 This decree established a 30-hour, 
five-day school week, declared Thursday a holiday to allow pupils to 
receive the religious instruction of their choice, and spelled out in 
detail the new program of Instruction in all subjects at all six primary 
grade levels. This sixty-page document cannot be reported here, but 
in order to show its general orientation and to give an idea of its 
content, numerous examples will be quoted from the moral and civics, 
history, and geography programs at different grade levels. These sub
jects are selected because they are the main avenues through which 
values and attitudes ...

to the

are transmitted in the schools.

Moral and Civic Instruction.- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  At the preparatory level, the
program (ten-minutes per day), common to both grades, 
hygiene: is linked to

20. Joseph Kl-Zerbo, "The Content of Education 
Re£ort, UNESCO/ECA Conference, Addis Ababa,

Decree No. 5307/EN-IA of May 9, 1961, 61

in Africa," Final 
May 15-25, 1961.

21.
pp. (Mimeographed.)
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Hygiene and moral instruction at the 
at making children acquire good habits: 
and punctuality.

prep.aratory level aim 
cleanliness, politeness,

The suggested subject matter is presented 
in the first person: 
pencil into my ears,' 
behavior in the family:

At the elementary grades level (ten-minute 
instruction:

the form of statements 
"I am a clean little boy," "I do not stick my 

" etc. Moral precepts are related to rules of 
obedience, respect, family solidarity.

talks each day), moral

At every opportunity the teacher will attract attention to 
good examples and correct undesirable tendencies. Moral instruc
tion, tar from being confined within the artificial limits of a 
lesson, must dominate, regulate, and command all teaching, 
his character, his behavior, his language, 
will be his pupils' most persuasive example.

• /

Through
the teacher himself

Suggested content embraces the school's physical and social

At the middle grades level, informal talks 
are aimed at accompanied by readings

... bringing students to the reasoned practice of personal 
and social virtues such as moderation, sincerity, modesty, kind
ness, courage, tolerance, and communicating to them love of work, 
taste for cooperation, teamwork spirit, respect for the given

country, respect for other , 
countries, and desire to help the United Nations 
efforts. in its peace

liKenta^^sysLmfthe^initedtLJonf^*'"’'’'^’

of Human Rights.
par-

and the Universal Declaration
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, _iiHtO£r2nstruc^. The official program does not include 
formal history (nor geography) instruction at the 
level.

any
preparatory grades

At the elementary grades level, only one thirty-minute’lesson ner 
crSp consists of informal talks and simple and coL
crete stories about great men and salient episodes of Congolese life;

Teachers will seek precise and picturesque details likely
vLw^L®'" ^ purpose, they shall inLr-

rlLTl^ t f permission to see the prefectural records. 
Three historical periods are to be considered: the state of

o™Sr the French; French administrative
organization; and present administrative organization. . . .

= ^ thirty-minute lesson per week is
heduled for virtually the same program as at the elementary level

While initiating the pupils, without the

main periods of the country's past.

Instruction. This program is more elaborate than the 
history program and requires two thirty-minute lessons per week.

Lessons are conceived as ways to initiate pupils to the 
observation and understandings of the main facts of geography 
and its usual vocabulary. espy

All lessons are to be based on observation of the environment 
and explanation of photographs. One should be content with 
teaching the current technical teSas; definitions must be under- 
Stood and memorized.

At the middle grades level, the program of the previous level is 
reviewed, and the skills acquired are applied to:

1. Local geography: study through observation--direct, as much 
as possible-of the village, the city, and the region around 
It •

Preparation by the pupils of short monographs of the village, 
the city, or the ward. ^^age,

2. Initiation to the concept of scale and to

3. Main aspects of the geography of the Congo, 
use of maps, charts, and pictures.

cartography.

with constant
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4. Essential concepts related to Equatorial Africa 
■ and France. ’ West Africa,

The decree also proposes a month by month distribution of the 
subject matter over a two-year period. France, for instance, takes up 
one month (June) at the end of the second year. ^

language instruction, the only language in the program, 
largest share of the weekly schedule. If one 

adds reading and writing time to language lessons proper, French takes 
up the following blocks of the thirty-hour week:

Preparatory grades I and II:
Elementary grade I:
Elementary grade II:
Middle grades I and II:

20 hours
18 hours and 20 minutes 
15 hours and 50 minutes 
12 hours and 45 minutes

Finally, a program is outlined for the teaching of agriculture to 
boys and home economics to girls. Through thirty-minute weekly lessons,

cash crops of the Congo, their description, impor
tance, methods of cultivation, etc. Home economics is taught in 45- 
minute weekly sessions from the first elementary grade through the end 
of primary education. Sewing, knitting, the care of clothes, house 
cleaning and gardening are part of the program.

category of subject matter closely related to the preceding 
ones, nLeqons de choses" (literally, "lessons about things") and 
applied science, receive-two and three times more attention than 
agriculture and home economics. ■ These lessons consist of:

Observation (accompanied by explanations and practical 
exercises) of common objects, animals, plants and minerals, and 
ot the main useful materials: 
tissues and foods.

metals, wood, stones, potteries.

provided in "Lycles" and "Colleges Classiques et Modemes"; 2) the

diversity of Bordeaux, France. This program need not be descrlLd 
here. It should be noted, however, that virtually no Congolese stu- 
dents select the cUssical program. As of 1962, the "C.E.G." programs 
in the Congo were the same as those followed by similar schools in 
France, although adapted programs were to be available in the near
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school programs in France itself have been

i:K ~:::r --
ern civilization, and centering around the history of France. tL 
subject matter is distributed over the four-year course of studies:

"Classe de sixieme" (first year of secondary level) 
chronology, ancient civilizations of the concept of 

Orient, Greece, and Rome.

"Classe de clnquidme": r 
Empire to the sixteenth century.

"Classe de quatrieme" 
Congress of Vienna.

the Middle Ages, from the fall of the Roman

the Modern Period, up to the time of the

"Classe de troisidme": 
Second World War. Contemporary Period, from 1915 to the

Thef ^ f includes African history only to the extent that the
fate of Africa was, determined in the European capitals.

The study of the continents, France, and the Community describes

the s^t Lco'nL?^°cyJle! "’^riTat^'hfuJel'^ortL'^ixJLrtJL'’^ 
Important modifications were made. That year was previously devoted 
to the revision and reinforcement of basic concepts of physical and 
hman geography. The new program retains this subject matter as a 
first part, to be completed by March 15th at the latest. The rest of

African continent previously
Included in the "cinqui^me" together with Oceania, Asia, and the 
Americas:

The African Continent is selected because its study Is 
relatively more simple; but also because it is more interesting 
tor children, especially French children since powerful ties 
link their country to some African countries. Finally, it will

Community to adopt this program, 
since It Is Itself better adapted to the understanding of the 
Community,

The Colleges d'Enselgnement General or the "Cours Complementaires," 
as they were called until recently, were set up in France to serve the
stuSes^rr uninterested in pursuing secondary

^ the."baccalaur4at." Primary school teachers were re
cruited mostly among them. But since the Second World War, these 
primary school teachers also must obtain the "baccalaur€at." This
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constituted the start of, , , ® major breakthrough for students who
. previously denied entrance into the closed secondary school system.

It forced changes in structures and programs in both the "Cours Com- 
plementaires" and the "Lycees.-' The Tatter, since 1953, add to the 
"Section Modeme-' (no Latin nor Greek required), a "Section M" which 
requires only one modem language. The "C.E.G." programs, on the other 
hand, have felt more strongly the Influence of the "Lyc^es"
Thus, Congolese "C.E.D.'s" offer instruction 'in at least 
language, enabling their best students 
through the M section of a "lycee."

were

programs, 
one modem

to reach the "baccalaur^at" 
Students are currently beina 

encouraged to select English as their first modern language.' Spanish 
and German are also offered, although the availability of appropriate 
teaching staff often determines which modern languages are offered in 
a particular school.

In summary, the omission of classical language Instruction, and 
the frequent inclusion of only one modern language, allow the "C.E.G." 
propams to pay more attention to the French language, science, and 
mathematics lnstruction--all subjects particularly unfamiliar 
Congolese students' out-of-school environment.

to most

Textbooks and Teaching Aids

As noted earlier, the Ministry of National Education does 
impose any particular school textbooks. not
sory in all public and "assimilated" schoolf^''and arfoS^^LSoks 

conform to these programs they are approved by school authorities who

includes publishing firms most actively 
engaged in this effort.23 The authors are all French teachers and

experienced in African education. There are textbooks 
^ subjects at all primary grade levels. Most of these

books, however, are intended for the schools of "Afrique Noire," that
Africa (Including the ex-Belgian Congo)', and within 

this wide area, they are more often better adapted to the schools of 
ex-French West Africa. This is understandable, since authors and

22. Typewritten list prepared "Service de Recherches Pedagoglques pour

NATHAN, 18, rue Monsleur-le-Prlnca, Paris 6®.

23.
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the best possible market. Besides, during 
the 1950 s, Frenchmen were thinking in terms of large federations 
as French West Africa and French Equatorial Africa.^within ?Se "inch 
Union The former federation, because' of its largir total popuLtJon
textboLr advanced schooling, was more in need of adapted

""^Ptesented a more attractive market. The states ot 
^11 inc’rH " federation, now separate and independent republics, 
all include a more or less important element 'of Tslamized population!. 
Books adapted to the environment of these school children are less
the^Ln® "purely.. Bantu populations of Gabon and Congo, but
they still represent a marked Improvement over books written for French

such

The

Republic of Congo--Ministry of National Education 
List of School Textbooks in Use at the 

Beginning of the 1962-63 
School Year24

Title of Textbooks Authors Publishers

Manuel d.Agriculture A. Davesne Librairie ISTRA
Calcul des Ecoles d'Afrique Noire 

(Cours 6l4mentaire)

Calcul Vivant (ler livre)

Contes de la Brousse et de la For^t

Aurial et 
Siguier HACHETTE

Vassort HACHETTE

A. Davesne ISTRA

G^eographle (Cours Elementaire des 
Ecoles d.Afrique Noire)

Geographle (Cours Moyens I & II 
des Ecoles d.Afrique Noire)

Langage au Cours Prgparatoire;

F. Geffroy HACHETTE

Rubon & Sacx ISTRA

Mamadou et Bineta—Svllabalre
" " —Hires lectures

.. --lisent et ^cri- 
vent couramment

A. Davesne ISTRA
If

II

Langue Franqaise (C.M. II) tl

Lectures Vlvantes (C.M. II) II

24. Tpewritten list supplied by the Ministry of National Education, 
"Inspection Academlque," Brazzaville, March, 1962.
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•List of Textbooks (continued)

Title of Textbooks Authors Publishers

Famille Diawara (C.E. II) A, Davesne ISTRA

Hygiene et Conseils Divers-pour les 
Africains de la zone tropicale -F. Grebert ISTPJ^

Legons de Choses et Sciences
Appliquees (C.M. II) Beart et Jolly Fernand NATHAN

Exercises d'Observation (C.M. I)
(C.M. II) Boucher et Paule

Livre de Morale (C.E. II) 
(C.M. II) Souche

above-listed textbooks were written before the

pitlifiEislili:-^
duced in the first place. In certain subjects, several different l

language instruction, for instance,
Conp authorities may choose from among at least ten more or less com- 

already on the market. But in history, no textbook adapted 
Kw u ff was available in 1962 although some were expected to be

geography, treated as a descriptive physical 
hlstoSv ’'®l«tlyely easy, to adapt to any given physical settlnL 
history is pnerally used as a major instrument of cultural transmis
sion (even indoctrination) in the schools. This point is clearly
"adaotedn*'^'^ K comparison of four history textbooks
■adapted" to African schools. Their treatment of two topics, "slave 
trade and "education and health services" will be compared:

pro
texts

et Histoire de I'Afrigue Equatoriale Francaisp.- 
Gamache. Paris:Fernand Nathan, 1949 (out of prlnt)^ 

Publication sponsored by the Government General of A.E.F.

This text, written by a former French teacher in A.E.F. 
the top primary grades, states in the author's

by

for use in
foreword:

who have bestowed upon them the benefits of their culture. 

Slave trade is mentioned In the
official abolition by the Second Republic,°ln^l848rthank8°largely^to
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the insistence of a-French humanitarian, Victor Schoelcher. 
introduces the subject in these words

French Equatorial Africa was,- from time' immemorial, the 
blessed land of slavery. The Blacks used in this sad trade all
orthfm!’" supplying a large number

The author

If white slave-traders were profiting from it [slave-trade!, 
many petty kings and sultans were [also] living off this trade," 
making a true, well organized industry of

=. A French seamen, explorers (such as de Brazza)
and pacifiers" in putting an end to slave trade against the armed 
opposition of African tyrants, such as Rabah and Senoussi, 
presented. ’

it. . .

is eloquently

education and public health, historian Gamache 
simply quotes Albert Sarraut;25

[in the field of health] It has been, necessary to fight, in the
natives, the obstacle which their habits, prejudices, supersti-' 
tions, and sorcerers put in the way of the French doctors' efforts.

Health centers were multiplied 
Pasteur institutes.

hospitals, clinics, laboratories.;

Schools have been established 
nurses, midwives. . . .

The educational effort encountered, at the beginning, native 
routine, then France multiplied the schools which 
insufficient in number, 
knowledge.

2* Histolre de I'Afrique Occidentals, bv Diibrll 
J. Suret-Canale.

October, 1960, as a history textbook 
published by the Ministry of National Education of the Republic of 
Guinea, for use in the primary and secondary schools of that country.

textbooks ". . . imbued with
the colonial ideology, less concerned with the history of African peo
ples than with the history of colonization."26 
Imbued with the Marxist-Lenlnist IdeologyrZ?

to train native doctors, assistants.

every day prove 
Everywhere the native has a thirst for

Tamsir Niane and
Paris: Presence Africaine, 1961,

This book is obviously

25. Albert Sarraut, Grandeur et Servitude Colonlales (Paris: T.e 
Sagittaire, 1929). ' !- - - - - -

Authors' foreword, p. 3.

27. Ibid., p. 142.

26.
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One must-judge colonization on the basis of its objective 
o? objective role has been to impose, for the benefit
of a handful of men, the exploitation of the masses in colonized 
countries by taking away from them all freedom, all human dignity.

And, further:^®

Thus was revealed .the true character of colonization: 
frenzied exploitation of African populations for the 
foreign imperialist capital.

the
benefit of

subject of slavery, the book first explains how, following 
the discovery of America, large plantations were established by the 
Spaniards and the Portuguese. When the local supply of enslaved labor-

In exchange for slaves, they gave shoddy merchandise, cloth, 
slave^^’d^”"^ This shameful trade for humanity is called

It lasted from the sixteenth until the nineteenth 
taking millions of men from Africa. century,

, , During three centuries,
Africa no longer enjoyed peace for, in order to obtain slaves, 
one had to pillage and to destroy villages, then to bring the 
S 30 Europeans' ships were waiting for

specific mention of the French and the 
British slave traders, but French native policy ("Indigfenat") is 
sented as a form of slavery pre-

iM-u ® French subject, was deprived of all rights.
Without trial he could be beaten_pr emprisoned according to the

regardless of his income.
Finally, he had to support the burden of forced labor; he was 
requisitioned for cultivation, portage, road-building, or for the 
needs of the settlers or of the chiefs.

28. Ibid., p. 149.

29. Ibid 63.• , p.

30. Note that the authors carefully avoided to Identify those who 
seized the slaves and brought them to the ships. In the French 
language original, the indefinite pronoun "on" is used.

31. Ibid., p. 156.
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On the subject of education and health care:32

thexr culture and people, admire the colonizers, and submit to 
them. The normal school W. Ponty [Dakar] trained teachers and 
''native" doctors provided with' a diploma without equivalence to 
those of France, which denied them all opportunities of obtaining 
French degrees and even of having access to higher education.

In 1945, the proportion of Africans knowing how to read and 
write was lower than 5% of the population. There were not ten 
Africans who had had access to higher education.
« field of medicine, the army doctors of the "Colonial
Medical Corps" could hardly satisfy the needs of European and 
African civil servants. "Native Medical Assistance" had cruelly 
Insufficient personnel and facilities. The fight against "sleeping 
sickness" was undertaken only when it was feared that it would 
cause a shortage of manpower.

In spite of these difficult conditions, many teachers and. 
doctors, Europeans and Africans, did an admirable job 
of all precautions, education given in the schools 
contributed to the emergence of national

in spite 
effectively

consciousness.

jjfstoire-des Peuples Noirs. by Assol Adiko and AndrI Cllrlci (Col
lection d'Hlstolre a 1'Usage des 4coles d'Afrique).
C.E.D.A., 1961.

The two first books

Abidjan:

to the introduction, its author aims at presenting ". . . without pas-

Author Adiko, like his Guinean colleagues, explains the origin of

In their African trading posts ("Comptoirs") the 
acquired the habit of buying slaves whom they resold 
In order to engage in this dishonorable

Portuguese 
in America.

vUh A£ri„„ chlifs. th, of
When the Portuguese lost their trade monopoly in Africa to the 
advantage of the Dutch, the British, and the French-who all had 
^erlcan possessions--trade was intensified and systematized: 
it-became the "triangular trade."

32. Ibid. 33. Ibid pp. 82-83.• >
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Further details are offered concerning the character of slavery=34

This crime against humanity is 
forms of slavery, 
slaves.

different from the usual
n * -c 1. Africa, as in ancient Greece, there were 
But If they often led a life of hardships, they were some 

times integrated by their masters into the life of the Lmily or 
he The African slaves transported to America served exclu

sively to develop the land-and the’mines' conquered by the Europeans 
Slavery has made possible the development of the American colonies.’

On the subject of education, this textbook states:33

1., French-speaking Africa, for example, where the situation
still far from reaching the total school

able is still consider-
Tf addition, there is the problem of adult edu-

siniriQA^ education has been developing, particularly
s£wW a’ institutions have been established very
recr tl* f education is concerned, it was created

'"here various higher education 
institutions were transformed into a full-fledged university

In the field of public health:36

organized by the researchers and doctors of the Pasteur 
institutes have Improved the state of health of the populations, 
t is true that infant mortality remains a social scourge.

war, new progress was made in the diffusion of anti-
th^heJl^h ^"^^‘^ticides such as DDT. On the continent,
the health missions, national or international, multiplied.
oTmobif available beds, medical staff, stationary
to the needs! " remaining very inLrior

The

The authors further report that between 1930 and 1960 the total
iSjs ^f®"‘=h-speaking Africa (excluding the ex-Belgian Congo)
in^eased from 19 to 29 millions, a more than 50% increase, 
warns against the unreliability of 
The Guinean textbook, for its

But he
census figures for that period, 

part, flatly states that the population

34. Tbld., p. 86. 

Ibid., p. 157.35.

36. Ibid., p. 154.
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of EquatoriaT Africa,beginning of the century/f;!!^^”^^ 3“MuL'Sl92??n37

is an excellent example of the way "facts" can be used in 
particular thesis.

at the 
This 

support of a

Pstoire d'Afrique Equatorlale (Middle Grades 
Issy-Les-Moulineaux:

e4 written before Independence and often revised since its
first publication, is part of a series of booklets on history and geog-
AfScI schools of French-speaking

I & II), by J. Emoult.
Editions Saint-Paul, 1961.

The problem of slavery is treated in much the 
third textbook. But this is addedt^S same way as in the

The Catholic Church, since the very beginning, has protested 
against slave trade: in 1462, Pope Pius II condemned slavery,, 
and the Popes and the missionaries have ceaselessly opposed it.

care since World War II isProgress in education and health 
rlzed in these words

The number of schools is increasing, but education is not 
territories [of A.E.F.], and certain 

do not offer sufficient outlets for the youth coming out of 
schools. The medical effort already undertaken has to be pursued 
P establishment of many more clinics and the training

of the African in better hygienic practices.

In the last chapter, the booklet also mentions 
by the Church in providing Christian education 
clergy.

summa-

riP- - areas

the work accomplished 
and in training an African

= ^ J ^ discussed, and be closer to the former.
This is based on the fact that no Congolese is yet capable of writing 
a history textbook. French writers, on the other hand, have long

f

37. Histoire de I'Afrlque Occidentale. op,, c^., p.

38. Cf. p. 20.

39. Cf. p. 51.

152.
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hesitated to undertake the task., , They realize that no text will bpacceptable^to Congolese authorities unless it stresses the hisJ^ry of
Ind Sa colonial .period. Now, unlike .phe kingdoms of Mali
and Ghana, the kingdoms^of x.oango, Kongo and Anzico are only known 
through spotty documentary and archeological 
ars, even those sympathetic toward African 
still reluctant to admit oral tradition 
evidence. However, 
future.

evidence. European schol- 
natlonalist feelings, are

as a major source of historical 
a compromise is certain to he adbpted in the near

To the school textbooks already discussed, 
produced by the religious missions. Even before this centurv, mission- 
French well as Protestants, had written many textbooks:

^ dictionaries, language and religious Instruction
f J h u regulations regarding the exclusive

use of French as the language of instruction, the Swedish missionaries 
simply adopted the "official" textbooks. They still do, and so do the 
missionaries of the Salvation Army in the few schools which they operate 
^h6lr%So®r Catholics, however, because of the importance of
^alentranS thffr !=^i'°‘^Shout French-speaking Africa, have both the . 
talents and the financial resources to write and publish their own text- 
books. Thus "Les Editions Salnt-Paul, Presses Mlssionnaires," located 
at Issy-Les-Moulineaux, near Paris, publish a fairly complete series of 
textbooks adapted to the primary schools of French-speaking Africa,
These texts, written by priests or by men and women belonging to rel<-
loTllJlt"" experience in African LhLJ^Sls'o
follow the curricula prescribed for African schools in the last ten
n!ndP r economic advantage offered by
pendent publication of textbooks for their ^
slonaries are led

one must add those

inde
own schools. Catholic mls-

, , , adopt this solution in order "to repair the damaee"
caused by the exclusion of religious instruction as such from the offL

^ Christian, Roman
worda^Jf subject matter taught in the schools. In the
Ichool fr!anL m" ' necessary that all education, the whole
a trup Phw programs, textbooks-be governed by
the soundrM^^i* spirit. "AO por example, a primer, after introducing 
the sounds "...len" and "...gen," can use this practice text:41 ®

Our guardian ["gardi^"] angel stands guard 
The European ["Europeen"] has a white skin, 

["Dahomeen"! has a black skin; both 
should love one another like brothers.

over lis. 
the Dahomeyan 

are children of God. They

C. Grfu"ap'pfbUrhJd by f^1SufoL^^aJ;t!paulri96S!“(?hS 
text was first published in 1940.)

p. 68.41. Ibid,*»
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for school textbooks, like the public school ones, and

secondary level, the programs being almost identical to 
Souph fh metropolitan schools,-French textbo'oks are used,
though the need for adaptation is less acutely felt at that level 
there is a current movement toward adapting history and geography’

particularly those used in the "Colleges d'Enseignement General.'-

Al-

texts,

' A final note must be added, 
textbooks is largely "academic": 
in Congolese schools, 
per classroom, 
some subjects.

This discussion of Congolese school 
textbooks are in terribly short supply 

In rural schools, only a few books are available 
In some cases, not even the teacher has a textbook in 

Brazzaville, during the academic 
15 textbooks for moral and civic Instruction 
Ministry of Education to 35 classrooms which

year 1961-62, only 
were made available by the 
needed them!

Examinations

Department of Examinations, at the "Inspection Acadimique" of 
of National Education, is concerned with two types^f 

J examinations designed to measure the achieve-
ments of pupils at various levels; 2) competitive examinations. The 
"classrj''^ examinations are of two types: a) for entrance into the 
seitlo « ® that is, the secondary level, and certain special
thrcivll f teacher-training or home economics; b) on behalf of 
s^LeJ ir f ("function Publlque") for direct recruitment of per-
IZTrlmlnt 7 ^^om one category to another in the various
froX rLoo^rJhr'f case, the Department of Examinations

^ preparing questions designed to assess the
for education attained by civil service candidates and
for grading papers. The "technical" parts of the 
tions are the responsibility of the competitive examina- 

govemment services concerned.

Annual school examinations are held on a nationwide scale at twolevels;

1) At the end of the primary course of studies, that is for 
®°“Plfhing the second year of the middle grades ("Cours Moyen

SlS) d-Etudes Primalres Elemen-
dlipororl candidacy is not automatic but requires a school
director's recommendation. The Certificate Itself does not ooen the
tZl TnZlZZ :?dd1^^' '»-®tions aZsTilllTfll:
those submitted by middle grade teachers, and cover all subjects in
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the programsin strict conformance with those programs.

The Secondary School Entrance Examination ("Examen d'entrle en 
, sixieme"), held about one month before"the Primary Certificate Examina

tion, is a competitive examination, that is, it forms the basis for 
selection of as many secondary school pupils as there are places avail
able in all types of post-primary schools. Age and the marks obtained 
by successful candidates- determine their orieiitation: candidates thir
ty Xears oH or on the date of the examination are oriented 
toward the long course of secondary studies offered in the two public 
"lycees" and in the Catholic "Collgge Chamlnade"; fourteen-year old 
candidates are oriented toward the short course of“studles ^fflred" 
in over two dozen "Colleges d'Enseignement General" and in the voca
tional section of the -'Lyc6e Technique" in Brazzaville (exceptionally 
strong candidates in this group may be admitted in the first group); 
£a_ndldates than fourteen years of ^ are oriented toward the
teacher-training Institutions or toward the Agricultural School at 
Sibiti. Girls up to twenty years of age will be admitted in 
established vocational school for secretarial a newly

training.

, - the secondary short cycle ("classe de trolsieme")',
series of examinations are given. Students who have not 

studied foreign languages are given a particularly difficult examination 
in French,^mathematics, and science. Successful candidates receive a
tlim ("B.E.") which is normally a terminal certificate,
that is, its holder is not expected to pursue his’general education 
further. This certificate was once thought to be particularly suitable 
populir^^'"^ primary school teachers. It is becoming less and less

any

^ second type of examinations Include foreign languages, even 
^ pupils of the "classe de trolsilme" of "lycges"
and "College d-Enseignement General" who have studied one or two modem
Sucfpfiff.n’ pursue their secondary studies.
S e P ^ 1 i "Brevet d'Etudes du Premier Cycle"

which, like the C.E.P.E., does not automatically enable its 
of general or specialized studies. The Department
of Examinations holds competitive examinations for admission to Lacher- 
tralning courses. Successful candidates are admitted to the so-called 
Section A" preparing assistant teachers ("instituteurs-adioints")

course of studies. Some of the unsuccessful candi
dates may, If they wish, be admitted to "Section B" preparing "moniteurs 
supgrieurs" through a one-year course of studies. Students of "Section 
A, upon graduation, are awarded a Normal School Certificate, while 
students of "Section B" merely receive Normal School Leaving Diploma.

42. The June, 1962, Session did 
and civic instruction.

not include questions related to moral
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i:zi::AoTT^:k ,T:::^XTeir competitive

"Baccalaureat" examinations are not the responsibility of the 
Ministry of National Education, The "baccalaureat" is the first of 
the French university degreesj and as such it can only be conferred by 
a unlversity--in the case of the Congo, by the University of Bordeaux.
A co^lttee made up of the local "Inspecteur d'Academie" and of "Ivcee" 
teachers is responsible for administering the tests and grading the 
papers. A candidate who scores 10 out of a maximum of 20 points is

P Lfr" "Bacheller de 1-enseignement du second
J ^ ^ 'Chance

( repechage ) by taking an oral examination called "de contrSle."
oral session is held locally. It should be noted that whereas the » 
ten examinations are controlled by France-presumably in strict con
formance with French standards--the oral 
to certain local

This
writ-

examinatlon jury is subject 
pressures. Apart from the fact that the candidates

are personally known to some of the examiners, the.latter may tend to 
be responsive to the desires of local academic and political author- 
ities who like to report the largest possible number of passes•

in « Of Examinations is one of those recently Africanized

French technical assistants tend to avoid being Involved in the opLl-
responsible Congolese officlaL

are left to face difficult problems:

teachers tend to avoid examination assignments: paper

hotlSys

2) Some examination
causes delays for which thrSSpLtmJnt'fs^MaLd!

3) The Department lacks an adequate supply of textbooks, 
books, mimeographing material, etc.

exnpnJL®J°“^‘^ be emphasized that the Department of Examinations is not
expected to contribute to the evaluation and to the improvement of - -
school programs. It is simply informed of effected changes.

reference
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Scholarships’’

boarding facilities had to be maintained

and six-grade primary schools to smaller 
scholarship effort has shifted 
facilities

■With the spread of three- 
centers, the Government's main 

to the secondary school level for which 
are not yet made available in centers 'smaller than 

prefectural headquarters.- sub-

In Eublic secondary schools (academic and technical "lycees " 
"colleges d'enseignement general," and vocational schools), the direc 
tors admit as many boarders as there are beds available in government-

together with the school's operating allowance. For private schools
(15,000,000 CFA francs

in 1962), and a number of scholarships is allotted to each school in 
proportion to its total enrollment. The amount of monthly allowance
and BrazzavillerJnJ’JS? 7 Pointe-Noire, plus an annual allowance of '
4,500 CFA francs per student to cover the cost of bedding and clothing.
In practice, private schools keep more boarders than the number of 
government scholarships would normally allow. By keeping costs at the 
lowest possible level, by making maximum use of existing facilities,, 
and by adding private donations and mission funds to government scholar- '' 
ships, the private secondary schools manage to maintain up to twice 
the number of boarding students supported by the government. Since 
scholarships are not granted to students individually but Included in 
the total school's subsidy, students are only concerned with being 
admitted as boarders. If the economy measures adopted by the mission 
authorities may sometimes reduce their personal comfort, the students 
have not been complaining.

In 1962, six private institutions received scholarships--one 
Protestant (N'Gouedi) and five Catholic. Among these five, actual 
distribution of scholarships is left to Church authorities who 
allocate them according to needs. may

Although the students are mostly unaware of it, a Scholarship 
Commission examines the records of all scholarship candidates proposed 
by the school directors. Within the limits of the allocated number 
of scholarships, grants are made depending on the student's examination 
results and on his parents' ability to pay (most African students 
eligible under this second criterion). are

Failure to be promoted to the

43. Most of the information reported in this section was obtained in 
the course of personal interviews with the Head of the 
of Scholarships, Ministry of Education, Brazzaville.

Department
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next higher grade brings about a 50 per cent reduction in 
funds; two successive failures, 
most cases,

scholarship
, . , , ® cancellation of all funds; and; in

this IS equivalent to a dismissal from.school.

Department merely administers the program.IZ m fScholarship Commission mfde
lie “ ?jr?rimfrfs (Chairman),, the ..-Inspecteur d-Acadl-

Primary School Inspector, the Heads of the Scholarships and
thJ tirpubU^^nr”®"*'’ National Assemblymen, the "ProvisLrs" of
the two public nycees" and the Director of the Technical -Lycge,.- th^ 
Director of Catholic Education (Archdiocese of Brazzaville) the Presi

tion Army, and the President of the Parents Association.
Sion is concerned only with the allocation of 
secondary studies (academic

Full
up of

This Commis- 
scholarships applied to 

or technical) in Congolese institutions.

arv education institutions and for second-
teL wfre (mostly in the Metropole), two commit-
t 192 of June 27, 1962.

of 1962, these committees had not started to operate, 
mere composition is of interest here:

As of the summer 
However, their -

Orientation Commission ("Commission d'Orientation"):

Minister of Planning and Equipment, Chairman.
Members:

Minister of National Education 
Minister of Civil Service 
Minister of Finance 
Other Ministers and 
private agencies

representatives of public and

This Commission is charged with the responsibility of assessing
est^blisSi^ft;"' manpower'needs ani l?’
establishing the principles governing the allocation 
tunas in of scholarship

a manner most likely to fill these needs.

Executive Committee ("Commission Compitente"): 

1) Permanent Secretariat:

"Inspecteur d'Academie"
Inspector of Administrative Affairs 
Head of the Department of Scholarships 
Representative of the Minister of Finance 
Representative of the CiyiTServlce Minister 
Representative of t]ie§;^lster for Economic Affairs 
Representative of the Minister of Labor
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2) o£’her members:

One representative for each of the following departments 
or orpnizations: Higher'•Education; Secondary Education 
Technical Education, Primary Education, Catholic Educa
tion, Protestant (Evangelical) Education,
Association Pupils' Parents

Two representatives of Congolese scholarship students in 
France (chosen by students among those who are in the 
Congo at the time of the annual Commission meeting)

of human and financial =^ij.t-ienc
country's cadres.

use
resources available for the training of the

Teaching Staff Status and Training

Congolese public and "assimilated" school staff are integrated in 
Se^r^'l dete^:S b^ C vll
befoirt^e cLif J approximately one year
thf ^“tonomous republic. Since Independence,
the organization has been modified, especially at the higher levels, 
but the old rules still apply generally to the schools' staff.

by letJeis TTT T into five main categories designated
y letters A, B, C, D, and E, according to their level of c>Pner.=.i 
cation and professional training^ ^

Category A: personnel recruited in Higher Professional Schools 
("Grandes Ecoles")
recruited among "licence" holders (normally, three 
years beyond the "baccalaurlat") 
recruited among "baccalaurlat" (2 parts) holders 
recruited among holders of the "baccalaurlat" (first 
part only), the "Brevet Ellmentalre," or the "Brevet 
d'Etudes du Premier Cycle"
recruited among holders of the "Certlficat d'Etudes 
Primalres"

categories is done through competitive examina- 
i? u’u ® candidate enters a category lower than the one f

which he is qualified to apply, m order to allow for sl^ht differ- 
ences in levels of training, each category may be subdivided

Category B:

Category C: 
Category D:

Category E:

into

"Deliberation No. 42/57 portant statut 
des cadres du Terrltoire du Moyen-Congol"

44.
general des fonctionnaires 

' p. 6. (Mimeographed.)
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subcategories. There are ten steps within each catego’-y. 
from one step ("Ichelon") to the next higher step is nomal 
years, but promotion after one year is granted fo'r exceptional 
formance, or delayed one year for disciplinary 
gories and steps apply to all administrative, 
and social services (including Education and

s.h. «ith this dlassification, it is'now possible to give
school personnel statistics: ®

Promotion 
every two 

per-
reasons. These cate- 

finaiicial, technical. 
Public Health).

TABLE 19

REPUBLIC OF CONGO: SCHOOL PERSONNEL
MAY 1, 1962 ,,1-,

r

Percentage 
of Total

Schools Men Women Total Distribution by Rank

Instituteur 
Instltuteur-adjoint 
Moniteur Superieur 
Moniteur Tltulaire 
Moniteur Contractuel

3.2
16.0Public 863 119 982 15.1
18.9
43.2

Instituteur 
Instituteur-adjoint 
Moniteur Superieur 
Moniteur Tltulaire 
Moniteur Contractuel

2.6
' 12.2 

20.6
Assimilated

(Catholic)
873 72 945

45.6
19.0

Instituteur 
Instltuteur-adjoint 

291 Moniteur Superieur
Moniteur Tltulaire . 
Moniteur Contractuel

0.3
8.6Assimilated

(Protestant)
268 23 20.9

51.2
18.8

Instituteur 
Instituteur-adjoint 
Moniteur Superieur 
Moniteur Tltulaire 
Moniteur Contractuel

0.0
2.9Assimilated

(Salvation
Army)

33 1 34 17.6
61.8
17.6

Total 2037 215 2252
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The ranks appearing in Table 19 correspond to the following civil 
service categories: "Instituteur," category C; "Instituteur-adioint," 
category D; "Moniteur Superieur," category Ei; "Moniteur Titulaire" and 
Contractuel," category E2. The rank of "Instituteur," according to 
the rules of the French civil service, requires a "baccalaureat" which 
no Congolese primary school teacher holds. Those appearing in the above 
figures are foreign teachers, that is, missionaries and French technical 
assistance personnel teaching mostly in the'"Colleges d'Enseignement 
eneral." In October, 1963, some 17 Congolese graduates of the Educa

tion Section of the "Fondation de 1'Enseignement Superieur en Afrique 
(Sj^azzaville) were to enter this category and teach in the 

"C.E.G.," although they will not hold the "baccalaureat" degree. Above 
them, a few "Inspecteurs Primaires" belong to category B, although they 
do not hold a "licence." They have gone through an accelerated training 
course organized for them at the "Ecole Normale Superieure de Saint- 
Cloud" (near Paris).

Percentage distributions among the other ranks deserve comments:

1) The "Instituteurs-adjoints" must hold a "B.E." or a "B.E.P.C. " 
and must have had at least one year of professional training. Per
centages in the various school systems show that the public schools 
have a higher proportion of this type of teacher. This is largely 
explained by the fact that public Normal Schools were organized before 
the private ones in the Congo (cf. the Federal School at Mouyoundzi, 
now operating as a girls Normal School, and the Normal School at 
Dollsie). Until recently, the Catholic school system had only one 
source of "Instituteurs-adjoints" (College Chaminade, Brazzaville), 
and the Evangelical Church still has only one source (N'Gougdi Normal 
School). Moreover, until the assimilation of the private school per
sonnel (September, 1961) into the Civil Service, conditions were more 
attractive in the public school system, and an undetermined number of 
private school-trained "Instituteurs-adjoints" joined it. (This is also 
true of the lower categories.) In fact, one should expect to find a 
much^higher percentage of "Instituteurs-adjoints" in the public schools. 
In the almost complete absence of "baccalaureat" holders at the time 
the Congo cadres were rapidly Africanized, these teachers formed a 
larp part of the educated llite of the Congo and constituted the 
richest reservoir of potential leaders in the political, social, and 
administrative fields. The emergence of these former teachers to 
leadership positions in all African French-speaking countries is a 
well-known phenomenon. Furthermore, the remaining "Instituteurs- 
adjoints" are still being tapped for higher administrative 
positions. or teaching

, , - , "Instituteurs-adjoints" being
trained for school inspection and for teaching in the expanding 
system. ° f b

Such is the case of the
"C.E.G."

2) The "raoniteurs superieurs" are those who, because of their age 
or of their lack of demonstrated intellectual ability, have never suc
ceeded in obtaining their "brevet." In fact, they receive almost the
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same professional training as the "instituteurs-adjoints, but their 
lower academic qualifications sharply limit their opportunities for 
higher or different positions. Thus, they tend to. form 
element, as indicated by their presence in similar 
four school systems.

a more stable
-p proportions in all

. ^ course, a number of them occasionally succeed

3) The "moniteurs," "titulaire" or "contractuels,"
staff in all four school systems, 

ranging from 62.1 per cent (public schools) to 79.4 (Salvation Army
general education is rarely higher than the Certificat d.Etudes Primaires,n that is, sixth grade edSation

tZiliir addition, one year of professional
training. They are integrated in the Civil Service. The "moniteurs 
contractuels," on the other hand, are substitute "moniteurs" empWd 
temporarily on a year-to-year basis in order to fill most urgent pL-
arclosr! two-month training course and
sSi?itronrf?frh ® supervision as possible. They con-
stltute one-fifth or less of the private school staff, but more than
combfnff%f ® indication that the '
ov^ In tb P^i^ary school expansion and of a heavy tum-
»n^^^ trained staff has greatly lowered the edu^tional
and the professional training levels of the public school staff. It 

assmed that the quality of public school Instruction 
proportionately lowered. However, reliable evidence to support this 
contention has not been gathered. ^

constitute more

The

was

'^han 10 per cent of the teaching staff, 
and the greater part of the number reported is not Congolese but is
of FreLh t rf of Protestant missionaries, or

SrJs" ! r T explained. Until recently,
Ltir lagged far behind; girls attending school tended to

hi! federation, the Federal Normal School of Mouyoundzl has
been converted into a Normal School for girls. At the end of the all 
demic year 1961-62, seven girls were enrlled in the graSlung class 
|wo of these were expected to join the teaching profefsionl A sillar 
N'g!!!! " exists at the Ecole Javouhey, run by Catholic nuns, and at
ve^rh f Church. It will undoubtedly be
years before Congolese girls constitute a substantial part of the 
Congolese teaching staff. P

some

and th! !! by the Civil Service
7^ ("echelons") within the categories to which they belong. 

Minlmmn and maximum indices are set for each step and apply to all ^

wh!ra!!ufd''t! These indices range from 120 to 1900
When applied to school personnel. In monetary terms, it is sufficient 
to remark that a beginning "moniteur" (category E, first step) earned

categories
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16,000 CFA francs per month in 1962, while the beginning "institutenr 
adjoint" earned 34,000 CFA francs per month, plus "fringe" benefits and 

housing.45 I, 3Houid be Lted thi^French anS ’

Congolese teachers are paid according to the same scale, 
ers actually earn more than Congolese teachers do, 
their higher classification and because 
and allowances for service

French teach- 
partly because of 

of various special privileges
overseas.

preparation of teachers is both theoretical and 
of ^h^W ? is reduced to a bare minimum, in view

io:Sd*p“s;,/”ho“r
In-
peda-

textbooks adapted to Africa, like primary school 
textbooks, have attracted the attention of French educators, 
earliest example dates back to the 1890 
Enfants" mentioned earlier, 
cation of another one in 1928.^6 
at present, but two are already in

The
"Coutumier de 1'Oeuvre des

The A.E.F. government sponsored the publi- 
Some are undoubtedly being written 
use:

Mg^ento de 1'Instituteuf d'Afrigue Noire, by Andre Terrisse.47
^ practical guide for public school teachers, 

his nation build^ content emphasizes the social role of the teacher,
oJ cJJfuziMon contribution to the advancement
of civilization. It is adapted j:o the level of the "moniteurs."

TM li^sgogie du Maltre Africain. by F. Macaire and P. Raymond.^8
This 382-page book is divided into three parts: Pedagogy, Me^odologv 
and Psychology. Thus, it can be Used at all current levels of African’ 
teacher education. It attempts to present 
ical, social, and psychological foundationsan overview of the philosoph- 

of education as well as a

45. During the same period the legal minimum 
area stood at approximately 8,500 CFA francs 
servants (about $35 U.S.). 
unemployment, this minimum 
laborers and domestic

wage in the Brazzaville 
per month for domestic 

Because of the current high rate of 
wage is also the actual salary of most

servants.

Pierre Gamache, Guide pour les Moniteurs (Brazzaville 
Officielle, 19287^(Out of print.)

Fernand Nathan, undated.

Issy-Les-Moulineaux: Editions Saint 
1960.

46.
Imprimerie

47. Paris;

48.
-Paul, Presses Missionnaires,
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fairly detailed discussion of methods. Its aim is to train not lust 
teachers, but Roman Catholic teachers. Religion and religiously\'ased 
moral education is the authors' main preoccupation.v The teacher is seen 
as a representative of parents, Church, and State, in that order. aI!

clear, simple, and well-organized, it may be a little 
SnfJjtiteSs^al^oS^^'^’^^’" the needs

of the

fewer onno inadequately drained teachers have
fewer opportunities for professional growth than their better trained 
colleagues in more developed countries.

Quantitative Outcomes

The main elements of the Congolese educational system, as it 
presently operates, have all been discussed. The outcomes of this

SrHTr-flevel, in what types of programs, etc. An indication of quality may 
also be given in quantitative terms by considering the number of

^^"Jidates at the various official examinations. Such is the 
^ section. Then, attempts will be made at suggest-

Sfouar ^fects of Congolese formal education
J analysis of pupils' responses to questionnaires designed

vouth education on the aspirations of Congollse
youth. This will be treated in the next section.

suc-

Since the Congo gained autonomy, its school population has 
by leaps and bounds. The "optimal" school enrollment foreseen
5. fhis January, 1957, report was almost 
reached during the school year 1958-1959, and it was exceeded by fifty

hhe 1961-1962 school year. The following figures will 
show this rapid progression: ^gures wiii

grown 
for 1961

V

49. "Situation de 1'Enseignement au ler Janvier 1962," Annex I 
Mimeographed report prepared by the "Inspection Acadmique" 
presented by M. Prosper Grandzion, Minister of Education, 
vllle (February, 1962). ’

and 
Brazza-
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TABLE 20

REPUBLIC OF CONGO (-BRAZZAVlLliE) 
SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT^ 

1959-1962

19 5 9 19 6 0 19 6 1 19 6 2
No. of
Class- Enroll- 
rooms ment

No. of
Class- Enroll- 
rooms ment

No. of
Class- Enroll- 
rooms ment

No. of
Class- Enroll- 
rooms ment

Primary
Education 1,341 89,477 1,641 99,339 1,865 115,331 2,103 135,207
Secondary
Education^’ 95 2,424 114 3,313 137 4,361 185 5,968
Technical
Education 1,153 1,365 1,644 1,721

a. Combined figures, public and private schools.

"colllges normaux," "colleges d'enseignementb. Including "lycees," 
general."

countries is only equal to an estimated oercentaee of
population. For the ' - - - -
selected 15

most African
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ an estimated total

purpose of international comparison, UNESCO has 
o ,.1,4 V population as a basis for computation.

only 6 000 children In.s then the n™ber .ctn.lly enroUed! 'to fLi ’ 
the Official enrollment percentage (81 per cent) is obtained by multi
plying an estimated population figure of 830,000 by 20 per cent, produc- 
in iinH^^ M f 166,000. Although this is most probably

® comparison with other
less educationally developed countries which may take advantage of the
reallLir However, for the Congo, it does not give a
realistic appraisal of the cask to be accomplished.

A more accurate ratio can be computed thus :
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.t estimate,50 stood

the total population. Taking the ratio 24% for the age group 6 to 16 
one would obtain a school-age population of approximately 206,000 chil
dren. Compared to the 1962 school enrollment of 140,000 (135,000 plus 
an estimated 5000 in secondary schools 16 years old or younger), this 
figure would produce a school enrollment level of 68%. It should be 
noted that this conservative estimate still represents a very respec
table level of accomplishment. It also allows for the fact that 
Congolese children still begin school after six years of age, and often 
leave it before they reach 16 years of age. TheL facts hi cUarly 
appear in the more detailed statistics for the school year 1961-1962.

many

As of January 1, 1962, there were, in the Congo public school 
system, 269 primary schools totaling 962 classrooms; in the "assimi
lated school system, 425 primary schools totaling 1,141 classrooms, 
for a combined total of 694 schools and 2,103 classrooms.51 Pupii 
distribution by system and by grade appear in Table 21.

a rapid enrollment drop from the first to the 
, , - This situation, however, cannot all be attributed to a

high rate of dropout. The school system is still expanding at the base 
at a taster rate than population growth. The problem of primary school 
losses in the Congo has not been studied on the basis of 
tive sample of schools over a whole cycle of studies.

Table 21 still shows 
sixth grade.

a representa-

The^proportion of girls enrolled in
compared with that of other African countries. This is partly die to 
the large percentage of Congolese living in urban areas (about 30 per 
^2^percentage (37%) conceals a variation of 
) girls' enrollment between the Djoue prefectu-e
(which includes Brazzaville) and the Alima prefecture (in 
of-access Northern Congo). The geographical isolation of 
of the Congo and the lag in girls' enrollment are likely to keep the 
Congo away from its goal of universal education for many years to come.

Congolese post-primary education, often called "secondary" for 
euphemistic reasons, is in fact composed of three sections: 1) second- 

I complementaires" or "Colleges d'Enseignement
olTr J teacher-training. and 3) technical and vocational, in that 
order of prestige. The second section has had the 
Increase in recent years; the third, the least, 
section is reported heloW. :

difficult- 
some areas

greatest enrollment 
Enrollment in each

50. Reported in "La Semaine Africaine," No. 505, May 3-10, 1962 

"Situation . .51. . ," 0£. cit.
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TABLE 21'

PRIMARY EDUCATION IN CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE) 
DISTRIBUTION OF•PUPILS BY GRADES 

JANUARY 1, 1962 - •

Percentage 
of Grade 
to Total

Grades Public Assimilated Total

Cours
Preparatoire I 

(1st Grade)
!|19,922 20,420 40,342 32

Cours
Preparatoire II 

(2nd Grade)
11,574 15,735 27,309 22 •

Cours
Elementaire I 

(3rd Grade)
'8,765 11,626 20,391 16

Cours
Elementaire II 

(4th Grade)
7,135 8,714 15,849 13

Cours Moyen I 
(5th Grade)

5,393 6,318 11,711 9

Cours Moyen II 
(6th Grade)

5,035 4,459 9,494 7

Totaia 59,667 
(35% Girls)

75,540 
(38% Girls)

135,207 
(37% Girls)

Source: "Effectifs Scolalres--Enseignement Public" and "Effectifs Sco- 
laires-.Enseignement Assimiie"—Au ler Janvier 1962. 
tables prepared by the "Inspection Academique.")

a. Totals are taken from the first-quoted report; they are based 
later count than the grade by grade report.

(Two mimeographed

on a
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TABLE 22

SECONDARY EDUCATION IN CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE) 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY GRADES 

JANUARY 1, 1962

A) "Lycees" and."Colleges Classiques et Modemes"a
• (Long Cycle)

Public Assimilated 
Boys Girls

Percentage 
of Total

Grades Boys Girls Total

Sixleme 
(1st year) 562 171 163 108 1004 35

Clnquieme 321 82 130 93 626 22

Quatrleme 177 72 112 55 416 15

Troisi§me 172 60 93 16 341 12

Seconde 136 38 27 2 203 7

Premiere 106 18 26 6 156 6

Terminales 
Philo. 
Sc. Exp. 
Math.

3
12 8 11 1 32
31 4 35
13 2 15

Total 1530 455 502 281 2828 100

e •

Source: Unpublished records of the schools concerned.

In this section, as well as in the primary schools, most of the
("sixiSmenri®"’'°l 8«des. Although the first year
( sixiSme ) is under increasing pressure from the growing number of
primary school graduates, the drop here is largely due 
that is, reorientation of weaker students to elimination, 

toward other types of schools.
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and to a number of students permitted to repeat the first or the second 
year. The drop in enrollment from the "tro£siW" to the "seconde" is 
expected to disappear soon. As the number, of successful candidates to 
tne B.E.P,C.'> examinations increases, many will be given the opportu
nity to enter the "long cycle" of studies which begins in the class of 
"seconde*”

Girls make up only about.25’per cent of the enrollment in 
type of secondary school. this

the percentage is much lower if 
one considers that European (mostly French) girls are included in the 
total. In the two "Lycees," only one girl out of three is Congolese, 
in all, the percentage of Congolese girls in this 
school probably does not exceed 10 type of secondary

, pet cent. Among the boys, 20 per
cent in the "Lycees" and 10 per cent in the College Chaminade 
European. are

TABLE 23

SECONDARY EDUCATION IN CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE) 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY GRADES 

JANUARY 1, 1962

B) "Colleges d'Enseignement General" 
and "Colleges Normaux"

(Short Cycle)

Public® Assimilated^ 
Boys Girls

Percentage 
of Total

Grades Boys Girls Total

Sixieme
(1st year) 900

Cinquilme 

Quatrieme 321

136 281 123 1440 50

551 109 176 40 876 30

57 27 7 412 14

Troisi^me 129 22 28 8 187 6

Total 1901 324 512 178 . 2915 100

a. 18 centers.

b. 11 centers.

Source: Unpublished material, "Inspection Academique," Brazzaville.
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may be attributed to a number of students enrolled in the various^pSblie 
and private "Sections Normales," that is, a fifth-year section attLhed
^ublir^ h of Dolisie and Mouyoundzi '

T teaoher^training sections of Colleges Chami-
nade, Javouhey, and Makoua for the Catholic schools; N'Gou^di for the 
Protestant schools; and the intensive one-year course organized in 
Brazzaville to meet the present shortage of trained public school 
eachers. In addition, older students, and those who show little prom- 

of successfully completing the "short cycle" and obtain a B.E.P.C.,
® special teacher-training course and become 

moniteurs superieurs" or simply "monlteurs."

for the

,-u distribution of students among the four C.E.G, grades shows
grades. This situation

aL ® ®®"‘=®^® three public
and four or five private centers offered the full four-year course^
196l”^offfrlf' centers, opened in October,
1961, offered only the lower grade; the rest offer two or three grades

type of secondary schools was to be eftab- 
P^®f®®tural center and in two or three subprefectural 

centers, and have a 5,000-student enrollment by 1970. A more recent 
decision to extend this network to every subprefectural center in the 
country rather suggests that some 10,000 students may be enrolled i!l 
this type of secondary schools by 1970.

The situation is more confused with regard to technical 
This type of education is offered through three kinds of

eauiva]p.r,i-Vn%il"^°iJ^®® Technique" (long cycle), the technical field 
equivalent to the "Lycees"; the "Centre d'Apprentissage" (short cycle)
field 60 "Colleges d-Enseignement Technique," the technical ’

"Collese d'Enselgnement General"; finally,IcLTlt attached to primary or seconds^
schools. The first structure prep'ares its best students to the .
Baccalaureat de 1-Enseignement Technique" which opens the way to higher 
technical education and to mechanical engineering. Its commeLial

®*“^"^®f^ators and accountants, and delivers a "Brevet 
chfr!cJ Commercial." The second structure has a "terminal"
character: it prepares students for positions in commerce and industry 
at the subprofessional level and delivers a "Certificat d'Aptitude 
Professionnelle" (C.A.P.). The third structure prepares clLks and

even
education.
structures:

"Plan de Developpement de 1'Enselgnement du Second Degre—Cours 
Complementaires et Colleges Normaux, 1960-1970." 
document prepared by the "Inspection Academique,

52.

(Typewritten 
" Brazzaville.)
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IllpiiiBl
ManuelleS!" ^ Pointe-Noire). The rest were "Sections

one

Reliable statistics regarding distribution by grades 
available. It is sufficient to report that, in 1961-62, 478 boys and 
16 girls were enrolled in the "College Technique"; 685 boys and 110 
girls in the "Centres d'Apprentissage," public and private; the rest, 
432 boys and girls, were presumably distributed among the various 
Sections Manuelles." In addition, a small but undetermined number

being trained as craftsmen in the Brazzaville center for 
Formation Professionnelle Acceleree" (Intensive Vocational Training) 

under the auspices of the Congolese Ministry of Labor.53 jj, recent 
years, this center has been operating at a minimum level, 
workers in the building trades

is not

since skilled
in oversupply in the Congo.are

this scheme, the programs of the two lower secondary grades ("sixleme" 
and "cinquieme") are to be almost identical in all types of secondary 
schools. During these two years, students are under close observation 
in order to determine what type of education is best suited to their 
ability and aspirations. This procedure is being adopted in a limited 
way in the Congo, but its effectiveness is doubtful. The operation 
of such a "cycle d'observation" requires the use of reliable testing 
instruments and cooperation of highly trained teachers and guidance 
specialists, all conditions almost nonexistent in the Congo.

^ Enrollment statistics concerning the "Fondation de 1'Enseignement 
Superieur en Afrique Centrale" are not given here for two reasons:
1) this institution is open to^^udents from all four Equatorial African 
republics, and the exact number dS-Gongolese students in each f^eld of 
study IS difficult to determine; 2) it is 
nor Education Ministry control.

Finally, quantitative results of the various examinations held 
at the primary and secondary education levels will give an indication 
of the effectiveness of instruction in Congolese schools.

not under Congo Government

53. This center has operated in Brazzaville since 1950. 
effective in training urgently needed skilled 
building boom of the early 1950's.

It was very 
Workers for the
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TABLE 24

REPUBLIC OF CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE) 
SCHOOL EXAMINATION RESULTS 

1961-1962 AND 1962-1963

196.1-1'962
Number of Number 
Candidates Passed

1962-1963 
Number 
Passed %

Examinations Number of 
Candidatesy.

Certlficat 
d'Etudes 
Primalres 
(C.E.P.) 7444 4269 57.4 7853 4900 62.4

Brevet 
d'Etudes 
du Premier 
Cycle 715 286 40.0 942 432 45.9

Brevet
El^mentalre
(B.E.) 181 52 28.7 283 68 24.0

Probatoire 
(Baccalaureate, 
First Part) 72 228 103 44.8

Baccalaureat 
(Second Part) 43 107 64 , 59.8

Source: Information supplied by the Department of Examination, 
lese Ministry of Education, Brazzaville. Congo-

Qualitative Outcomes

PpiiPiliili::
intends to report on his application of certain social science research 
techniques to this problem: questionnaires, soclometrlc tests, and 
sentence completion tests.
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eses. The questionnaires used have elicited rekonses which may be of 
interest not only to educationists but also to siydents of the rapidly 
changing sociological realities 6f Tropical Afri4. For this reason, 
a fairly detailed report of the data gathered will be offered in the 
hope that other researchers may find them a valuable 
eses.
whenever the

- -  source of hypoth-
Butonly a preliminary analysis of the results will be attempted 

responses obtained are directly relevant to this study.

The data were gathered during the second half 
school year. , of the 1961-1962

They are the results of three series of tests'5'^ given 
at three levels of the Congolese school system:

Tests I & II: level of the sixth grade ("Cours Moyen II"). 
primary school; and at the level of the tenth 

grade ("Classe de troisleme"), that is, at the end of the first cycle 
of secondary studies. -

Test III: at approximately the twelfth grade level, that is, at 
the end of the second cycle of secondary studies and at the end of the 
professional training year of the teacher-training institutions.

"personal data sheet" 
responses has revealed the following

All subjects were requested to fill in a 
(see Appendix VI). Tabulation of 
characteristics of the samples.

. lists I & jl-Sixth Grade Level. A total of 13 classes were used 
in the sample, 8 in urban and 5 in rural environments; 9 were in public 
schools, 2 in Catholic schools, and 2 in Protestant schools.

subjects in the samplers (440 boys and 141 girls) showed 
the rollowing characteristics

54. The tests, as they were used, are to be found in Appendix VI.
55. Total Congolese sixth grade population during the school 

1962 stood at 9,494 boys and girls, 
sents

year 1961-
This sample therefore repre- 

more than 64 of the sixth grade universe. However, no par
ticular attempt was made to reproduce an accurate cross-section of 
Congolese sixth graders. Certain geographic areas are not repre- 
sented due to limitations of time and transportation accessibility 
to this investigator. Rather, schools of various types (public, 
private, urban, rural, for boys only, mixed, ethnically homoge
neous, ethnically mixed, etc.) were included, not necessarily in 
the same proportions as they exist throughout the Congo (Brazza
ville). Nevertheless, this sample may represent a range of varia
tions wide enough for the purposes of this investigation.
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1) Age Distribution

m
Number

ffiftof boys /3/and fH 101girls i»m iii IS:63 KIiH Si •-il ii 39: H2.3 If 'SIfw H mIIIis if 3Wi
1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952

. Year of Birth

NOTE: The subjects were asked to write down the year of their birth 
Instead of their age, a common practice in the Congo, in the 
hope of getting a quick and accurate answer. However, many 
answers were given as "about 19_ _ it is probable that

underestimation: most Congolese 
pupils would tend to lower their age in order to qualify for 
entrance in academic secondary schools.

errors
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V,

2) Years In School Attendance ("Normal" 
duration of Course: 6 years)

307
No. of responses: 562 

No answer: 19
Total: 581

i

IIIi.
II

Number 
of boys 
and 
girls

IIi
/30

i11
i

S2
'I ^if 'm if5 I 11ii28 Hi Iiii1 ii 7mmS e 7 8 9

Number of Years

NOTE: Less than 30 per cent of the subjects reached the end of the 
six-year primary course in six years or less. If most of the 
41 Europeans are excluded from this group, the proportion drops 
to less than 25 per cent. Therefore, 3 Congolese pupils out 
of 4 repeat one year or more whlU in primary schools. However, 
a comparison of these figures with "Age Distribution" indicates 
that this is not the only reason for the relatively advanced 
age of the six-grades' population: 84 per cent complete primary 
school in 7 years or less, but only 31 per cent are aged 13 or 
less at the end of their primary studies. This points to a 
large number of late starters, a situation which has certainly 
improved since this group reached school age. Current practice 
is to give every six-year old child who applies and cannot be 
admitted in overcrowded schools a certificate which will 
antee his admission the following guar-

year.
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3) Ethnic Composition

4oo No. of.responses: 573
No answer: 8

Total: 3^1

i

iSNumber 
of boys 
and 
girls

it;

il
:

iSI

IIa mai saliSI1
St 4!I» H2/m
lifi ■ ii/y iS

I IfS §<1 I
oll11 I11y CQ Q!)'

are overrepresented since they occupy the easily accessible 
areas of the country between Brazzaville and Pointe-Nolre.
Reoub?fc bom outside the

category "Europeans" includes mostly 
French children attending the "Ecole du ^
administrative section of Brazzaville.

The

Stade" located in the
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Religious Affiliations

306
Na. ofK responses: 568 

No answer: 13
Total: SST

»

11it
it

Number 
of boys 
and 
girls

1mmm /6a
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Q
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^
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15
NOTE: The religious groups listed here correspond to those listed in

''T, procedure was adopted in the 
hope that the subjects would find it easier to indicate their 
true religious affiliations, particularly if they happed Jo 
belong to a nativlstlc (African) religious 
of these precautions, the data should 
as to their

In-spite
be interpreted with doubt 

For instance, full-fledged members of 
Furthf.i-mr„-» ft, differentiated from catechemens.

a category -animism" did not appear in the ques-
is thJ ter^" "non-baptized" which

^ ^°"8o to designate those
Ss uLesL M "® religion. The term -paganism-
h!L ^ overtones, and the term "animism" wouL not
thi! no^ ‘’y si*th graders. It should be noted
this "°f.!/^"8^®,"M^tswanist" affiliation was claimed, although

movement.

accuracy.
Christian religions
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5) Language Spoken Most Often Outside
the Classroom

No_. of responses : 562
No answer: 19

Total: 581

IBS
Number 
of boys 
and 
girls

173
Si

138 m
tfiH SIII Igsi

il M1 67Pil ii ■■m I19 I SIa Ii 11 SIi-T? /
'lls
S)3I .a

hi
K

N/I I.o
I N.I <0N4

IC -------------------------- y—---------------------J

ye///c ui.fift L flN&ufi &£s

NOTE: Although close to one-third of the subjects claimed that they 
spoke their own tribal tongue most often outside the classroom, 
almost 10 per cent indicated that they did not know their tribal 

French is spoken in class by all sixth graders,.but 
only 25 per cent of them used French most often outside the 
classroom. The remainder used mostly two of the three "vehicu
lar" or "trade" languages which have developed in the area.
These serve as "lingua franca" (Monokotuba, from Pointe-Nolre 
to Brazzaville; Lingala, from Brazzaville to the northern part 
of the Congo; and Sango, in the Bangui area). They are not 
tribal tongues, although their limited vocabulary and simpli
fied syntax are borrowed from tribal tongues spoken in their 
respective areas. The frequency with which the subjects used 
these "vehicular" languages indicated the extent of their inter
tribal relationships.

tongue.
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6) Other Characteristics

Place of Birth: 54.2 per cent (305 subjects) of the

children go to the cities in search of better ’

pupils were 
are

educational opportunities.

reaaJ!*ia indication is confirmed by responses to the questions
regarding fathers and guardians. Four hundred and eighty-two pupils 
reported the names and occupations of their fathers. Lavi^ abou 00

and a guardian. In most of these cases (22 per cent of the sample),
the bush" while the chil

dren attend village or city schools with the help of relatives 
as guardians. acting

‘course.

56.
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1) Age Distribution

No. of responses: 179 
No answer: 24 

Total: 2^S8
mmi45

Number 
of boys 
and 
girls

S4

a1 Im mli isftm /3/O //fs

ss;ilms '■

/ o i 1 /
/939 /9^0 /94/ /44C J9‘i7 t9‘9Q

Year of Birth

this level.SecLfwoJ?ru shortly after the '

children pressure was exerted onJk ®‘=®“^®thool early. Only 13 students (7.1 per cent)
reached the end of this ten-year course of studies befoL they

iSLdT thL“"--aregroup.
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2) Years in School Attendance ("Normal" 
duration of Course: 10 years)

No. of responses: 200 
No answer: 3

Total: 203
82

Wi

" *
m WiNumber 

of boys 
and 
girls

aw mmmmiiS
■li

ii 3681li iia SiIS
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(3

IS a8 9 lo II

Number of Years

NOTE: Although the bulk of the tenth graders sampled (almost 80 per
chart ® the^above

f P®"" sample attendedschool from ten to twelve years. Therefore the repeaters among 
them are much fewer than in the sixth grade sample. This is to

Irlr. I I °P®”te, particularly at the time of the secondary 
school entrance examinations. cv-onoary
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3) Ethnic Composition
BA

i No. of responses: 203 
No answer:

Total: 2^
h»11 ilI

.
■ mNumber 

of boys 
and 
girls

■
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■■3 II
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NOTE: The three main Bantu groups are represented in the sample in 
nearly the same proportions as in the Congo population 
whole (see, for Instance, the 41.4 as a
„ ^ . per cent for the Central
Bantu poup). Although the "ColUges d-Enselgnement General" 
are being established throughout the country, few of them can 
already offer a full four-year course, 
classes are consequently drawn from all

Students in the samples 
parts of the Congo.
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r

Religious Affiliations

(S6m
1
"i,

No. of responses; 202 
No answer: 1

Total: 203
iff
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A*

■5) Language Spoken Most Often Outside
the Classroom

90
No. of respons.es: 203 

No answer;
Total: 2M

n
mtiNumber 

of boys 
and 
girls

59

IIa
SJEli ifM.m ma iS| 1it 32sa.aBi 1■s »ilffii m mil bs ilftSi
if a li&m. 1 6sSis :m libi. lifl ii a
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m fl}

yiif 3 
HI r <
m 2 ^
“ f 2 
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ae --------- J

Vehiculak LftNGfA&esu.

NOTE: The mixture of ethnic^ , , groups in schools partly explains the
students' knowledge and relatively frequent use of "vehicular" 
languages. However, at this level, the French language is 
reportedly spoken most often by almost half of the students, 
almost as often as all tribal and "vehicular" languages put 
together. This should indicate a higher degree of French 
acculturation at this school level.
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6) Other Characteristics

Place of Birth;msrnSmw^^:
students from surrounding rural primary schools. centers which draw

One hundred and forty reported their father's occupation, 
hundred and nine also reported their guardian's occupation.

and one

Responses to Test I-Sixth Grade Level. Test 1 was designed to 
KL s'choonhUdL""*'"”® -pIr.tlo„s of fh. Congo.

Question No. 1 (Test I-A): "Indicate three (3) trades 
fessions in which you would like to engage 
once your studies are completed. (Write in 
the first blank space the one which attracts 
you most, in the second blank, your second 
choice, etc.)"

or pro-

Thls is a free choice question which could be made 
aspirations and/or opportunity, 
is, the subjects were not instructed

on the basis of
It did not have to be realistic, that

possible with their capabilities and SthlL'eSucatJoSIl^nf Jc'pa!' 

tlonal opportunities available in the Congo. In order to test the 
hypothesis that such a free choice might result in the sixth graders 
selecting from a narrow range of occupations. Form I-b57 was developed 

- administered to one-half of the class in three schools, while the
other U.alf was given Form 1-A. Form I-B listed 39 occupations 
monly known in the Congo. The subjects were requested to cross off 
the names of all listed occupations but f^, then to list these remaln- 
ing five in the order of the subjects' preferenceBut the responses 
of the very first group showed that this technique did not appreciably 
extend the range of occupational choices while it tended 
the subjects' spontaneity of choice. For instance, in the first 
where this technique was applied:

com-

to restrict
group

1) Ten occupations included in list I-B were not mentioned by 
ose who took Form I-A. These 10 occupations were mentioned 29 times

57. A similar technique was used by Gerard Althabe in his study of
the young unemployed "school leavers" in Brazzaville. The results 
he obtained will be discussed further in this section.

58. See Form I-B in Appendix VI.
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by I-B subjects, but only 11 times 
second, or third choice.

2) Seventeen out of the 39 listed occupations were not selected 
atcSll (example: blacksmith, store clerk, tailor, lawyer, farmer,

they the object of a first.were

3) Those taking Form I-A selected four occupations not'listed in 
Form I-B: professor, sailor, midwife, and "gendarme."

This experiment was repeated with similar results in 
school and in a rural school, 
data obtained through Form I-B

an urban
Form I-B was then abandoned. However, 
are included in the following tables.

The writer's choice of 
extent, arbitrary. occupational categories is, to a certain 

It is therefore necessary to give further details 
as to what subcategories were included in each of the 
categories listed in Tables 25 and 26. seven or eight

Classified under this heading Include 
professeur" (in^an academic or technical "lyc-ee," or in a "college

2. Health Services._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Occupations :
and female), midwife, and pharmacist. doctor of medicine, nurse (male

Technical and Scientific. Occupations: engineer (civil, 
mechanical, railroad, etc.), electrician and radio repairman, auto
mechanics and machine shop worker, and the building trades (mason, 
carpenter, etc.). ’

, Public Administration. Included in this category
tlons commonly connected with public administration, 
down to office clerk, 
are also included.

are occupa- 
from "Prefet" 

Post office, telephone and telegraph employees

Amed Services. These include army, navy, air force, "gen- 
darmerie, and police. They also include merchant sailors, 
airline pilots, and air hostesses.

^I.iculture. Agricultural engineer and "moniteur" 
to the "farmer" subcategory.

this managers, and salesmen are classified under
Office work, unless it is explicitly connected with 

business operations, is classified under "clerical," in the Public 
Administration category.

commercial

are added
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TABLE 25

OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES OF CONGOLESE STUDENTS 
TEST I—QUESTION 1 
SIXTH GRADE LEVEL

Occupations 
(First Choice)

Urban
Schools

Rural
SchoolsPercentage Percentage

1. Health 
Services 138 34.50 29 17.5

2. Technical and 
Scientific 91 22.75 24 14.5

3. Teaching 71 17.75 76 45.8

4. Public
Administration 35 8.75 14 8.4

5. Armed 
Services 32 8.00 11 6.6

6. Agriculture 7 1.75 5 3.0

7. Business 0 0

8. Others 26 6.50 7 4.2

Total 400 100.00 166 100.0

Preferred Location
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TABLE 26

OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES OF CONGOLESE STUDENTS 
TEST I--QUESTION 1 
TENTH GRADE LEVEL -

First
Choice

Second
Choice

Third
ChoiceOccupations

Total Percentage

1. Teaching

2. Technical and 
Scientific

65 27 35 127 21.8

34 40 36 110 18.8

3. Health 
Services 48 39 20 107 18.4

4. Public
Administration 18 40 33 91 15.8

5. Armed 
Services 10 16 24 51 8.7

6. Law 5 13 15 33 5.6

7. Agriculture 8 3 10 21 3.6

S'.- Business 4 6 6 16 2.7

9. Others 9 12 8 29 4.6

Total 201 197 187 585 100.0

Preferred Location

Of the 192 subjects who stated their preference ^ 
in an ur^ environment, and ^ in a rural environment:131 wished to work

•.?
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law, priesthood. A few chauffeurs, station masters, housewives and 
matrons are also included. nousewives and

any

The occupational categories have been listed in order of* studentsr 
preference-as indicated by the t^ number of times a particuJ^

the rank a category occupies ’
vlniltt total number of choices happens to correspond to ?he

would occupy if only the "first choice" were considered. In
tL tlntreral fe'1 t,: exception: at
seLnrifj ^ ^ category "Technical and Scientific" holds

cond place according to total number of choices (110), but third 
place, after "Health Services," on the basis of first cholcLais 
observation suggests that, in this kind of investigation, a single
sSJts°”^ sufficiently reprefentatlve of ?he
students' occupational interests.

Most tradesu r . or professions selected by the Congolese students
Tea?hS™dlSrs^" Congolese "Fonctlon Publique'.'"
tprh rf’ officers are all civil servants. EvL
technicians and agriculturalists are usually employed by the Ministry
in law int!nde5 t Ministry of Agriculture. ThLe interested
Jice as ^ connection with the administration of jus-
?f one Il^o r independent attorLys.

of "Business" category remains outside the framework
o^Jc! c^I^is"c^Issl^ “any of the bookkeepers and
edlv L r Service" category will undoubt
edly be absorbed by private business.

Question No. 2:

can

"In a short paragraph motivate your first 
choice (examp1e: 
because . . .')."

But question would deserve careful content analysis.
But in this study only a rapid discussion of the main motives

occupation will be presented, '

gorief orl^f! ^ ^ students, grouped into eleven Lte-
motives and arranged in order of frequency at the sixth

f. tL f‘:u;wi„TSMrsLs!‘‘

'I would like to be

guiding

.59. At the tenth grade level. Law is listed as a separate category.
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TABLE 27

OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES OF CONGOLESE STUDENTS 
TEST I—QUESTION NUMBER 2 

MOTIVES FOR OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES

6th Grade Level 
Frequency %

'lOth Grade Level 
Frequency %Categories of Motives

1• Social service
To: a) kinship, tribal groups 

and friends
b) the nation or humanity 

Total

2. Intrinsic Interest in knowledge 
+ accomplishment connected with 
chosen occupation

3. Economic advantage
For: a) the subjects and their 

families 
b) the country 

Total

91 10.8 10 3.0
212 25.0 90 26.7
303 35.8 100 29.7

170 20.1 74 22,2

113 13.4 16 4.7
20 2.4 41 12.2

133 15.8 57 16.9

4. Prestige attached to the 
occupation or to the performer

5. "Romantic" attraction

69 8.1 16 4.8

43 5.1 15 4.5

6.'^-Travel opportunities (studies
abroad)" 36 4.3 30 8.9

7. Attraction of work conditions 
(security, leisure, etc.)

8. Parents' wishes

34 4.0 19 5.6

32 3.7 6 1.8

9. Imitating parents

10. Ability

19 2.2 9 2.6

10 3.0

11. "Revenge" 8 .9

Total 847 100.0 336 100.0
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Students could and often did mention more than one motive. 
Furthermore, the categories selected by the writer 
For instance, "helping relatives," a social service.
primarily because the selected - - - - - - - - -
turns.

sometimes overlap, 
may become possible

^ occupation produces high monetary re-
^ categories "romantic attraction" and "prestige"
in this cultural setting, be related in unsuspected ways. The following 
quotations from the students' responses may clarify the way in which 
the analysis of responses was conducted. (Numbers and letters in' 
parentheses refer to relevant

may.

categories In Table 27.)

A girl who chose to become a teacher or a nurse wrote:

I shall teach the pupils (1-b) and even my little brothers 
U-a;. I shall help my parents in case of accidents and I shall 
earn my bread (3-a). I shall be proud of my job (4). 
be my turn to give back the blows which I

It will 
received at school (11).

A student who has chosen to work as an electrician writes:

I shall have the courage to take electric 
I shall no longer be afraid of the electric 
install electricity in the homes 
will last for a long time (3-b).

motors apart and 
current (2). I shall 

or in the streets and my work

One who wished to become a "bureaucrat" declared:

I like that job very much (2) and one earns a lot of 
(3-a), and because this position offers advantages 
are coming after us, to our younger brothers (1-a).

Easily classified among the "romantic" motives is this statement 
by one who has chosen to become

I would like to ride in space like the American 
cosmonauts, for example, Gagarine and John Glenn.

But more difficult to classify is this 
who wished to become a chauffeur:

T ^ taxi. I will take customers everywhere.
I wiU be known by many customers (4). I will wait for customers 
at the Customs Office. All the places I wanted to see on foot I 
will see in a taxi (5).

This future teacher declared:

money 
to those who

a pilot:

or the Russian

statement by a sixth grader

would like to be a teacher because people keep bringing 
children into the world and children will always come to school. 
Thus I shall never be out of work (7). Now a tailor, if he runs 
out of customers, will out of money.run
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In this statement, "intrinsic interest" and 
are clearly demonstrated:

I would like to know the causes of illnesses in general (2) 
and how to. cure them, in order to destroy in myself and in my 
environment this kind of paganism in which 
fetishism, belief in sorcerers (1-b).

But in this one, "intrinsic interest," "social service," and 
economic advantages" are inextricably Involved:

® "Pr^fet" because I wish to organize my 
prefecture we 1 (2) and to make it rich (S-a), and also to change 
the culture ("faire evoluer") of the people who ^
civilized (1-b).

even "social service"

we are immersed.

are not yet well

suspected in determining the students' choice of an occupation. The 
responses just analyzed strongly suggest that most Congolese students 
are acutely aware that they are Indebted to their family and to their 
country for the education that they have received, and they show a deep 
esire to repay their debt. Indeed, most other motives such as i 

gains, prestige, job security, etc., seem to matter only to the
lit rendering more and better services to the commu-
nlty. The immediate objection to this interpretation is the fact that 
the truthfulness of such elicited responses is easily challenged: the 
of ^he^ response which they believe is expected

j ® objection. But the fact that the subjects
motives is an indication of the hierarchy 

of values which they hold as a result of the education they have re
ceived in the homes and in the schools. Departures from this motiva- 
ional pattern, for instance, the "revenge" motive (mentioned mostly 

by girls), show the candor of the responses and tend to support the 
writer's interpretation.

Question No. 3 "In what place (name of city, village, or rural 
district) would you like to perform your chosen 
profession?"

Responses to this question were divided into two groups: L 
who wished to work in an urban environment, and 2) those who wished to 
7° environment. An urban environment was defined as one

S this means Brazza
ville, Pointe-Noire, Dolisie, and Jacob. A large village such as Fort- 
Rousset (prefectural headquarters in the north of the country) was 
classified as a rural environment, even if it offers certain urban 
amenities•

1) those
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Results appear at the bottom of Tables 25 and 26. 
verbally instructed to decide on a location with 
choice occupation only. Consequently, the

Subjects were 
respect to their first 

sum of urban and rural
responses cannot exceed the number of first choices made in 
of occupation. any category

Question No. 4: "What studies or what apprenticeship do you 
intend to undertake in order to fulfill 
occupational ambitions?"

your

This question was included in the questionnaire 
might provide an opportunity to test the 
first choice of an occupation.

in the hope that it 
earnestness of the subjects'

It was assumed that if a subject had 
seriously considered embracing a certain profession he (or she) would 
also have worked out in some detail the steps most likely to lead to the 
fulfillment of the subject's occupational goals. In this respect, the 
responses to Question No. 4 were rather disappointing. If the subjects 
were aware of this means-to-end relationship, they generally failed to 
demonstrate their awareness. At both the sixth and the tenth grade 
levels, one subject out of five neglected to answer the question or 
simply wrote: "I don't know." Of those who gave a positive answer, 
an overwhelming majority stated that they wished to pursue their studies:

At the Sixth Grade Level:
a) Further studies 394 (82%)
b) Apprenticeship

Total
86 (18%)

480 responses

At the Tenth Grade Level:
a) Further studies 146 (90%)
b) Apprenticeship

Total
16 (10%)

162 responses

The option "Apprenticeship" meant that the subjects intended to 
submit to some form of on-the-job training as opposed to "Further Stud
ies" which require admission to a school or to a formal course of stud- 
ies. Of course, the choice between these two options is largely deter- 
mined by the level of general education and of professional training 
which the selected occupation requires. Most of the Congolese students' 
occupational choices do require studies and training at a level higher 
than the sixth or the tenth grades. What the subjects failed to reveal.

L whole, is specific information regarding the courses of studies 
which they intended to follow.

The obvious explanation for this failure is that the subjects 
simply lacked the necessary Information. If so, the failure might be 
their teachers' rather than theirs. However, in reviewing the 
to Question No. 4, one gathers the Impression that, 
lese students are concerned, this matter of 
academic, even somewhat irrelevant.

responses 
as far as the Congo- 

occupational guidance is 
They seem to take for granted that
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strategic positions along a marked course which 
professional competence.

these hurdles occupy 
automatically leads to

“£ companions for work a"rpUv!

oo„ir.„ri-jo-r.^T‘Laii:„“L'“H:ri^^f‘rrriar‘^

ataUar'^o rh »<> tranaUtJd b"”!;

Si”- case,

TEST II

Work Teams
1, Write the names (in the order Indicated below) of three 

a work^teL^S y°u would like to form

First Choice 
Second Choic¥ 
Third Choice '

60. Helen Hall Jennings, Sociometry in Groun 
D.C.: American Council on Education, 1948)^ 
and Hatt in Methods in Social Research.

A. Hauser, "Compte-rendu provisoire de 
(December 1950-January 1951). 
the Institut de Recherches

Subjects were verbally instructed that 
work."

Relations (Washington, 
Discussed by Goode

pp. 249-255.
61.

recherches sociometriques," 
Unpublished report available at 

Sclentlflques au Congo, Brazzaville.
62.

"work" meant "school
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y

2.. Write the name of the leader of this 
say so.

Team leader:

team; if it is you,

3. By what pupils do you believe you have been .chosen?63

4. What pupils would you rather not have in your work team?

5. Name the pupil (1 only) with whom 
for an outing.64 you would most like to go

This test was given to the same sample as Test I. 
observations will be given concerning the analyses 
responses. ^

Some general 
of this test's

and two ruraU. These graphic representations immediately 
aspects of the social structure of 
The patterns of social

reveal some
sample of Congolese classrooms, 

attraction, leadership, and rejection which 
emerge suggest the following tentative generalizations:

a

iSliilBs
2. In classes where a

3. Apart from clear-cut divisions along 
Congolese classrooms sex and along racial lines, 

are very loosely structured. In no case is a pupil

63. Responses to this question will not be analyzed in this report.

Outing, in French "promenade," applies to a walk as well 
ride by any means of transportation.

64.
as to a
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selected or rejected by more than half of his (or her) classmates 
Indeed, the "star" position is usually shared by 
"isolates" are rare; and very few are 
of their classmates.

up to five pupils;

the Industrial Section of the "LycSe Technique."65

hieJ with a low of 23.3 per cent and a
slightly higher than at the tenth grade level 

with a low of 11.5 per cent and a high of 46?8 pL
(11 5*nefcfrf f self-appointLnt

n ^ occurred in the Industrial Section of the "Lycee Tech-
qialitv ofiLt^f ^ relationship between the amorphous
quality of most class structures and the generally high rate of self-

positions. Both variables may be strongly 
affected by the fact that the team formation task required by a socio
metric test is unfamiliar to Congolese school children.66

leaders.

reliaious''?Zi"r willingness to reach across ethnic and

social unit, with greatly varying numbers of alternatives available 
to subjects from one unit to another. For example, in a class predomi- 
nantly made up of Roman Catholic Kongo, a subject is more likely to 
select a member of this ethno-religious group simply because the subject

Therefore, no statistical comparisons 
classroom units can be made unless a 
devised.

across
complex weighting system can be

In Test II the subjects generally made rational 
instead of blindly deciding on the basis of ethnic 
tlons. However, it is possible that rational choices 
in a more balanced distribution of 
among members of the various ethnic 
generalizations;

sociometric choices 
or religious affilia- 
_ could have resulted 

"stars," "isolates," and "rejected" 
groups. Hence, the two following

65. A. Hauser made
test to a vocatlonafiJIlninrclass? irsugglSd^Sat^tSr^'' 
phenomenon may be due to the fact that vocational school pupils 
have more opportunities to engage in teamwork.

66. If Congolese school children have experienced some form of teamwork 
in their traditional culturg,, the method is almost never used in 
Congolese schools as teaching technique.a
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1) Sociometric choices in Congolese schools 
not determined by ethnic factors.

2) Religious affiliation seems to have

are influenced but

sSools^^^’ patterns of social attractionlS rejeJtiJn^irCongolfse

A- ■
Test III--Characteristics of Sample

1) Classes

Types and levels:

Higher Education ("Centre d'Enseignement Sup^rieur"), Teacher- 
Training Section, "baccalaureat" level.
Two public "lycees," two classes at "baccalaureat" level 
("classes terminales").

C. Two private "colleges classiques_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ et modemes ." one for boys
at "baccalaureat" level; one for girls, at the tenth grade 
level.

Teacher-Training Schools ("Cours Normaux"), two public, 
one private; two classes at the tenth grade level; two at the 
professional year level (B.E.P.C. plus one year).
Two_Catholic Seminaries, one class at the tenth grade level, the 
other at the eleventh grade level.
A group of in-service teachers holding the rank of 
adjoints" or "moniteurs sup^rieurs."

"instituteurs-

2) Subjects

155 boys 
27 girls

Total: 182

3) Place of Birth

Urban area: • 
Rural area:

Total: 1^

54 (including 12 Europeans) 30% 
128 70%

^) Occupation of Father or Guardian

Traditional: 78 
Modem: 86
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5) Age Distribution

1 (0.6%)^^
11 (6.4%)
12. (7.0%)
20 (11.1%)
12 (7.0%)
29 (16.9%)

14 years: 21 years: 10 (5.6%) 
12 (7.0%) 
4 (2.3%)
8 (4.6%) 

11 (6.4%) 
over 25; 42 (24.-4%)

16 M 22 II

17 23 II

18 II 24
19 II 25 II

20 II

6) Ethnic Composition

Equatorial Bantu: 
Northwestern Bantu: 
Central Bantu: 
Non-Congolese: 
Europeans:

25 (13.8%) 
40 (22.1%) 
90 (49.8%) 
14 ( 7.7%) 
12 ( 6.6%)

181

7) Religious Affiliations

Roman Catholics: 
Protestants 

(Evangelical) : 
Salvation Army: 
Jehovah's 
Witnesses: 

Anlmlsts & Non
believers :

130 (74.3%)

31 (17.7%) 
2 ( 1.1%)

2 ( 1.1%)

10 ( 5.8%)
175

8) Marital Status

Siiigle:

Married (kinds of ceremonies) 
"Customary":
"Civil":
"Religious":

118

33
60
28

9) Prior Studies in

Public schools only; 
Private schools only: 
Both successively:

49
72
43

67. All percentages are computed on the basis of the number of relevant 
responses for each characteristic.
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10) Occupations (present or preparing for)

116 (including 76 with previous experience) .Teaching: 
Medicine:
Law:
Technical

careers: 12
Others:

8
5

4

11) Language Spoken Most Often Outside of the Classroom
Mother tongues: 
French:
Llngala: 
Monokotuba:

70 (39.8%)
78 (including 12 Europeans) (43.2%) 
24 (13.7%)
_4 ( 2.3%)
176

_ ^ IfP^^sentativeness of Sample. Test II was originally designed for

professional training class in each of the three main Congolese 
teacher-training centers, that is, in the "Cours Normal" (Brazzaville) 
in the "College Nomal" (Dolisie), and in the "Section Normale" of

f Missing are students from the Normal
(Mouyoundzi) and from the Protestant Normal School 

(N Gouedi), that is, about twenty students. On the other hand, about 
half the "instltuteurs-adjoints," presently being trained at the "Centre 
d-Enseignement Sup6rleur" to fill positions in the expanding secondary 
school system of the Congo, have been included. Twenty in-service 
primary school teachers complete the teacher part of the sample.
Finally, the two top classes of two Catholic seminaries have been added. 
Since only ten girls were enrolled in the above classes, a tenth grade 
class (seventeen girls) at the "College Javouhey" (Brazzaville) was 
also used. Hence, there is no doubt that this sample includes a sub
stantial number of Congolese students who will occupy leading positions 
in the Congo within ten years.

The reported occupations of the subjects' father or guardian have 
been classified into two categories: "traditional" and "modem." The 
results are only approximate since some traditional occupations such 
as farming or fishing are perhaps being performed with modem methods. 
Occupations were classified as "modem" when they were obviously per
formed within the framework of a cash economy.

Current marriage ceremonies are performed according to ancient 
custom, by civil authorities, or by Church ministers. A couple may get

This explains the fact
that the submitted data show more marriage ceremonies than there are 
married subjects.
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.^’^;;‘:rr:;r‘rr :r Mbe in a position to influence others. Test III th^^^ T i 

formal education will probably orient Congolese yputri^Se^s 1o'

Selected responses discussed here are only those most relevant to^the’

may

open-ended questions were submitted to the 
r """' Instructed to complete the sentences n„ith the

bi nfr. T m”"' r technique has been used
by Maria Leblanc in her study of Katangan women.
the psychology of Africans have also

successfully 
Other students of

T”’v.?r“;y‘S tL“r\1 «‘-“w«t“%rfu’St„rAlrJL”L.69
rnrsfn\'’^’'^fr complete a sentence and thereby reflect what
a person has often heard or believes as a matter of fact In oT-Hon ^
obtain this kind of response, the subjects were allowed only 15 ^o 20° 
minutes to complete the twenty-eight sentences.
to mi;d.°" Imediately

68

They were instructed

or twenty-eight sentences used are translations
G^rgi^’o Sn?Jd^'er^ f f'^^nty-four incomplete sentences used by 
a? the ?r ? ^ ® similar test he gave to hundreds of students
(Nos 6 u Is jr"? 23®1r‘ “l>or qosstloos
this test i; thi J™so!' ' • ’ I^voloped for

simil»r“®^5°? analysis was applied in order to classify
similar and frequent responses to fourteen of the twenty-eight incomplete

68 . Marla Leblanc, Personnalite de la Femme 
a 1'etude de ~

Katangaise--Contribution
son acculturation (Louvain: Editions E. Neuwelearts,1960).

69. S- Biesheuvel, in "Report of the
' • • ££• c^., p. 4.

70. George D. Spindler, "Values Projective

CSA Meeting of Specialists

Technique." (Mimeographed.)
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sentences. The following results are expressed in percentages (in 
parentheses after each sentence) of the total number of different 
responses obtained for each sentence.71 itrerent

MiiiltS’ Sentence No. 1: MI wish my parents „nas
„ . . , frequent response was' . .were- educated"

It i! in ^equency is this response: "...were rich" (22.2%).
should be noted that in the Congolese context "educated" and "rich" 

are almost synon^ous. Other frequent responses were: "...had health"
"...happiness” (7.6%)j ". 

unclassified (20%). These unclassified responses 
into any of the previous categories, and each does^not occur

Sentence No. 2: "All men are bom (igo elemented
(28.3%). Some added "...'and

” bad" (^77/^rif f Other responses were
(5*67^ them mentioning the "original sin"; "...good"
(3 97)- and'"° "...differL"

Eve," "...white," "...naked," etc.

Sentence No. 6:

elements recorded). 
(30.3%).

..were Christians"

These include: "...of Adam and

"Foreigners72 should 
Most frequent responses: "...respect local customs" 
understand the Congolese and their 
customs" and ".

_" (193 elements), 
or "...try to

, , , , /ays" (24.4%); "...adjust to local
(24.4%); "...be welcome" or "

thoJ h ^ , include statements such as "...leave jobs for
those who are unemployed," an obvious reference to the 
Congolese black Africans,

.. .be

presence of non-
not to "Europeans."

Sentence No. 8: 
(190 elements).
Sion:

"If I had a son I would want him to 
The most frequent responses referred to 

"...be a doctor" (18.9%) or "...be a technician," "
some profes- 
'...a teacher,"

71. Note that the total number of responses classified may exceed the 

xaiis into more than one category*

("^hranger") has an amblgpous meaning in thei
interpreting responses to Sentence No. 6.

are
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etc. (207o, for a total of 38.9%). Next in importance- "
gent-' or "...be educated" (30%); references to moral character, such as
Om Sncflsslird® Sincere," etc. (16.3%); and "...be a .great man" 

Unclassified responses: 11.1%.

non 11= "A well brought up child ought to
(190 elements). Most frequent response: "...be respectful" or " ho 

(32.1» oth» responses, s...be poUten'^:",;^ ref.;;™
refers'^ “

good%behavior (20%); "...be successful" (3.7%). Unclassified

be intelli-• • •

responses:

Sentence No. 12;, . "Everyone should want to n /loq
thro^a^id “m"*" ’^^sponse: ".. .improve'ineself "-presumably
" sSek (19.0%). Other rLponses:
...seek the good," "the truth," or some similar ideal (14 37V n

(2.6^. uncILsuud";.;;;;::!”!™;;.! one

Sentence No. 14:
Most frequent response: ".. 
"...more education," or ".. 
was seeking (29.6%).

"I wish I had _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ „ (189 elements).
.more intelligence," "...more memory," 

.success" in whatever certificate the subject 
as a scooter a ror =, h responses: "...a..." material object such
cppj i?-:

Other

Un-

Sentence No. 15;, ^ "Good parents ought to t. nQn
chuSi^ '(5f^5/"’Srr' (bring up) tWr

Sd‘fgi;'„l,f!.l »-«"-« (...otinninJr^fbf'
"...guide their children." or "...set a good example" and

- Sentence No. 18: "Fetishers are (igg e1en.err<=lMost frequent response: ".. .deceitful—'... liars ," ". LrooL?"
1ud™^r^®’" "•••f^l=® healers" (49.7%). However, some of these
judgments are preceded by "sometimes" or "often." Other responses-

n^I^ajJ." "...sometimes deceitful, but they

• * •

One response 
are
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Sentence No^ 19;.os. „opo„so ITon^of
the responses contain words such as "sinful,- "inmoral," "InLcenr-

t . Jo;.;"''!'’'"”';" Ono " ^dlpy
...the worst of vices," while a few others see it as a sign of bar-

barianism, "...an act of primitives." On the other hand, 12.2% confine 
themselves to "factual" statements such as "...the state of beinr
Sents °t f poverty." Some-particularly the European

,7 to be witty: "...dangerous for catching a cold," or,
simply "...economical." Finally, a mere 12.2% consider nudity ". a 
natural state." Unclassified responses: 10 97

Sentence No. 21 "Bars and dance-halls: are
As in the case of No. 19, the most frVquent 

pressed disapproval: "...bad for young men and women" (33.9%)- "
dinfr^l 7"' morality" (11.5%); while 7.6% consider bars and 
dance-halls ...wasteful" (of time and money); 13.7% call 
of recreation," but the French word 
approval.

" (183elements).
response ex-

. .a

them "places 
"distractions" may imply mild dis
approve of them provided that they 

Finally, another 13.7% make morally 
responses: 7.1%.

On the other hand, 13.7% 
are visited with moderation, 
tral statements. Unclassified neu-

Sentence No. 23: "Ancestors are m74 Qyq
i77fi ®°st frequent: "...those who have brought us
into the world" or "...dead" (26.8%). Next in frequency was:

respect" (23.0%). Other responses: "... 
fS q'7 philosophers" (10.0%); "...representatives of tradition"
(8.9/.). Some gave rather negative statements: "...ignorant " " il 
literate" (7 3%); 5.6% believed that ancestors are hefp?nTthem,';;Jc7 
Ing over their interests, while 1.7% were afraid of thLr ancestors- 
influence on their lives. Unclassified responses: 9.5%. These include 
J^r SoHr^"'^' "...despised by young people," "... ;espon7b;rLr
7 ™d7" and " ''•••uncivilized," "...too conservative,"
...greedy, and '...people who have a civilization different from

to

ours."

Sentence No. 24: "In a family one ought to ii (182
An overwhelming majority (71.0%) offered one of the three 

following statements (in order of frequency): "...love one another,"
h^™ 77 7’" united," that is, all references to fmily
woS fL thr!o 7 77 7 additional 4.4% mentioned the obligation to 
work for the good of the family. Finally, 10.9% wrote:

elements).

"...respect

73. This low nmber of responses suggests a certain reluctance from 
the part of the subjects to react to Sentence No.

74. The word ancestor ("ancgtre") is sometimes used in French (in a ' 
familiar, slangy way) to designate living persons, old-timers.

19.
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(or obey) the head of the family," Unclassified responses: 12%.

Sentence No. 28:, , "Professors should „ nq,
elements). Responses were rather vague and varied widely. Of these
27.2% wrote: .do their job well" or statements to thL effect ’

Other responses: "...get to know their pupils better" or "...try to 
understand their pupils" (20.0%); "...be more indulgent," ".. Ss 
demanding" (6.8^, "...love their pupils" (6.3%); "-...be just" (4!7%). ' 
...give special attention to the weaker student's" (4.2%). Unclassi-’

nail t-Sher... "..?be b:tter
paid,'I "...be well-dressed," "...help the Congo make up for wasted

specified, but it was stressed that the description had 
pression of the subject's own ideal. to be an ex-

subjects mentioned them. Nevertheless, 
following is a sufficiently faithful por

trait of the Ideal Congolese Young Man," as described by a sample of 
male Congolese students: ""Hie or

bo ^5®®! Congolese Young Man is physically and morally
healthy. He is honest, hard-working, altruistic, just, well- 
mannered, thrifty, disciplined, and human;

His first obligation is to acquire a good education (at 
least up to the level of the tenth grade)7 
much as he can about his 
assets and its needs.

He must learn as 
country, its history, its natural

Once established in a good and secure position, the Ideal 
Congolese Young Man must look for a wife who will be his com
panion as well as the mother of his children. He must choose 
h®r for her qualities of heart and mind, without regard for 
tribal origin or for fortune. As a provider, he gives priority 
to a comfortable home equipped with modem conveniences, and to 
education for his children.

75. The same sample was given all three forms of Test III. 
not respond to one form or another.

76. Also used by Professor George D. Splndler at Stanford University.
iQgnl^® Lecture (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
ivoO), p. 4.

A few did
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r
But all this is largely a preparation, a setting of the 

stage for the Ideal Congolese Young Man to play a role which 
transcends all others: to serve his country, his "dear Congo." 
He must realistically appraise the Congo's position in Africa 
and in the world; he must lead his nation-within his sphere of 
activities-in effecting the cultural, social, and economic evo
lution required of a young country about to join Africa and the 
world on the road to human progress. ■ •

Congolese students' concept of the Ideal Congolese 

heavily^°*'^’ duties as a husband and a father are stressed more

A composite picture of the Ideal Congolese Young Woman, 
by a sample of male Congolese students, can also be drawn: as seen

The Ideal Congolese Young Woman is educated ("instruite") 
a lower level than the young man (somewhere between the’ 

sixth and the tenth grade). Her moral standards are high; she 
is conscious of her equality to man.
„ f Congolese Young Woman is above all a good mother,
a faithful wife and companion, and the educator of her children.
h!r important as
her husband's, but she is to stay clear of politics and only
exceptionally have a career of her own. Her contribution is in 
her home--a modem one, independent of family entanglements, 
has freely chosen her husband without regard to dowry or social 
position. She is as scrupulously faithful to her husband as she 
was pure before marriage. She is,attractive and elegant without 
ostentation; she knows how to blend harmoniously the old and the 
new.

She

was a hard-working, submissive creature whose existence was largely 
absorbed by the needs of her husband and children. One student put

^ Congolese Young Woman should
not imitate European women, except in being faithful and submissive."

woman

77. Note that the small sample of female students obtained is gener
ally of a lower academic level (tenth grade) than the male'students.

78. The sample is drawn mostly from a Catholic girls' school.
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rnno.r® Congolese students, in their description of the Ideal

play it precisely at the level and the 
have them.

young
are

and they intend to 
way Congolese young men would 

are spelled out in more detail, 
gaining emancipation from their

Their duties as housewife 
and they are more concerned with 
than from their future husband. parents

Congolese youth through the various forms of education, 
predict the directions in which 
oriented.

and to help 
tomorrow's Congolese youth will be

technique, this one still°Usf divjLp^S thin Ihf 

A short statement actually written by a young African was quoted.79 
ihen the subjects were requested to comment briefly 
Twenty lines were provided for that purpose, 
sented below in an English translation:

on the text. 
The text will be pre-

Here, no matter what one may say, no well-defined institution 
shows any sign of development. Everything is to be done. Not 

language capable of serving all parts of the 
local dialects.
a

country, merely 
naive and more or less

^ . On the artistic side? Spon
taneous creations without strict principles. Therefore,, noting 
but potentialities. ®

In matters of moral: 
Incoherent fetishist Institutions.

This statement, most Africanists would agree, is not fair. Its 
author, a non-Congolese Roman Catholic African living in Brazzaville

Af 7“*"® statement in the late 1940's, reached the conclusion
S c'^lture had very little to offer to a modernizing nation.
It II I Europeans (that is, the French) to agree among themselves 
Ild lo II elements best fitted the emerging African nations

r® elements to Africa without further delay. None 
of these details about the quotation was revealed to the subjects of 
the test. Indeed, the text was Intended to shock the 
them react in a clearly positive 
that some students might

students, to make 
It was fully expected

.. j j ,, register a strong protest, perhapo
or negative way.

s

79. M. Ayoune, quoted by Georges Balandier in 
villes Nolres (Paris; A. Collin, 1955).

Sociologle des Brazza-
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A'

account specific elements of the students ■ comments, but cLssSLs 
each response as a whole into one of two groups: "positive" or "neea
onini general agreement or disagreement with the quoted
opinion. Responses within each group were then classified into 
poups: "without reserve" or "with reserve." The results 
below:

one,
are

two ' 
are reported

1. Positive a) without reserve:
b) with reserve:

Total:

responses: 377,
34%
71%

2. Negative responses: a) without reserve:
b) with reserve:

Total:

7.4%
21.6%
29.0%

Total: 100.0%

positive responses is high, amazingly so against

Jest rheetr^^r H teachers would not be shown the completed
\ factors may have biased the students and

f in a way which does not represent their "true"
toward the value of their own culture. One factor which may 

have had a subtle Influence is related to the subjects' training 
students. They have all been exposed for some ten years to a method
oJli texte") which puts in their hands
only texts written by recognized French writers. Thus, a "good student"
Jjd over-all agreement with the author,
and to offer timid qualifications. This training may have developed
SsJus J^thLlJeJ!'" influences the

as

V'



evaluation of current educational POLICY

AND PRACTICE

National Goals and Education

The attitude of the Congolese Government and people toward France
11 Post.lndependence pLlod Is reflected
in the educational policies adopted by the Congolese leaders during the 
last decade. Local autonomy and international sovereignty were not con
difjrh ^F effecting radical changes in the institutions intro
duced by France but rather as an opportunity for Congolese leaders to

*=he same general directions as before 
Jhe SnI priorities dictated by Congolese interests. Hence,

® colonial period. Since the Congo has
exnoLd^r ^ of settlement, the Congolese people have only been
lliUtt 1 ^ «strlcted segment of French society made yp mostly of 
^oneS of doctors, and civil servants. The presence in the

1 planters, technicians, and traders, and the somewhat
onirrirr individuals occupied in the colonial society,
nly reinforced the Congolese's convictions regarding the kind of edu-

htlcT Th '^helr individual and national aspirations. 
sorr’« H " acceptance of the ideal of universal, Lmpul-
tJon’fr Pjin'ary education as an end in Itself and as a prepara-
leaLf ' 1 ®®=°ndary education oriented toward institutions of higher 
hlaher France or elsewhere, and the eventual establishment of
higher education institutions in the Congo. such

naturlllv^il^f national unity under Congolese leadership has
naturally received top priority since the creation of the autonomous

Fo™al education has been given a vital 
role to play in this nation-building enterprise. Primary education 
as set up by French authorities, directly Ld through miTsLna^ ’

^ functional in this respect: its uniform mel^age 
en^r r ® language de-cmphasized tribal differ-
Ide!^ A develop among all Congolese youth a common set of

, attitudes, and skills, and encouraged loyalty toward a broader 
social and political entity. But this entity wL nL tpeciftcan^
Affi« aid embraced the whole ex-ptench Equatorial
Mrica and the French Union or Community under the leadership of France
iettlo rr unchanged except fot slight c«!
rections in the content of its message which was altered in order to 
include more detailed knowledge of the Congolese territory, its people,

soci-

236
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their history, and their new form of government. However, in this shift 
of emphasis from a French and Equatorial African community to an emerg
ing Congolese nation, the mass communication media were more active than 
the schools. The adaptation of the schools to requirements of the 
nation-building task have been slow and half-hearted 
reorientation of those in Guinea and Ghana, 
again, is a reflection of the 
lese leadership.

compared with the 
But their performance, 

more conservative attitude of.the Conga- ■

° . priority established by Congolese leadership
after 1958 was concerned with the rapid "Africanization of cadres."
At this point an important distinction must be introduced. If the terra 
cadre" is to retain meaning it must be applied to a group of persons 

adequately qualified by virtue of general education, specialist knowl

edge, and experience to hold responsible positions and to inspire 
direct and supervise the work of others. Thus, "Africanization of 
cadres ' must be distinguished from mere "Africanization of civil service 
posts." The latter is virtually accomplished in the Congo as in most 
new African countries; the former has merely begun. The Africanization 

service posts, timidly initiated at the time of the "Loi-Cadre" 
(1.956), proceeded at a swift pace after 1958. The primary criteria for 
appointment to mlddle-and high-level posts were ethnic and political 
and sometimes related to qualities of character and Judgment, but only 
secondarily to technical competence and experience. Large-scale Afri-
orminor‘’offf service was managed through the rapid promotion
of minor officials several steps up the civil service ladder and the 
juxtaposition of foreign technical advisers in most of the Important 
positions. In the Congo, this process was facilitated by France's
St to pay for their services. 1
But Africanization of the cadres (in the strict sense) remains one of 
the main goals of the Congolese leadership, and formal education is

ia it i J e^'istlng secondary school system,
oriented as it is toward higher education at home and abroad, promises
to supply an ample quantity of young Congolese with the necessary knowl
edge and skills. Whether the proper attitudes of service to the Congo
lese community are being developed at the same time is a more.difficult 
question to answer. In any case, this rising new generation of tech
nically competent Congolese cadres can expect some opposition from the
won ^®l“ctant to step down from their hard-
won positions. At least the older generation has not so far systemat
ically fought efforts to educate and train new cadres.

where°trvn"^*^r^ competently led, the Congolese nation has to decide 
where to go. Congolese leaders of all ethnic groups and party affilia
tions have repeatedly affirmed their intentlon^o follow Tcourse of

effecting Africanization, 
bo T-oi* «- will stand the political pressure, they will 
be reluctant to adopt such a costly solution.
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close cooperation among African states and with France and the rest of

a "yes" vote meant the construction of the Kouilou 
?oLoli. 1 T r i"‘J“-trial complex in the Pointe.-Noire
.uT.lT/ obsessed by the. promises of rapid industri
alization. At present, educational structures and programs 
oriented toward the production of industrial and technical

sufficient general education
becoming available for "accelerated" technical training programs which 
r^eaUty?“^'^^ industrialization shLlI become

area,

are not 
manpower, 

are

French are being pursued by the Congolese. These efforts are mainly 
concerned with the vocational training of agricultural "moniteurs" and 
engineers. However, thus far the wider role of the school in the 
era1 education of the rural population has largely been Ignored in 
relation to agricultural development. It may be Mat the^association 
dLS^^n^tems agriculture is simply considered as a contra-
it T i =ase, as further analysis will demonstrate,
f:ri:i^2::tJ:n"\1tiM that Congolese’

gen-

most wanting.

and comments concerning Congolese national goals
f relationship to educational policy and practice, a brief

cli h r P^’^tlcular aspects of the Congolese school system
•tS: precfdt:‘^cS:p?e“’^^ P—

School Administration

In central administrative structure of educational organization
in the Congo was retained Intact after indenendence Z i

Sl»c. the L“ thriS=r™lf *“ •

cdrs. i„d mlghThfif S .r S «f
nica .dvd.e.. .Ho ,t.,ed o„ t.
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which a revolutionary movement might provide, it is unlikely that the 
recently promoted Congolese cadres will feel a strong desire to initiate 
changes-.with the element of insecurity which change implies.

In view of the nation-building function assigned to formal educa
tion in the Congo, the highly centralized character of French educa
tional organization retained by the Congolese appears to -be the 
appropriate one. It is probable that local community control of 
educational policy and administration would be very inefficient in 
trying to build a unified nation, since local community leaders are 
generally illiterate and also ignorant of the educational goals set 
by the national leadership. If a decentralized system could work at 
all it would tend to emphasize local differences and to encourage the
retention and the development of some tribal characteristics which 
stand in the way of national unification. Centralization, then, serves 
the social, cultural, and political goals of the Congolese Government.

However, in the economic sphere centralization appears to be doubly 
dysfunctional: it tends to discourage local effort and to put the 
financial burden of ever increasing school expenditures on the national 
Government and it produces a school system little responsive to the 
particular economic needs of the local communities. As a result, 
village schools are really alien institutions offered as "free gifts" 
by the central Government which also sets their goals and controls 
their operation; local communities only supply the pupils who, educated 
largely without regard for local community needs, strongly wish to 
leave this community as soon as possible.

The same conclusions apply to school organization itself. As-long 
as the Congolese schools are certificate-oriented and devoted to the 
preparation of elite cadres, there is no need to alter structures, 
familiar divisions by levels ("ordres d'enselgnement"), types, and 
grades again 'facilitate rapid quantitative developments with the help 
o French teachers. Changes will be required only when proper attention 
is paid to the vast majority of Congolese school children who occupy 
a marginal position in the system as it presently exists, that is, to 
all those who are sacrificed to the cadre-building objectives of Congo
lese education. ®

The

School Finance

The Congo's financial sacrifice for educational 
From the time Congolese leaders could

purposes is indeed
^ exert some influence in

matters of educational Investment, since the end of the Second World 
War, they have consistently pressed for a larger share of resources to 
be allocated to education. As a result, for each of the past several 
years, education has absorbed more than a quarter of the current 
national expenditures. These relatively large sums do not cover 
all the costs of operating private schools (which provide educational 
services to roughly half the Congo's school population).

great.

nor all the
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costs of the secondary school personnel. Furthermore, most of the
sdlcll 1°'' ^‘^ildings and equipment come from fLeign

support for developing higher education. It-is obvious 
(mostly from France and the Common Market) 

the Congo could not continue to provide the educational serv^f
SffL°f Congolese youth. In this respect, the Congo does
Sff sifuStir ^ developing countries. The Congo must accept . ■
this situation, even try to prolong it for several years, if the dis 
couraging circle of ignorance and underdevelopment ^ 
the near future.

pres
not

is to be broken in

free, universal education between the ages of 6 and 16.^ 
ideal of equality of opportunity 
this policy.

ers

The democratic
appears to justify the adoption of

served possible that the same purposes could be
served—particularly at the secondary school level—by setting up a

d secondary boarding schools. It could be extended
collecM'^^ schools. Some of the money recovered through the
collection of fees from the students who can afford to pay mlght^then
Wher^nn educational opportunities in rural regions
where none is available at present.

The cost of salaries for teachers and 
more thgn 75% of the total 
view of the wide

administrators represents 
operating costs of Congolese schools. In 

^hnco 1,4 11 exists between the salaries of teachers and
be laborers, it would seem that the teachers' pay could

J!?iorin fit ^°"S0lese teachers form part of the civil service,
eq^aUv affect^n “’^iglnate from the civil service and

? all branches of the service. Congolese leaders at pres
ent show no intention of taking such a step, and it can be-forcefully 
argued that higher teacher salaries are necessary to attract the highest 
quality talent into that profession that is crucial to the general 
upgrading of human resources.

14,.^/“^“® private schools in the Congo have always operated with 
iittie or no direct financial support from the population where the 
schools are located. Just a few years ago, this situation was un-

formal education is fairly universal^and that more people live in a 
money economy, a larger share of the cost of construction and maln- 
tenance of school buildings-partlcularly at the elementary level- 
could be supported by the local population, 
tial part of the local contribution could be 
or local material.

especially since a substan- 
made in the form of labor 

4- people have come to expect "the Admln-
grea^er locfl? pf® education, it will be difficult to obtain
greater local effort. Finally, a more serious obstacle is perhaps the
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fact that formal education in the Congo does not 
immediate and direct benefit 
schools are located.

appear to be of
to the local communities in which the 

, , , On the contrary, the rural schools
drain on the human resources of the local communities: 
of schooling, many children leave the villages never to return: and 
those who remain have only learned skills of little or no use to the 
local community. In other words, local financial .support-of school-s ' 
is unlikely to Increase unless the aims and the content of Congolese 
education undergo a radical change.

are a constant 
as a result

Curriculum and Textbooks

From the birth of formal education in the Congo to Independence, 
official propams of studies have been substantially the same as in 
French schools at corresponding levels and types of institutions. 
Throughout that period, repeated attempts have been made by missionaries 
and governments to adapt the content of education to local conditions. 
Formal statements of Intent regarding Instructional 
to be effective, call for textbooks and examinations that are appro
priate to local conditions and needs. Until recently and with very 
few exceptions, however, school textbooks used in the Congo were pre-

children. Similarly, examinations 
for the pre-war "Certiflcat d'Etudes Primaires Indigene" (C.E.P.I ) 
designed to sanction completion of the Congolese primary course of ’ 
study, differed from its French counterpart, the C.E.P., mainly in 
standards of attainment, not in content. It is for that reason that 
Congolese leaders-as soon as they could influence decisions-lnslsted 
on the abolition of the C.E.P.I. and on the adoption of a curriculum 
designed to enhance the pupils' chances of admission into French 
lycees" and eventually into French institutions of higher learning.

content, in order

Since World War II the Congolese school curriculum, in both 
theory and practice, has been made even more similar to the French 
school curriculum with the exception of the social studies program.
As long -as the Congo was part of the French Union the history and 
geography programs were centered less airound M^ropolitan France and 
more around the "France d'Outre-Mer" with atte^tfbn given to individual 
territories. During that period, also, new history and geography text
books began to appear and made the new curriculum objectives of local 
appropriateness a classroom reality. By the end of the War, numerous 
French teachers with long years of experience in the overseas terri
tories were prepared to write textbooks for a market vastly expanded 
by the recent school developments. For the same reasons, such textbOoks 
were designed to meet the needs of large regions or groups of terri
tories such as French West Africa or French Equatorial Africa. This 
long delayed step represented a definite improvement over the type 
of textbooks which reportedly contained statements such as "Nos 
ancetres, les Gaulois ..."
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limited school market, will keep pace with the curriculum changes 
desired in the years ahead.

At the secondary level, very little curricular change is likely 
to take place as long as the baccalaureate examination ("bachot") is 
controlled by a French university. A transfer of responsibility from 
a French university to the "Fondation de 1'Enseignement Supirleur en 
Afrlque Centrale" would not change the situation, since the latter is
being developed mainly along the lines of traditional French higher 
education. ®

There remains the choice of a type of school where a curriculum

throughout the country, could be made to serve the needs of local 
comunities in general, vocational, and technical education. Unfortu
nately, the role of these schools has not been carefully defined and 
they are ..still trying to find their missions between two alternatives:

of PJ^iraary education with some degree of vocational 
t P’^opa^^^^ion foT the second stage of secondary 

education offered in the traditional French "lycles." To the extent
favored, some program adaptation is being 

made along the lines followed in primary education. It appears, how- 
eyer, that social and political pressures may force the "CollSges 
d'Enseignement General" to offer a course of studies leading a few 
students to the "bachot" and leading the others practically nowhere.

Considering all the factors that influence the educational effort, 
it is not surprising to find that the Congolese school curriculum is 
not Radically different from the French-devised, pre-independence cur
riculum. The difficult task will be to change the curriculum to a more 
responsive instrument to the needs of the new Congo nation.

Examinations and Scholarships

The examination system 
Congolese has the up by the French and retained by the 

same merits and is open to the same criticisms as 
similar systems throughout the world. As long as the Congo cannot 
offer a secondary education to every Congolese of secondary school 
age, selection of the ablest candidates could be based on worse criteria 
than competltiye examinations. One might deplore the fact that these 
examinations almost alone decide which children will 
Congolese educational ladder.

set

continue up the
„ , . considering the absence of oblectlve

measuring instruments adapted to the Congolese school population and
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J™ln.tloJ hJ™ »‘“JrL'grL°orScJ'v^Udlt“”'‘l„d«JrS6'coMe„t

c„dld.tes. At this time, dx,.l„.tio„ rttultl tl.plj ,e„d I ^LotLy

: F“-institutions, and divert a group of the lowest test performers to
iJhnof r unprepared on the labor market,
school facilities become available to the whole slx-to-sixteen 
group (as the 1961 school law provides), the examination system may
ofh^.n% functions. If maximum utilization
of human talent is to be attempted, valid and reliable test results 
concerned with a wide range of abilities and personality characteristics 
will become necessary. The present examination 
for this task.

voca-
When

age

system is unprepared

Congolese Department of Examinations plays no direct

development has been inherited from the traditional French system, and 
few if any Congolese educators are trained to correct the siLation.

K handicap at a time when the whole educational
system needs to be re-examined and possibly redesigned.

program

The Congolese scholarship system also performs 
Scholarships are generally awarded 
and democratically if

useful functions, 
on merit. They are awarded justly

are valid in uncovering ta?ennor"academL''Srt“ly “asftSe
SrocL^ied secondary and higher education
are occupied by the academically most deserving pupils.

one

The number of scholarships for secondary education 
decreasing as free schooling becomes available to more pupils up to
the age of 16. However, age 16 is about three years short of the

for con^pletion of the baccalaureate course. The scholarship
arw!n 5 for these pre-baccalaure4:e years
as well as for higher education to be pursued in the Congo or Lroad.

will be
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Frequent charges are made that scholarships are awarded for 
political reasons, on ethnic grounds, or through favoritism. Such 
things undoubtedly occur, but there is no indication that they occur 
on a large scale. In any case, the Congolese Government has taken'a 
step in the right direction by setting up a high-level commission re 
resenting a broad range of interests and - -  rep-

competencies to determine the 
country's trained manpower needs and to direct the judicious distribu
tion of scholarship funds. Assisted by competent technicians, the 
commission will render invaluable services if it 
ently insulated from political pressures.

can remain sufflci-

Teaching Staff

Until World War II, education and health, , - , , , were virtually the only
fields of activity where educated Congolese were employed at a near 
professional level. Teaching, even more than work in a health clinic 
derived much prestige from this situation. Since the war, however. ’ 
the gradual opening up of a broader range of opportunities for social 
and economic mobility has decreased the relative attractiveness of the 
teaching profession and reduced the sources of teacher supply, 
pendence and the concurrent Africanization of cadres 
and the private sectors have carried this

Inde-
in both the public

^ , process further, depriving
the schools of some of their best qualified teachers, forcing the 
premature promotion of others to vacant posts, and causing the assign- 
ment of unprepared teachers to overcrowded classrooms, 
the school system, the complete Africanization of

Even within
, , primary education

personnel was soon followed by the current move to Africanize the 
secondap^ level, beginning with the "Colllges d'Enselgnement General." 
It is obvious that this rapid Africanization and an Improvement in the 
level of academic and professional preparation of teachers can hardly 
be accomplished simultaneously. Under these circumstances, the fomer 
goal will probably i^eceive priority during the next few years, 
one particular feature of the Congolese system will facilitate 
eventual correction of this situation, 
public and private schools

But
the

The fact that teachers in both 
are civil servants--with the security and 

salary conditions carried by this quality-will encourage the young 
Congolese to base their vocational choice on higher considerations. 
This is perhaps the best justification for the integration of school 
teachers into the civil service: the system tends to facilitate the 
supply and retention of good teachers as long as interrelated 
factors of quality and prestige are maintained at a high level. It 
is to be hoped that rising standards of professional preparation will 

counteract the relative loss of prestige which teachers have 
suffered in recent years*
soon

The teaching profession in the Congo not only attracts the better 
talent; Indeed, job security is especially attractive to the less 
qualified. These "less qualified" pose one of the most serious long- 
term problems facing Congolese education because no matter what new
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">’ =“»“«“al departure f". 
routine to which they have become accustomed.

Quantitative Outcomes

A quantitative development of Congolese education is remarkable,
nservatively estimated school enrollment of close to 70% of the 

population is certainly among the highest-if not the 
highest—in tropical Africa.r r
tor, and none seems more likely than the privileged geographic position 
tLi % with that of Ubanghi-Shari and Chad. From the
Mon p earliest and limited contac^ with the European civiliza-
tion, the Congo River area has played g^nique role and has on the whole 
benefited rather than suffered from the kinds of contacts established
Sv! Those religious and commercial contacts
have Increased the Congolese populations' receptivity for European 
ideas, attitudes, and institutions. The nineteenth century explorers 
and missionaries found in the area a fertile ground precisely where 
they needed one. The region situated between the Atlantic Ocean 
Stanley-Pool became and remained a busy corridor, and its 
points (Brazzaville and Pointe-Noire) naturally developed 
administrative and commercial

more

and
two terminal
as the main

_ , centers serving French Equatorial Africa
cliilati initial advantage, the lower Congo-through a circular

development efforts. In education, the first schools and thereafter 
and LhhT Of educational institutions were established in the lower 
and middle Congo before they could spread further inland. For instance 

factor enabled the mission schools to flourish, and in 
turn the public schools found there available "monlteurs" and eager
the ron!‘i launched, the movement provided the opporttinlties which
HF^daMo r development of the
Fondation de 1'Enselgnement Superieur en Afrique Centrale," with its

In recent

could be obtained first in quantity, then used to serve any desired
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Congolese educational
Judged as a success.

the Congolese school children move up the educational ladder A ^ 
comparison of the 1957-1958 first grade enrollment with thri962 196^

Oc?oblr 1957 7 sif '‘■Ildren „ho .t.«.d 1„ thd first gr.de In 
uccooer, iyi7, 7,853 were considered ready to take the u i

o"rcoi’L-
of Congolese secondary schools. One can estimate that the oresent^L^ 
c~?i^r^ succeeds in putting one Congolese pupil through ?he’
ompetitive secondary school entrance examination out of every six or
™ f There is obvlo^ly grelt

Congolese primary school system at thf 
CoI^Sf^ other words, much work can be Lne to make the
t^iS^tlSSish ^«o“Plish better whatever they have been

effort could be

gain.

expanSnrat'*; mucf stowei'pace th'af-XraJ^^eduLtl'or^K thrCongS

rrciio^rHrf“^^
chapter). Since the 6 to 16 years of agr

tvnrof r“ Congolese Gover^ent to offer some
type of secondary education to all capable pupllAn this aae aroun 
emphasis on the .-colUge d-Enselgnement Glnlral-^ype of schLung'^ia
s^eciIl^2L^f°^‘'!‘^““® haphazard production of narrowly
IpTcialists unemployed
OOO be rLOld training potential of Congolese youth
can be raised while the Congo searches for its most promislna area of 
economic opportunities. If and when the Congo successfully ItaTts to 
move in the economic field, the school will have produced a la«e pSSl 
SfquiSSd trained for an? specific Jobf -
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Qualitative Outcomes

pff« results may give some indication of how
effective the school system is in transmitting a particular body of 
knowledge and skills, other and perhaps more Important areas of content

interests of such examinations. . Indeed! 
M " attitude changes, beliefs, and

aspirations which result from educational experiences. The three ques- 
tionnalres submitted by the writer to a sample of Congolese puplls\ave 
explored these areas in the hope of collecting more information on the 
t'ttl "output") of the Congolese school

\ ^ beliefs, and aspirations revealed
cont t Jr*' Isolation from a wider social
context, the school remains largely responsible for the observed 
ior changes. behav-

ilBiiiS
ceding chapter strongly support the conclusions of more casual obsLva- 
tlon. The occupations most attractive to sixth and tenth graders

and technical and scientific careers) are 
those Introduced by the colonizers. All require a cerlain amount of 
formal education; most of them are performed in the Congo within the 
s^aepItPH service. No perfect causal relationship is

f®" formal education and the choice of these careers. 
The colonial situation as a whole created these careers and attracted 
he Congolese to them, but formal education made their pursuit feasible. 

It is interesting that environment and immediate opportunity make little 
difference in the students' choice: rural sixth graders chose most 
frequently the s^e occupational categories as the urban sixth graders-

the former group choosing tech
nical and scientific occupations less often than teaching or health 
services. Together with Public Administration, these three categories

®®7®"ty.five to eighty per cent of all occupational choices 
at both grade levels.

As expected, the categories Agriculture and Business are the oblect 
of vepr few choices. And, in the case of Agriculture, the few who chose 
it often Indicated their wish to become agricultural engineers or "moni- 
teurs," tasks which require education and which are performed by civil 
servants.^ Cultivating the land in the traditional African way attracts 
no "lettre." Modem agriculture in the Congo is only practiced ,in con
nection with the production of a few cash crops controlled by large 
European companies or by the Government. It has failed to produce
models of highly successful and independent Congolese farmers, 
farming does not offer the advantages of city living

Besides, 
and, like commerce.
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/■

it cannot guarantee a steady and relatively high income, 
remark points to the vital elements 
tional choices: 
security.

This last
common to the most popular occupa- 

Mlh income (by traditional Congolese standards)- and 
■ Teachers and textbook writers, as well as preachers and

the dleiit^ convince school children of
the dl^n^ of farming and of manual labor in general. The foregoing 
analysis suggests that unless these occupations can offer both-high 
income and security these worthy efforts to educate modem farmers will 
remain largely unsuccessful.

intrinsic interest are most frequently mentioned 
^ong the factors motivating the Congolese students' choice of 
tlons. However, in the emerging way of life in the 
monetary Income is one of the best 
nation.

occupa-
Congo, a secure

. u . helping the family and the
tant Service, therefore, may still be considered as an impor
tant part of the Congolese students' "true" motivation. At least one 
must conclude that students have understood that being of service to 
others occupies a high position in the hierarchy of values. This should

and society at large reinforce one another's efforts in transmitting
of ?hriffecir results even provide an Illustration

f schooling On the Congolese youths' understand-
others." Social motives represent 35.8% of respon'ses at the

subjects
also Indicated what social groups they were willing to serVe, i.e., 
sLnJf^ groups, and friends; b) nation or humanity. It is
?hfn th^^f graders appear to have gone much further
dlaL ® I transferring their loyalty from their Imme-
can L cmditod^'f the nation or to humanity. If formal education

for much of the shift, this observation has important 
implications for the role of the school mporcant
consciousness and loyalty. in the development.of national

atoinlstered by the writer failed to elucidate the ques- 
tike r Congolese students know what steps they must
take in order to fulfill their occupational ambitions. The students'
boJr^rn that little attention is being paid by
agaL af in%r vocational guidance. Here

t Congolese leaders with regard to curriculum
^vnfanrt^tJ' importance is attributed to the
The Conlfpsf® precise content of formal courses of studies one takes.

youths tend to accept on faith an unanalyzed concept of 
!mbi?Jons infallible means of fulfilling individual and national

finding ®°®i®“®tJ'i‘= investigation lends support to previous
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«nH jn ’ mixed Classes (containing boys and girls, Europeans
0?ieJr ihL according to sex and national"
thi ’^aad as an Illustration of the fact that
the socio-cultural environment of the school extends into the classroom- 
sex and ..reels .. Integretlon 1„ the el.serooe. re.el„s »ly
ll le the generel preetlee 1„ the society

writer's sociometrlc findings indlcLe ’ 
Patterns li“le effect on social relatLnship
influ^L H T;i ?’ ® tribal) differences may

determine the same patterns. While the school's
bv Congolese national unity has been suggested
by the test results, there is no evidence that the school currently 
exerts an adverse influence. Although this contention was hardly in 
need of support-partlcularly with reference to ethnic dlfferencL-
chilSerif s?^nlfr sectarianism among Congolese school
children is significant. In a narrow sense, this may ironically reore
sent a partial failure of missionary action! but it Lso coLtltuter 
a strong argument against the frequent African nationalist charge that

The projective techniques used in this study to measure the elusive
orientation can hLdly be e^ectSd o 

Ultll H r precisely defined areas. However, they do
h!!f ® support general conclusions already reached on the
basis of more casual observation:

been exposed to ten 
turned

are in conflict
attitudes, the Congolese who have

x..xexrL's: ;s-"
! ! Congolese have embraced a modem set of values and attl- 

detailed study would undoubtedly uncover
at different levels of the Congolese 

personality, but the somewhat superficial responses reported hem do 
demonstrate European influence.

are

Afrir-!* European education reinforces traditional

TfilTZ bS“L^fconcept.

enhancement because of a lack of precision in our instrumentfusiS!

transition is
still being effected between traditional and modern values and attitudes.
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men Illustrated by the position Congolese young
men take toward the role of women in the Congolese society: the idLl

^ hard-working wife^aL
and^a nSlti^ time is a modem educator, a refined companion,
and a politically aware member of a democratic society. Here aeain the
threxijiefcrof''rhf'' writer.s questionnaire if not

f f^^’^'^alence but the evidence that almost al-1 the 
educated Congolese find themselves in the same ambivalent position.
The present attitude of the Congolese "lettres" with regard to their
n is'^aMo" - equalS ialld
illustration of this education-produced dilemma.

limitations of this questionnaire, this type of 
focuses on some outcomes of the educative process that 

school examinations commonly Ignore. Furthermore, it gives a voice 
to a fair cross-section of the student population, the academically 
unsuccessful as well as the successful. Beyond quantitative results,
of effectively a given bodytfans^Jr f contained in a formal curriculum havf been
transmitted to a number of school children but also the new values

expirations which a generation has acquirL partly 
oLh of exposure to formal school experiences. More important,
perhaps, it o«ers a glimpse of the directions which the present gen
eration may give to the education of the ^ ®next generation.



CONCLUSIONS AND SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The Significance of This Study

tioTlf .rr attitudes, and as??"!
?! people, and using the Hanna model for Educational

Investment in Human Resources Development, the following are the most 
significant of these generalizations:

has consistently enjoyed great favor as an 
instr^ent of French colonial policy in the Congo, Brazzaville. In- 
structlon of the Indigenous populations-so long as it was offered in

always been considered as a good thing by the 
French in the Metropole as well as in the colony. A few dlssiLnt 
voices may have been heard among the traders and the concessionary

Roman Catholic, Church, ostracized as it was in France, was allowL 
to monopolize the field of Congolese education paradoxically Illustrates 
both France's strong desire to educate and her failure to commit the 
necessary funds and personnel required to carry out stated policy.

of demanded a drastic reduction if not an elimination

were such that logic lost to compromise and ambivalence, to half-hearted
IctiTwiL sometimes to rejection of missionary
action with no adequate substitute. In addition to physical and

world-wide depression of the 1930's, which 
education a most difficult task in the 

Congo, this politico-religious conflict between the French State and
the missions accounts for the stagnation which characterized educational 
development before World War II. eaucacionai

eco-

4. Education in the whole. ... « ex-French Equatorial Africa has. suffered
bv a Congo's privileged position is explained
by a combination of factors all more or less closely related to this

251
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territoryts geographic location which influenced Congolese 
to the European educative message and made these j, 
beneficiaries of every new educational initiative!^ 
compounded its initial advantages since the 
was launched and has .continued to do 
established in equatorial Africa

receptivity 
populations the first 

The Congo has wisely 
post-war expansion movement 

so as higher education is being 
to produce the teaching personnel.

5. From the beginning and until this day, the effect of the content 
of fomal education has been both dynamic and static. The ideas,

consistently communicated by the schools in
Congolese-pupils gradually away from 

selected aspects of African culture and toward the values of European 
culture as interpreted and represented by the French educators. This 
does not mean that the French spoke with one voice in the formal and 
in the Informal educative message they attempted to transmit, 
the two main groups of Frenchmen, the missionaries 
the civil servants and traders 
ferent traditions:

Indeed, 
on the one hand and 

on the other hand, represented two dlf-
n u. r . .. de I'Egllse" (the
Daughter of the Church) and that of the French T.
value conflict must be added the contribution of 
missionaries.

Eldest
Revolution. To this

, j Swedish Protestant

interest in what they consider as "querelles d*importation."

t = French fomal education message in the Congo was actually

grounds and needs of the Congolese to those of French children, 
necessity to adapt French school The

^ ^ programmes, structures, and methods
to the Congolese situation was readily recognized from the start of
esLblish^thirfac^ statements reported in this study firmly

7. Even in practice, steps ,were taken to transfer to the Congo 
only selected elements of French educational institutions. One can 
offer in support of this contention the French reluctance to introduce 
academic and class^al studies in the Congo and the mission and public 
schools- emphasis on the "practical" aspects of curriculum content 
shops ^ component of manual labor in school gardens and

4

8. In their effort to adapt the school to the needs of the 
Congolese society, the French educators have in a limited way been 
willing to innovate. The integration of vocational and technical 
training in the formal school system of the Congo does not parallel
but £rece^ by at least a generation a similar development in metro
politan France.
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p u* j” final analysis, however, one must recognize that the 
iTonh 'h f -ade very little progress toward thefr goaf of eSuca- 
tional adaptation to Congolese conditions and needs. InLed, astll

French' developed it became more and more stoilar to
reLntfr^ system. This trend toward identity has been reversed o^ly 
adaotlve Africanization movement. This gap betweL
Snd CoILr ^ growing similaritj of- pfench * •
and Congolese school programmes, structures, and methods on the othef
hand should cause would-be reformers of current African educftfo^tr
educJtio'^ reflect. It is clear that the apparent soundness of 
educational schemes does not ensure their success in

Deen said in the past three-quarters of a century. Before vast efforts
foLo^r" implementation of schemes basically similar to old
ZTr attempts should be made to discLr th^ffctors
which caused previous attempts to fall. rectors

traZftZKZZr formal school institutions
fharfh! r , naturally influenced by the realization
that the Congolese conditions were different from thLe prevailing in 
the countries where those institutions originated. But,^in the context 
rfo^M situation, "different" almost invariably meant "infe-
rlor " Whether this inferiority was real or not lies beyonSthe
cfmifo f remains, however, that different conditions

. commonly perceived as signs of inferiority by both colonizers
me^the differential treatment of the colonized has always
no^ thJ of the colonized themselves, whether or
InLr'elt treatment was justifiable in the colonized's own

new
practice* Little

scope
were

and coIo-

Afrlca^co?l^ff post-war expansion of primary education in most
mftroDoles^nS^ ^ political changes in the
fJ^r?hat prp tf” 4 'colonies. The case of the Congo illustrates the 
fufnS ® ff. ^ increased educational expenditures were a necessary
eSca?ioirsf < phenomenal expansion of

those colonies, such as the Congo, which 
substantial foundation could take full and immediate advan-

develoLe^t the colonial powers with regard to school
development. It must be recognized that the work of the 
missions played a religious
thP . very important part in laying the foundations for
the development of both private and public schools. Considering the
deJflonmf I actually committed to educftlonal
SrSlSn’thfLs?® combined action of the government and the missions 
can explain the post-war rise in the Congolese school population.

political field allowed Congolese
aoDlied frtheL educational policy and practice
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of integration of the colonies within the French Union, were not opposed 
by the emerging Congolese leadership. Universal primary education Ld 
a rapid development of secondary and technical education, the Congolese 
leaders seemed to realize, could lead to full Independence as well as 
to a restricted measure of self-government.

13. In the field of primary education, Congolese leaders 
for greater contribution from all available pressed

- sources, private as well
public. Quantitative development was stressed to the almost complete 
neglect of the content of courses of studies. Secondary education 
however, received most of the Congolese leaders' attention. At this 
level, "quality" was inseparable from quantity, but the former tended 
to be measured only in terms of the number of Congolese secondary school 
graduates admissible every year in French metropolitan institutions of 
higher learning.

as

14. French educational policy during the decade preceding Congolese 
autonomy and Independence still included the aim to adapt French educa
tional institutions to the needs of the Congo. But the presence of a 
larpr number of French nationals required the transfer to the Congo 
of institutions Identical to those of the Metropole. Once established 
in the Congo, the French "lycees" could not deny admission to increasing 
numbers of Congolese students in the face of French 
equality and of strong Congolese political principles of racial

pressures.

15. By the time Congolese leaders assumed full^ , , , , control over the
country s schools, the educational system had become basically identical 
to that of the Metropole, and the leaders were committed to the i'deal
of universal primary education geared to the production of qualified

for academic secondary schools. Although only a very small , 
percentage of the primary school population could hope to enter the 
secondary schools-and a still smaller percentage could 
university—the whole Congolese school 
needs of this small minority.

go on to the 
system operates to serve the

system's function in spreading literacy and in communicating to the 
young nation a common body of knowledge, attitudes, and skills required 
of any group of people entrusted with the responsibilities of self- 
determination. But a modem educational system also ought to serve 
other than these mainly political alms. Indeed, current Congolese 
educational policy gives proper attention to cultural, social, and 
economic goals to which the schools are supposed to contribute. It 
appears, however, that Congolese education in the 
has not achieved any sort of balance past twenty years 

among its various aims, but has 
been more successful in the political field-often at the expense of 
its other alms.

17. The first generation of Congolese leaders who 
after the enactment of the 1956 "Lol-Cadre"

seized power 
had been trained by the
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French for intemediary positions only. Since that time, Congolese 
seconds^ schools have produced a sufficient number of "bacheliers" 
Tea^n, ® further studies abroad or in local institutions of higher
learning, are eager and increasingly capable of filling most of the
menJ^S'^rr p"® P^^^tions available. In the present state of develop- 
ment of the Congo, any significant expansion of a secondary school 
system exclusively geared to the production of an ^lite may lead to 
oversupply, waste of trained manpower, and social and political

Congolese primary school system has reached a level of 
quantitative development (over 70 per cent of the school-age population 
are ^ported attending school) beyond which every gain becLeJ rela-
iSin^Jh expensive. The mounting^ave of pupiL

finishing the Primary schools is currently forcing a massive Lpansion
aL^r M "I fifties. This movement is not necessarily
alarming. Much depends on the career ambitions of the 
future secondary school population and 
offered to them.

unrest.

present and 
on the type of education

19. A
children Occupational choices of the Congolese school

tl'at an overwhelming majority of the young educated 
Congolese express Interest in a rather narrow range of occupations 
connected with the tertiary sector of the economy. Occupations in the 
lilt f"‘l“Strial production are the object of
viZrv '=l‘®se are specifically related to super-
visory positions, not to direct production. Indeed, one of the mLn
is tharmis^ of th h Patterns revealed by thi's survey
18 that most of the chosen occupations can be performed within the
fToubllc service: teaching, health services,
mol ofi ®J“fnl8tration. Even technical careers, although selected 
briafsil generally expected, are of the 'Maintenance" type, may 
be classified as services, and are often performed by^ivil serlnts.^

the sharply limited industrial potential of the 
and ind^sl?T°^®°® enthusiasm for technical

neglect of agriculture by the school children who have reached the end 
of the primary school cycle poses one of the most serious problems to 
the Congo as well as to all tropical African countries. '

suffers most from the fact that African girls,
^ African food growers, refuse to follow in their Others' 

footsteps as soon as they have been exposed to formal education for
creLerhv’tr** Congolese boys show no inclination to fill the void 
created by the girls who turn avifay from agricultural activities.

Traditional
the

education, at present as well as during the colonial 
culJu«l”S®°/ negative contribution in the area of Congolese agri- 

development. Farming, as currently practiced in the Congo, 
°PP°«unltieB to fulfill the aspirations of educated yoSths, 

and the school does not communicate to them the desire
nor the skills
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elated with faming are so low, and faming will not progress and make 
and economic development as long as educated
in the cltiLt abandon the land in the hope of.flhdlng employment '

r® inherent conflict between the three main 
legitimate social aims of Congolese education. If fomal education 
succeeds in arousing in the young ambitions necessary to sustain their 
efforts to acquire the tools of leadership, the samreducatLfnspoas-. 

_ .the young for the agricultural and industrial tasks which must still 
be perfomed by the majority of the population at this stage of Congo- 
lese economic development. When the Industrialized European countrLs 

comparable stage of economic development, a type of formal, 
ind education was offered to a socio-economic elite
and another type of education was offered to a number of children from

“^he time education became compulsory and unlver- 
economies had become better prepared 

the aspirations of an educated population. The French^edu- 
' institutions presently transferred to the Congo are—at the

insistence of the Congolese themselves-of the first type, that is, 
leadership-oriented. While only a few Congolese can fill the equally 
few leadership posts available, the majority of the Congolese school

' ^ occupations which badly need perfoming if the
menfor^hT contribution to the economic develop-
ment of their country. ^

past..twenty years, Congolese leaders have been-single-

European standards. ^

24. The sovereign people of Congo and their 
consider the true effects of fomal education-

leaders must now

futri Congolese youth. Then, on the assumption that educative
edn^M^ ^ degree causally related to the content of the
educative message being transmitted, efforts should be made to devise 
an educative message most likely to produce the skills and attitudes 
consistent with the national goals of the Congolese people.
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Further Research

® ® present situation. The development of the
Congolese school system since 1883 was therefore described in the ’ 
stZV": colonial situation of which it was a part anfa^od^ct.

produced in the last thirty yLrs, this 
knowleL^^^ spite of its shortcomings, may contribute useful

con-

The analysis of the present Congolese school system, however

Lr Jhis Study has explored some of these areas of research and
has pointed out some Inconsistencies between the nature and purposes

Congolese educative message, the adequacy and^effactive- 
ness of the means used in the transmission of the 
quality of the outcomes of the educative 
goals of the Congolese nation.

message, and the 
process as they relate to the

anrf dialogue continues between the Congolese people
and their cultural and political leaders, the goals of the new Ztion 
ill be more clearly Identified and formulated. At the same time,

® translating the national
suitable sets of generalizations, 
the curriculum which i 
the schools in such

goals into
j attitudes, and skills, that is, into 

can be communicated to the Congolese youth through

wT^h t^f “f/h^/^^knesses of the current system when compared
L f “O'!®™ European educational systems. And ready-

made solutions which would make Congolese education conform more cloLly 
®‘*'^=fti‘>nal institutions are (naturally, perhaps) being

ever fn^^te ST educational outcom«'>,^W-
!rp!c that other solutions might be more appropriate in the
didlltir ^‘^“^^““"^l/tructures, curriculum, teacher preparation, 
didactic methods, and tests and measurements, 
constitutes a rich field of experimentation and

a

Each of these areas
research.

pH„r advantages which the establishment of higher
ifthaJ°"fJr^hrfl r Equatorial Ifrlca
find r Scholars and researchers will

institutional base from which to launch studies related to the
heritlir In transformation, of the Congolese cultural
heritage. In the case of educational research, it is unfortunate that
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. . .
and a

Although this development may have been partly dlctated^by^political
«hich tends^o di^Jrce 

teacher preparation and classroom practice. This proce-
need tl mT developing-nations- that
need to make fundamental compatible changes at all stages of their
ifconon?! productive efforts will have to be exerted
if Congolese formal education is to perform its role as an effective
orcr^t^ and aspirations. Research may help find
or create such an Instrumental role for education.
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APPENDIX I

MAJOR PRODUCTS AND EXPORTS OF THE CONGO (1961)

Production Exportation 
(in metric tons)Products

1960 1961 1960 1961

Agricultural Products;
11.164 1.642

1.318
1.675
2.716

2,2

Peanuts unshelled
Peanuts shelled
Pineapples
Bananas
Coffee
Cocoa
Maize
Paddy rice
Palm kernels
Raw tobacco
Kola nut
Copal
Rubber

8.129
2.960 13.746

6,56,5 30,5
1.327 0841.384 3.517

678481 426 300
520 824695 808

1.679
3.680 
6.782

622 1
1.826
7.420

• • •
6.1026.514

337 212540 788
11 • • •
52 99 18869

96 102 87 81

Industrial Products:
3.617
5.266

802 7381.764
5.134

Peanut oil 
Palm oil 
Palm kernel oil 
Cane sugar 
Soap
Fish products 
Beer
Cigarettes
Cloth
Raw petroleum 
Hides and skins 
Peanut cakes 
Castor nuts

3.3563.533
285 420 198

13.201 
1.133 
4.255

32.700 hi 21.098 hi

15.324
3.802
2.961

• •
• • f • •
16 20

337 168
852825 • •

1.631 . 
51.847

1.980
102.939

1.436
3.362

« « « • «
1.34986

4 71• • •
2.8901.422 • f

.40 • • •

Hunting Products;

2.587Elephant tusks and teeth 2.500. • t •

Mining Products:

Zinc
Lead

t
1.908
2.645

1.903
1.590

• • •» • •
7.3047.669

20 566046,7Tin
0,092 0,091

1.159
0,081Gold

Others
• • •

0,3

259
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APPENDIX I (Continued)

• Production Exportation 
(in metric tons)Products-

1960 1961 1960 1961

Energy
Electrical energy (1000 KWH) 26,269 30,942

Total Exports of Congo Lumber 266.101 258.888

Logs!

Mahogany
Walnut
Iroko
Premium quality okoume 
Logs for boxes 
Other quality okoume 
Gabon walnut 
Ebony
Other woods

6.762
180.303

1.640
7.357
1.067

27.051

7.085-
227

3.772
6.893

196
33.298
173.901317

0,1t • •
30.025 29.391

Lumber:

Iroko squared
Mayombe walnut squared
Ebony
Mahogany
Gabon walnut
Iroko
Mayombe walnut 
Other woods

128 9
17 62

3
259 208
12 54 

1.245 
2.533 

. 6.311

193
4.858
6.172

Global Total in Kilos Exports 1961 Imports 1961

395.259.996
4.869.001.033

294.923.153
19.518.109.855Total Value (in CFA francs)

Source: Republique du Congo, Service de la Statistique, Ministere des 
Affaires Economique et des Eaux et Forets, Bulletin Mensuel de Statis- 
tique. No. 7, Octobre-Novembre-Decembre, 1961, Brazzaville.

/
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APPENDIX II

SELECTED EXCERPTS FROM DECREE NO. 6 OF JANUARY 2ND, 1937 
CONCERNING THE GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATION * 

IN A.E.F.l

.*•
Education provided in tKe school establisLents of

1. Elementary primary education;
2. Higher primary education;
3. Vocational education;
4. Secondary education;
5. Private education.2

Article 1. 
A.E.F. consists of:

Article 2. Elementary primary education is provided free to chil
dren of both sexes:

1. In village schools;
2. In urban regional schools;

This education consists of three levels:

The preparatory course ("cours preparatoire")
The elementary course ("cotlrs elementaire")
The middle course ("cours moyen")

1° The aim of the preparatory course is to teach spoken French, 
writing, arithmetic (numbers 1 to 100). It Includes two sections:

a) A beginners' section^
b) The preparatory, properly so called.

Minim^ age for admission in the beginners' section is 6; no pupils can 
be maintained in this section beyond the age of eleven. A pupil who.

Article 3.

1. Journal Qfflciel de 1 ■A.E.F.'. p. 134. 
Bulletin del'Enselgnement en A.E.F

Reprinted in "Nos Ecoles," 
No. 1, pp. 4-16.•9

2. Note: In fact, two parallel school systems, one "public" and one 
private" were set up, each consisting of four types of education.

structure is a copy of the French 
^del, but the^beginners' class of the preparatory course consti
tutes a special adaptation to African conditions, making the 
elementary studies last sly years instead of five.

3.

y
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after 4 years in the preparatory course has not reached the elementary 
level, must be expelled from school. elementary

manual ). In addition, it teaches some geography and history.

No t consists of two sections, a first and a second year.
No pupils can be admitted in the first year if he cannot read fluently, 
write acceptably in a copy-book, express himself with ease in French

animals, etc.), and do the four operations with numbers 1 to 100.

The upper age limit in the second year is 14.

in the specifies and completes the work undertaken
L to it prepares to the native school certificate
and to the entrance examination for the higher primary

3° The middle

school.

No pupil can be kept in the middle course beyond age 15. excent
primary school candidates who may^stay on until 

age 16. (Limit raised to 17 for the year 1937-38.)

Article 5. Village Schools.

glrlsfwlth^Jhr!/''^®^^ principle, a mixed school (for boys and
grade of the ® two-grade preparatory course and the firstonlf ifvnLLr Governor General
only in vlUages which, within a 4 to 5 kilometer radius,
together 60 pupils of school 

Article 6.

can bring
age.

Urban and Regional Schools.

1° Urban and regional schools, consist of all three elementary
nonuTet^f 11 ® classes as the Importance of the school
denff^ allows. They are opened by decision of the Governor
depending on the financial conditions 
seats, etc.

levels.

General,
of the colony, in cities, district

2° These schools 
school already exists.

teacher-'"If? ^"'*/®8ional schools are directed by a European 
teacher, his assistants are native "moniteurs."

are mixed, except in centers where a girls' public

ing enters fift addition, further train
ing centers for teachers in service who will be appointed there after 
a few years in village schools.

1
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The Director of an urban or a regional school has theArticle 7. 
following responsibilities:

1° In addition to the regular duties of a school director, he 
gives a "model lesson" once a week.

2° On Thursday mornings, he gives to his assistants a further 
training course ("cours de perfectionnement") of two hours' minimum 
duration consisting of theoretical and practical pedagogy.

3° He is in charge of extracurricular activities: school coopera
tives, school garden, shops, adult courses, the school library, etc.

4° He supervises all the village schools of a school district 
("secteur scolalre").

Article 8. Girls' Schools.

In important centers, girls' schools will be set up at the second 
elementairy grade level. In mixed schools, a separate girls' section 
will be organized at the same level.^ In these special schools or 
sections, a substantial part of the school day (three hours) must be 
devoted to sewing, home economics, child care, and hygiene. Female 
teachers are responsible for this type of education.

Articles 10 through 28 concern: discipline, sponsoring committes,^ 
school holidays, school registers, annual reports, pupil recruitment, 
attendance certificates, medical inspection of pupils, timetables, adult 
courses, annual vacation, native school certificate (C.E.^.I.), scholar
ships, school districts, vacation courses, school lands and buildings, 
and boarding school for "mStis."

Article 29. Vocational and Agricultural Education.

Vocational education is provided in three ways:

1° Manual training, whose aim is to develop manuaT-aptltudes in 
children. In principle, it is intended for all children in the elemen
tary and the higher primrary who thus can learn to "tinker" and Improve 
native dwellings and furniture. It is given in shops adjoining the 
schools. „

4. This separation of sexes' is consistent with the traditional French 
school organization patterns.

5. These committees were to perform functions similar to those of 
Parent-Teacher Associations (PTA) in the United States. It is 
difficult to verify to what extent they operated in A.E.F.
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2° ^rentlceshlp ('-apprentlssage)6 reserved for young men who 
trainiL^r^ demand in European industry. This type of '

primary ®
tL disJr. "• “h” =>“» '>■. t.U„p and

Agricultural training is offered

and education is meant for all pupils in elementary
and higher primary schools. It consists of:“ ^

the vlllag^‘'^"^"“ ^ grounds and in

h=,hi a vegetable garden: local and European vege
tables like l^o contribute to native nutrition. ®

c; Main®
Admlnistratlo

or vocational

at two levels:

loanee of a plantation reserved for cash 
tns economic policy aims to introduce

d) Maintenance of an orchard.
of ‘=° experimental farms of the Department
of Agriculture, and to the best kept native plantations.

crops which the 
or improve in theregion.

agrlcult^-J-takes place in special Schools of 
ture ?? is m ^ farm-schools organized by the Department of Agricul
ture. It is meant for youths and adults, not for primary school children.

School cooperatives ("mutuelles scolaires)^Article 31. 
dual objective: have a

nrnd the welfare of their members through the sale of

work as well as the practiceb) To develop the taste for manual 
of solidarity and husbandry.

J|;®Jf"‘=^„f®tm^"^PP«ntissage" does not necessarily imply -inden-

7. These were created by a decree dated December 19, 
fled in 1933. 1928, and modi-
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Article 32. Higher Primary Education.8

second-level cadres of A.E.F. , 
at giving the best students the 
beyond the elementary level.

Article 33.

servants of the 
It also alms 

opportunity to pursue their education
and the commercial agents.

Secondary Education.

Secondary education created in A.E.F. is submitted to the same 
obligations as in the Metropole regarding admission of students and 
programs of study.
f offered in a "secondary course" in Brazzaville (grades 6
.-u as soon as the circumstances will allow, by a decree of
the Governor General. oj.

Article 34. Private Education.

Private education in the A.E.F. has the same objective as public 
education, and must apply the same methods of instruction.

8. The 'enseignement primaire superieur" is difficult to locate 
precisely within the French educational system, 
that "Its characteristic is to have 
It is not "secondary" in the

It has been said 
no character of its own."

, ^ sense that it does not lead to higher
pneral or professional education, although, since 1937, it has 
been placed under the responsibility of the Department of Secondary 
Education. But the "cours complementaire," a very similar struc
ture, was until recently a part of primary education. In aany 
ways it is a continuation of general elementary education, 
often includes training for non-technical occupations.

Journal Officiel de I’A.E.F.. p. 619.
0£. cit., pp. 75-76.

but it

9.
Reprinted in "Nos Ecoles,"
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Preamble:

Considering that it is much easier to lead the new eenerationc

In view of the decree of April 29, 1936 
districts in A.E.F.: ’ organizing agricultural

Article 1. "Agricultural School Days" are instituted .... 

These "School Days," by district, will be as follows:Article 2.

Bas-Congo District:

Oil-palm Day; 
Coffee-tree Day; 
Banana-tree Day; 
Peanut and Maize.Day.

Haut-Congo, Sangha, Oubanghi District:

Oil-palm Day; 
Cof|ee-tree Day; 
Cotton-tree Day; 
Peanut Day.3-0

‘V

tor orVho^!rhLi^"-^ guidance of the- District Chief, of the Direc-
de^tfd t^ Jisits^to oLnt specialist, these D'Ays will be
ruin,, n ‘ j ® plantations, natural growths, and fields under 
cultivation; to demonstratlond^or lectures on cultivation procedures
Its TrTsseT ef implements and processing machines (crush-
rsdnir' ? L’ by.planters in N-atlve Provident Societies
(Societe Indigenes de Prevoyance") which will soon be set up; to a lec-
a^d th^ agricultural activity of the District, on the organization 
and the role of Native Provident Societies,' i^acionetc. . . .

■ nn kT—;- - : the close of each "Dayi' an individual assignment
The thJpf bearing on what he has seen-and reLmbered.

1 ■ K .if to the Governor
General who will grant appropriate rewards.

Article 5

Next to,the general reorganization'of..the » 
important educational development of this periodschool system, the most 

was the reorganization

10. Similar "Days" are enumerated for each of 
tural districts of A.E.F. the four other agricul-
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and expansion of the "Ecole Edouard-Renard" 
January 2nd, 1937:11 by the decree No. 7 of

Article 1.

thev^irector of Education, has for objectives: supervision of

a) To train natives for local administrative 
commercial enterprise.

b) Eventually, to provide further
cadres and for private

^ - opportunities to students who
simply wish to pursue their studies beyond the elementary level.

Article 2. The School comprises three sections:

1) An Education Section, to which is attached a section for 
"moniteurs" and "monitrices";

2) A Medical Section;

3) An Administrative and Commercial Section.

ArticUJ^.; The duration of studies is four years: ^he two first 
years are devoted to general education; the third, general and special 

^ for selected vocation; the fourth, in large part in the schools (Educa
tion), in Administration offices, etc.

Curriculum—General Education:Article 13.

Moral (theory and practice)
French language ^
Arithmetic, metric system and geometry ^
Elementary physical and natural sciences applied to hygiene and 

agriculture

History/of A.E.F. and French civilization 
Geography of A.EsF France and the world 
Handwriting, drawing, music, singing, physical education 
manual work

♦»

and

^ttlcle 15. Specialized Education:

Teaching: psychology .applied to education; theory and. practice 
of education; school legislation.

Advisory Council ("Consell de perfectionnement"):'Article 42.

11. Journal Officiel de 1'A.E.F
Ecoles," o£. cit., p. 88.

p. 140 (1937). Quoted in "Nos•9
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The Advisory Council is made up of:
\

Governor, Secretary-General, or his representative. 
Director of Cabinet of the Governor General or his 
representative,

The President of the Chamber of Commerce of Brazzaville, 
The Director of the Political Bureau,
The Director of Education,
The Chief of the Department of Agriculture,
The School Doctor,
The School faculty,
The Directors and the Directresses of the primary schools 
where the students do their practice teaching. -

Chairman: 
Members:

The Council meets at the call of the Chairman or once a year.

Article 44. The management of the School and the results obtained 
are reported to the Advisory Council. The Council gives its advice on 
any material or pedagogical matter and particularly on the desirable 
size of graduating classes. It expresses wishes regarding possible 
modifications; It assists in the placements of the students.

• Article 45. < "Moniteurs" Sections:

The students must hold the C.E.P.I. (Native Certificate of Elemen
tary Education) and be 16 to 17 years of age. They are recruited by 
the Governor General among:

1) The candidates for admission at the Edouard-Renard School who 
have not passed the competitive examination, but have obtained 
sufficiently high grades;

2) The students of the Edouard-Renard School who apply for a 
transfer;

3) The students of the girls' schools whom the Directress recommends 
on the basis of intelligence and character.

12 months (may be ex-_ _ _ _ _ _  The duration^of the course:
tendedjfor three months' periods).

Article 47.

The students admitted at the Edouard-Renard School'’ enjoyed full 
scholarships, but in return, had to sign a contract under whose terms 
they were expected to serve the ,Colony (in teaching or administration) 
for a period of ten years. If the graduates decided to join a private 
firm, they were expected to reimburse the Colony at a -rate determined 
by the Governor General, 

o

Finally, the Vocational School of Brazzaville should be described 
on the basis of the decree No. 8 pf.^nuary 2nd, 1937:

1
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Article 1. The aim of' the Vocational School of Brazzaville is:
a) To train skilled laborers ("ouvriers speclalises'O-
b) To train foremen and shopmasters. ’

Article 2, SjS is made up of three sections:

a) A wood section:
section:

c) A masonry section.

after consultation with the Advisory Council 
Edouard-Renard School).

b) A metal
auto mechanics, etc.;

Director, of Education, 
(similar to that of the

■ A E ^cruited among middle school pupils from all
A.E.F. The course .of study -lasted four vears’ „,«=<- r , “
being spent in appropriate shops (Art. 12). ’ ^ ourth one

0
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APPENDIX III

SCHOOL STATISTICS FOR THE FOUR A.E.F. TERRITORIES 
(1935, 1939, 1943, AND 1946)

1935 1939 1943 1946

Primary Education
Number of Classes d152 155 235

Total Enrollment 
(Girls)

Public School Enrollment 

Private School Enrollment'

Secondary Education (Higher 
Primary & Teadher-Tralnlng)

Number of Classes^

15,871
(1,447)

6,r84

9,287

20,895
(3,799)

9,290

11,605

25,381
(3,915)

9,512

15,869

31,562
(2,832)

%

1 3 14
Total Enrollment 10 90 224 623

Vocational Education

Number o£ Schools*’ 2 4 20

Total Enrollment 
(Only boys) 40 118 1,974=426

Percentage of Total Budget 
Allocated to Education 1.47 1.56 4.74 4.20

No private Institutions recognized.

b. Classes attached to primary schools

c. Including 178 girls.

d. (---) No data reported.

Decfimhor. 1939, and 1943, Journal Offlclel de 1»AEF.
- (Brazzaville; Imprlmerle OfflcIVllel). For 1946,

|n£®isn|^^Outre^, Bulletin de 1-Inspection deHEnselgnement et
(LrL^^r^^^V ? r®’'® d'Outre-Mer, Decem^e, 1950
(Paris. Soclete Farlslenne d'Imprlmerle),

a.

not Included.

Sources:

yft .
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APPENDIX V )

REPUBLIC OF CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE)--DIAGRAM OF SCHOOL SYSTEM
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. APPENDIX VI

TEST FOBMS

FICHE INDIVIDUELLETESTS I & II

NOM de l'ECCILE

//ADRESSE
(Pr&f.)(S.-P.)

EX.PenslonnaireCLASSE erne

NOM et PRENOMS de I'ELEVE:

ANNEE de la naissance:FILLE:GARCON;

//LIEU de 'la naissance
(Pr&f.)(S,-P.)(V)

NOM et PRENOMS du PERE

PROFESSION du PERE

NOM et PRENOMS du _TUTEUR_ 
(si autre que le pere)

PROFESSION du TUTEUR

DEGRE de PARENTE du TUTEUR_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(Ex. oncle pat. ou mat., ffSre, etc.)

NOMBRE d'ANNEES de SGOLARITE

ETHNIE (race);

ProtestanteMusulmaneRELIGION: Lassyste_ _  Matsouarlste_

T^molns de Jeh_ _  Salutlsce

Non baptise (e) •

GathollqueKlbanguiste

LANGUES PARLEES; Famllla-le (de race)

Vehlculalres: Llngala__

Autres langues afrlcalnes 

Langue parlee le plus souvent en dehors de l'ecole;_ ^

Arabe PidginMonokotuba Sango

/
Date:
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.-^v.
TEST I-A

% '
INTERETS PROFESSrONNELS

1. Indiquez trpis (3) metiers ou professions que vous desireriez 
exercer une fois vos etudes terminees,
(Ecrivez en premier lieu celui qui vous intiresse le plus, .en second 
lieu, le second, etc.) . ■

ler choix
■

2eme choix

3eme choix

2. En un court paragraphs, motivez votre premier choix.
(Exemple: "jg voudrais etre_ _ _ _ . parce que. .

'

3. A quel endroit (nom de la viile, du village 
voddriezjjTDUs exercer votre metier?

ou du district rural)

^4. Queues Itudes ou quel app-rentissage comptez-vous entreprendre -afin.^ 
de,realiser vos ambitions professionnelles?
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TEST II

EQUIPES DE TRAVAIL

Ecrivez les noms et1.
'1' ^ P’^enoms (dans I'ordre indiqua ci-dessous) de

trois (3) eleves de votre classe avec lesquels (les) 
travailler en equipe. vous almerlez

ler choix

2eme choix

3eme choix

2. Ecrivez le nom du chef de cette equipe; si c'est vous, indiquez-le.
Chef dIequipe:

Par quels eleves croyez-vous avoir ete choisi?3.

4. Quels 'sont les eleves dont 
travail?

vous ne voudriez pas dans votre equipe de

5. ‘Nommez I'eleve (1 seulement) avec lequel (ou laquelle) il 
plalrait le plus de faire une promenade? vous
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ALTERNATIVE TEST I-B

INTERETS PROFESSlONNELS

1. Dans la liste ci-dessous, barrez les metiers qui ne vous int^ressent 
pas ou qui vous interessent 
cinq au maximum.

peu, jusqu'a ce qu'il n'en reste que

Militaire
Telephoniste
Forgeron
Empl. de bureau
Operateur-radio
Empl. de boutique
Planton
Infirmier (ere)
Dactylographe
Medecin
Gerant (e) de boutique
Agent de police
Tailleur (couturiere)
Avocat
Peintre
Mecanicien
Comptable
Steno-dactylo
Cultivateur
Aviateur

2. Places dans I'ordre de preference

Instituteur (trice)
Electricien
Dessinateur (trice)
Plombier
Pretre (pasteur)
Menagere
Empl. de voirie
Chauffeur
Religieux (euse)
Ingenleur
Mafon
Coiffeur (euse)
Menuisier
Ptcheur
Cordonnier
Artisan

Empl. P.T.T. 
Mecanicien-CFCO 
Maraicher (^re)

les 5 metiers choisis.
1) 4)

2) 5)

3)

3. En un court paragraphs, motives votre premier choix. 
(Exemple: »je voudrais etre parce que . . .")

4. A quel endroit (nom de la ville, du village ou du district rural) 
voudriez-vous exercer votre metier (de ler choix)?

'i- e„„.p„„d.e.£i„

Date
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TEST III

FICHE INDIVIDUELLE

NOM de I'EGOLE

ADRESSE

LIEU de naissance / /
(V) (S.-P.) (Pref.)

ETHNIE RELIGION

SEXE AGE

CELIBATAIRE MARIE (E) DIVORCE (E) VEUF (VE)

MARIAGE coutumler officiel religieux

PROFESSION du PERE

PROFESSION du TUTEUR

ECOLES FREQUENTERS:

(nom) (0 ou P) (.DegrS du cours) (DlplSme obtenu)

METIER EXERCE (s'il y a lieu)
(nom) (annSes d'exp.)

METIER auquel vous 

n LANGUE PARLEE le plus souvent en dehors de 1'ecole;

vous prepares

/
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TEST III

A - EXERCIGE DE COMPLEMENT DE PHRASER

Veuillez compllter les phrases suivantes a Itaide de un ou olu- 
sieurs mots qui vous vlendront Immedlatement a 1'esprit.

1. J'aurais desire que mes parents 

Tous les hommes sont nes2.

3. Les artistes sont_^_ _ _ _ _ _

L'honnete est

5. N'importe qui peut aspirer aux plu% hauts postes si

6. Les strangers devraient_ _ _ _ _

7. Les intellectuels devraient

4.

8. Si j'av^is un fils, je voudrais qu'il 

lui reussissent le mieux9. Les gei

Les riches devraient^_ _

Un enfant bien eleve do.it 

Chacun devrait desirer

10.

11.

12.

13. Ce qui est fait est fait, 

J'aurais voulu avoir14.

15. De bons parents doivent_ _ _

Ce n'est pas 1'origins d'une

17. L'individu est_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

18. Les feticheurs sont

La nudite est_ _ _  _ _ _

Pour reussir, il faut^_ _ _ _

Les bars et les dancings sont 

Le niveau de vie des classes populaires devrait

16.
personne qui compte, c'est

7
19.

20.

V.21.

22.
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Les anc^tres sont23.
•<

24. Dans une famille, on doit

25. Le temps, c'est

26. Les gens bien connus sont

27. Inutile de se plaindre
i

28. Les professeurs devraient

TEST III-B

1Decrivez, en un court paragraphs, votre conception; 

1. Du parfait jeune homme Congolais

2. De la parfalte jeune femme congolalae

1/

V_-
1. L'age n'est pas specifie, mais on inslste que ceci dolt representer 

votre conception.
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